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Abstract
Typogenetic Design is an interactive computational design system combining generative
design, evolutionary search and architectural optimisation technology. The active tool
for supporting design decisions during architectural shape generation uses an aesthetic
system to guide the search process. This aesthetic system directs the search process toward
preferences expressed interactively by the designer. An image input as design reference is
integrated by means of shape comparison to provide direction to the exploratory search.
During the shape generation process, the designer can choose solutions interactively in a
graphical user interface. Those choices are then used to support the selection process as
part of the fitness function by online classification.
Enhancing human decision making capabilities in human-in-the-loop design systems
addresses the complexity of architecture in respect to aesthetic requirements. On the
strength of machine learning, the integral performance trade-off during multi-criteria op-
timisation was extended to address aesthetic preferences. The tacit knowledge and sub-
jective understanding of designers can be used in the shape generation process based on
interactive mechanisms. As a result, an integrated support system for performance-based
design was developed and tested.
Closing the loop from design to construction using design optimisation of structural
nodes in a set of case studies confirmed the need for intuitive design systems, interfaces
and mechanisms to make architectural optimisation more accessible and intuitive to han-
dle. This dissertation investigated Typogenetic Design as a tool for initial morphological
search. Novel instruments for human interaction with design systems were developed using
mixed-method research. The present investigation consists of an in-depth technological
enquiry into the use of interactive generative design for exploratory search as an integrated
support system for performance-based design. Associated project-based research on the
design potential of Typogenetic Design showcases the application of the design system for
architecture.
Generative design as an expressive tool to produce architectural geometries was inves-
tigated in regard to its ability to drive initial morphological search of complex geometries.
The reinterpretation of processes and boosting of productivity by artificial intelligence
was instrumental in exploring a holistic approach combining quantitative and qualitative
criteria in a human-in-the-loop system. The shift in focus from an objective to a subjec-
tive understanding of computational design processes indicates a perspective change from
optimisation to learning as a computational paradigm.
Integrating learning capabilities in architectural optimisation enhances the capability
of architects to explore large design spaces of emergent representations using evolutionary
search. The shift from design automation to interactive generative design introduces
the possibility for designers to evaluate shape solutions based on their knowledge and
expertise to the computational system. At the same time, the aesthetic system is trained
xvi
in adaptation to the choices made by the designer. Furthermore, an initial image input
allows the designer to add a design reference to the Typogenetic Design process. Shape
comparison using a similarity measure provides additional guidance to the architectural
shape generation using grammar evolution.
Finally, a software prototype was built and tested by means of user-experience eval-
uation. These participant experiments led to the specification of custom software re-
quirements for the software implementation of a parametric Typogenetic tool. I explored
semi-automated design in application to different design cases using the software proto-
type of Typogenetic Design. Interactive mass-customisation is a promising application
of Typogenetic Design to interactively specify product structure and component compo-
sition. The semi-automated design paradigm is one step on the way to moderating the
balance between automation and control of computational design systems.
xvii

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
“We know very little, and yet it is astonishing that we
know so much, and still more astonishing that so little
knowledge can give us so much power.”
–Bertrand Russell
1.1 Defining the Problem
The use of digital tools to generate novel design solutions and support decision making
are frequently discussed in architectural design 1. How can we integrate digital tools
to build performance-based computational systems for interactive design of architectural
geometries? My investigation of this question draws on a variety of fields, domains and
techniques. It brings together scattered knowledge in the areas of Generative Design
(GD), architectural optimisation and evolutionary search to build the argument of this
dissertation. Adaptive digital tools that allow one to explore the design potential of
Multi-Criteria Optimisation (MCO) to shape generation interactively are showcased in
the project work that supports this dissertation.
Typogenetic Design refers metaphorically to the emergence of life from the primordial
soup 2. Similarly, the application of artificial genetic systems in architectural design
facilitates the emergence of solutions for a design task out of the ocean of opportunities that
exists in regard to emergent representation 3. Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) is a
1At CAAD Futures 2017 in Istanbul two conference sessions dealt with the topics ‘Decision Support
Systems and Human Computer Interaction’.
2Typogenetics is a formal system introduced by Douglas Hofstadter in [Hofstadter 1979] to study an
artificial genetic system for typography [Varetto 1993]. The idea was adopted in an architectural context
for shape generation.
3Computational representation, design criteria and evolutionary mechanisms contribute to the gener-
ation of suitable, feasible and desired design solutions.
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key consideration in interactive optimisation, especially in understanding the conversation
between the human designer and the machine as a responsive and adaptive counterpart.
In the early design stages, performance measures are frequently more focused on
heuristics dealing with cost, value and sustainability. Most architects who use optimisa-
tion technologies are interested in using daylight studies and structural optimisation in
architectural design [Cichocka et al. 2017b]. Those measures can be abstracted to basic
geometric measures for performance approximation in shape design. As design heuris-
tics, these performance measures can be calculated with moderate computational costs
for use in an exploratory search tool. Additionally, performance simulation can be inte-
grated into architectural optimisation for crucial applications, for example to ensure the
structural integrity of design solutions.
In reference to the recent discussions around design automation, performance simula-
tion and MCO, I investigated Typogenetic Design as an adaptive framework for performance-
based 4 architectural design 5 to provide insights and knowledge as a foundation to build
adaptive tools for creative decision support. Because of the significance of Typogenetic
Design to the fields of shape grammar, GD and decision support systems, I selected these
areas as the main areas of contribution for my PhD study. I base my argument on a
theoretical framework, case studies, the collection of a software pattern for Typogenetic
Design and the testing of a prototypical implementation as proof-of-concept. After the
user experience evaluation, a custom software requirements specification for a parametric
Typogenetic tool was compiled. The case studies that I explored on the journey of this
PhD study were:
• Smart Nodes Project
• Sydney Opera Bar
• Shooting Star
• Typogenetic Design
4The notion of ‘performance’ used in the context of this dissertation is strictly limited to the quan-
titative evaluation of performance criteria. Hence, the understanding of performance as an artistic act,
an activity of the nature of a task or a performed function, or as co-generating meaning in place-making
[Roudavski 2009] are not relevant to this PhD study. Again, reference to the word ‘performative’ needs
to be understood in the same category of meaning as the word ‘performance’ in the context of this study.
As a consequence, the term ‘performative’ does not point toward characteristics or qualities of artistic
performances, nor the social or cultural role of the architect in the context of the society, nor the concept
of performative utterances described in Austin [1962, p. 4]
5Optimisation as an approach to decision making in design is frequently restricted to the definition
of key features of design solutions in an automated process. Decision support for architectural design,
in my view, needs to integrate both interactive design space exploration and the potential to add design
references as a focal point for design solutions. Whether design systems support users in creative decision
making or the capabilities of the system are deemed to be creative themselves is completely up to the
understanding of the user. Measures for the degree of creativity artificial intelligence may exhibit are not
yet developed.
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• Anguinum Project
• Smart Structures Project
The knowledge I complied around the use of GD, evolutionary search, shape grammar
and Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) technology for architectural design purposes is encap-
sulated in the software pattern of Typogenetic Design. The cutting-edge Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) methodology used in this project is also part of this description of technology
used in Typogenetic Design. Quantitative and qualitative data were collected during the
user experience evaluation and analysed as the basis for the custom software requirement
specification. Those participant experiments revealed new insights about the need for
semi-automated tools and the level of expertise needed for a designer to use Typogenetic
Design. A comparative study of an automated and semi-automated scenario involving
shape generation showed that the users felt more engaged using Typogenetic Design. The
user feedback about the valuation and use of the digital tools was collected using ques-
tionnaires. The knowledge acquired from reflections that I frequently pursued during
my PhD journey led to a deeper understanding of the philosophical background and the
implications of the use of technology in architectural design.
Now that I have discussed the scope of the present study, I want to spend some time
framing my research questions and discussing the limitations of this PhD dissertation.
1.2 Limitations of the Study
At the core of this PhD dissertation sits the project work incorporating Typogenetic Design
as a semi-automated shape design system that aims to enhance designer engagement and
increase user satisfaction with the achieved designs than those generated by automated
shape design. However, this study is not concerned with the discussions around decision
theory in general (though a brief summary of the author’s understanding of its relationship
to the design process is given in the critical literature review). On the same note, it should
be mentioned that the transition from an optimisation to a learning system [Checkland
1985] is crucial for the thinking behind my project. Nevertheless, this PhD study does
not give an account of the associated literature on learning theory and creativity research,
even if the relevance of the developed digital tool for these discourses is recognised and
acknowledged 6.
The Aesthetic Support System for early stages of architectural design is built on a
custom GD implementation 7 in a state-of-the-art Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) soft-
ware package 8. Typogenetic Design provides access to optimisation technology for a large
6This relevance lies in the potential use of Typogenetic Design in future applications to extract knowl-
edge about the creative decision-making process during GD.
7The prototype of Typogenetic Design was tested using genetic programming with shape grammar
representation in RhinoPython.
8The software framework for the software implementation was Rhinoceros 6 for Windows.
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group of computational designers based on its interactive handling. Moreover, the multi-
disciplinary nature of the research process supported the acquisition of knowledge from
the fields of computer science 9 and engineering 10. This PhD study contributed to those
fields, though its main contribution is to the field of architectural design. Combining both
findings from control theory 11 and automata theory 12 led to the emergence of Typoge-
netic Design. One of the most obvious pragmatic applications of these theories is shown
in Figure 1.1a, which frames the main problem that my PhD study is pointing to. In this
diagram, the trade-off between control and automation in design is made the subject of
discussion. It shows the increasing effort of the designer on one axis versus the degree
of misalignment with the design intent proportional to the degree of automation on the
other axis. I identified HITL technology as capable of negotiating those aspects. HITL
technology allows the designer to interact with Typogenetic Design 13 collaboratively.
(a) Automation versus control, adopted
from [Oulasvirta 2017]
(b) Model for human-computer-interaction
in generative design
Figure 1.1: Negotiating control and automation in human-in-the-loop systems
My understanding of HCI in GD builds on the metaphor of a chess game, where both
players interact with each other strategically without dominating the other player. This
image, though, should not be interpreted as implying the superiority of the self (designer)
or an-other (intelligent agent), but rather, as an invitation to investigate the dynamics
that exist between the two participants to gain an understanding of the contributions that
each party makes to an exciting game. Therefore, my PhD study seeks not to increase
computational efficiency or reduce run-time in MCO, even if the developed aesthetic guid-
ance mechanism might very well facilitate improvements of those qualities. In the context
of this dissertation, the contribution of the computational system involves the provision of
9The focal research dealt with evolutionary search, machine learning and HITL from a computational
perspective.
10Expertise from engineering used in this research orbited around structural optimisation and additive
manufacturing.
11My reflection on the research project from a design cybernetics perspective informed Chapter 6.
12Automata theory plays a vital part in understanding the computational implications and the aspects
of HCI that deal with the features and characteristics of the machine.
13In the absence of a dictionary definition of the term ‘design system’, I want to quote a circulating
definition from an online discussion on user experience (UX in the following): “A design system is an
evolving rule set governing the composition of a product.” [Tuite 2017]
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a variety of solutions and an evaluation of the associated information related to the per-
formance of those solutions in respect to predefined performance criteria. The designer
contributes to the system by using his or her capacity to interpret and evaluate those
solutions aesthetically as shown in Figure 1.1b.
In fact, the designer expresses design preferences by introducing image input at the
beginning of the design process and exercises educated choice over the emerging solutions
during run time of the GD. This initial image input is understood as a design reference
used in a guidance process to give the search direction by Shape Comparison. Conse-
quently, the strategic convergence and divergence between design alternatives is enhanced
by the learning system using Online Classification, which allows the designer to focus
on an area of interest. As a result, the initial morphological search process explores the
design space in a structured way. This mode of interactivity allows the designer to make
decisions intuitively using the capacity of the computer to calculate complex performance
trade-offs. Combining the machine’s power to facilitate analytic thought and objectivity
on one hand with the imagination and artistic ability of the designer on the other in-
creases the efficiency of both partners in the HITL system. The designer’s creative and
synthesis competences are effectively used in the creative system to increase the potential
of architectural optimisation for incorporating human agency.
The increased control of GD using the Aesthetic Support System allows designers to
rethink the application of mass-customisation in an architectural context. In this pro-
cess, architectural products are adjusted to user preferences based on a core concept that
describes the architectural product. Individual taste and individuality are expressed by
adding a set of distinctive features to the geometric description of the architectural prod-
uct. The project work explores both a structural (Chapter 5, Smart Structures Project)
and a typological application using mass-customisation (Appendix E and F building on
[McGinley et al. 2016]). In the context of design optimisation of architectural structures,
the notion of mass-customisation is strategically extended to a custom-optimisation of
structural nodes using multi-scale optimisation.
Mass-customisation could be easily managed using Typogenetic Design as part of
this PhD study. Even if this application is an exciting and interesting one, an in-depth
exploration of the design potential for mass-customisation is beyond the scope of this
PhD study. A morphological study is reported as a result of a participant study testing
the Typogenetic Design prototype. An overview of the range of shapes generated by
this process is supplied in Appendix C. If linked to a parametric system, a variety of
representations could be used by designers to easily describe architectural geometries for
Typogenetic Design. The interactive way of optimisation developed during this PhD study
provides intuitive access to relevant parameters, variables and constraints from a design
perspective, addressing the need for accessibility of MCO and GD to a larger group of
computational designers.
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A wider use of MCO and GD in architectural application as an approach to performance-
based design allows designers to increase the efficiency and sustainability of architectural
geometries by basing design decisions on a variety of design criteria evaluated during the
exploratory process of Typogenetic Design. In order to generate a liveable future for our
society and environment, we need to innovate in unprecedented ways and at a greater
speed. This also includes the built environment, which in the present situation consists
largely of profit-driven developments that lack design quality. Typogenetic Design may
contribute to the sort of innovation in architectural shape generation that is needed to
capture additional optimisation potential in architectural design.
Especially in the early design stages, performance considerations are often not taken
into account. To some degree, this is because of the lack of design software that is intuitive
enough to allow the designer to explore a variety of different design solutions. As a result,
conceptual massing is often already fixed when the use of optimisation tools is introduced
into the design process. It is obvious that such fine tuning using optimisation tools is
quite different to strategic decision-making that uses performance criteria as means to
understand the implications of changes in architectural geometry.
The use of AI to make strategic design decisions about our built environment of-
fers the opportunity to accelerate the innovation process in architecture and architectural
technology. Based on performance considerations, costs could be decreased as a second
order effect of architectural optimisation without additional encoding of economic criteria
in the representation. For instance, the integration of structural criteria in the computa-
tional representation that describes the problem space reduces not only the weight of the
primary structure, but also the cost for foundations and excavations 14. Indeed, a detailed
encoding of the monetary benefits of design decisions would be possible and feasible.
The use of heuristics to gain an initial understanding of the performance of building
solutions in a variety of performance categories is appropriate in the early design stages.
The use of heuristics reduces the computational costs of architectural optimisation. A
variety of metrics can be extracted from geometric measures without the need for ex-
pensive performance simulation. At this point, I want to call attention to the discourse
on architectural simulation, which has a history dating back more than fifty years in the
Architectural Science Association. The community of practice working on architectural
technologies developed a variety of heuristics and tools to reduce the need for perfor-
mance simulation. A detailed account of those procedures is beyond the scope of this
PhD research.
As this PhD study focuses on the early design stages, I want to take some time to
14In contrast to the argument advanced by Jonathan Byrne [Byrne 2012] that structural criteria do
not support architectural form-finding, I express the view that structural performance simulation is able
to provide boundaries of feasibility to the explorative search. I see this way of integrating structural
optimisation as a kind of semantic checking mechanism which could be used to penalise solutions expressing
low structural performance. Another study would be necessary to test the effectiveness of an integration
of structural simulation in the fitness measure in comparison to an explicit checking mechanism.
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elaborate on the term ‘early design’ and the opportunities and threats associated with
the use of computational tools for decision support during those early stages. Since the
geometry of buildings can still be easily changed, and the design process is flexible in
conceptual and schematic design, I consider those phases as early design stages. During
these stages, all major design decisions are taken. In many cases, decision making takes
place without the knowledge needed to adequately reflect the changes in building perfor-
mance arising from design decisions. Therefore, one major opportunity afforded by using
computational tools in this context is the exploration of the possibilities to design archi-
tectural shapes offered by a particular site, programme and budget. Now, the challenge
for the computational designer is to find an adequate description of the solution space in
a computational representation suitable to expressing her or his design ideas. The neces-
sary flexibility of the representation can not be provided by parametric design or explicit
formulation of building features in a Building Information Model (BIM) 15. While both
approaches of computational tools could be used for the computational implementation of
GD, the metaphor of the chess game leads to a simple understanding of the benefits GD
offers as a design method.
In chess, simple rules describe the behaviour of the different figures, which we could
translate as sub-solutions in an architectural design context for the sake of argument.
Facades, structures and spatial layouts can be generated in bottom-up design processes
that build larger entities from simple shapes using simple rules. Those shapes and rules are
easy to describe, and there are a variety of approaches currently used in architecture, such
as multi-agent systems, l-systems and shape grammar, to name a few. I applied grammar
evolution using shape grammar in this PhD study and excluded all other approaches,
because I understand shape grammar to be the most formal and explicit GD approach.
Furthermore, shape grammar is most suitable for the scientific exploration of interactive
mechanisms because the underlying rules can be easily assessed and understood. The
question emerges as to how interactivity could be instrumental in making better informed
aesthetic decisions during GD tasks. The goal-driven nature of performance-based design
could lead to streamlined design processes exploiting the generative capacity of GD more
efficiently.
The introduction of a process accumulating knowledge during the iterative process
in GD was starting point for strategic introduction of learning capacities into design sys-
tems. Traditionally, these capacities are located at the stage of fitness evaluation of MCO,
where a set of criteria is evaluated to understand the system performance. Therefore, the
Aesthetic Support System introduces learning capacities at the level of user interaction,
15The link to BIM is made clear here. At the same time, I want to exclude the use of BIM for
the computational implementation of Typogenetic Design from this study. While a translation into a
parametric BIM environment like Autodesk’s Dynamo is feasible, the computational hurdles that need to
be taken exceed the scope of this PhD study. Another way to address BIM is through the use of IFC files
to write a geometric description of design geometry that can be easily imported into BIM software. The
necessary information can be found at the IFC standards [BuildingSMART 2017].
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as discussed by [Kamalian et al. 2007], and for a non-solution reference input at the start
of the GD process as part of the fitness evaluation 16 For the sake of this PhD study, I
chose to limit my explorations to the use of image input.
Modifying and assessing the variety of combinatorial options based on the rule set
defining the shape grammar represents another possible way of exercising control over
the set of design solutions. During bottom-up design processes, the use of a variety of
rules or behaviours drives the generative process. Limiting the search space by defining
a particular set of rules is a commonly used principle. In the context of this research,
GD is necessary to increase the range of solutions in a design space by using emergent
representations 17. Consequently, a larger variety of solutions is expressed in a richer
combinatorial space used for architectural design exploration.
I considered the issue of site and context-specificity by enforcing constraints through
syntactic and semantic checking of the design solutions. 18 In this context, syntactic
checking refers to the correcting modification of the part-to-whole relationship between
architectural elements and the architectural shape, while semantic checking refers to the
feasibility of particular solutions in terms of fabrication and construction constraints 19.
All of those aspects need to be considered in the representation to provide meaningful
results during the evaluation of design solutions.
One instrument for the evaluation of design solutions that I want to discuss is per-
formance simulation. As performance simulation is computationally expensive, the use of
this tool at the early design stages needs to be considered carefully. Usually, the use of
heuristics is more appropriate for the exploration of a large solution space, but in some
cases performance simulation offers additional benefits by increasing reliability. Above
all, it is difficult to express structural criteria using heuristics, and structural simulation
is accessible in a variety of implementations. Even the capability to evaluate complex
structures using structural simulation is available at low computational cost. Still, when
using GD to explore complex geometrical solutions, design decisions are frequently made
16Non-solution input is a term that is opposed to solution input. Therefore, the term refers to any input
by the designer that is not a potential design solution. The range of input includes language, images, videos
and 3D models without solution expression. Hence, non-solution input in this context could be any kind
of geometrical or graphical representation.
17The use of GD in computational architecture can be equalled with the divergence in design processes.
In contrast, morphogenetic design is used to facilitate the convergence of design alternatives to a specific
set of solutions. Typogenetic Design integrates both aspects in an exploratory search that facilitates both
divergent and convergent behaviour of the design system.
18The identification of architectural shapes using computer vision was simplified by excluding an explicit
reference to site context from the study.
19The reference to the term of semantics at this point does not incorporate any capacity of the AI
to generate meaning. This aspect of the cognitive function is clearly attributed to the human designer
in HITL. Instead, the term ’semantic checking’ refers to a previously defined set of rules that is used to
check the model. The way this checking takes place clearly extends beyond the syntactic checking of the
grammar, articulating its checking function on the level of the phenotype. The term ’phenotype’ in this
situation means the expressed geometry after the grammatical translation of the genotype as symbolic
representation of the design solution.
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without simulation of structural performance. 20 One factor here might be the psycho-
logical barriers around the use of the associated digital tools. They are often seen as a
limiting factor in design space exploration.
A discussion of the psychological implications of the use of computational design tools
is beyond the scope of this study. Besides some considerations about the interface design
that I draw from the field of HCI, in this study I shall ignore the findings of behavioural
science that are frequently discussed in contextualising fields of this research. Even if the
insights generated through a reflection on issues raised by behavioural science would be
fruitful for this research, the extent of considerations necessary would be deserving of a
separate study. Even during the implementation of the HITL systems conducted as part
of this PhD study, behavioural scientists were not consulted, so that the definition of a
more refined predictive model in the aesthetic guidance mechanisms as shown in Figure
1.2a is yet another area of exploration left for future studies.
(a) Human-in-the-loop system design,
adopted from [Oulasvirta 2017]
(b) Triangulating the research context
Figure 1.2: Scope of my PhD study
On the subject of behavioural science, I want to briefly point to a current discussion
in that which is directed toward understanding the role of creativity during computa-
tional design processes. The use of design intuition and the capacity of solution spaces
to constantly diverge and converge during the search for a feasible design solution are
characteristics of architectural design processes. One could argue that emerging represen-
tations diverge the design space to provide the variation needed for interactive convergence
in HITL systems. Therefore, an inversion of the principle can be established by letting
designers explore vast solution spaces in GD while tracking their behaviour during the
20Even if the use of structural simulation is available in parametric design, an implementation of those
capabilities in RhinoPython is not yet developed. Therefore, structural simulation is only addressed in
case studies using parametric tools. Structural simulation is not integrated in the software prototype of
Typogenetic Design. The implementation of a parametric Typogenetic Design tool could address this
limitation in the future.
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decision-making process [McComb et al. 2017]. As a result, conclusions could be drawn
in regard to the way designers interact with computational systems. Those conclusions
might lead, at long last, to a better understanding of creativity. Typogenetic Design could
be used to contribute to a better understanding of the ways architects make decisions.
The application of the HITL system to capture a designer’s decision-making processes by
tracking his or her decision-making behaviour is excluded from this PhD study. This is
the final exclusion that I want to mention in relation to the scope and limitations of this
PhD study.
But to reiterate the scope and limitations of this dissertation, I want to summarise
my research approach one more time. Through this research, I aim to generate authentic
and integrated knowledge in presenting Typogenetic Design along with the associated
case studies. Another contribution of this research to architectural practice involves the
reflections on the implications of using this technology for architectural design in this
dissertation. A set of digital tools for the different design cases explored during the
project work extends the body of knowledge in the field of computational architecture
and applied engineering. Finally, I report on a participant experiment that involved
testing a prototypical implementation of Typogenetic Design as a semi-automated design
tool. 21 Therefore, my PhD research is located at the intersection of architectural design,
computer science and engineering, as represented in Figure 1.2b.
Currently, technological transformations based on recent innovations in AI are chang-
ing the way we think about architectural design. This research contributes to the readiness
of architects to unfold future digital practice by establishing a framework for the use of
intelligent interfaces in GD. This framework provides a way of meeting the changing re-
quirements for advanced architectural design in the dynamic environment of societal and
technological transformation in the augmented age [Conti 2014]. As a digital tool for
cognitive augmentation of design tasks during early design stages, Typogenetic Design is
a gateway into the interactive exploration of the design potential of GD based on HCI
in MCO. This dissertation provides the humble means to explore this research trajectory
in future studies by applying the knowledge, methods and tools discovered during this
investigation.
The results of this PhD research are manifested in publications, digital tools and an
accompanying dissertation, which explores the research question:
How can intelligent interfaces support creative design in architecture?
21The whole process is supported by systematic reflection, extending my understanding of the phenom-
ena encountered during this research project. Comprehension of the relationships between phenomena
in the context of this PhD study led to my emerging practice as as a conceptual and methodological
approach. Before I introduce my research aims, objectives and contributions, however, I want to first look
more closely at the significance of this study for the discourse of architectural design.
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1.3 Aims of Research
The main aim of this PhD research is to investigate aesthetic decision support for
creative systems. Therefore, this PhD study successively set out to achieve the following
sub-aims:
• Identify and integrate relevant aspects of artificial intelligence technology
• Inquire on interactive mechanisms for creative input
1.4 Research Objectives
This PhD thesis’ main objective is to provide a theoretical framework for investi-
gating the use of human-in-the-loop systems in architecture. Consequently, a set
of sub-objectives was put in place to direct the PhD study. Those sub-objectives were as
follows:
• Design, prototype and test Typogenetic Design using genetic programming
• Explore the application potential of Typogenetic Design in architecture using case
studies
1.5 Research Questions
In order to understand the range of technological, conceptual and theoretical ideas en-
countered during the project work, framework development and reflections conducted as
part of this PhD study, and to investigate the nature, characteristics and relationships
between those aspects, I asked the following research questions:
PRS 1
• What is the theoretical and conceptual background of architectural optimisation?
PRS 2
• How can performance-based evolutionary search contribute to generative design?
PRS 3
• How can intelligent interfaces assist aesthetic decision-making in generative design?
PRS 4
• What are the key technologies needed to build an interactive exploratory search
tool?
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PRS 5
• How can human-computer-interaction support exploratory search in architectural
design?
PRS 6
• How is the functionality of an exploratory search tool called Typogenetic Design
experienced by potential users?
PRS 7
• How can Typogenetic Design be applied to design explorations in the early stages
of architectural design?
1.6 Research Contributions
• To develop a human-in-the-loop system for creative design for aesthetic support in
early design stages (Architecture)
• Development and testing of a software prototype as a proof-of-concept for Typoge-
netic Design (Architecture/Computer Science)
• Interactive evolution of building shapes using genetic programming (Computer Sci-
ence)
1.7 Structuring the Work
Before commencing the main discussion, I shall first present an overview of the chapter
structure and an outline of the contents of this dissertation. By design, this section
describing the chapter structure does not include a detailed summary of the content of
each chapter.
Introduction The first section of my dissertation (above) focused on the reasons for
undertaking this research, and situated my work within the general context of current
societal and technological developments. Additionally, the introduction described the
limitations and scope of this PhD research more precisely. As a result, the reader gained
an understanding of the potential impact and value of my research and the insights it
aims to generate in various fields, as well as the trajectories for future research. The
introduction concluded by stating the research aims, objectives and contributions to the
field.
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Literature Review In the context of architectural discourse, a literature review is
commonly used to identify a community of practice associated with the research area,
within and through which knowledge and experiences related to the object of research are
exchanged. In this tradition, as part of this research I developed a critical literature review
integrating different perspectives of researchers and architects concerned with, or related
to, the fields of generative design, shape grammar, HCI, evolutionary search and MCO.
I map the relevant schools of thought contributing to the theoretical knowledge relevant
to this research project. By selecting my position at the multi-disciplinary intersection of
architecture, engineering and computer science, as shown in Figure 1.2b, the overlap of
these areas of scientific research were of special interest to me in identifying my community
of practice. I focused my critical literature review on the intersection between these lines
of research. During the process of conducting the literature review, I identified the main
sub-fields relevant to the discussion of Typogenetic Design and described their logical
topology. An account of this theoretical process is provided in the Chapter 2 containing
the critical literature review.
Methodology In Chapter 3 of my dissertation, I describe the methodology used in the
PhD research. This account provides the reader with an understanding of the activities
conducted during my research. Research strategies show the path to reaching my re-
search goals during the period of my PhD. I undertook project-based research through
the development and testing of Typogenetic Design. This study used a mode of research
integrating theory and practice, as well as quantitative and qualitative research using
mixed methods approach. Leaning on a constructivist epistemology and ontology, I built
my understanding of the research matter from phenomenological observations.
Theoretical Framework In Chapter 4, the key ideas for constructing a shared un-
derstanding of Typogenetic Design are described. The theoretical framework introduces
decision support systems and the interactive features used to support designer interac-
tion. The main purpose of this chapter is to prepare the ground for understanding the
technological and application potential of Typogenetic Design. This computational ap-
proach administers active decision support by providing means of guidance for GD. In
line with the concept of initial morphological search, a theoretical framework that com-
piles and discusses the relevant qualities, characteristics and features of this technology is
presented.
Project Work The local context of the unique case studies shows the application of
different digital tools. Later case studies integrate the use of experimental stages and
software prototypes of Typogenetic Design. Chapter 5 describes and encompasses the
pragmatic considerations of design optimisation and in using Typogenetic Design for ar-
chitecture. Throughout this chapter, different application cases for Typogenetic Design
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as architectural shape generation approach are discussed in sequence to reveal some of the
facets of this research on both a descriptive and topological level.
Reflections Chapter 6 provides an account of the reflections undertaken during the
research process. This chapter contributes to my emerging understanding and practice
by integrating Typogenetic Design in the larger context of technology philosophy and the
use of Typogenetic Design for augmentation of design processes. Finally, a consideration
of design system properties through different lenses and on different scales wraps up the
reflections on my research project.
Discussion In the final phase of my PhD research, I developed a detailed argument
about semi-automated design based on the results generated during this PhD study. Chap-
ter 7 discusses the project work, framework and reflections in the context of a conversation
on the use of performance-based, HITL methodologies in architectural design by distill-
ing the relevance and meaning of my research in a comprehensive critical review. The
discussion chapter is designed to allow the reader to understand the relevance of this dis-
sertation to architectural discourses and view the work from different angles and in the
light of current developments in computational design.
Conclusions The critical discussion of the implications of this PhD study and its results
is aimed at strategically expanding the state of knowledge in this area of architectural
design. The resulting findings are compiled in the Chapter 8 to provide easy access to the
main contributions of this PhD study.
Recommendations and Future Work Finally, I provide my thoughts and reflections
on the latest advances in performance-based computational design, and present my final
thoughts about the future development of performance-based systems for architectural
design in Chapter 9.
To conclude this chapter, in summary, I have sought in this introduction to focus the
reader’s attention on the field of research that I approached during the period of my PhD
study. A full account of the literature explored for this research and my position with
respect to the methods, theories and concepts employed in the community of practice of
computational design are presented in the following literature review.
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Literature Review
“A well-aimed spear is worth three.”
–Tad Williams
My PhD research is focused on the early stages of architectural design, as shown in
Figure 2.1, and specifically on the introduction of human-in-the-loop (HITL) technology
to Generative Design (GD) as a means of providing additional control. This application
was facilitated through the introduction of an Aesthetic Support System designed to
increase the efficiency of designer interaction and increase the autonomy of the designer
in the handling of GD. In order to more clearly situate the present research within the
field of architecture, I first reviewed the relevant literature in the field of computational
architecture and then pinpointed the relationship between the latter and the specific aims
of my PhD study. After identifying gaps in the literature which the present research aims
to fill, I set about re-framing this critical literature review in order to highlight the facets
most relevant to my study.
Figure 2.1: Early design stages in traditional and integrated planning
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This critical literature review sought to reveal the gaps in the existing body of knowl-
edge in the field of architectural optimisation, thus situating this PhD research and its
contributions to the field within the wider context of computational design research. Here,
I identified the relevant trajectories of the discourses that I drew upon through my re-
search, and developed an argument by weighing the different contributions of authors in
this field of research by analysing their theories, concepts and explorations, and their rele-
vance to my research trajectory. The following critical discussion aims to guide the reader
through the general framing of my research in relationship to the architectural discourse.
After contextualising the discussion, the literature review progresses toward decision mak-
ing in design and architectural optimisation as a special case of decision making.
At the end of this chapter, the community of practice in my field of research and
the associated architectural practice is described. This community of practice exhibits
a three-fold nature. The project work conducted during this PhD study contributed to
architectural optimisation. As the main are of contribution of this research, Typogenetic
Design was situated at the intersection between evolutionary search, GD and Human-
Computer-Interaction (HCI).
2.1 Computer-Aided Architectural Design (CAAD)
2.1.1 Computer systems
The early development of computer systems in the 1940s mainly served military applica-
tions Mitchell [1977, p. 9], but they soon found applications in a wider range of activities
including numerical calculations, data processing and analysis to applications in process
control and computer graphics. Soon after, the interaction of the user with the computer 1
and the augmentation of human capabilities started to emerge as research topics that still
drive the development of applied computational systems. In order to review and frame
the contribution of HCI in an architectural context, I shall first refer to [Dade-Robertson
2013], before analysing the understanding of the term ’HCI’ as it is used in this PhD study.
I critique the taxonomy of the relationship between architecture and HCI presented by
Martyn Dande-Robertson which is exclusively focused on the physical medium of interac-
tion between user and computer. Dande-Robertson justifies this by introducing the term
‘architectural user interfaces’ as isolated from design computation [Dade-Robertson 2013].
This rather intellectual distinction breaks the connection between the HCI and computer
science as a fruitful field of research, development and innovation. My PhD study, in
contrast to Martyn Dande-Robertson’s understanding, is situated precisely at this inter-
section of computational design in architecture and HCI, using graphical user interfaces
1First interactive applications were explored in early teaching machines by Pressey and Skinner. [Skin-
ner 1958]
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Figure 2.2: Symbiosis in human-computer interaction
as intermediate layer between the physical interface and the computational design system
as a means to design architectural geometries.
2.1.2 Human-computer interaction
Scholarly discussions about HCI go back to [Licklider 1960], who himself refers to [North
1954] 2. The concept of “man-computer symbiosis” (an inspirational artistic illustration
is shown in Figure 2.2) 3, as it is referred to in [Licklider 1960], describes collaboration
between humans and machines and points toward applications in control and decision
making. Here, routine tasks executed by the computer prepare information as a basis for
human decision-making which is framed by goal setting and other criteria defined by the
user [Licklider 1960]. In later reflections, Joseph Carl Robnett Licklider emphasises the
predictive capacity of computers to suggest directions as part of decision-making processes,
as well as the human capacity to make subjective judgements based on intuition [Licklider
1988].
Another concept relevant to this PhD study is HITL technology 4 that uses the human
as an integral part of the computational system. A HITL Decision Support System (DSS)
2In the context of North’s term “Mechanical extension” [Licklider 1960] Joseph Carl Robnett Licklider
mentions the term “semi-automated design”, which I used in my research. According to the argument put
forward in [Licklider 1960], semi-automated design represents a revert to human evaluation due to a lack
of success in automation. In the absence of a better signifier, the term ‘semi-automated design’ is used as
a descriptive term in the context of this study. Therefore, the negative connotations present in [Licklider
1960] is perceived as an expression of a sentiment held at the time of the writing of the text.
3Mitchell refers to the concept with the term “Person-machine systems” in his seminal work on
computer-aided architectural design [Mitchell 1977]. The term ran out of fashion quickly, as there are
not many publications using it.
4HITL needs to be differentiated from a couple of other terms. Firstly, “humanistic computing”, leading
to “humanistic intelligence”, takes the HITL ideas one step further to an actual mutual enhancement of
sensory and cognitive capacities for both the human and computer [Mann 2014]. A similar sounding term
that is used in contrast to the others just mentioned, and referring to humanism, is “humanistic HCI”.
[Bardzell and Bardzell 2011] describe this concept in terms of “any HCI research or practice that deploys
humanistic etymologies [...] and methodologies [...].”
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employs a DSS to suggest decisions, while the human expert decides on the final course
of action [Subramania and Khare 2011]. Some HITL DSS use Artificial Intelligence (AI)
to synthesise decisions as options for the user. Therefore, it is important to discuss the
associated terminology that is used in this dissertation.
2.1.3 Machine Intelligence
Currently, machine intelligence is used for a wide range of applications in various indus-
tries. Considering the list of potential applications of AI in [Firschein et al. 1973], most
of the application cases described in the paper (i.e. concerning how to use this set of
technologies) are already implemented. Control of technical systems and technological
devices changes the ways that systems are organised. The technological development of
intelligent systems has progressed significantly since their humble beginnings in the 1950s.
The idea of programming intelligence in digital computers goes back to the examina-
tion of the initial question: “Can machines think?” [Turing 1950]. Since then, a variety of
algorithms have been developed to integrate intelligent capabilities into computer software.
Machine learning [Michie and Chambers 1968], [Carbonell et al. 1983] and evolutionary
search [Rechenberg 1973], [Holland 1973], [Koza 1990] are the algorithmic paradigms used
in this PhD study, and each of them is explained in greater detail in the supporting in-
formation of the software requirements specification for parametric Typogenetic Design
in the Appendix. An overview of the field of machine intelligence can be found in [Nilson
1974]. I shall return to this topic after introducing some key ideas about computer-aided
design (CAD), which are essential to understand the application case and potential of
Typogenetic Design.
2.1.4 CAD Systems
From the mid-sixties onward, the first CAD systems were developed to increase efficiency
in engineering design Weisberg [2008, p. 2-8]. Soon after the development of Sketchpad
by Ivan E. Sutherland [Sutherland 1964] , a 2D graphical user interface (GUI) designed to
facilitate communication between the user and the computer via line drawings (a screen
shot of a structural application is displayed in Figure 2.3), a 3D GUI was developed by
Timothy E. Johnson [Johnson 1963]. While most of the CAD systems on the market still
work as black boxes Cross [1977, p. 107], the development of parametric design, starting
in the 1960s, allowed designers to build associative geometrical models as a means to
access the functionality of CAD software, and were first commercially implemented in
1987. In 1992, Frank Gehry started using CATIA, an engineering software based on
Bezier Splines, to design the Barcelona Fish for the 1992 Olympics (Figure 2.4a) and
moved on to introduce the use of 3D CAD into large architecture projects like the Walt
Disney Concert Hall (Figure 2.4b).
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Figure 2.3: Cantilever and arch bridges adopted from Sutherland [1963, p. 131]
(a) Barcelona Fish designed by Frank Gehry (b) Walt Disney Concert Hall designed by
Frank Gehry
Figure 2.4: Pioneering use of 3D CAD for architectural design
The groundbreaking work of Ivan E. Sutherland on interactive design computation
during the development of Sketchpad also integrated the possibility of incorporating geo-
metric constraints into the generic program structure Sutherland [1963, p. 52] and there-
fore the ability to define parametric relationships. The introduction of Bentley’s ‘Genera-
tive Components’ in 2003, McNeel’s ‘Grasshopper 3D’ in 2007 and Autodesk’s ‘Dynamo’
from 2011 with a 1.0 release in 2016 (2.0 release in 2018) increased the degree of automa-
tion possible in the process of generating architectural drawings. Those developments
affected the way that architects perceive the design process, because the functionality of
parametric tools allowed for flexible changes to be made to geometric models. After the
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invention of parametric design, the potential for changes in geometry has been exploited
in design experimentation, leading to a practice of algorithmic sketching that embraces
the geometric expressions possible by means of parametric models by pushing them to
their limits.
Changes in design practice that occurred as a result of developments in CAD were
already predicted by Nigel Cross (Cross [1977, p. 107]). This cultural change can also
be framed in light of Mark Burry’s work on ‘Scripting Cultures’ [Burry 2011], Patrik
Schumacher’s description of a new style of Parametricism [Schumacher 2011-2012] and
the successive re-framing of the Parametricist agenda. Recent progress in parametric
thinking focused on adaptivity toward social and cultural aspects [Schumacher 2016].
Still, the adaptivity of parametric design models is restricted to the geometries described
in the explicit, hierarchical logic of the algorithm.
John Frazer, one of the pioneers in working with design systems, and whose impact
in proposing ‘An Evolutionary Architecture’ [Frazer 1995] will be discussed at a later
section, recently compiled his thoughts on parametric design [Frazer 2016]. In this article,
John Frazer also states the need for “a generative engine, selection procedure, learning
algorithm and a complete design system from inception to development, optimisation
and resolution” to integrate morphogenetic capabilities into CAD systems. These design
systems are also called “GD”, which refers to iterative systems that apply simple rules to
modeling of complex geometries.
2.1.5 Generative Design
GD is frequently used in architectural design to explore a variety of design options. There
are various generative engines which have been reviewed in other places [Muehlbauer et al.
2017b], [Singh and Gu 2012] and examined in their historical context in Kitchley [2006,
p. 24-51]. The use of grammar evolution for architectural design is one example of a
GD technique that allows for the integration of performance criteria in the computational
process [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a]. For the sake of this critical literature review, I want to
focus on various conceptual considerations about GD before discussing the application of
GD in decision support for architectural design.
The concept of GD can be tracked back to Aristotle, who put forward a metaphor
in which nature is said to often combine sets of parts that together form a coherent
whole (Mitchell [1977, p. 29]). 5 Building on ideas found in the architectural discourse of
5In his book titled ‘The parts of Animals’, Aristotle describes the combination of “homogeneous” and
“heterogeneous parts” in material systems to achieve different functions and characteristics necessary to
the movement of the body (Aristotle [-350, s. 10]).
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Leonardo da Vinci 6 and the Bauhaus movement 7, the term ‘generative systems’ 8 started
to be used in artistic discourse in 1970, as argued by Sheridan [Sheridan 1983]. An earlier
connection between the term ‘generative’ and the meaning discussed in this section is
present in the work of Eduardo Mac Entyre as part of a group called ‘Arte Generativo’.
The functional aspects of “generative design system” links back to a description of Dell
K. Allen and Ronald P. Millett and [Beeby and Thompson 1979]. Jon McCormack lists
“self-organisation” 9, “evolutionary systems” and “generative grammar” as GD methods
[McCormack et al. 2004], all of which combine design elements to artefacts in emerging
processes. Each of the generative algorithms can be used as a generative engine in the sense
[Frazer 2016] mentioned - as a geometric system for building morphogenetic capabilities.
These capabilities can be integrated in CAD systems to facilitate design space exploration,
if combined with designer interaction.
The architectural design process is still frequently discussed throughout the field of
architecture. A manifold of interpretations of the design process can be expressed because
of the complexity of design in architecture [Bayazit 2004]. While Alexander, Ishikawa
and Silverstein [Alexander et al. 1977] argue that design solutions can be composed of
hierarchically organised patterns, Patrick Schumacher [Schumacher 2011-2012] develops a
set of rules to simultaneously describe “Parametricism” as an architectural style and as a
set of design methods. I argue that design intent in the context of computational archi-
tecture needs to be represented in a way that suits a particular computational process, as
described, for example, by John Frazer in his book ‘An Evolutionary Architecture’ [Frazer
6Leonardo da Vinci and Durand used a rule-based approach to generate architectural plans [Ediz and
Cagdas 2004].
7The central idea that contributed to this context from my perspective is the use of technology to
develop new stylistic expressions and a different view on creativity that was based on a holistic under-
standing of the practice of art and crafts. Understanding compositional rules as an important tool to
generate harmonic expression in abstract geometric compositions was highly influenced by the De Stijl
movement around Theo van Doesburg.
8The use of the term “generative system” started in most likely 1817, pointing toward the reproduction
system of animals [Robertson and Baillie 1817].
9A wide range of algorithms can be unfolded from this term that assembles parts based on local
interactions to create larger entities [McCormack et al. 2004]. In contrast to [Fischer and Herr 2001], I
consider the term “emergent system” as a term encompassing generative systems and other processes with
emergent properties. These emergent properties are characteristics of a system that appear in unforeseen
ways during the interaction of its parts, or as Pia Ednie-Brown defines: “the process and outcome of
combining things to form a whole”, therefore rendering the term an “issue of composition” Ednie-Brown
[2007, p. 15]. However, we return to [Fischer and Herr 2001] to understand the range of algorithmic
models that are inscribed in the term of self-organisation: e.g. growth models, cellular automata, and
swarm modelling. Again, I want to challenge the listing found in [Fischer and Herr 2001] and exclude
parametric design from GD, as a means of differentiation of the terms in context of this PhD study.
Parametric models per se have a hierarchical, static definition that follows a left-to-right logic. Now, based
on recent implementation of loops and optimisation methods, GD can also be integrated in parametric
design software, therefore blurring the boundaries of traditional terminology. In the further unfolding of
this thesis, I refer to parametric design in the terms just described, while I use the term ‘visual programming
editor’, if I refer to parametric design environments. Again, I need to raise awareness that this term is
to be seen as different from “visual calculation” or “visual computation”, which describe the use of shape
grammar for design composition [Stiny and Gun 2012]
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1995] to allow the designer to exploit the capabilities of GD processes in a performative
way, usually referred to as digital morphogenesis, as described by Stanislav Roudavski
[Roudavski 2009]. As a basis for discussion of Typogenetic Design as a kind of aesthetic
decision support, I shall briefly review some of the theories and methods frequently used
in the context of computational design.
2.2 Decision Making in Computational Design
Given the aims and context of the present discussion, it is most appropriate to begin think-
ing about the design process from the starting points provided by the literature dealing
with computational design. In response to the recent developments in computational de-
sign (from both a pragmatic perspective building on personal experience in architectural
practice, and an historical design perspective to contextualise technological development),
I refined my position as systems designer and researcher. Throughout this section, I elab-
orate on the decision-making process in architectural design that I want to augment with
the DSS that I developed as part of this PhD study.
Decision making in general is a matter of evaluation and choice, while problem solving
aims to provide focus, direction and procedures [Simon 1986]. Rational decision making is
based on an evaluative mechanism - often a fitness function, objective function or utility
function. Integration of subjective evaluation with objective knowledge allows one to build
“man-machine decision-making systems” [Simon 1986]. Using the computational power
available allows for the use of control techniques, AI and modelling of systems to build
expert systems that provide a level of expertise comparable to a well-trained human expert
[Simon 1986]. Architectural design builds on a client-expert relationship, usually based
on initial requirements that are often revised during the design process. “Throughout the
whole process of design, the emerging conception provides continual feedback.” [Simon
1986].
As architectural design often sets out to solve “ill-defined” or “wicked problems”
[Buchanan 1992], [Rittel and Webber 1973], qualitative criteria need to be taken into
account during the decision-making process in evaluation of design solutions - e.g. the
subjective, social and cultural aspects of functionality. This step away from pure rational
choices to a preference-based decision-making process and modelling of those criteria in
utility functions is becoming increasingly difficult [Levin and Milgrom 2004]. Qualita-
tive aspects of design are hard to define in numerical or logical sequences for automated
evaluation and synthesis. Therefore, human expertise and judgement serve as invaluable
resources in the process of reviewing design solutions.
External restrictions (e.g. environment, construction, finances) and internal drivers
(e.g. desires, motivations) are equally important in performing architectural design pro-
cesses Kalay [2004, p. 2]. This shift toward embracing the subjective nature of architec-
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tural design, in contrast with the objective understanding of design found in the modernist
discourses of architecture 10, leads to new challenges in architectural modeling. The inte-
gration of subjective and objective evaluation criteria in design processes is necessary to
achieving a holistic understanding during decision-making in design. Before I talk about
the implications of these considerations, however, I shall firstly explain my view of the
design process and how it is related to - and builds on - different aspects of computational
design theory.
The account of problem analysis in Kalay [2004, p. 10] sounds very familiar in the
context of optimisation, because Kalay talks about goals and constraints that need to
be specified to define a problem space. In the context of architectural optimisation, this
phase is about setting up an adequate representation to describe the design space and
define the evaluation criteria. The theoretical considerations about this design stage build
on the premise that site analysis and client briefings were conducted successfully, so that
an initial understanding of the design problem is already present in the designer’s mind.
During solution synthesis, creative solutions to the established design problem are
explored by a search for the suitable solutions in the specific design context Kalay [2004,
p. 11]. In the set of activities performed during this design stage which Yehuda E.
Kalay mentions, I want to emphasise the “formal knowledge of rules of composition and
style” Kalay [2004, p. 11]. This aspect of architectural design can be computerised in
evolutionary systems by means of shape grammar 11.
Furthermore, the evaluation phase is described as a process based on a rational eval-
uation of specified criteria in Kalay [2004, p. 12]. There is a direct link to architectural
optimisation not only in this description, but also in the notion of adaptivity in an itera-
tive process, as expressed by Kalay in the statement: “The results of the evaluation are
communicated back to the previous steps for improvement or adjustment of the solution,
or for changing the requirements” Kalay [2004, p. 12] 12. Those three phases, as shown
in Figure 2.5a, can be integrated into the model of the computational design process by
William J. Mitchell [Mitchell 1976] presented in Figure 2.5b.
In the design process model shown in Figure 2.5b, the cyclical nature of the design
process is illustrated, and the different activities that lead to a state change are described.
Here, I subsume the analysis-synthesis-evaluation model of Kalay under the term ‘per-
10Famously formulated by Louis Sullivan in [Sullivan 1896] and put into wider context by Cesar A.
Cruz more than a hundred years later [Cruz 2012].
11The other three mentioned key activities during solutions synthesis: “familiarity with precedents,
metaphors, reflective sketching” Kalay [2004, p. 11] could be implemented in digital tools using computer
vision and natural language processing. Considerations about the use of AI to computerise those activities
is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Therefore, I shall leave the reader with this short comment.
12This statement is an interesting one, because the modification of specifications can be interpreted
like an adjustment of fitness criteria or their weighting during design progression. In the context of this
PhD study, I want to focus on the “adjustment of the solution” Kalay [2004, p. 12] as a reference to the
adaptive process during evolutionary search. However, in this quote, the plural “solutions” would be more
suitable for describing the character of a population-based algorithm.
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(a) Design process after Kalay
[2004, p. 10]
(b) Generative design process after [Mitchell 1976]
Figure 2.5: Design processes in computational design
formance evaluation’ in the Mitchell model. As a result, the Mitchell model is used to
describe additional activities that frame the analysis-synthesis-evaluation model: structur-
ing the design problem leads to a computational representation and, after the performance
evaluation, design inference to a set of drawing as basis for client review. I argue that some
of those activities can be integrated into a computational design process that extends the
functionality of architectural optimisation. Another step in building the foundations of
this argument involves understanding the processes that constitute architectural optimi-
sation.
Architectural decision making is a non-trivial task that involves considering many pa-
rameters, decision variables, constraints and criteria. In optimisation, hard constraints are
usually implemented to frame the boundaries of the design process, while soft constraints
are used for lower ranking of solutions that do not meet some specifications. After defining
a computational representation, the search is either random 13, exhaustive 14 or heuristic
15, while the latter uses optimisation algorithms as support tools during decision-making
processes. Depending on the technology used, the decision-making process is either using
rational choice based on a fitness, objective or utility function 16 or interactive technology
to incorporate subjective choice.
Radford and Gero [Radford and Gero 1988], and also Kalay Kalay [2004, p. 10],
describe design processes based on three main procedures: “problem analysis”, “design
synthesis” and “design evaluation”. These three processes are repeated throughout archi-
tectural design processes with an increasing level of detail and constraints as the design
13The random exploration of geometrical solution spaces is associated with the terminology of GD.
14An exhaustive approach is extensive and increasingly challenging with increasing complexity of the
representation.
15The introduction of performance criteria to the GD process for evaluation leads to the terminology
of ‘morphogenetic design’. This means a performance-based approach to computational design.
16The fitness is usually measured by an objective or fitness function. Both terms refer to the same
aspect of optimisation, namely the measure of objectively defined performance criteria using a numerical
value. In contrast, the utility function measures the individual benefit of a computational agent during a
decision making process in intelligent search.
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unfolds, and also throughout the decision-making process. Design synthesis and design
evaluation are often combined in architectural optimisation through the integration of sim-
ulation technology. Simulation is used to evaluate building performance to case specific
criteria to inform decision making [Machairas et al. 2014]. In the context of this study, I
show that some of the activities typically performed during the problem analysis stage in
the described design process can be integrated into a computational design process that
builds on the notion of architectural optimisation.
2.2.1 Architectural Optimisation
Coello et al [Coello et al. 2007] define optimisation as a “a vector of decision variables which
satisfies constraints and optimises a vector function whose elements represent the objective
functions”. These functions form a mathematical description of performance criteria which
are usually in conflict with each other. Hence, the term “optimise” means finding such
a solution which would give the values of all the objective functions acceptable to the
decision maker. Paraphrasing this quite technical definition, optimisation is described as
“synthetic search for this best state within a model” [Burry and Burry 2010] 17. In other
words, architectural optimisation is the process of finding 18 the solution 19 in a design
space 20 that best fits the subjective design intent and the objective criteria that define
the design process 21.
Optimisation is a key concept in designing environmentally responsible high perfor-
mance buildings and demands a well-defined description of the problem. Identifying the
best solution in a defined context is called optimisation. Fitness for certain objectives in
architecture is evaluated in reference to multiple processes like management of resources,
balancing of systems and building performance evaluation [Burry and Burry 2010]. The
optimisation process can be subdivided into multiple stages, scales or sub-systems to struc-
ture the decision-making process. In this way, different layers of analysis, evaluation and
17The term “state” in this statement points toward a model stage in contrast to a design state that was
defined earlier in the context of the design process.
18I see design as a search for both a question and a solution in this context. An exploratory search
could be used in a divergent scenario to explore a variety of options that help to define the design problem.
19In the next step, the specific definition of a representation of the design problem as a range of
potential solutions, allows designers to conduct a convergent search that subsequently increases the detail
and weighting of performance measures.
20The strategy used to explore the design space is crucial to understanding the nature of the search.
While optimisation and morphogenetic design lead to a rational type of decision making, architecture
demands a strong reflection on the aesthetics, beauty and delight an architectural geometry expresses.
Using a strategy for exploratory search that interactively explores the design space with the involvement
of the designer increases the creative aspects of the design space exploration and allows the designer
to respond in an emotional and intellectual way to the design problem. This process could be termed
Typogenetic Design in reference to the ocean of solutions that is explored to distil a subset, species or
family of solutions as a refined representation of the desired design space.
21In the design communication with the machine, the designer negotiates a design outcome that meets
the subjective needs of the designer, while addressing performance criteria, design constraints and other
requirements as objectively expressible aspects of the design process.
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synthesis are established, addressing a variety of requirements in the design of high per-
formance buildings. Some of the requirements are framed as goals - so called ‘performance
criteria’ - while others are defined in a set of constraints.
Implicit or explicit constraints are usually related to land-use, construction and fab-
rication. As Burry and Burry [Burry and Burry 2010] describe, “[t]hese restrictions or
conditions, the way that the optimal goal has been defined, and the nature of the model
will all determine the outcome”. Acceptable solutions are established in compliance with
the constraints imposed by environmental parameters or restrictions around the dispos-
ability of resources. Variables, differentiating solutions are variable and parameters which
define the search space, are constant in a static 22 optimisation setup. These dependencies
define the constraints introduced to an optimisation problem [Coello et al. 2007] 23. In
the following section, I discuss the different parts of an optimisation process.
The different parts of optimisation processes, as described by Radford and Gero [Rad-
ford and Gero 1988], include “generation”, “simulation” and “objectives”. In architecture,
a variety of GD are used to generate architectural shapes [Muehlbauer et al. 2017b], while
objectives might be set up in any combination of the potential numerical evaluations based
on heuristics or simulations that are available on the market. I want to turn now to the
overlapping discourse of performance simulation and discuss the potential for evaluation
of criteria in architectural optimisation.
2.2.2 Performance Simulation
During early design stages, designers and architects contribute in significant ways to the
determination of building performance, while at later stages those activities are frequently
carried out by engineers. Therefore, the integration of simulation and analysis of building
performance during the early design stages is crucial for the design of high-performance
buildings. Nowadays, digital models of building designs and components are frequently
used to evaluate performance parameters and predict the efficiency of proposed designs in
building performance simulations [Blocken et al. 2011], [Hensen and Lamberts 2011]. Even
if the literature presents the progress made in performance simulation as a success story,
the reality in architectural practice looks somewhat different 24. Even if we consider the
technology used in performance simulation as advanced enough to deal with the complexity
of architectural design, the use of optimisation methods in architectural design is still not
very popular today.
22An adaptive optimisation setup, which adjusts the criteria and weighting during the optimisation
process, leads to solutions that are hard to compare numerically as a direct derivation of the fitness value.
Therefore, measuring the convergence of the optimisation process is complex.
23Constraints are usually defined by parameter domains or functions that evaluate the validity of
solutions in respect to the relationship between different variables.
24George Stiny points out that current optimisation tools lack mechanisms for choosing desired designs
from the vast number of generated design solutions [Stiny and Gun 2012].
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In general, only a small number of developed design solutions in architectural practice
are based on performance analysis. As performance analyses are not implemented in most
CAD software packages, building simulation is frequently introduced into the planning
process after finishing the initial design. The consequences of a lack of integration of
simulation processes include expensive design changes undertaken to optimise building
designs later on in the design process [Schlueter and Thesseling 2009]. As a result, building
designs are adjusted in an inefficient manner simply to meet certain performance standards
[Azhar et al. 2011]. Parametric design and associated simulation capacities 25 represent
an enormous step forwards in performance-based design 26.
The application of architectural optimisation in real-life architectural projects re-
vealed that the computation time for simulation of building performance takes up the
majority of computational resources, and suggests a parallel implementation to evaluate
larger numbers of solutions, as discussed by Robert Vierlinger [Vierlinger 2015] 27.
With regard to optimisation criteria in architecture, Jane Burry [Burry 2007] stated
that a wide range of research in architectural design has been undertaken to explore
optimisation potential in relation to directional sunlight. The present literature review
showed that a breadth of research has recently been conducted in the field of structural
design in architecture (e.g. [Leary et al. 2014], [Marler and Arora 2004], [Seifi et al. 2016],
[Crolla et al. 2017]). As designers are interested in developing continuous computational
processes to constantly adapt their own thinking in parallel to the evolution of the model,
real-time evaluation is critical for the engagement of designers in the optimisation process.
There are a variety of computational methods for reducing computation time for
building performance simulation. These approaches reduce the amount of simulation
needed by reducing the number of simulation cycles initiated by approximating the fitness
of similar designs. In optimisation, these methods include surrogate models [Wortmann
et al. 2015], [Jin 2011], multi-variate analysis [Sileryte et al. 2016], pareto front clustering
[Veerappa and Letier 2011] and artificial neural networks [Wilkinson and Hanna 2014] to
name just a few. The success of those methods is proportional to the complexity of the
simulation needed to describe a certain process. One particularly heavy computation that
seems to be promising in architectural design - especially in the context of tall building
design - is Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
25The major plugins for performance simulation in Grasshopper visual programming editor are Ladybug
for the evaluation of environmental parameters [Roudsari et al. 2013] and Karamba for evaluation of
building structures [Preisinger and Heimrath 2014].
26George Stiny remarks the loss of visual interactivity in parametric design as dominant mode of
computational design practice [Stiny and Gun 2012].
27First attempts to generate an infrastructure for cloud access the Grasshopper visual programming
editor to outsource these processes to high performance computing were proposed at the ACADIA 2015
Hackathon with new web-based tools. An implementation in a more generic environment (like Python)
will allow the whole optimisation process to run in the cloud. Data-exchange and programming interfaces
for the interaction of various software packages are the key challenges in programming design tools using
cloud computing.
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Based on the demand for improvement of building performance and reduction of
environmental impact caused by the built environment, the understanding of air flow
inside and outside buildings is growing in significance in the context of architectural dis-
courses [Kaijima et al. 2013]. While CFD is widely used in industrial design as an efficient
evaluation tool, it is just starting to enter the domain of architectural design discourse
[Kaijima et al. 2013]. Besides the great potential of CFD simulation in architectural de-
sign applications, the limitations around the description of turbulent flows will prevent
the development of a computational wind tunnel in the close future [Stathopoulos and
Baniotopoulos 2007]. A hybrid approach using physical simulation in a mini wind tunnel
(conceptually similar to [Moya Castro 2015]) and CFD simulation as tested by myself in
collaboration with a strong team of SIAL experts [Muehlbauer et al. 2016] for the design
of origami-folded facades is highly promising, and deserving of further research, though it
is beyond the scope of the present research and discussion.
2.2.3 Representing Design Problems for Optimisation
The application of parametric methods based on fundamental principles for definition of
parametric geometry [Jin and Sendhoff 2009] must reflect specific standards to be applied
to shape generation [So´bester 2009]; and besides robustness and flexibility, conciseness
is an important characteristic of the encoded geometry, since the number of parameters
influences the dimensionality of the search space. Increasing the ranges of parameters dur-
ing definition of geometries increases the potential for innovative design solutions Carrese
[2012, p. 14]. Flexibility of representation in parametric design is limited to the parame-
ter definition, while emergent representations allow for changes of topology and structure
of the geometry during optimisation. The use of genetic programming to introduce flex-
ible computational representations can increase the variety in generated geometry and
enhance the innovative capacity of optimisation processes. Emergent representations and
representational flexibility are requirements for a morphological search tool that supports
design decisions in the early stages of architectural design.
Increasing the synergistic effects between AI systems and human intelligence demands
a shared decision making space, or a so-called ‘state space’, in which different states of
computational architectural models are linked by meaningful transformations. In AI,
only what can be represented is perceived as real. Therefore, for using intelligent design
systems, we need to describe architectural design intent in feasible computational rep-
resentations for the assessment by a search algorithm. The complexity of architectural
design is reflected in the complexity of the representation chosen for the description of the
design problem.
To facilitate this process, the definition of the architectural genotype (representa-
tion) 28 needs to encode the largest design space possible for the generated phenotype
28Other representations based on machine learning and artificial neural networks have internalised
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(architectural geometry) during architectural optimisation processes. Here, the advan-
tage of genetic programming in providing flexible representations allows one to transcend
the possibilities of state-of-the-art optimisation using static representations. An adaptive
definition of geometry opens up the potential for combining architectural sub-systems
with varying levels of detail in response to the changing focus of computational design
processes.
The selection of a feasible output of the computational design process and remod-
elling of those solutions using other computational tools to reach the next design state is
common practice in contemporary digital design. A generative interpretation of this con-
cept reveals the need for representational continuity between different design states. At
least the geometric representation between two different GD processes needs to be shared
to facilitate the use of an output geometry of one as an input geometry for the other. Be-
sides the 2D representation commonly used in shape grammar, a mesh representation is
a feasible geometric representation that might be used to facilitate the switching between
multiple GD tasks [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a]. Mesh representations used for case-specific
and site specific design can adapt to the cognitive level of the design task, and offer the
possibility for geometric adaptation to the control of the designer. I shall return to the
discussion about the need for the designer to control the design process in Chapter 4. For
now, I want to turn to the discussion about the trade-offs that emerge during multi-criteria
optimisation in architectural design.
The division of optimisation processes as described by Radford and Gero [Radford
and Gero 1988] into “generation”, “simulation” and “objectives” reveals its inherent com-
plexity. The discussion about the definition of the design seeds [Frazer 1995] and body
plans [DeLanda 2002] as encoding strategies for architectural design is closely linked to the
generational capabilities of GD algorithms. The choice of algorithm and computational
representation to describe design solutions is crucial to institute a meaningful form-making
process. The shortcomings of computational representations in describing “a series of sub-
systems, all interlinked, yet sufficiently free of one another to adjust independently in a
feasible amount of time” Alexander [1964, p. 43], can be addressed by introducing multi-
staged and multi-scale representations. These representations allow for the transfer from
one design state to another in a multi-staged model and the simultaneous optimisation of
global and local aspects of system in multi-scale models. Linking sub-systems to complex
computational representations poses challenges to the user evaluation of design solutions.
The level of detail in the computational representation for choice-based user evaluation
the generational capacity, restricting the interactive potential while expanding the design space. Most
machine learning algorithms and artificial neural networks are perceived as black boxes based on their
computational complexity. Mediating and balancing the aspects of interactive potential and encoding the
proper extent of the design space are central in the design of transparent search strategies. With respect
to the exploitation potential of these processes in interactive optimisation, the representation needs to
be chosen carefully for specific design cases. Also the choice of machine learning algorithms needs to be
undertaken in a thoughtful manner to ensure the possibility to extract internalised rules easily.
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needs to be considered carefully.
2.2.4 Multi-Criteria Optimisation
Optimisation strategies 29, used to design systems in different disciplines like engineer-
ing, architecture and biology are best described as involving a computational search for
the highest performing solution, which can be developed in a defined system, usually
characterised by constraints [Burry and Burry 2010]. Based on conflicting objectives, in
Multi-Criteria Optimisation (MCO) solution spaces are structured by multiple criteria,
resulting in a fitness landscape. Solution spaces are usually evaluated by trade-offs that
lead to a set of solutions in a pareto front, not to a single best solutions [Coello et al. 2007].
Most architectural problems are addressing a variety of performance criteria and can only
be evaluated by MCO. Understanding the complex trade-offs that emerge in regard to
the choice between those criteria exceeds the cognitive capacity of humans. Therefore,
the capability of the computer to calculate even high-dimensional trade-offs is a valuable
asset in decision support.
While MCO 30 can be divided into three specific approaches to state priorities “a pri-
ori definition”, “a posteriori definition” and “interactive definition” [Fonseca and Fleming
1998] the most commonly used in architectural design is the adjustment of a digital model
to some criteria a posteriori. This dominance is mainly due to the digital tools available
to designers that need a parametric representation of the architectural geometry. As the
geometric representation in this process is fixed to a specific topology, later changes in
the representation to accommodate for changing requirements lead to complete reworking
of the digital model. This process is often not economically feasible in design processes
because design costs are a defining factor.
MCO provides additional design information in early design stages to support design-
ers in taking critical decisions at the beginning of the design process. Using exploratory
search allows for presentation of performance-based solutions early on in the design pro-
cess. Supporting designers in making choices based on a variety of alternatives is a core
characteristic of DSS. Intelligent decision support assists architectural practitioners in
decision-making processes. Qualitative criteria can be addressed by interactive designer
input focused on strategic stages during the decision-making process. Longer optimisation
processes can be partially automated so that the designer interaction provides strategic
29The notion of optimisation was challenged through the introduction of novelty search by Lehman
[Lehman 2007]. This algorithm reveals the potential to develop high performing candidate solutions
without the application of criteria during the search process. Still, it does not allow for highly desirable
visual feedback on the performance of solutions in the optimisation process, as mentioned by [Brown et al.
2015].
30Multi-criteria processes are also regularly outperformed by single criteria optimisation processes that
can be used for simple design tasks, where the data about the performance of the architectural geometry
in various aspects is not needed. The convergence is achieved more quickly in this specific case with direct
search algorithms.
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guidance and evaluation in regard to crucial decisions about what is otherwise a computer-
driven process.
An evolutionary design system that uses HITL technology strengthens a designer’s
evaluative capacities and reduces the impact of her or his weaknesses is described as an
“ideal decision support system” by [Kim 2005]. The constant evolutionary exploration of
the design space accumulates knowledge about certain criteria as a result of the fitness
evaluation. Such a support system uses the computer’s analytic and computational ca-
pacities to assess the performance of architectural geometries, even in a complex trade-off
situation between conflicting criteria. Before thinking about the design of such a system,
the characteristics of a DSS must have been to be clarified.
The interaction between designer and computational system needs to mutually en-
hance the capacities of both actors. One thinks several moves ahead of the other so that a
chess-like interaction process emerges which provides the dynamics to engage the designer
in the communicative process. [Kim 2005] presents three core capabilities of DSS and four
premises as the basis for an implementation of a DSS, presented in Table 2.1. As style is
one of the core concepts in architecture describing the value added to design solutions by
designers besides pragmatic considerations (Semper [1852, p. 136-138]), the integration
of stylistic considerations 31 into digital tools for decision support is worthwhile.
Table 2.1: Capabilities of and premises for a decision support system
Capabilities Premises
Propose options Investigative model creation using HCI
Anticipate ramifications Improvement of innovative capabilities
Compile relevant data Acquire observation of designer’s creative behaviour
- By experimentation with the digital tool
The adaptivity of a DSS to stylistic development based on the choices made during
design processes can take place by integrating learning capabilities into the tool that
collects data about the decision-making process. In [Mitchell 1989] the term of “stylistic
evolution” is mentioned as a commonplace in the architectural discourse at that time and
as a crucial module in the development of a DSS. The module that smoothly adjusts the
shape style of a rule-based system to the stylistic development during the design process
could also be used to adjust an aesthetic system for the quantitative evaluation of the
‘delightfulness’ of designs. As a way to learn more about the possible stylistic expressions
in computational design, I analysed the community of practice that surrounds my field of
research, as discussed in the next section.
The a priori use of DSS is based on the argument of Boyd Paulson [Paulson 1976],
31Style in the context of this dissertation could refer to three different terms: (a) architectural style,
(b) shape style as shared geometric character of a computational representation, or (c) decision making
style. Here style refers to architectural style. In the following, the differentiating terms are used.
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which reveals the increase in costs and the decrease in potential impact during design
progression toward more mature states. Therefore, decision making in early design stages
of architectural design is preferred by many designers. Digital tools that describe a large
design space can be used for exploratory search of architectural geometries during early
design stages. In early design stages, creative processes take place that require the de-
signer to use his or her intuition to steer the design process toward the intended design
solution. Therefore, digital tools for exploratory search need to accommodate for frequent
adaptation of decision-making paths and use different modes of input for architectural
design experiments.
While many aspects, qualities and characteristics of design solutions need to be ex-
plored by the designer, clearly quantifiable criteria can be calculated by the computer
efficiently. Design processes are frequently determined by many different technical and
economic criteria to ensure high performance of architectural geometries. As architectural
design is focused on evaluation of designs regarding designer priorities, MCO methods need
to be defined in relationship to articulation of these priorities [Marler and Arora 2004].
While some design considerations can be addressed using quantitative criteria, others can
be formulated using if-then-rules and implemented in expert systems. However, implicit
knowledge that is embodied in the mind of the designer can usually not be spontaneously
expressed in language or symbols. Nevertheless, this kind of knowledge can be used to
exercise choice over a variety of solutions.
Well-defined MCO addresses the demands of the designer while visually presenting the
balancing process as a means to guiding the design process into the direction of solutions
with a high degree of efficiency [Brown et al. 2015]. Recent research in the area of MCO has
focused on the development of faster algorithms 32, as showcased in different comparisons,
[Cichocka et al. 2015], [Wortmann and Nannicini 2016] after the first implementation of a
single-criteria optimisation process in a parametric design environment was conducted by
David Rutten [Rutten 2010]. Later efforts moved toward providing visual feedback to the
designer using an interactive approach, e.g. Danhaive and Mueller’s research on interactive
optimisation of structural systems [Danhaive and Mueller 2015]. As an implementation
of the process in a visual programming environment 33, the design freedom that is needed
to explore design spaces based on emergent representations is not present in their work.
Interactive evolution of architectural geometries based on emergent representation
allows designers to address qualitative aspects and to use their intuition for creatively
exploring design spaces. While optimisation is commonly used in architecture and engi-
neering as a form-finding tool [Moya Castro 2015], [Danhaive and Mueller 2015], these
32“It is however only in the last decade that researchers have attempted to utilise the fast convergence
properties of a priori methods to mitigate or alleviate the drawbacks of multi-objective evolutionary meth-
ods.”, as Robert Carrese states in his thesis titled ‘On Aerodynamic Design Optimisation’ [Carrese 2012].
This line of enquiry is a vital area of research.
33Visual programming environments typically define hierarchical geometric representation, which lack
flexibility. Those environments therefore limit the potential to unfold creative processes.
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Figure 2.6: Screenshot Biomorpher interface
optimisation processes usually do not use interactive evaluation by the designer 34. Inves-
tigations on the use of interactive evolution in design to facilitate creative decision support
or include creative facets into semi-automated design processes are needed to unfold the
potential of DSS for architectural design.
2.2.5 Interactive Optimisation
Interactive optimisation enables architects to have pre-optimised design input as an addi-
tional information pool in the early design stages of traditional design, while also providing
designers with a comprehensive mechanism to steer a design process in a virtual environ-
ment. The support of design decisions based on numerical and visual feedback while
adjusting the search direction to cognitively augment the designer offers huge potential
to facilitate architectural design using performance-based computation. John Harding’s
Biomorpher plug-in for Grasshopper made a leap forward with respect to the use of interac-
tive optimisation in parametric design by providing an interface for interactive adaptation
of design solutions in an evolutionary process. A screen shot of the computational interface
is presented in Figure 2.6.
Computational decision-support tools 35 are in a similar state of change as first gener-
ation design methods insofar as they use a scientific approach to design toward the second
34Human interaction is only necessary, when objectives of design processes transcend the possibility of
mathematical definition. Otherwise, automation of the process by means of computational encoding is an
uncontested approach [Jones 1981].
35In the 1960s, first DSS were developed, after Charles B. Stabell and Peter G. W. Keen declared they
invented the approach [Power 2007].
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generation design methods integrating the user’s subjectivity into decision-making. As
designers learn from participants, computational systems learn from human designers.
Architectural design is based on flexible cognition and the possibility of generating
a variety of different solutions to gain increasing understanding of design problems. The
knowledge gathered during design exploration can be used to solve design problems more
efficiently. The adequate use of interactive technology in architectural design needs to
facilitate the constant redefinition of the problem at hand. Therefore, the geometric
expression needs to be flexible in regard to sub-systems, features and components and
their combination. Some of the elements that enable architectural design have already
been discussed in the field of design automation.
Design Automation builds on the iterative generation of design solutions to extend
the flexibility of computational design while improving efficiency. Linking generation of
geometry to variables, parameters and dependencies in a meaningful way is still a relevant
topic in architectural discourse, even if the desire to develop these processes has been
satisfied by the introduction of parametric representation in architectural design processes
[Burry 2013]. Now that the basic need of flexibility in computational design has been met,
GD has added another layer of plasticity to the use of algorithms for architectural design.
Thus, the design space that encompasses the potential design solutions an algorithm can
achieve is extended tremendously.
2.3 Community of Practice
In this section I describe the extent of the community of practice in which I moved during
my research and which I associate with my emerging practice. The context of ideas that I
explored during this PhD study to locate my community of practice are GD, evolutionary
search and HCI. I was continually mapping the terminology that defines my community
of practice. This iterative process is displayed in 2.7.
Here, I review some of the “broader disciplinary context” [Stamm and Blythe 2017] as
part of a “reflection on an existing body of peer-acknowledged work” [Stamm and Blythe
2017] discussing “the works, processes and methods of the practice” [Stamm and Blythe
2017] 36. The aim of this community of practice review is to explore the closer context
of this PhD research and to establish the intended relationship with the existing body of
knowledge.
2.3.1 Generative Design Practice
While the areas of simulation and optimisation have been targeted in systematic research
for a long time, the research in GD is strongly focused on parametric design environments
36The term ‘practice’ here refers to a field of theoretical and practical knowledge generation and therefore
describes a field of research and an enclosed body of knowledge.
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Figure 2.7: Community of practice mapping
and shape generation without performance evaluation. Only recently has the implementa-
tion of an optimisation solver in parametric design [Rutten 2010], [Vierlinger and Bollinger
2014], [Wortmann and Nannicini 2016], [Cichocka et al. 2017a], [Asl et al. 2015] brought
the necessary capabilities into architectural CAD systems. MCO capabilities were already
implemented by Robert Vierlinger in his Grasshopper plug-in Octopus [Vierlinger 2013]
and are now used in a variety of research projects. Still, the development of a link between
emergent representations in GD and architectural optimisation is in its infancy.
During GD, the computational architectural designer aims to explore a wide range of
design solutions to gain an understanding of the implications of design decisions for the
performance and aesthetics of architectural geometries. But GD is used to generate highly
complex building shapes without taking into account the performance criteria explicitly.
As illustrated in Figure 2.8 by creative projects Mirage (Evolo competition entry with
Rafael Moya Castro and Andre Araujo), Machina Carrus (Design concept for a multi-
modal transport hub) and Urban Fossil (A design study for a creative service hub), the
creative potential of GD is exceptional. A strategic use of GD which understands design as
the search for a solution that satisfies the designer while providing superior performance in
comparison to architectural geometries that are designed using other technologies would
increase the impact of considerations about cost reduction, energy consumption and ma-
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terial use in computational design. The combination of the inventive emergent potential
that is inherent in GD and which can be used to design extraordinary shapes in combina-
tion with evaluation processes that assess design solutions during GD could satisfy both
the market and the societal demands of our time 37.
Figure 2.8: Examples of highly complex designs using generative design
The computational integration of different generative algorithms in a design system
only makes sense from the perspective of rational decision-making if there is a possibility
for the designer to interact with the design process to exercise control. Through the
continuous input of the designer to the GD, design intent can also be expressed through
interaction in addition to the definition of representations and rule sets. The interactive
design space exploration of emergent representations in GD reclaims some aspects of the
delayed authorship in GD. Through an adequate balance of the decision making process
between AI and human designer, this process can be stream-lined, so that the choices of
the designer are of a strategic nature, while the mechanistic and quantitative aspects of
the decision-making process are performed by an Aesthetic Support System, enhancing
evaluation and synthesis in GD.
2.3.2 Evolutionary Architecture
The practice of evolutionary architecture was founded by John Frazer in 1995 when he
published his seminal book ‘An Evolutionary Architecture’ [Frazer 1995]. Since then, huge
advances have been made in the field as far as developing a variety of representations
that enable the use of John Frazer’s framework for a variety of design cases, from placing
building sections [Janssen and Kaushik 2013] to open-ended computation [Fernando 2014].
Capturing design intent can be facilitated using a design seed [Frazer 1995], describing
a set of computational instructions, design schemata based on genetic representations
[Janssen 2004] or kernels that can store a large amount of data, and which are used
37Such a creation and (e)valuation system was first described by [Firschein et al. 1973] and instantly
linked to the discussion of aesthetics systems in [J. and Stiny 1973]. The misspelling in [Firschein et al.
1973] using the term “creation and valuation system” in the summary table that provides an overview
over application areas of AI and “creation and evaluation system” in a statement extending on the work
of [J. and Stiny 1973] might have led to a focus within the associated discourse on systems of criticism for
human endeavours. For this or other reasons, the optimisation discourse is treated disparately from the
discourse about “creation and (e)valuation systems”, even if the evaluation aspect is prominent here.
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in open-ended evolutionary design processes [Fernando 2014]. Drawing from artificial
embryogeny as a sub-branch of evolutionary search, a developmental approach to the
translation of genotypes into phenotypes in a computational sense requires only a smaller
number of genes to describe a set of features expressed in the organism (solution) [Stanley
and Miikkulainen 2003]. This approach resembles the idea of a conceptual relationship
between body plans and architectural geometries, as described by [DeLanda 2002].
Novel impulses from computer science by Jonathan Byrne provide the means for inte-
grating shape grammar representations within the framework of evolutionary architecture
[Byrne 2012]. In his research, grammatical evolution [O’Neill and Ryan 2001] based on
string representations is used to define the application sequence of shape rules [O’Neill
et al. 2010]. A variety of technological improvements of this technique were developed
around the same time: starting with an “intuitive mutation operator” [Byrne et al. 2010],
moving on with “interactive operators” [Byrne et al. 2011b] and the “integration of struc-
tural analysis” [Byrne et al. 2011a] to the implementation of a “local search interface”
[Byrne et al. 2012]. Additional creative input into the evolutionary search is necessary
to provide an intuitive and easy-to-use interface for designers to grammar evolution effec-
tively for shape generation.
Another inspiration for architectural design is the use of “grammatical evolution for
architectural shape generation” [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a], which revealed the “huge po-
tential for performance-based creative design” of tree-based genetic programming repre-
sentation and strongly-typed grammar. This approach widens the scope of representations
used for performance-based architectural design, and therefore the application potential
of evolutionary architecture. Strongly-typed genetic programming allows the designer to
introduce syntactical rules into the computational representation of architectural geome-
tries.
2.3.3 Shape Grammar
Representations provide the frame for generative exploration of relevant parameters, de-
cision variables, constraints and objectives based on the specific design case at hand.
Representations with emergent capabilities inherit the complexity that is necessary to de-
scribe a large design space. As a formal system, shape computation allows for a structured
evaluation of the relationship between the initial and the final shape based on shape rules.
Therefore, shape grammar exhibits the characteristics necessary for integration with op-
timisation processes in a transparent-box computational design system. In order to gain
a better understanding of the implications and applications of shape grammar, I shall
briefly discuss the relevant literature.
Visual Calculation [Stiny and Gun 2012] is an explicit, formal approach to GD that
was started by James Gips and George Stiny [Stiny and Gips 1972] 38. This approach
38The line of argument that I want to use as the basis for the understanding of shape grammar as
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uses geometrical shapes as visual representations that are modified by simple rules, e.g.
‘translation’, ‘reflection’, ‘rotation’ and ‘dilation’, to generate new geometric shapes. The
explicit nature of the shape grammar approach allows the designer to visually think about
the design process. I consider shape grammar the most suitable representation for an
exploratory search process in early design stages, especially in a research context.
While most of the optimisation processes currently applied in architectural design use
a black-box approach [Wortmann and Nannicini 2016], shape grammar allows the designer
to explicitly define a set of rules that lead to specific design outcomes. As shown in a wide
range of design explorations dealing with historic examples like the Queen Anne houses
[Woodbury and Burrow 2006], Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie houses [Koning and Eizenberg
1981] and the work on Palladian Villas [Stiny and Mitchell 1978], [Mitchell 1990], [Benros
et al. 2012], [Grasl and Economou 2010] and the application in mass-customisation of
architectural products [Ceccato et al. 2000] and housing [Duarte 2005], a specific set
of grammar rules is suitable for representation of architectural styles. The notion of
shape style is important in the context of CAD systems that address creative aspects
of architectural design because it allows the user to frame their aesthetic design intent
in a specific rule set. Therefore, the hierarchical description of architectural geometry
as understood as a system comprising of sub-systems or building information models
is possible. Strongly-typed genetic programming also allows the designer to introduce
grammar checking as a way to filter design solutions toward specific geometric rules. In
application of shape grammar for architectural shape generation, different vocabularies of
shapes and rule sets can be combined to complex geometric representations.
Shape grammar is commonly used in early design stages to a degree that even led
George Stiny to state that “design = calculation” in [Stiny and Gun 2012]. The advantage
of shape grammar over other representations is the formal structure of the rule set. This
structure is transparent to human understanding because it is comprised of geometric
manipulations applied in sequence. Therefore, shape grammar is frequently used in design
education and might offer advantages for design analysis in HITL systems.
An automation of shape grammar in an evolutionary system allows the user to extract
a certain rule set using choice-based designer selection of suitable solutions. In this way,
an efficient way to explore a design space is established that allows the user to progress to
the next design state by defining a set of grammar rules that encapsulate the fraction of
design solutions desired by the designer. This transparent-box approach to evolutionary
design allows the designer to review and edit the specific design rules developed during the
exploratory search and feed them back into the design process. I understand this process
as an aesthetic evaluation of designs by the user depending on the design intent of the
visual calculation is found in [Dreyfus 2007]. Here, the reader can follow the path from Russell’s ‘Logical
Atomism’ over Frege’s ‘rule-based reasoning in formal systems’, Kant’s ‘rule-based reasoning’, Leibniz’s
‘Characteristica Universalis’, Descartes’ ‘mental representations’ to Hobbes’ understanding of ‘reasoning
as calculation’.
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designer and her or his delight in the explored design solutions.
I suggest the use of an “aesthetic system” [Gips and Stiny 1975] to support this
decision-making process. This ‘aesthetic system’ needs to exercise control over an evolu-
tionary design process. This system needs to adapt to aesthetic evaluation by designers
using learning capabilities of AI. The constant evaluation of criteria based on MCO, a
computational mechanism for criticism similar to those used in the context of generative
art [Vickers et al. 2017], and an aesthetics-based fitness evaluation [den Heijer and Eiben
2010] are likely to improve the convergence of the exploratory search. Chapter 4 describes
a DSS in the context of architectural design which provides this kind of aesthetic decision
support. I recognise the potential application of the term ‘creative system’ to describe
computational systems in this context 39. However, I do not intend to dive into the dis-
cussion around creative systems. Rather, I want to focus the reader’s attention on the
methodology used to explore Typogenetic Design and implement the associated prototype
as proof-of-concept.
39The application of the label ‘creative system’ is necessarily based on a user evaluation to know, whether
the system is perceived as creative or supporting creative work. This process is highly subjective and
can therefore only be argued based on participant experiments. The results presented in this dissertation
highlight the perception of Typogenetic Design as creative system by users currently trained in architectural
design.
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Methodology
“Where do new ideas come from? The answer is
simple: differences. Creativity comes from unlikely
juxtapositions.”
–Nicholas Negroponte
Following the German tradition of “Architekt trinkt Sekt” 1, I want to use the
metaphor of a bottle of champagne to describe the epistemological dilemma I encoun-
tered during this PhD study. If I wanted to learn about the chemical compounds of the
bottle of champagne, I would need to take a sample of the fluid and to analyse it. On the
other hand, if I wanted to learn about the taste of the champagne, such an analysis would
be of no use at this stage of consideration. If I wanted to learn about the different tastes
of two different bottles of champagne, I would need to drink from each of them. Similarly,
my research comprises three different sorts of enquiry: (1) technological research aimed
at gaining an understanding of the processes, procedures and mechanisms of artificial in-
telligence applied to architectural design; (2) hermeneutic research that aims to discover
the revealing aspects of technology; and (3) action research that aims to understand the
differences in application of several applications of technology to generate architectural
shapes. There is one more aspect to this metaphor, which is the use of machine learning
applied to understanding, as it were, the taste of champagne. If I trained a machine-
learning algorithm with the analytic data of the champagne and my personal preferences
of taste, I could learn about the chemical compounds, their relationships and proportions
in relationship to my desire to taste good champagne.
1This can be loosely translated as “Architects drink Champagne”.
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3.1 Methodological Framing
In response to the described epistemological dilemma, I describe the reasons behind the
choice of a mixed-methods research approach, before I detail the epistemology and ontol-
ogy used in this PhD study.
Architectural theory often builds on the “juxtaposition of half-theories” drawing from
a variety of disciplines [Ostwald 1999]. In multidisciplinary research, architectural re-
searchers extract knowledge from other disciplines to create designs, design processes and
design systems. During this process, a variety of knowledge is collected to create a holistic
understanding of the research matter in different modes of research. Emerging theories,
models and interpretations are merged with technological, conceptual, theoretical and
philosophical frameworks to communicate the iteratively gathered knowledge linearly in
design solutions, tools and documents. The framework builds on the insight that “[...]
true work of innovation is not coming up with something big and new, but instead recom-
bining things that already exist.” Brynjolfsson and McAfee [2014, chapter 5, section 4,
paragraph 3].
“As with earlier [General Purpose Technologies], significant organisational innovation
is required to capture the full benefit of second machine age technologies.” Brynjolfsson
and McAfee [2014, chapter 7, section 1, paragraph 11] The offering of design to cre-
atively innovate processes not only contributes to “manufacturing productivity” Brynjolf-
sson and McAfee [2014, chapter 7, section 1, paragraph 10] as the context of the previous
quote suggests, but also in theoretical communication with other disciplines during multi-
disciplinary research [McGinley et al. 2016]. Concluding the section about methodology, I
want to point out the range of applied methods, from traditional to digital design methods
and scientific experimenting to evaluation of subjective experiences associated with the
research objects. “Perhaps the most important ideas of all are meta-ideas; ideas about
how to support the production and transmission of other ideas.” Brynjolfsson and McAfee
[2014, chapter 5, section 4, paragraph 8] Consequently, the present dissertation targets
the construction of an understanding of aesthetic support systems for shape generation
that range from design systems and core processes to adaptive mechanisms.
3.1.1 Research Traditionalism
As a research traditionalist, my target is to make sense of the scattered knowledge that
contributes to the emerging field of Generative Design (GD). My intention is not to disrupt
the discourse or to generate something entirely new on a systematic level, but rather to
compile the knowledge that I gathered into a theoretical framework, software pattern and
interactive design tool. The contribution that I make to the field of computational design
systems is the application of Typogenetic Design in architectural design. In addition, I
developed an aesthetic guidance mechanism for GD that is part of an Aesthetic Support
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System integrated in an evolutionary computation system to investigate its application
potential. By compiling the adaptive framework, I steer my thinking in respect to com-
putational design so that I can provide a repository of ideas for the next generation of
computational design researchers.
The nature of knowledge in the realm of architecture is twofold, as is poetic wisdom
in reference to Vico [1948, paragraph 779]: on the one side, philosophical and scientific
progress involve constantly formulating and compiling clear ideas, while on the other
side, the architectural tradition brings us inspiration and wisdom. As a consequence,
the methodology of my PhD research is twofold in the way that it addresses knowledge
generation on the one side, and uses design methodologies on the other side, to generate
inspiring ideas for the vision of an architectural paradigm. The adjustment of the thinking
inside an applied discipline like architecture to the technological development leads to a
constant change in perception of the knowledge and means generated in the discourse.
If the structuring of knowledge falls behind the pace of knowledge generation, a shift in
paradigm is necessary to adjust the theoretical approach to the changing environment.
Computational design in architecture has always been concerned with change. There-
fore, the notion of traditionalism in this context does not mean the orthodox repetition of
slogans that emerge inside the body of knowledge of computational design. Rather, tradi-
tionalism in this context means constant re-evaluation of the understanding that underlies
the discourse about computational design. Changes in systems thinking and practice, as
well as the rise of design cybernetics and the wide application of artificial intelligence
and interactive computing, have led to a new way of understanding computational design.
During my research, I radically constructed 2 my personal understanding of computational
design theory and practice. The incorporation of the multiple streams of thought that I
encountered during my research disrupted my perception of computational design and its
relationship to the architectural discourse.
3.1.2 Epistemology
“The prevalence of the distinction between qualitative and quantitative method tends to
obscure the complexity of the problems that face us and threatens to render our decisions
less effective than they might otherwise be.” Hammersley [1992, p. 172] Similarly, Alan
Bryan argues that the divide between qualitative and quantitative research “should not
be viewed as constituting hard distinctions” [Bryman 2001]. In combining qualitative and
quantitative research paradigms, the dichotomies of a priori vs. a posteriori, objective vs.
subjective, external vs. internal and realist vs. idealist position each loses its categorical
character, meaning that the different positions can be applied differently depending on
the case study.
2I refer here to the radical constructivism of Ernst Glasersfled [von Glasersfeld 1984].
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My attempts to understand reality involve an appreciation of the subject’s need to
engage in the constant re-evaluation of, and adaptation to, changing environments through
the evolutionary expansion of mental capacities [White et al. 2016]. In this process, I try
not to define an objective truth. In reference to the work of Ernst von Glasersfeld [von
Glasersfeld 1984], I organise and order the phenomena in the realm of my research in a
subjective endeavour, in agreement with Jean Piaget’s statement in Piaget [1937, p.311]:
“Intelligence organises the world by organising itself”. This organisation starts from my
personal experience as active subject during the research which I structured by means of
phenomenology and hermeneutics. This idealist understanding of epistemology is central
to my thinking. Nevertheless, technological research about artificial intelligence technol-
ogy presented in this dissertation implicates the technological objectivism of quantitative
research obligated to the “autonomy of the technological phenomenon” [Ellul 2003].
3.1.3 Ontology
Therefore, I frame my research using a constructivist ontology, as described by Jean
Piaget [Piaget and Walsh 1971], who describes the process of adaptation during cognitive
processes as an iterative practice of assimilation, accommodation and equilibration. Based
on an initial model of knowledge, the schemata developed during the formal operational
stage in adults and the constant application of their own schemata to different situations
allows the learner to assimilate new knowledge. In some cases, this knowledge needs to be
adjusted in the process of accommodation, so that the experienced reality can be described
and associated with meaning. This process is guided by the force of equilibration, which
focuses the learner on the process of reflection required to progress in the expansion of
her or his knowledge and understanding.
During the project work, I made phenomenological observations of the design pro-
cesses, collaborative dynamics and aesthetic expression of the created artefacts. The
perception of the progression of design alternatives and the cognition engaged in during
those design processes allowed the complex interpretation and combination of signs both
conceptually and computationally. During the research, unicepts 3 emerging from implicit
knowledge generated during the project work and the constant re-interpretation of these
unicepts during reflection were used to weave together the knowledge generated through
practical and theoretical methods. I am deeply concerned with interaction between the
designer and the object; the designer and the process; the designer and the strategy; the
designer and the computer as co-creator; and the designer and the representation as a
process of reflecting on design intent. As a result, a variety of viewpoints and perspectives
were explored during this PhD study and incorporated into the project work communi-
cated in this dissertation.
3A unicept is an unique concept of an object based on a diversity of perceptions in a coherent state of
mind of a person. [Millikan 2014].
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The constructivist ontology is key to understanding the philosophical background of
the contribution that builds on an understanding of subjectivity in design, which incor-
porates tacit knowledge. In both agreement with and opposition to the existing body of
knowledge in the field of computational design, I used theoretical constructs of architec-
ture, artificial intelligence and second-order cybernetics through this lens. In parallel, I
used methods of reflection, mapping and association to construct a theoretical framework
that can be communicated to share my research findings.
The three perspectives that I employ are “technical, practical and emancipatory in
the logic of deep methodological complementarism” [Ulrich 2003]. This choice is based on
the need of different methodologies to reflect the different layers explored during this PhD
study. Various methodological approaches to systems thinking were applied to facilitate
the parallel investigation into pragmatic, theoretical and methodological aspects of the
research situation 4. My chosen ontological framework draws from evolutionary systems
theory (to provide understanding of evolutionary design), second-order cybernetics (for
reasoning about adaptive control and the relationship of the observer) and the system and
social systems theory (to link the local scientific discourse provided in this dissertation to
the architectural discourse).
3.2 Research Methods
The first period of my research was arranged around traditional modes of research applied
to analyse the multi-faceted problem of optimisation in early design stages of architectural
design. After triangulating the field of research through an initial literature review cover-
ing the disciplines of architecture, computer science and engineering, the critical reflection
on the selected material provided potential lines of argument for the present thesis and
identified gaps in the body of knowledge that was successively approached during the re-
search process. Then, a systems analysis of the architectural optimisation process involved
translating the initial understanding of the planned intervention resulting in a structured
appreciation of the points of attack present in the process.
3.2.1 Community of Practice Review
As architectural practice as a field of enquiry is variously concerned with the pragmatic,
theoretical and methodological aspects of architecture, I positioned my research inside
communities of practice in both architectural research and practice. In this community
of practice, design cognition, systems thinking and the application of evolutionary search
in architectural projects are evaluated. The associated community of practice shares
4“Complementarism can be explained as a means of temporary tangential conjoining of different sys-
tems methodologies during a inquiry into a situation to enable a pluralistic methodological treatment.”
[Yolles 1998].
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interests, tasks, methods, concepts and strategies to advance the body of knowledge in a
collaborative approach.
Figure 3.1: Iterative positioning of PhD study
(a) Research fields and fram-
ing of multi-disciplinary over-
lap
(b) Research positioning in the wider scientific discourse
An evolving community of practice in architecture is adopting performance-based
design tools for architectural design processes. To gain a deeper understanding of the
implications of the research on architectural practice in general, I identified the people
and entities that are relevant for the future development of the research area. Figure
3.1a and Figure 3.1b describe both the definition of the overlapping multi-disciplinary
areas this research is concerned with, and the positioning of the PhD study in the wider
scientific context. Some thoughts about the architectural discourse need to be presented
first to better understand its nature.
As architecture is mainly based on artistic, graphic, model, computational or built
expression, the definition of discourse based on the spoken or written word, as argued
by Jacques Ellul in ‘The Humiliation of the Word’ [Ellul 1985], can hardly be applied to
architecture. Most of the relevant discourse, as described by Patrik Schumacher in the
‘Autopoiesis of Architecture’, emerges beyond the architectural artefacts in the built en-
vironment and evolves around the creative artefacts generated during architectural design
Schumacher [2011-2012, Vol. I, p. 323]. Therefore, a systematic review of those arte-
facts is central to the community of practice in the context of architectural design and to
communication across “boundaries of practice” [Wenger-Trayner 2017].
3.2.2 Critical Literature Review
Initially, my literature review explored the areas of architectural optimisation and multi-
criteria optimisation in computer science to identify a field of interest that promised to lead
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to a fruitful investigation over successive stages. After selecting a focal point with regard
to the scholarly discussions of human-computer interaction (HCI), I moved on from the
critical literature review. I explored HCI successively through the lenses of architectural
design, in particular computational design, Generative Design (GD) and performance-
based design.
This understanding led to another trajectory concerned with the interactivity of GD.
Following this path, I investigated emergent representations that are central to the prob-
lem definitions within the context of rule-based approaches. Soon after, the review of
interactive approaches to GD led towards an understanding of the need for efficient input
provision and collaboration with artificial intelligence in a human-in-the-loop system to
engage designers in the computational process.
During this exploration, a variety of approaches were reviewed for their potential
use in the research project and as a basis for the exploration of interactive architectural
optimisation, which is the core theme of this dissertation. In the next section, I will
describe the overarching methodological frame of this PhD study.
3.2.3 Hybrid Research Methodology
In the course of my PhD study, an action research methodology was used as a framework
for the iteration of case studies. Those case studies allowed me to extract knowledge and
meaning while building the activities, skills and concepts I needed for further iterations.
This research cycle was accompanied by technological research during the stage focused
on Typogenetic Design. The design and testing of this computational system, as the main
contribution of this dissertation, provides original and novel knowledge which extend the
body of knowledge concerned with architectural optimisation.
The overall methodological framework used to arrive at this contribution is displayed
in Figure 3.2. All three aspects of the research: action research, case studies along with
reflections and technological research mutually enabled and informed each other during
my PhD study.
3.3 Case studies
The case studies served as testing ground for exploration of ideas, concepts and theories
that I was thinking about. They were used to generate knowledge about the implemen-
tation and usage of design tools in early design stages of architecture, and contributed
ideas, concepts and theories to the adaptive framework for creative design. They led to the
exploration of multi-staged and multi-scale approaches to architectural optimisation, the
exploration of 3D printing and physical experimentation as modes of investigation. Fur-
thermore, they sparked reasoning about the design potential of architectural optimisation
for form-finding, structural expression and design optimisation of building components.
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Figure 3.2: Habermas Triangle adopted from [Svanaes 1999]
During the case studies, different design strategies were used along with the developed
digital tools to provide insights about the design potential of selected representations,
criteria and constraints. As design studies, they led to the application of traditional and
digital design techniques. Traditional techniques of architectural design in early design
stages include sketches, drawings, physical models, digital modelling, precedent analysis,
prototyping, digital manufacture and interactive design [Fraser 2013]. Based on the trans-
disciplinary application of these traditional techniques, along with high-end modelling,
computation and communication techniques [Burry 2012], I designed case studies in the
context of both my own activities and those of a specific community of practice. Creative
design research involves stating, testing, and verifying hypotheses based on debating,
disseminating, performing and writing activities [Fraser 2013]. All of those activities were
performed as part of the case studies.
In summary, the case study methodology is based on traditional and computational
design methods to showcase the concepts, principles and methods that contribute to the
research, design and testing of Typogenetic Design. By means of the case studies, I
explored the conceptual space of architectural optimisation under different circumstances
to gain different perspectives on the issue by occupying different roles and viewpoints.
The case analysis led to the discovery of different phenomena and their relationships to
applied design in architectural projects.
Prototyping During the different stages of the research, prototypes of the design system
were implemented to test and evaluate the functionality of the sub-systems. These com-
putational prototypes provided partial functionality, while the final prototype integrated
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all modules that contributed to increased performance of the design system. Besides the
functionality, different methods of representation for architectural geometries were tested
for their application in an exploratory search for morphologies. These tools provide an
accessible, intuitive and easy-to-use mode of interaction focused on designer needs.
The architectural context of this PhD research is the generation of conceptual com-
putational prototypes to explore design options in early design stages, as described by
Jane and Mark Burry in their book ‘Prototyping for Architects’ [Burry and Burry 2016].
The modelling of architectural shapes needs to be feasible for the design state the solution
is currently in, and also suitable for the simulation process that is chosen to evaluate the
performance. As virtual prototyping methods, the design tools I have developed allow one
to explore the implications of different decisions and evaluate their performance.
Physical prototyping of selected designs is facilitated by means of 3D printing based
on the mesh representations of the architectural geometries in the cases of 3D SG repre-
sentation and custom-optimisation of structural nodes 5. This feature allows one to test
the physical prototypes in physical experiments and also visually inspect the designs for
detailed appreciation and review in design groups.
The case studies provided design challenges for design and testing of the digital tools,
and they expanded the understanding of architectural optimisation, automated shape
generation and interactive decision-making processes using the Aesthetic Support System.
First-hand experience provided in-depth understanding of the behaviour of the digital
tools. They also provided insights about the designer’s ability to navigate the search
space during interactive GD more efficiently.
The case studies I conducted followed the methodology of the “Action Research Cy-
cle” described by Kemmis and McTaggart [Kemmis and McTaggart 2008], illustrated in
Figure 3.3. After an initial planning phase that laid out the structure of a case study to a
level of detail suitable for an investigation, a design project was conducted. These design
projects ranged from pavilion design to furniture design and a software system. During
the activities associated with the case studies, I observed the unfolding of the use of cus-
tom digital tools and reflected on features, characteristics and mechanisms that might
be suitable to extend the functionality of those tools. In this way, the case study work
in this dissertation reveals the journey I undertook toward building Typogenetic Design.
During phases of reflection, I incubated the concepts and ideas generated as result of the
case studies. My focus during the reflection phase was on inspection of the computational
tools and the designer interaction with the tools.
During these case studies, virtual and physical prototyping, and design translation
approaches were tested. As a result, design drawings revealed the potential expressions of
architectural geometries and how they could be translated into architectural designs. Post-
5In the context of Smart Structures Project and Sydney Opera Bar 3D printing was also used to
fabricate fully functional structural components.
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Figure 3.3: Action Research Cycle adapted from [Kemmis and McTaggart 2008]
processing, explicit modelling and parametric design variations of the generated shapes
were tested to examine the consequent handling of the results of the exploratory search
in subsequent design stages.
At this stage, the testing of Typogenetic Design was conducted by myself as system
designer, and occasionally too by small design teams of associated architectural designers.
During different design processes, my knowledge of the design system was used to its full
extent by all members of the design teams. Therefore, participant experiments were the
next step in gaining an understanding of an independent use of the design system with
knowledge transfer limited to a short briefing about the use of the digital tools.
The PhD research was undertaken as practice-based research, contributing to archi-
tecture by establishment of a theoretical framework, compiling a software requirement
specification for Typogenetic Design, and the testing of a software prototype. Reflecting
critically and theoretically on the research projects conducted led to the refinement of
interactive mechanisms for application in the investigation of leading intelligent systems
technology for use in architectural shape generation. Therefore, my research approach
in completing the Typogenetic Design Project was inductive and built from systematic
experimentation and observation as a mode of systems practice for architectural design.
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, I adopted a systems practice diagram from [Hofkirchner 2013]
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as a starting point for my methodological description.
Figure 3.4: Systems Practice Diagram adapted from [Hofkirchner 2013]
The technological research I engaged in during the Typogenetic Design involved em-
ploying the feedback loop provided by systems practice to develop a technological solution
for aesthetic decision support in architectural optimisation. Understanding architectural
optimisation as a system of interactions, mechanisms and progressive iterations revealed
and justified the focal area of this PhD research. The evaluation of the developed Typoge-
netic Design system-in-application unfolded in case studies and participant experiments.
This intervention in the practical issue of architectural optimisation technology provided
additional knowledge as a basis for future inquiries.
3.4 Participant Experiments
Scientific experiments were conducted following the software implementation of the pro-
totypical design tool. This design system was used to evaluate the impact of the input
mechanisms developed as part of the Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) system, Online Classi-
fication and Shape Comparison. Single users were asked to test an automated and a HITL
system using design systems similar in functionality. The data about system convergence
was captured in a data log and by capturing images of the generated shapes. Additional
data related to user experiences was captured and compiled in questionnaires that asked
participants to evaluate the performance of the design system and its functionality.
Research Ethics The evaluation of the final stage of the system design process was
based on user interaction, so that research ethics were considered in a Human Ethics Risk
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Assessment process. Students from different universities and varying aesthetic approaches
were introduced to the design system to test the product in its practical application as a
morphological browsing tool. Their experiences with respect to the handling, advantages
and limitations of the developed computational process were captured through question-
naires. The resulting data were used to generate novel knowledge as a contribution to the
body of knowledge in architectural design. Another benefit of the participant study is the
availability of the data for further refinement of the design systems.
Data collection performed during the participant experiments involved a mixed-
method approach, incorporating four general approaches - data collection using a per-
formance log and questionnaire. This hybrid research approach allowed me to connect
qualitative and quantitative data to gain a holistic understanding of the experimental
setup and the resulting data.
Qualitative experimental data were collected in questionnaires that asked the par-
ticipants about their user experience in using the automated and HITL design system.
Furthermore, different characteristics were inquired about, e.g. whether the design system
is supportive, engaging or creative in nature. A comparative analysis showed the different
appreciation of automated and HITL systems in the exploration of design spaces.
The sample consists of students in architecture and design programmes. Therefore,
the study works with a homogeneous sample with a similar level of domain knowledge
that was applied during the experiments. The level of implicit knowledge available to
participants and their ability to use design intuition were not captured during the study.
As the sample consisted of architectural students, all participants were potential future
users of the tested design system.
Further questions were asked about users’ satisfaction with the semi-automated sce-
nario of the design tool, focusing on the current functionality of the digital tool. They
were also asked about the desired extension of the functionality.
3.5 Reflective Practice
In this section, I describe the reflective practice that I engaged in during the development
of this dissertation. The way I describe and organise the material of this dissertation and
the evidence provided by the design projects is based on object-oriented thinking. Object-
oriented thinking is closely related to the systems design methodology that governed the
development of Typogenetic Design. My thinking process, therefore, is strongly focused
on the “instance or manifestation” [Stamm 2013] of singularities and their assembly into
larger systems in a modular fashion. The emerging theoretical framework is determined
by both - i.e. instances and their relationships - and as a result, it can be described as
singularity, because the reflective evaluation of the subject matter resembles an unique
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expression of knowledge [Stamm 2013]. This expression was gathered from “key inten-
tions”, “ascension moments” and “key incidents and explicating them to a wider audience”
[Stamm and Blythe 2017] during Practice Research Symposia and academic conferences.
The project sequence and the experimental sequence advanced my personal experi-
ence in a material mode 6 during my PhD process were captured and mapped to gain a
deeper understanding of the progression and sequence of the different activities. Through
reflective devices built on the observation of, and interaction with, my PhD community,
I was able to generate insights from a variety of angles and perspectives with respect to
the generated body of work.
My interpretation of design as a communicative process 7 and as a complex adap-
tive system 8 led to the exploration of an interactive conversation with the computer-as-
machine. The collaborative, iterative creation of solutions that are intended to increase
the efficiency of this conversation in the open-minded and conscious exchange of informa-
tion between human and machine led to the development of a “reflective practive” [Stamm
2013] to capture the substance 9 and integral meaning of “conceptual abstraction” [Stamm
2013] 10 11
In the context of this research, there are multiple levels of reflective practice:
• project work as case study research in a material mode: reflection leading to new
potential for inquiry
• parallel development of computational design systems: reflection unfolded the con-
ceptual and theoretical context
• development of a systematic knowledge collection in an adaptive framework for cre-
ative design: reflection enabled conceptual mapping with other disciplines 12
6In the material mode of research, creation and designing are used to generate knowledge about the
research matter through interaction with the expressive self. The choice of media determines the results of
such an investigation. During this PhD research, the material medium used for reflection was the actual
software prototype implementing the adaptive framework for creative design, as well as case studies that
manifest some of the insights encountered during the PhD process.
7The communication with another person, community or medium to gain additional insights in the
nature of a design problem and in succession reducing the problem space continuously until the design
problem is resolved.
8I argue this point in reference to the constant readjustment of requirements, constraints and param-
eters during exploration of design alternatives, often undertaken in an agile fashion.
9Referring to the material outputs and creative explorations at the heart of the research matter.
10The abstraction process during the research establishes the necessary distance to the subject matter
necessary for reflective practice. [Stamm 2013]
11As discussed by Hegel in his seminal work ‘The Logic’ [Hegel 1969], the process of conscious reflec-
tion correlates the observation of specific phenomena with their essence. This change from implicit to
explicit knowledge as the thought process moves toward the stage of essence allows one to recognise the
identification of the object. The means for this process is the postulation of terms and the correlation of
pairs.
12Simultaneous development of myself as a creator expanded my knowledge and skills based on the
nature of the enquiry. Besides the development of digital tools, constant reflection on the creative pro-
cess revealed new methods for the development of interactive computational systems in the context of
architectural design.
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Figure 3.5: The hybrid research process in application
Reflection, in this context, has a variety of characteristics - one of them being the
organic nature 13 of the “essence” [Stamm 2013] 14. The emerging understanding of the
research object during the reproduction of a certain mode of design under the influence of
different circumstances or influences 15 was regularly reassessed during periods of reflection
16. The reflective process, in the context of the practice-based research programme at
RMIT University, includes the continuous development of projects - in this PhD study,
case studies - to uncover coherent themes and repeating motives in architectural practice.
A diagram of the PhD process, based on the framework of Marcelo Stamm and Richard
Blythe [Stamm and Blythe 2017] and adapted to the hybrid research methodology used
in this study, is shown in Figure 3.5.
Uncertainty of outcomes is a feature shared by architecture and scientific research in
information-based societies. Creative design in architecture, being the dominant mode of
expanding the body of knowledge in architectural design research, is based on product-
oriented thinking independent of applied research methods. Framing design research in
projective thinking reveals the real nature of architectural research, which is concerned
with the materialisation of design in the built environment [Hight 2004]. Architectural
design addresses the natural, cultural and historical progression of the built environment.
Those aspects vary depending on the personal background of the designer, and lead to a
subjective understanding of instances and their relationship in a conceptual framework.
This conceptual framework is more like a “grammar book” than a revealing of hidden
aspects [Stamm 2015].
13Organic nature in this context refers to the growing, changing and transforming description of the phe-
nomena encountered during the research. The concepts and ideas that want to express the understanding
of those phenomena evolved during the research.
14The essence of the research amounts to the aggregate of the descriptions of phenomena. This term
also refers to a distilling of knowledge during a period of inquiry. Here, different modes of practice lead
to different perspectives on the research, and therefore allow one to gain an understanding of concepts
and models that describe aspects of the essence. The expression of essence is something that must be
communicated verbally, since it is incapable of being simply visually expressed [Stamm 2013]
15The phenomenology talks about other things in this context. In the case of this PhD research,
the object of enquiry is the mode of design in the context of human-computer-interaction for designing
interactive computational design systems.
16During the active process of reflection, the adaptation of the observed object to the circumstances of
different environments reveals different characteristics or properties of the object.
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Understanding Instances and Materialisation The personal experiences during
working with the literature and the case studies led to the realisation of creative artefacts
and materialisation 17, which I captured by means of language to provide an explicit
understanding for the design of aesthetic decision support systems 18 As all knowledge
creation is a cumulative process, the definition of source terms is critical to build explicit
knowledge. In the case of this PhD study, the encountered terminology consists of terms
and concepts rooted in the discourses of architecture, computer science, engineering and
systems theory.
Source Terms By identifying relevant linguistic expressions and a strict exploration of
the range of definitions in the multi-disciplinary research space, I developed the conceptual
basis as a “cognitive scaffold” [Stamm 2013] for this PhD study. Those terms made it
possible to reason about the theoretical implications of the phenomena encountered during
the present research, and they were strategically exploited during phases of reflective
thinking about the activities conducted during the research. At certain stages, repetitive
utterance 19 of research content at the Practice Research Symposium (PRS) provided a
means to identify the meaning of particular phenomena in the context of the research
projects. At other points, the communication process engaged during the PRS helped
me to extract meanings from terminology that were only present in my mind as implicit
knowledge beforehand.
Contrasting and Differentiation In some cases, understanding the meaning of a
particular term was facilitated by contrasting it with other similar or distant concepts
20 The subsequent branching of conceptual understanding during reflective practice as an
“ordering technique” can be seen as a “mapping exercise” in reference to Marcelo Stamm’s
use of this term in [Stamm 2013]. The self-similarity of systems on different levels allowed
for frequent reinterpretation of the conceptual branching derived from contrasting and
differentiation by mapping them from one scale to another 21.
Interpreting Key Incidents and Ascension Moments The interpretation of the key
moments of the interrogative practice engaged in during this PhD research was crucial
17These selected aspects of the subject matter might be referred to as “phenomena” in the phenomeno-
logical sense.
18Language in this context is used as both a tool for abstraction to gain distance to the subject matter
and to adequately describe the core of the research (its essence).
19This is sometimes considered a tautology.
20This process is called ‘dichotomy’. It allows one to continuously differentiate terms in a network
or tree, identifying fine nuances between ideas. Polar or similar phenomena sometimes needed to be
established as dichotomies to allow me to position a set of ideas on either a binary or continuous spectrum
of notions. Therefore, dichotomies were sometimes used to explore intermediate phenomena that would
have otherwise been left undiscovered.
21And therefore from one set of phenomena to another. As a result, the meaning of those dichotomies
depends on the spectrum of their application to generate meaning.
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to identifying the meaning and relationships between different objects and instances of
objects 22 A fruitful approach for the visual understanding of the reality of a designer’s
mind was the mapping practice conducted continuously during the development of the
research 23. The chosen approaches ranged from mapping phenomena in system and
control diagrams to mapping knowledge in a community of practice review 24. Another
interpretative approach involved reviewing my previous creative work and the successive
extraction of different motives, urges and fascinations in response to my research progress
25. As a central aspect of my thinking, interpreting my previous actions (in designing),
acting (in presentations) and reasoning (about my research matter) allowed me to position
the research project within the relevant community of architectural practice.
22Different hermeneutic methods were used to interpret the encountered phenomena, their relationships
and their association to different scientific discourses.
23Reflection relates to a visual phenomenon in nature [Stamm 2013]. Thus, a generation of visual
representations supports the search for a verbal expression of the subject matter and its constituent parts.
24This community of practice review can be seen as a conceptual and relational diagram that tries to
understand the connections and impacts of individuals in the context of the subject matter.
25I developed a fascination with computational and parametric design and the relationship between
biomimetic principles and design tools during my formal studies. The use of optimisation tools was an
urge I felt in response to discussions about sustainability that I encountered in architectural practice.
Structure, as defining element of architecture, and tectonic articulation were identified as core elements of
my emerging practice.
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“As an architect, you design for the present, with an
awareness of the past, for a future which is essentially
unknown.”
–Norman Foster
In this chapter, a theoretical framework 1 for aesthetic decision support is reported
and its modules described in detail. This descriptive account of the theoretical framework
allows the reader to understand the background of Typogenetic Design. Typogenetic
Design could be applied to some fields of practice - for example structural engineering
or architectural design - to facilitate performance-based computation. The algorithms
used for the evolutionary search could also be exchanged so that the adaptive framework
for creative design might be translated to other artificial intelligence (AI) technology. I
present this Typogenetic Design as a contribution to architectural design. Algorithmic
variants are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Intelligent user interfaces combine the use of AI and human-computer-interaction
(HCI) usually in software systems that support users, decision-makers and designers.
Intelligent user interfaces can be used to build extended DSS. Active tools are extended
DSS. “Extended support involves an explicit effort to influence and guide decision making,
while respecting the primacy of judgement [...].” [Keen 1987] This category of DSS aims
to provide consultancy by supporting selection activity and highlighting well-performing
solutions in contrast to limiting the activity of the computational agent to the analysis of
solutions chosen by the user. [Keen 1987] The theoretical framework provides the terms,
models and methodologies for the design, development and construction of extended DSS.
1I understand the word “framework”, as used in this dissertation, as a scaffolding continuously built
over the research process. As extensively discussed in [Heidegger 1954] in connection with the term “Ge-
Stell”, describing a challenging claim that drives the emergence of a collection or assemblage that contains
the richness of conceptual relationships of reality observed in research. This framework is a result of the
revealing challenge that I promote the reader to accept by unfolding the inventory present in this chapter.
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Adaptive user interfaces go full circle from monitoring of user interaction to adapt-
ing the decision-making component to this interaction. By adopting this architecture in
contrast to adaptable interfaces in Figure 4.1, the system behaviour of the intelligent user
interfaces developed during this PhD study exhibits the adaptive behaviour necessary to
support interactive Generative Design (GD). A designer’s decision paths are not always
linear, but tend to be iterative and sometimes tangential, so that an adaptive user interface
is critical to providing the flexibility, adaptivity and usability required for the application
in architectural design.
Figure 4.1: Adaptable and adaptive user interfaces adopted from [Stephanidis et al. 1998]
The creative DSS in Typogenetic Design augments genetic programming as adaptive
process for shape generation [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a] by adding capabilities for aes-
thetic decision support. Genetic programming as a population-based algorithm uses the
mechanisms of mutation and recombination to modify sets of solutions over time during
advancing generations. An inital population is evaluated for its fitness (e.g. performance
measures like building sustainability and costs). The requirement for assessment of the
fitness function, which can consists of multiple design criteria is grammar translation. In
Typogenetic Design grammar translation is facilitated using shape grammar. This trans-
lations of an emergent representation to a set of geometries allows the simulation and
calculation of a variety of fitness measures. The best-performing part of the population
is set aside for preservation in the next generation by a process called elitism. A sepa-
rate selection process defines the parts of the population modified in mutation (random
changes in the program tree) and recombination (a crossover of two program trees, which
exchanges a part of the tree in corresponding positions in the program tree). Next, the
generation cycle is closed by assembly of a new population consisting of the three parts
created by elitism, recombination and mutation.
Creative DSS aims to support creative activity by enhancing a designer’s ability to
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come up with new ideas or design technical artefacts. “Although there have been numerous
studies on creativity over the past three decades, they have not addressed the essence
of organisational creativity support systems and their design. They have been mainly
focused on creative problem solving, creative processes, and individual creativity support.”
[Olszak et al. 2018] “[...] It is clear that DSS’s oriented toward individual users are only
a special case of the much broader problem of aiding organisational decision processes”
[Lee 1982] Therefore, investigating the mechanisms of interactivity that are necessary to
build creative DSS contributes to a wider problem space at the same time. Before I
describe some of the attributes and properties of DSS, I provide a list of support activities
suitable for creative decision support compiled by Niamh O. Riordan and Philip O’Reilly
[Riordan and O’Reilly 2012]: (1) identify problem/opportunity; (2) gather information;
(3) analyse information; (4) determine measure of performance; (5) identify alternatives;
(6) evaluate alternatives (incl. simulation); (7) model or simulate; (8) make selection; (9)
implementation; (10) review.
For an overview of DSS, I refer to [Shim et al. 2002]. “A DSS is an interactive system
that helps decision-makers utilise data and models to solve unstructured or semi-structured
problems.” [Ford 1985] Hence, DSS are capable of supporting architectural design pro-
cesses with usually wicked or untamed problem propositions. In contrast to DSS, “an ex-
pert system is a problem-solving program that achieves good performance in a specialised
problem domain that generally requires specialised knowledge and skill.”[Ford 1985] Ex-
pert systems aim to provide domain-specific knowledge to increase the knowledge-base
available to the user, while DSS enhance and augment the user’s ability to make deci-
sions. The architecture of a DSS consists of a dialog-component, a knowledge-component
and a model-component for processing the user input. Figure 4.2 presents the respective
DSS Framework adopted from [Ford 1985] in reference to [Sprague Jr 1980].
“Knowledge-based decision support applications differ from those typical of AI ex-
pert systems in their open-ended, evolutionary character and need to coordinate with other
systems resources, such as organisational databases and quantitative analysis routines.”
[Lee 1982] In an adaptive DSS, the knowledge-base for decision support is extracted from
observation of the decision-making process. The acquired knowledge-base is then used
in an inference engine that intercedes as a support mechanism for the decision-making
process. [Fazlollahi et al. 1997] In Typogenetic Design, the computational system ob-
serves the decision-making process of the designer and extracts knowledge about aesthetic
preferences.
Using “AI type knowledge representations” [Lee 1982] DSS build on two key tech-
nologies: databases containing facts and models performing inference. [Sprague Jr 1980]
Explicit knowledge is encoded in data bases, often as if-then-rules that capture domain
knowledge. Tacit knowledge can be captured using machine learning models that re-
move the need for semantic permeation by a purely data-driven modelling process. “A
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Figure 4.2: The Dialog-Data-Models DSS Framework adopted from [Ford 1985]
knowledge-based DSS must be adaptable and extendable to meet the evolving needs of the
user and changing conditions in the environment.” [Lee 1982] Therefore, an Online Clas-
sification is the most suitable approach for updating the machine learning model during
the decision-making task.
As a result of the interactive nature of the choice-based decision-making process
investigated during this PhD research and the chosen decision-tree model, the knowledge
base consists of a declarative representation of (mainly) qualitative knowledge [Lee 1982].
Thereupon, declarative knowledge could be extracted based on training of the machine
learning model in an intuitive approach that emphasises tacit knowledge.
“The objective of a DSS is to support the user in the decision making process by pro-
viding access to data and models.” [Ford 1985] Looking at the creative decision-making
task of exploratory design space exploration, a conceptual basis for reasoning about cre-
ativity is necessary: “[...] virtually all conceptual definitions of creativity include notions
such as value or appropriateness in addition to novelty.” Amabile [1983, p. 27] The
recent progress in the use of architectural optimisation [Wortmann et al. 2015], [Wort-
mann and Nannicini 2016], [Cichocka et al. 2015], [Cichocka et al. 2017a], [Cichocka et al.
2017b], [Vierlinger 2013], [Vierlinger and Bollinger 2014], [Preisinger and Heimrath 2014]
contributed mainly to the assessment, improvement and understanding of the value and
appropriateness of architectural artefacts or preceding design solutions. In terms of Vit-
ruvius’ ‘De Architectura’ this recent development in architectural research and practice
explored the implications of “utility” and “solidity” [Pollio 1914].
Novelty in terms of aesthetic innovation, which is central to architecture and consid-
ers (1) aesthetics as third central aspect in [Pollio 1914], (2) the double code of utility
(incl. solidity) and beauty as central evaluation paradigm put forward in [Schumacher
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2011-2012] and (3) the elevated position of beauty in the architectural discourse between
the genesis of those texts, has still not been explored in the area of architectural optimi-
sation (an exemption here are the early works in interactive design methodologies as in
interactive structural optimisation [Danhaive and Mueller 2015], the Biomorpher tool by
John Harding and in this dissertation). An explicit approach to defining aesthetic criteria
is presented by Huib Koman et al [Koman et al. 2008] in reference to Christopher Alexan-
der’s “properties of centers” Alexander [2002, p. 13-14]. This preliminary research on
objective criteria as basis for aesthetic evaluation might be useful as supportive measures
for an computational evaluation, but miss the point of the subjective nature of aesthetic
experience. As Mikel Dufrenne points out in ‘The Phenomenology of Aesthetic Experi-
ence’: “The aesthetic object is a point of departure not so much for objective knowledge
as for a reading of the expressiveness of the real. For this reason, the artist’s subjectivity
is eminently required.” Dufrenne [1973, p. 516] An interactive exploratory search allows
the designer to use the own subjectivity as main criteria for the evaluation of architec-
tural expression and therefore creates the basis for a true aesthetic judgement. - “There
is truth only through the discovery of a meaning which illuminates and transfigures the
real and through the ability of a subjectivity to seize this meaning.” Dufrenne [1973, p.
531] Roland Snooks points toward the significance of this synopsis for GD by stating the
importance of “developing a more specific approach that emerges from the relationship
between self-organising systems and more intuitive and subjective top-down decisions.”
Snooks [2014, p. 208]
Next, I explain the conceptual background of the Typogenetic Design and the interac-
tive mechanisms of the software system. In the following sections, the different constituents
of Typogenetic Design are described in greater detail. The focus of this section is on the
technological mechanisms and systems used to build the digital tools showcased in the
project work. Therefore, the explanations strive to uncover the associated implications
and the effects achieved by applying certain technological features.
4.1 Interfacing with CAD
Use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) was from the very beginning aimed at build creative
DSS using HCI. [Ross 1960] The development of design systems interfacing with CAD has
come a long way since the early explorations of computer interfaces for manipulation of
objects with Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad in 1963 [Sutherland 1963]. The first application
of interactive 3D CAD systems emerged with the Sketchpad III developed by Timothy E.
Johnson [Johnson 1963]. “When commercial CAD systems became available in the late
1970s, large architecture firms were quick to computerise low-prestige labour, but serious
inroads were not made into design until much later.” [Allen 2016] The quoted article by
Matthew Allen also allows the reader to review a range of screen shots of early interactive
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computer projects. In 1982, the first AutoCAD version was released by Autodesk, and
in 1988, the first parametric CAD environment went on sale with Pro/ENGINEER by
PTC. In 1994, Rhinoceros3D was released as powerful NURBS engine, which is still the
industry standard for free-form modeling. “At some point in the course of the 1990s it
became evident that digital design and production tools (then called CAD/CAM, or file
to factory technologies) allow for the mass production of endless variations, theoretically
at no extra cost.” (Carpo [2017, chapter 2, footnote 49]).
Henri Achten described the concept of “intermediate structures” [Achten 1996] as
a representation based on graphical elements 2 that could be manipulated by designers
using computational interfaces and understood by machines. This intermediate structure
mediated designers’ interactions in the user interface with the computational model and
the data structure inherent in the computer, as presented in Figure 4.3a. Intermediate
results of the design process were stored in “generic representations” as shown in Figure
4.3b. In transition from one design state to the next, alternating contributions to the
design were provided by the computer and the designer. On one side, the designer used
her or his expert knowledge as declarative knowledge in the process of exercising choice
regarding the alternatives offered as graphical representation in the user interface. On
the other side, the computer 3 applied procedural knowledge to continually evaluate the
design solutions.
Architects performing complex parametric modelling were still interacting through
scripting, e.g. LISP, or very abstract spreadsheets to interface with high-end engineering
software, or straight programming. In 1996, XML was introduced as a language-interface
between human and computer with a format that was readable for both. Fully inte-
grated parametric design for visual programming of CAD software and topological graphs
representing geometrical relationships were not yet used in architecture. Generative Com-
ponents was first introduced in 2002 and became the first parametric design tool to be
fully embraced by the architectural industry. In 2007, Explicit History was released as pre-
decessor to Grasshopper3D (Figure 4.4). In 2010, Galapagos was introduced to Grasshop-
per3D as an integrated optimiser using genetic algorithms. RhinoPython was integrated
in Rhinoceros3D V5, which was released in 2012. Before that date, VBScript was used to
automate processes in Rhinoceros3D. Only in 2016 was Dynamo BIM released as an inter-
face with Revit CAD for building parametric BIM model. Recently, user interfaces were
built to interface with GD applications from multi-agent systems to optimisation processes
as integrated user interfaces that extend the application potential of parametric design
2Graphical elements in architectural design [Achten 1997a] were referred to in [Achten 1996] as designer
representations mediated by the computational representation for meaningful HCI in architectural design.
Those graphical elements frame the decision-making process in architectural design. Some examples include
plan views and schemata of building sub-systems.
3The computer acts as computational agent that acquired procedural knowledge about the design
process by (a) implementation of variables, constraints and criteria in the representation and (b) observing
the designer by Online Classification of the choices made by the designer
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(a) Intermediate structure negotiating
between human designer and computer
adapted from Achten [Achten 1996]
(b) Generic representation adapted from
Achten Achten [1997b, p. 24]
Figure 4.3: Generic representation and intermediate structure
Figure 4.4: Parametric interface of Grasshopper3D for Rhinoceros CAD
systems. However, the design variations generated in parametric design environments
can only change incrementally in the defined parameter space. Therefore, the parametric
design process is generally not adaptive in nature. As a consequence there is a need for
interactive generative design tools that work outside of the parametric paradigm 4.
My investigation on HCI led to the exploration of HITL systems. There, both sides
of the hybrid system benefited from the mutual collaboration in a symbiotic process. The
synergistic potential of symbiotic approaches to hybrid computational systems were ex-
plored by Joseph Carl Robnett Licklider in his famous paper on ‘Man-Computer Symbiosis’
[Licklider 1960]. Intellectual augmentation, as a core concept extracted from Licklider’s
work, was later discussed in the wider context of technological development by Michael
Friedewald [Friedewald 2000]. In the past, optimisation was a one-way street, where
4The dilemma here is that a novel design environment with the necessary characteristics and features
for a computer-aided adaptive design process needs to link up to existing parametric design software to
engage the digital design community and use the present software capabilities.
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the designer benefited from the capabilities of a black box to calculate complex, multi-
dimensional trade-offs without having to exercise a high level of control. In contrast, the
transparent box provided by the Aesthetic Support System (ASS) in Typogenetic Design
allowed the AI to analyse design decisions taken by the designer to support decision-
making. The computer learned from the designer by gaining knowledge about the design
process performed by the designer.
In this symbiotic relationship, the designer still benefited from the way that the com-
puter augments the design cognition with its capacities for calculation. In contrast to a
pure optimisation approach without ASS, the AI in the prototypical software implemen-
tation received the basic capacity to adapt to the designer’s behaviour during phases of
automation. Based on these considerations, the use of intelligent interfaces to support
aesthetic decision-making by human-in-the-loop technology was investigated.
As basis for the exploration of Typogenetic Design, the GD process described by John
Frazer in [Frazer 2016] was reconsidered. The three main software features stated as basis
for GD in this paper are:
• Generative engine using emergent representation
• Selection procedure and learning algorithm
• Complete design system integrating optimisation
My investigation of aesthetic decision support for creative systems extended GD by
research into creative user input and interactive evaluation of design solutions. Here, HCI
plays a central role in how the intelligent user interface was conceptualised, structured and
organised to facilitate exploratory search. Exploratory search allows one to browse sets
of geometries generated by emergent representations. This process can support designer’s
imagination and provide new impulses during designing architecture 5.
HCI extends the concept of the graphical user interface from a functional surface to
a device for interaction with computational systems, providing a better user experience.
This experience is defined by a set of interfaces as a foundation for interaction, as illus-
trated in 4.5. This set consists of a display unit (graphical user interface), a graphics
system (linking the graphical user interface to the computational system as input/output
pipeline) and an application program as a computational interface to access application
data structure and models. Typogenetic Design integrates those interfaces in a holistic
design tool, while the ASS modifies the graphics system.
“Designing interaction rather than interfaces means that our goal is to control the
quality of the interaction between user and computer: user interfaces are the means, not
5The proverbial reference to designer’s fatigue; the point when designers run out of ideas will be limited
to this footnote, because I think that this discussion is somewhat polemic and outside of the architectural
discourse.
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Figure 4.5: Conceptual framework for human-computer-interaction in computer graphics
adopted from [Van Dam 1983]
the end.” [Beaudouin-Lafon 2004] Dealing with recursive programming, time-sequence in
GD and iterative cycles in optimisation leads to different requirements for interfaces that
need to be evaluated during the prototyping phase of interactive tools. John D. Gould
and Clayton Lewis suggest three principles for interface design: (1) “early focus on user
and tasks”, (2) “empirical measurement” and (3) “iterative design” [Gould and Lewis
1985]. These principles were applied to the present research project by (a) conducting
case studies with the Smart Nodes Project and Sydney Opera Bar to understand the
design processes for custom-optimisation of structural nodes, (b) organising participant
experiments in Typogenetic Design and agile development of the associated design tools.
“Computation has already proven to be useful as both a descriptive and a visualising
tool to architects, but its use as a conceptual and organisational tool has been resisted
due to the stigma of releasing control of the design process to software” [Lynn and Kelly
1999]. This argument suggests the need to integrate a mode of control into the use of
computational design tools that allows the designer to express design intent for guidance
of the geometric generation procedure. Decision support aligns well with this objective,
because “a DSS allows the user to confront a problem in a flexible, personal way in ma-
nipulating the data and models” [Ford 1985]. From the perspective of decision support
theory, the application of control during computational design addresses a key concern.
“The agenda for DSS research now and for practice later is to apply intellectual and
computer-related technologies to amplify creativity and learning in decisions that really
matter” [Keen 1987]. Drawing from the earlier argument in this chapter concerning the
role of aesthetics in architecture, the focus on aesthetic guidance in reference to George
Stiny’s idea of “aesthetic systems” [J. and Stiny 1973] is a fruitful trajectory of experi-
mentation. In returning to the recent development of parametric design, the “strategic
manipulation of the parametric design software can provide designers with a higher-level
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of control and flexibility in the delivery of ill-formed design problems” [Pena March 2014].
Therefore, the theoretical framework of this PhD evolves around:
• creative systems using evolutionary search and generative design
• interactivity based on human-computer-interaction
• aesthetic support to extend architectural optimisation
Extending this line of argument, I want to introduce the first interactive mechanism
explored during the technological research conducted as part of this PhD study to in-
vestigate if human-in-the-loop technology can enhance exploratory search in architectural
design. Looking at the tangential thought that prior to Patrik Schumacher’s claim in
‘The Autopoiesis of Architecture’ [Schumacher 2011-2012] of the autonomous discourse of
architecture in relation to Niklas Luhmann’s seminal work ‘The autopoiesis of social sys-
tems’ architecture was subsumed under the term of “art”, I want to point out that Stephen
Zepke argued that “[t]he Kunstwollen of modern art is [...] experimentation” [Zepke 2012].
Building on this understanding of subjectivity in arts discourse, Marjon Coletti’s reason-
ing in ‘Digital Poetics’ that “[...] perception (and experimentalism or receptivity) plays
as relevant a role as intelligence” Colletti [2013, p. 7] translates the association between
artistic expression and experimentalism into the realm of architecture. “It follows that an
experimental theory of design should pursue open, indeterminate trajectories, by the aid
of intelligent and selective processes toward a controlled and ordered scheme.” Colletti
[2013, p. 7] In extracting the ideas relevant to this theoretical framework, I want to re-
state the central terms mentioned by Marjan Coletti in the quoted section: “perception”,
“intelligent”, “selection” and “control”. The following section makes the transition from
theoretical work to technological research without going into technical details (those can
be found in Appendix B and C).
4.2 Perception - Two Mechanisms for Guidance
An Aesthetic Support System supports the designer in design space exploration. An image
input introduces a design reference which is used for Shape Comparison. Online Classifi-
cation adapts the evolutionary search toward aesthetic criteria implicitly specified by the
designer interaction. In summary, this two-fold approach to increasing the intuitive han-
dling and efficient computation of a variety of solutions and creative expressions reduces
designer effort by freeing the designer’s cognitive capacity, thus allowing them to focus on
processes of creative decision making.
The Aesthetic Support System provides aesthetic decision support by combining the
guidance mechanisms of Shape Comparison and Online Classification in the aesthetic
system displayed in Figure 4.6a. The model building of the two intelligent mechanisms at
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(a) Guidance mechanisms for decision
support
(b) Model building from interactive de-
cisions
Figure 4.6: Interactive decision support mechanisms
the back-end is facilitated using distance metrics and decision-tree learning respectively,
as illustrated in Figure 4.6b. The following subsections describe the concepts of Shape
Comparison and Online Classification.
4.2.1 Shape Comparison
An image loaded as input data is used as design reference for Shape Comparison. The
computer vision system compares the extracted normalised histogram of the input image
continuously with the normalised histogram of image data (screen shots) of emerging
design solutions. Three different distance metrics were combined to a similarity metric for
shape comparison (Euclidean, Manhattan and Chebysev distance). Similar implicit shape
representations were used in pose estimation [Rosenhahn et al. 2006] and image retrieval
[Patil and Talbar 2012], [Battula and Ambati 2018]. The combined similarity metric
based on image features contributes to the fitness evaluation and exercises population
pressure to increase the genetic drift toward the design reference. As a result, the search
gains direction. Additional morphological features for comparison the reference image
and screen shots of the design solutions could be e.g. area, roundness, compactness and
symmetry of shapes.
A perceptual mechanism based on the general description of a perceptual machine
by Gordon Pask [Pask 1963] was inspiration for the integration of image data as creative
input (design reference) into the integrated DSS.
The image input could also be used to train machine learning models to discover
the relationship between image features and intended design solutions that could reveal
additional insights about the designer’s perception of design solutions. Feature extraction
and selection could be used to evolve efficient feature vectors for specific image data to
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Figure 4.7: Conceptual model for Online Classification
build better performing support systems for architectural design.
4.2.2 Online Classification
The Online Classification concept, illustrated in Figure 4.7, uses decision-tree learning to
build a knowledge base about implicit aesthetic criteria from the interactive choices the
designer exercises over a set of presented solutions. There are two application cases for
Online Classification: (a) suggestion of shape solutions for designer evaluation, and (b)
the evaluation of shape solutions during automated phases of the evolutionary search. In
designer evaluation, the Online Classification predicts solutions that are likely to be of in-
terest to the designer and shows them in the graphical user interface. In automated phases
of evolutionary search, the aesthetic criteria implicitly derived from designer evaluations
are used to provide aesthetic guidance to the shape generation process.
Designer evaluation provides the selection data necessary to train the machine learn-
ing model, which is retrained after each iteration of designer evaluation. After training
the classifier from the selection data stored in an external knowledge base, the data is used
to predict future designer choices as part of the fitness function. This process increases
the probability of shape solutions to emerge that the designer might desire in following
generations. During the next round of designer evaluation, the knowledge base is extended
based on the new choices and the classifier retrained. Correspondingly, the classification
process during successive generations uses the extended knowledge base for prediction of
aesthetic preferences.
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4.3 Intelligence - Building Knowledge
The introduction of interactive methods to architectural optimisation during this project
required in-depth research on knowledge representations suitable for the task. Implicit
knowledge representation using machine learning algorithms is used to learn optimal se-
quences of decisions extracted from the interactions of the designer with the DSS. Online
classification includes real-time adaptation of the knowledge base to the current explo-
rations of the designer. The simulated data is ready-at-hand and gets deployed in mission-
critical situations - the generations with automated evaluation and the pre-selection of
relevant designs, which are both likely to reduce designer effort in the context of aesthetic
DSS for shape generation.
Aesthetic experiences build on both sensory and cognitive coding, as depicted by
Redies [Redies 2015] in Figure 4.8. Perceptual processing was explored through the use
of computer vision in the Shape Comparison mechanism. Cognitive processing was in-
vestigated in Online Classification as an approach to computing aesthetic criteria from
designer input to Typogenetic Design. Combining both mechanisms in an Aesthetic Sup-
port System allows the computational design system to adapt to aesthetic preferences of
designers, as illustrated in Figure C.7. This understanding of aesthetic evaluation builds
on a specific perspective of creativity.
Figure 4.8: Decoding aesthetic experience adapted from [Redies 2015]
“Kolodners [Kolodner 1993] characterisation of creativity draws out the essence of
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creativity: creativity involves more than mechanistic, analogical substitution of elements.
It is an incremental process of knowledge and skill refinement, and one that requires goal-
directed reflection and backtracking.” [Lee 2011] Interactive knowledge acquisition allows
the knowledge representation to cumulatively generate a model from the criteria-based
decision making process. The collected knowledge is then applied using prediction to
suggest design solutions with a high level of relevance to the designer.
Figure 4.9: An Aesthetic Support System
Using explicit knowledge representations like if-then-rules about the designer prefer-
ences for machine cognition provides the basis for personalising DSS according to different
user requirements. Following the argument of Benjamin Bratton that computation is ab-
straction, and that creativity is both abstraction and mapping, leads to the understanding
that computation is mapping [Bratton 2015]. Mapping of personal information and pref-
erences regarding the expression of geometry might reveal more explicit knowledge for
exploration of creative decision making, creativity and design processes.
4.4 Selection - Exercising Choice
During design, well-defined tasks can be automated after consulting with the user group.
In a mixed-initiative approach integrating AI with designer interaction in a HITL system,
users are presented with external stimuli during exploration of a large number of designs.
Architectural geometries are used to stimulate domain specific ideas to enhance creativity
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in problem-solving. The polysemic interpretation of architectural geometries stirs up
different personal associations for different designers and provides a highly personal design
experience.
Figure 4.10: Adaptive mechanism using a perceptual system adapted from [Pask 1963]
One of the main interactive mechanisms explored in this PhD study is the training
of machine learning models based on designer interaction by exercising choice over a set
of design solutions. This process can be clarified using the graphical description of adap-
tation during perception put forward by Gordon Pask [Pask 1963] (Figure 4.10). The
“representation of a concept” (in Typogenetic Design architectural shapes) is continually
adapted based on the “trial process” (in Typogenetic Design the user evaluation of solu-
tions). The mapping of organism behaviour onto the behaviour of a computational system
was used as a conceptual metaphor in this context.
For ease-of-use a binary selection of desired and undesired geometries was used in the
DSS. The approach could be extended with a finer input procedure for design evaluation
by using ranking. Either way, the decision tree classification of the designer selection
builds an online model of the designer preferences, which is continually updated after
each step of the interactive decision making.
Adaption of design solutions to boundary conditions of a design case as automatically
enforced constraints applies the concept of language of choice 6 to the interactive design
process. In the same way that an adult guides a child by providing only valid solutions to
exercise choice over, the DSS shows only valid architectural geometries for user selection.
As a result, the knowledge about the design case and site conditions of the designer
6The provision of suitable boundaries for decision making in a relationship of mutual dependency.
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increases through the understanding generated regarding the limitations enforced by the
computational system.
4.5 Control - Structuring the Process
In DSS, mission-critical applications that require continuous control are addressed by
sequential decision-making. Human-machine interaction allows the designer to guide the
search process during both periods of user input and periods of automation. Therefore,
the methods used as an interface for this communication process needed to address both
aspects. It was crucial for the success of the design process and the satisfaction of the
designer with the solution to provide the appropriate level of control.
Design processes, from the perspective of problem solving, always demand considera-
tion of the qualitative aspects crucial for the success of architectural design. Architectural
optimisation points toward an engineering approach applied to architectural design due to
a lack of evaluative capacities of GD as a tool native to computational design. In contrast,
Typogenetic Design integrates the evaluation of quantitative and qualitative criteria into
GD by using HITL technology. Thus, the crucial integration of designers in shape gener-
ation is not a support tool of automated design systems using an optimisation approach.
It is rather an interface that the designer uses to steer GD like a jet pilot uses a joystick
to navigate a fast-travelling aeroplane.
Looking back at Vitruvus [Pollio 1914], “firmitas” is integrated in Typogenetic Design
by structural criteria, “utilitas” as part of the representation and criteria, but “venustas”
only in the interactive aspects of the system. This PhD study also provides an aesthetic
guidance mechanism derived from this analysis to address concerns of beauty in design
computation. This aesthetic guidance mechanism showcases the thinking process for the
development of similar mechanisms. The in-depth examination of aesthetic guidance in
Typogenetic Design is an invitation to other researchers and designers to extend the
investigation building on the annotations in this chapter.
4.6 Typogenetic Design - Application Potential
An initial overview of the design system to explore design spaces with Typogenetic Design
is displayed in Figure 4.11. The schema located the provision of designer input to the
design system using two mechanisms. An initial image input was used as design reference
at the beginning of the process. Here, a feature extraction and comparison based on com-
puter vision was used to provide accessible data to the controller, manifest in an ASS.
This control unit also drew information from the criteria evaluation of the optimiser, inte-
grating performance evaluation. The ASS integrated two additional features for designer
interactivity - a designer selection interface and an associated learning system.
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Figure 4.11: Typogenetic Design conceptual model
The HITL system developed during the PhD study is a combination of generative
and evaluative processes, integrating optimisation and predictive models into a design tool
that allows designers to interact with the design system. In a HITL system, the designer is
directly involved in the system progression as an active user by providing strategic input to
the system. While I was researching, the development of a prototypical implementation of
a HITL system based on an application case in structural engineering and relevance for the
architectural agenda was prevalent. Therefore, the interdisciplinary agenda overlapping
with behavioural science in refinement and appropriation of user interfaces and learning
system based on cognitive processes was set aside.
As design input for the system, there are several possibilities that could be introduced
based on the chosen geometric representation to be used in GD. Therefore, Typogenetic
Design could facilitate coupling with a variety of GD algorithms. This line of argument is
discussed in another publication [Muehlbauer et al. 2017b]. Thus, I want to focus on the
different modules contributing to the functionality of Typogenetic Design speculating on
its extension to a multi-staged design system 7.
Machine Training for Architectural Design Engaging the designer from the concept
phase in the development of representations based on evolutionary search and machine
learning promised more design freedom in architectural optimisation than the definition
of geometry through parametric modelling. Engaging ways to motivate designers to par-
ticipate in the interactive optimisation process were implemented during the development
of the interactive optimisation tool and provided further insights about the application of
interactive optimisation in the context of architectural design.
7My first experiences with multi-staged design systems was during my role as typology facilitator as
part of the Evotype/Reverse Workshop. At the time of the Morphogenetic Prototyping Masterclass, which
incorporated the workshops I was leading, we built a multi-staged design system incorporating interactive
virtual environments in space generation. The results were reported in [Gruber et al. 2017].
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Figure 4.12: Perceptual Cognitive System adopted from Atmar [1976, P. 86]
The interactive training of machine learning models is useful in allowing designers to
increase their decision-making efficiency and personalise design systems. Even collabora-
tive training of the machine learning models can be easily facilitated, and this allows the
designers to create a shared decision space, collaborative rule-bases for GD and shared
knowledge bases for larger projects, organisations and inter-organisational collaboration.
To the point, the classification model will be trained by designers capturing preference
data either collectively or personalised. This process is a necessary condition for the
guidance process as part of the human-in-the-loop.
Feature Extraction and Selection Perception consists of a combination of sensory
reception and perceptual cognition. A learning system, as proposed by Joe Wirt Atmar
Atmar [1976, P. 86] and shown in Figure 4.12, could learn the connection between chosen
shapes and the image features extracted during shape comparison to build feature vectors
for design classification. Those feature vectors could be improved by selection of relevant
features for the machine learning model and dimension reduction of the feature vector.
The same approach to machine training could be used to learn the association between
high-level image features and design solutions. A model could be trained to recognise
design elements for architecture by interactively labelling the feature data as input for
a machine learning model. The knowledge about design elements could then be used to
recognise similar design elements in design solutions emerging in GD. Shape solutions with
desired features could then be preferred in the adaptive and iterative design process using
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Typogenetic Design.
Architectural Digital Libraries The integrated DSS investigated in this PhD study
provides the potential for building extensive knowledge bases from designer interaction.
Those knowledge bases can incorporate a variety of objects - architectural geometries,
decision-making models and design cases. Associated meta-data about typology, construc-
tion costs, floor areas and volume permit specification of design scenarios for retrieval of
particular solution, rule or case sets relevant to the design case at hand.
Design Recommendation System “A prediction is simply a description of such a
future possible world with the assertion that the course of events in the actual world
will eventually lead to this state.” [Lee 1982] A design recommendation system could be
built using the mechanisms looked into during the present study by extracting association
rules from the different knowledge models: ‘reference input-to-shape’ and ‘shape-to-shape’.
Social media data 8 of users or clients could indeed be used to supply initial search direction
as a starting point for a design task. In this way, a preference model can be roughly
matched as initial classifier. This mechanism could support collaborative application of
Typogenetic Design together with the client. Such a recommendation system could be used
to provide initial design solutions to start the explorative search process or pre-trained
models suitable for design cases.
Organisational Creative DSS Real-time and rule-based computing are the core con-
cepts beneath the adaptive DSS described in the present framework. These approaches
progress on a trajectory of discovery over previous paradigms of optimisation as minor
variation of designed solutions. In the past, intelligent systems in architectural design
were locked in a paradigm of design automation. “In particular, little effort has been
expended on designing for a mixed-initiative approach to solving a users problems-where
we assume that intelligent services and users may often collaborate efficiently to achieve
the users goals” [Horvitz 1999]. Typogenetic Design could provide mechanisms to build
creative DSS for organisations like architectural offices.
8Extracting image data from social media platforms in connection with sentiment analysis could provide
a knowledge base that allows to extract aesthetic preferences.
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CHAPTER 5
Project Work
“Architecture is a science arising out of many other
sciences, and adorned with much and varied learning;
by the help of which a judgement is formed of those
works which are the result of other arts.”
–Vitruvius
This section serves as a compilation of the architectural production achieved during
this research project, which is the driving factor for creative advances. The creative work
is a central part of the PhD study, and serves as an apparatus to generate creative output.
This creative output is used to reflect on the research work and gain an understanding of
new facets of computational design contributing to an understanding of semi-automated
design. Another important aspect of the creative project work is its ability to re-frame the
research by asking new questions that arise from the urges and fascinations experienced
during the project work. I divided the chapter into case studies that show material
expression of the research on one side, and on the other side, I used case studies as vehicles
in the development of digital design tools. The case studies show the design potential,
capabilities and functionality of digital tools investigated during the PhD research.
In this way, the case study work in this dissertation reveals the journey I undertook
toward building Typogenetic Design. The Smart Nodes Pavilion and Sydney Opera Bar
projects demonstrated the use of custom-optimisation tools for different design cases.
Shooting Star illustrates another step toward a more generic interactive optimisation tool
by building a generative engine using grammar evolution. Finally, Typogenetic Design
interrogates the design and testing of a holistic interactive shape generation tool that
found another application in interactive mass-customisation during the Smart Structures
Project.
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Figure 5.1: Different perspectives on the UABB Pavilion
5.1 Smart Nodes Project
My line of fascination started with the Smart Nodes Project conducted at RMIT University
in cooperation with the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Therefore, the design case of
additive manufacturing of building components is central to this PhD research. The Smart
Nodes Project inspired a lot of the research undertaken in this PhD study by revealing
the organic nature of geometry generated using the Bi-Directional Evolutionary Structural
Optimisation (BESO) algorithm. Autodesk even goes one step further in describing BESO
optimisation as a key technology of Generative Design (GD) 1 - as seen in recent blog
entries like [Sather 2017] - integrating this computational method with a wider set of GD
methods. Therefore, interest in the technology used to generate the node geometries in the
case of the Smart Nodes Project already extends way beyond academia and the interested
architectural audience that previously used BESO to design selected buildings.
During the last iteration of the Smart Nodes Project, manifest in the Smart Nodes
Pavilion at the 2015 Urbanism/ Architecture Bi City Biennale, Hong Kong [Crolla et al.
2017] (Figure 5.1), I worked on the structural optimisation and integration of the design
optimisation of structural nodes - the connecting parts at the joints of the structural
skeleton. The collaborative project between Kristof Crolla, Nicholas Williams, Jane Burry
and myself was strongly influenced by the work of Xiaodong Huang and Mike Xie on
Evolutionary Topology Optimisation of Continuum Structures [Huang and Xie 2010]. In
contrast to the evolutionary topology optimisation work, the approach taken during this
project involved working with a fixed topology that was integrated into the main structural
model. The idea here was to reduce the complexity of the overall system to gain more
understanding of the local phenomenon of optimisation for the constraints of 3D printing.
My contribution to the project involved structural simulation and optimisation using
parametric techniques, while Kristof Crolla was designing the pavilion as a whole and
the structural nodes as defining parts of the architectural expression. Nicholas Williams
translated the design to production in close collaboration with manufacturing engineers
1The adaptation of the term GD in an engineering context for a simulation and optimisation approach
is combining two streams of investigation from engineering and design to a novel thought construct.
Nevertheless, both research trajectories share the underlying conceptual shift from “typology to topology”
[Schumacher and Zheng 2017]
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and 3D printing experts at both the School of Engineering and School of Architecture and
Design at RMIT University. The Smart Nodes Pavilion was designed to provide a great
variation in node designs by avoiding symmetries in the overall shape of the pavilion, as
illustrated in Figure 5.2a. As a result, the structural complexity that was generated based
on a quad mesh led to a differentiation of the structural system, as seen in Figure 5.2b.
The main force trajectories on the overall shape are expressed as trusses consisting of
three aluminium struts connected with laser cut spacers. All other structural members
consist of aluminium struts with different diameters. In the case of extreme local stresses
in members, reinforcement rods were slid into the circular hollow profiles.
(a) Smart Nodes Pavilion designed by Kristof
Crolla
(b) On site construction with prefabricated nodes
managed by Nicholas Williams
Figure 5.2: The Smart Nodes Pavilion for the Hongkong/Shenzhen Bi-City Biennale
During the simulation of the structural model, some adjustments in the overall struc-
ture were fed back into the design of the pavilion. The introduction of internal connections
between the different sides of the external envelope of the pavilion significantly reduced
the material needed for the pavilion structure. Part of this internal network of structural
members is the bracing on the base of the pavilion, where the increase of complexity of
the structural system led to a better differentiation of the loads, so that the maximum
member thickness as a construction constraint was met. This approach to virtual proto-
typing in parametric design is used frequently in the design of structures for buildings.
The final simulation of the structural system is displayed in Figure 5.3a and the aesthetic
reference - as typical white render - in Figure 5.3b. A constant frame of reference for the
design of the structural nodes was set for this exploration. Therefore, feedback from the
overall structural model to the node design optimisation was avoided to explore the design
potential for 3D printed structural nodes in detail.
During the case study, a variety of node geometries were designed by a generative
procedure that involved using the line representation of the structural nodes as input for
the emerging geometry. A weighted graph with fixed positions of the vertices, as shown
in Figure 5.4a, was used as a reference for the isosurface generation of the geometry by
Millipede structural optimisation plug-in for Rhinoceros CAD. A physical prototype of
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(a) Structural simulation of the overall structure(b) Abstract graphic representation to evaluate
aesthetics
Figure 5.3: Overall structural model
the structural node revealed the challenges of tectonics integral to the design of structural
components, and is presented in Figure 5.4b. Due to the different topological constel-
lations at the intersection of the structural members, a range of node geometries were
explored to understand the design potential of the chosen process. Some of those struc-
tural nodes were packaged in boxes for shipping to Hong Kong, as can be seen in Figure
5.4c. The complexity of the generated geometry is highly dependent on the local structural
configuration at the position of the structural nodes, as shared in [Crolla et al. 2017].
(a) Analysis of cross section
diameters
(b) Prototype of a 3D-printed
structural node
(c) 3D-printed structural
nodes ready for transporta-
tion
Figure 5.4: Local treatment of complex structural nodes
For a compact packing in response of the structural nodes in the 3D printer, a cylin-
drical shape was chosen. This shape is not as efficient as a hexagonal packing, but allows a
homogeneous treatment of geometries with different locations for the connection to struc-
tural members. A good impression of the cylindrical shape is achieved in the elevation of
a structural node, as illustrated in Figure 5.5a. Some of the nodes exhibited a high level of
complexity due to the number of struts coming together in the node location. Especially
in the locations along the main force trajectories, where bundles of three struts were nec-
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essary to accommodate the emerging stresses in the structural members, complex node
geometries like those represented in Figure 5.5b were generated. Unlike the centrally po-
sitioned nodes, the nodes on the leading edge of the pavilion resulted in small pieces with
little complexity, as introduced in Figure 5.5c. These comparably simple nodes might be
a suitable case for integrating all the complexities explored during the different iterations
of the Smart Nodes Project.
(a) Nodes with cylindrical
shape for efficient packing
during fabrication
(b) Highly complex node con-
necting eleven struts
(c) Structural nodes at the
leading edge of the pavilion
Figure 5.5: Different structural nodes of the Smart Nodes Pavilion
Structural optimisation for additive manufacturing Thinking about multi-criteria
optimisation in the context of design optimisation for additive manufacturing led to a bet-
ter understanding of the options for integration of fabrication constraints into optimisation
setups. Reflecting fabrication and material constraints in representations for early design
stages is very complex and requires the global structural system to be integrated, as well
as different expressions of the structural system in relation to the force trajectories de-
termined by both the shape and the local conditions of the structural nodes. Here, in
reference to the local constraints, three levels of scale can again be addressed: (a) the
overall positioning of the node vertices on a macro scale, (b) the thickness of the different
struts on a intermediate scale, and (c) the integration of material constraints on the micro
level. Such a strategy could use the BESO algorithm to define the design space that is
occupied by the local structural system that is subsequently optimised for additive man-
ufacturing. The resulting enquiry contributed to the exploration of cases for increases in
design and planning efficiency, computer-integrated manufacturing with digital design to
production chains and as a test bed for multi-scale optimisation techniques.
Mass-Customisation and Custom-Optimisation As a pragmatic approach, the re-
search compiled in the Smart Nodes Project showed an integrated mass-customisation
of building components in structural design optimisation, and opens up opportunities to
reduce the material and energy demand in complex building structures. The case study
analysis revealed the potential for further interventions in the design optimisation of struc-
tural systems. Custom-optimisation allowed the design team to adapt a design concept
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Figure 5.6: Variants of custom-optimised nodes of different levels of complexity
for 3D-printed structural nodes to the local conditions at the intersections of the struc-
tural system. A set of structural nodes in Figure 5.6 illustrates the variety of geometry
generated by custom-optimisation in the context of the UABB Pavilion by Kristof Crolla.
Custom-optimisation of structural nodes adapted of the fixed-topology design schema
to local structural conditions with a unique expression of organically shaped structural
nodes. ”[D]igital mass customisation [...] implies a model of layered authorship, or split
agency, where the primary author designs a generic (parametric) object, and one or more
secondary authors, or interactors, adjust and adapt some variable aspects of the original
notation at will.” Carpo [2017, chapter 4, section 3, paragraph 1] Working in a design
team, the integrated project delivery was split into five layers of contribution: (1) original
design, (2) structural simulation and (3) node design, (4) additive manufacturing and
(5) on-site construction. Parametric design provided the means for the file-to-factory or
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design-to-production process. It allowed the designers to seamlessly build a comprehensive
associative model of the structure on different scales. Additive manufacturing facilitated
off-site production of all building components. On-site-production was coordinated using
the 3D-representation of the parametric model.
Focusing on building component design, the research took into account digital fabri-
cation of architectural products in the context of articulation and tectonics in architecture.
Parametric design and digital manufacturing processes enable the use of geometrical data
produced in the design phase directly in the building construction. Application of sci-
entific know-how about digital processes matured from pure design intervention toward
an integrated fabrication approach in architectural construction [Dubor and Diaz 2013].
Digital process chains from design to production allow interfusion of design processes with
knowledge about fabrication and materialisation processes. Informing the design process
with logics used in the programming of production machines allows us to directly address
fabrication constraints during the generation of design geometry. As defining parameters
of the production process, material application and choice of manufacturing strategies are
crucial decisions that are employed to guide the process of architectural product design
up to the final stage [Dubor and Diaz 2013]. As a consequence, integrating the micro
scale of building components in a design optimisation concept of an overall structure of a
building could lead to increased design efficiency, reduction in the need for shop drawings,
and novel design aesthetics in the context of structural design.
Preliminary Conclusions The resulting multi-scale optimisation approach was anal-
ysed as part of the case study. At this stage, the main intention was to address the
fabrication constraints of additive manufacturing by integrating angle restrictions into the
definition of the node geometry. By constraining the node geometry using a fixed set
of curves, local phenomena on the level of the node shape were uncovered. The scale
for addressing fabrication constraints of additive manufacturing was localised on a much
smaller scale than expected - the local micro-structure of structural nodes. Every detail
of the node shape needed to reflect the angular constraints. Therefore, a mechanism to
adjust the shape on a local scale of the mesh representation needs to be considered for
future explorations.
The development of an efficient overall design requires a geometrical or philosophical
definition early on in the design process, either as a parametric model with a high degree
of flexibility or as a simple verbal formulation that defines the design intent in a way
that it can be translated into an abstract geometric schema. This definition of design
intent is referred to as “design seed” [Frazer 1995] or “design schema” [Janssen 2004] and
allows the different participants to have an initial direction for the concept design so that
the independently or collaboratively developed solutions can be merged into a concluding
design later on without difficulty. The chosen approach for an initial design representation
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involved an explicitly modelled design surface, and the organic and bone-like appearance
of the structural nodes.
Formally expressive design outcomes and outrageous computational designs raised
questions about their sustainability and the large waste volume production often associ-
ated with the construction of such geometries. Those questions received a partial answer
in the case study of the Smart Nodes Pavilion. As a result of the pavilion design, the ex-
tremely individualistic, organic and contemporary expression of the chosen optimisation
algorithm was explored. Generation of complex geometry based on structural optimisa-
tion could reduce the overall need for construction drawings, as the design geometry in
this case study was directly used for additive manufacturing of the structural nodes. At
this stage, structural optimisation is usually used for the design of complex wide-span
structures or tall buildings because the number of structural members and the span of the
structures justifies a stronger focus on the engineering perspective of architectural design.
5.2 Sydney Opera Bar
During the second year of my PhD study, I embraced the invitation to apply my previously
generated knowledge about parametric modelling, mass-customisation and structural op-
timisation in a creative project on a furniture scale, initiated by Associate Professor Hank
Hauesler and his team at University of New South Wales [Haeusler et al. 2017]. The in-
tention of the project was to generate a modular furniture piece based on location-specific
structural nodes by using a responsive parametric setup to generate all fabrication data
directly from the integrated model. This description sounds very similar to the Smart
Nodes Project discussed previously, and the technology used also builds on the results
of this project. In contrast to the previous case study, the Sydney Opera Bar reduced
the complexity of the structural node design by a magnitude to focus the exploration
on the parametric link between global and local structure. This reduction allowed for
the implementation of a responsive approach where all parts of the geometry - up to the
initial design surface - could be modified or replaced without major adjustments of the
scripts. An additional benefit was the integration of node design in one coherent paramet-
ric model with the overall structural model, so that all the geometry needed to fabricate
the Sydney Opera Bar Centre Piece, as displayed in Figure 5.7, was regenerated in re-
sponse to geometrical changes at any stage of the parametric model. The use of a single
integrated model is an innovation compared to the sequential application of design scripts,
which was common practice in computational design until recently. The responsive na-
ture of the parametric design definition introduced other challenges in the communication
between domain experts.
The Sydney Opera Bar Centre Piece geometry was again defined as a curve-based
topology applied to a design surface. The first step after importing the geometry involved
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Figure 5.7: Sydney Opera Bar as feature during the Opera the Eighth Wonder
splitting the lattice geometry for the positioning of the structural nodes with a sphere.
Those spheres were chosen based on the fabrication constraints of the desktop 3D printers
that were used for the fabrication of the structural nodes. In the next module, the struc-
tural simulation was conducted using Karamba3D as a plug-in for the Grasshopper visual
programming editor in Rhinoceros CAD. Multiple load cases for live and dead load were
considered and the member-sizes for the wooden struts fixed in reference to the material
constraints. In succession, the structural model was analysed for the member-sizes asso-
ciated to the node topologies. Those weights were used as input for the GD of structural
nodes using ‘Exoskeleton’ plug-in as a generative engine. The resulting geometries were
tagged with a labelling system to identify the position of the structural nodes in the overall
system.
As a result of the design process, the table in Figure 5.7 was exhibited and used in
the VIP Area of the Opera ‘The Eighth Wonder’. The design added an original design
artefact to the spatial experience of the space as part of the show. The organic shapes of
the structural nodes are a unique feature that I designed by using a custom digital tool,
extending a preliminary design together with Narissa Bungbrakearti, Emily Leung and
M. Hank Haeusler from the University of New South Wales. My own contribution to the
project was the mass-customisation of the structural nodes using structural optimisation.
The engineering of the design solution was conducted by Sascha Bohnenberger of Bollinger
+ Grohmann engineers at the Melbourne office. Everything else was handled by M. Hank
Haeusler and his team in Sydney.
Multi-Disciplinary Communication Both the architects and engineers worked on a
shared model during the process, thereby allowing each other to diverge and converge
their thinking during the design exploration in response to the needs of the design state
and previous interactions. While the architect benefited a lot from the flexibility of the
parametric model to modify the architectural geometry, the engineer exported geometry
into the explicit modelling space of the CAD software to define certain design states. A
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Figure 5.8: Two stages of the optimisation process
re-import as reference geometry was used as the basis for the structural calculations and
to advance the design during the next design state. Design iterations occurred on different
levels of the parametric setup, and while the parametric model was shared, it was only
explicitly used for design changes by the engineer to change the macro structure of the
structural design. Here, the introduction of a structural symmetry improved the structural
behaviour, and was realised by changing the design surface. The import mechanism for the
explicitly modelled design surface allowed the designer to integrate those changes without
breaking the parametric logic of the model.
Multi-Scale Structural Optimisation Reflecting on the initial results of the optimi-
sation process presented in Figure 5.8 on the left, a macro-level optimisation was intro-
duced, establishing a structural symmetry of the two half-shells and relaxing the node
topology on the design surface to create an even distribution of the structural nodes. This
step impacted strongly on the meeting of fabrication constraints while the node design op-
timisation was mainly responsible for the generation of the unique expression of the table
and the local reduction of the material needed for the structural nodes. This major step
in the optimisation of the overall structural system introduced by Sascha Bohnenberger
led to a multi-staged optimisation approach that works on different scales. The resulting
geometry is given in Figure 5.8 on the right.
Implementation of optimisation processes for architectural design in one coherent
model allows for major improvements in design coordination, code reuse and streamlined
design by improved communication processes. Even working across different scales and
with multiple stages of the optimisation process is possible. Fixing design states in explicit
model representations is necessary to review and discuss specific artefacts. Here, the
convergence is quite abrupt in parametric design, as the transformation into an explicit
model breaks the model association and the responsive capabilities. Therefore, the initial
definition of the kind of geometry that should be modified needed to be specified to
establish a consistent geometric pipeline to avoid breaking the parametric logic. In this
process, the different modes of thinking in engineering and architecture are evident in the
intention of the engineer to optimise a single solution and the desire of the architect to
explore a variety of design expressions.
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Preliminary Conclusions Responsibilities and tasks were clearly defined early in the
design process. As a result, the design team had a clear functional division. The design
team leader was responsible for the allocation of workload to team members and for the
establishment of clear communication protocols. In particular, the feedback cycles for
design iterations have to be considered as interfaces between the different stages of the
computational design process to allow team members to work efficiently and effectively.
Managing those interfaces requires careful consideration of the aspects of the design that
are kept in fluent motion and those aspects that can be crystallised as a basis for the design
iterations during the next design state. In parametric collaborative design processes, the
use of online tools like Flux or Modelo can provide enough information and geometry
for the other designers to progress in the design process. Despite this, the collaborative
work during optimisation-based architectural projects required a structured schema of
the algorithmic steps to communicate the design process and a shared parametric model
as collaborative design spaces. Dividing the design process into different stages with
respective computational modules to separate the individual parts of the design introduces
the potential to focus on different aspects of design in a constant frame of reference.
Adding information to the coherent model in a modular fashion as in programming practice
had to be managed through the design team leader or model manager throughout the
process to identify and mediate conflicts emerging during code development.
In architectural optimisation currently criteria are generally limited to quantitative
evaluation. Another characteristic of recent architectural optimisation is the focus on
convergence rather than variation. This is problematic in the context of creative design in
architecture, because architects and designers usually explore a variety of design solutions.
As a result, architects and designers learn about the design case by evaluating the design
solutions, which were explored. During this process knowledge about the design case is
accumulated for the next design iterations. Critical reflection of my work in architectural
optimisation also revealed that the conditions determine the outcome (e.g. solution or
pareto front). Correspondingly, architectural design needs to be extended by interactive
mechanisms that not only allow design space exploration, but also creative interaction
with the generative process.
Toward integrated design space exploration The Sydney Opera Bar was the last
case study that I used to explore architectural optimisation to propose software features,
characteristics and mechanisms for extending the functionality. In the next step, I para-
metrically tested the geometric representation to generate a larger set of variants using the
same structural simulation and node customisation approach. I achieved larger freedom
for geometric expression of the shape representation by omitting the host surface. This
experiment and the generated shapes in Figure 5.9 revealed that if I want to use design
tools for shape generation, I need to establish a set of rules and checking mechanisms to
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constrain the design space to feasible solutions.
The exploration of design spaces as one of the core activities architects use to refine
the initial project brief stands in contrast to the engineering approach that refines one
particular solution to gain the best outcome in a goal-oriented design process. Constant
negotiation between the two approaches leads to a design process that accommodates the
needs of both professions. The chosen level of flexibility allows the designer to integrate
both continuous improvement of the design and disruptive changes, as shown in the itera-
tions of the design surface. These preliminary conclusions led to the urge for development
of a hybrid approach that incorporates shape optimisation and GD methodologies and
exhibits novel characteristics as a design system. GD can provide divergent properties to
the design process in contrast to the converging nature of optimisation.
(a) A variety of generated furniture shapes (b) An array of furniture shapes
Figure 5.9: Parametric explorations of design space
It was here exactly that my fascination for generative processes was spawned out of
my experience of a responsive parametric model that provided the flexibility to change
its shape in response to changing boundary conditions and design decisions. The gen-
tle reaction of the sensitive geometry on the smooth organic surface showed me that the
computational process provides answers to yet unasked questions, if I am open-minded
enough to listen to its gentle whisper. The work on structural optimisation revealed the
importance of shape optimisation for performance of structural components and showed
the potential application of GD for performance-based design computation of architectural
solutions. In addition, I experienced the limitations of design space explorations by gen-
erating large catalogues of solutions. Browsing those catalogues to find the solutions that
were suitable and desirable for a specific design case seemed cumbersome and difficult.
The shape optimisation problem for structural nodes using additive manufacturing
is a multi-criteria optimisation problem that leads to a variety of solutions based on the
pareto front. Because the Smart Structures Project and Sydney Opera Bar did not ad-
dress the fabrication constraints of additive manufacturing as part of the fitness function,
the results were based on single criteria optimisation leading to one specific result for
every configuration explored. Reflection on the shape topological optimisation problem
led to my interest in the problem of pareto-front exploration by designers. The tools
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for interactive design space exploration in architectural optimisation using multi-criteria
optimisation were limited. As a result, I started working on Typogenetic Design as a
design tool for interactive design space exploration. I identified interactive evaluation of
design solutions as part of the fitness evaluation as a feasible solution for the problem of
integrating quantitative criteria from performance evaluation and qualitative criteria from
designer review. This position for a useful intervention in the evolutionary search needed a
different software architecture compared to other tools used in architectural optimisation.
I started building Typogenetic Design from an automated shape generation tool that I
used for the Shooting Star case study described in the next section.
5.3 Shooting Star
Inspired by the experience of the two case studies above, which I conducted to refine my
research focus, I started working on a shape generation approach to build a generative
engine as a basis for introducing adaptivity of design tools into interactive user input.
After gaining an initial overview of interactive optimisation, I started exploring different
representations for shape generation and tested one of them - an evolutionary search
implementation using shape schema grammar. This grammar evolution approach revealed
the potential for use as a generative engine. The phenomena and concepts encountered
during my exploration of using grammar evolution are elaborated in this case study, which
was dedicated to automated shape design, and also shared at [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a].
Shooting Star was a case study that reflects ideas of organic growth in a controlled
GD environment. It used a genetic programming system that I designed using the PYGP
library as a starting point for the implementation with Python as a software prototype in
Rhinoceros CAD. The combination of grammar translation with a tree-based representa-
tion was implemented using strongly-typed genetic programming. Grammar evolution for
shape generation was used to develop a geometric vocabulary by means of shape schema
grammar.
Early experiments revealed the complexity of computational interferences that ap-
pear when directly using the Python script in the Grasshopper environment to generate
shapes. The experiments conducted in this context showed the same generative potential
for shapes generated using a convex hull algorithm (Figure 5.11a) and complex shape con-
figurations (Figure 5.11b) of the Python implementation, while adding a variety of options
for the post-processing of the shapes (Figure 5.11c). As the whole set of activities for a
Grasshopper plug-in development on top of the conceptual exploration was beyond the
scope of this study, I decided to build my software prototype using RhinoPython script.
As a result, I was not able to use the whole scope of simulation and design translation
capabilities of visual programming at that time.
These early explorations in the generation of shapes were needed to check the feasi-
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Figure 5.10: Software pattern for Shape Generation
(a) Shapes generated by Con-
vex Hull algorithm
(b) Complex shapes by com-
bining meshes
(c) Post-processed array of
shapes
Figure 5.11: Shape explorations in Grasshopper
bility of the generated geometries for the intended morphological explorative search pro-
cedure. In these tests, initial mesh geometries were generated and combined into complex
shapes by using the simple shape schema grammar representation presented in the BNF
representation 5.12. The generated variety satisfied the expectations for a vocabulary of
shapes that could be used for the initialisation of a shape schema grammar to explore
more complex design geometries. For the quick development of an evolutionary system,
the chosen representation was extended to incorporate a fitness evaluation. At this stage
of the design tool development, the complexity of fitness criteria was comparably low be-
cause only two simple criteria were used as fitness functions (Equation 5.1): (a) minimise
surface area (reduce facade area and costs) and (b) maximise shape volume (increase built
volume and revenue). This fitness measure also was used as an initial heuristic for the
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〈Shape〉 ::= 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉,
〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉
〈Point〉 ::= X, Y, Z
Figure 5.12: Shape schema grammar representation
sustainability performance of complex building shapes, because the combination of the
two criteria led to preferred selection of compact shapes. The results of these explorations
were reported at [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a].
Fitness = SurfaceArea/V olume (5.1)
After my first studies of shape generation, a quick exploration of the application of the
developed method for the generation of facade designs as a means of mass-customisation
was undertaken. Generative facade designs like the ones showcased in Figure 5.13 provided
initial insights on the design potential of the design tool used in this part of the case study
on automated shape design. A design study of a hovering terminal for servicing private
jets at airports used a custom design tool based on the developed generative approach.
An illustration from the competition entry called Hoverport is displayed in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.13: Generative facade design study
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Figure 5.14: Application in Hoverport competition entry
Shooting Star (Figure 5.15) extends the unique character of the iconic site by sculp-
tural activating the space using a futuristic residential concept that addresses sustainabil-
ity not only from an environmental perspective, but includes considerations about social
and cultural sustainability. During the design process an occupant profile was used to
guide the exploration: a modern creative millennial in a bachelor situation is inhabiting
this exciting artefact, which incorporates smart technology to the extent that the build-
ing exhibits awareness of the users in their current situation and reacts to their needs.
The concept of sharing space with others at the centre of a community is reflected in the
flexibility of spaces and integration of extendable technology.
Preliminary Conclusions At this stage of the software tool under development, an
experimental prototype was used to explore different representations during the auto-
mated generation of shapes with simple constraints and fitness criteria. Feature-based
(reported in Appendix E Evo Type/Reverse Workshop) 2 and particle-based modes of
representations were tested and investigated for their potential to integrate control struc-
tures. The explorations performed during this case study revealed some characteristics
necessary to use a case-based and site-based approach frequently found in architectural
2The shapes generated using the feature-based representation extracted from the typological analysis
turned out not to be intuitive enough for designers to engage with.
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Figure 5.15: Shooting Star competition entry
design. The chosen mesh representation allowed me to generate compact building shapes
of any dimension and proportion, but without their differentiation into sub-shapes.
A comprehensive evolutionary search was established using shape schema grammar
and initial tests of command-line based designer interaction were undertaken. Those test
showed that the narrow interactive approach was exhausting, and therefore not feasible
for the exploration of large solution spaces. At the same time, the ergonomics of using
the command line to evaluate design solutions was uncomfortable and, as a result, needed
consideration.
The emergent potential of the shape schema grammar was narrow and led to the use of
shape grammar with emergent properties during further investigations. Limitations to the
shape variety generated by the experimental prototype revealed the need for more complex
representations to facilitate creative design using design space exploration. The design
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potential of combining mesh shapes using shape grammar was investigated as potential
solution to provide the necessary resolution for shape generation.
Evolutionary shape generation provided a suitable framework for the development of
a tool enabling design space exploration. Actual design activity with all its intentions
was not able be integrated in shape generation, but some framing was provided by the
constraints and criteria during evolutionary search. The articulation of constraints implicit
in the shape representation needed to be complemented by explicit constraints during
multi-criteria optimisation. In addition, qualitative criteria could not be integrated into
the shape generation approach explored in Shooting Star.
5.4 Typogenetic Design
Typogenetic Design uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) in particular, evolutionary search and
machine learning to provide integrated decision support for performance-based design.
The non-deterministic design system iteratively evaluates design solutions with respect
to performance criteria and the subjective perspective of the designer. The conceptual
framework for the development of Typogenetic Design was published at [Muehlbauer et al.
2017b] and contributed to the custom software specification for a parametric Typogenetic
Tool in Appendix B and the associated supporting information document in Appendix C.
Technical details can be read there, so that this section can focus on a brief introduction to
Typogenetic Design before moving on to a creative design case study using in architectural
application.
The main goal of this project lies in the investigation, exploration and testing of
interactive design systems for aesthetic decision support using evolutionary search and
GD. The software pattern of Typogenetic Design is based on earlier project work and
reflected in the implementation of a software prototype developed as a proof-of-concept.
This prototype was tested in participant experiments to gain further knowledge about
the user requirements, functional considerations and potential areas for refinement of the
interactive mechanisms (the results are reported in Appendix D). The user experience
evaluation study of Typogenetic Design with university students provided feedback on
the usability of the design tool. The strength of this method is the positivist scientific
evaluation of data that could be used as stimulation for a broader reasoning about the
features, characteristics, mechanisms and software architecture of Typogenetic Design.
The software pattern emerging from the technological research is shown in Figure 5.16
and unfolded in Appendix C. Changes to the software pattern for automated shape design
are highlighted.
The concepts investigated during Typogenetic Design were:
• geometry generation using emergent representations
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Figure 5.16: Changes in Software pattern for Typogenetic Design
• exploration of designer interactivity
• integration of multi-criteria optimisation for decision support
• aesthetic guidance for shape generation
The chosen emergent representation was derived from earlier work using shape schema
grammar. Shape grammar produces a wide range of possible geometries based on a simple
rule set: (a) translation, (b) reflection, (c) rotation and (d) dilation. This controlled GD
method produced shapes from an emergent representation, while the applied rule could
easily be traced. Therefore, the shape results of the design tool could be checked compre-
hensively during the subsequent development. The shape grammar used for Typogenetic
Design is outlined as BNF form 5.17.
The design and development process of Typogenetic Design was adopted from [Erbas
et al. 2010] and is presented in Figure 5.18. After development of the theoretical framework
and investigating the interactive mechanisms based on mathematical models of machine
learning, I explored Typogenetic Design as multi-criteria optimisation tool. The initial
model feasibility was implicitly proven by the user experience evaluation study. The
software requirements specification could be picked up by a software developer based on
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〈ComplexShape〉 ::= 〈Shape〉, 〈Shape〉, 〈Rules〉
〈Shape〉 ::= 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉,
〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉, 〈Point〉
〈Point〉 ::= X, Y, Z
〈Rules〉 ::= 〈Rule〉, 〈Rule〉, 〈Rule〉, 〈Rule〉
〈Rule〉 ::= Move | Rotate | Mirror | Scale
Figure 5.17: Shape grammar representation in Backus-Naur Form
the results reported in this dissertation and used as basis for a comprehensive model
evaluation in a set of successive studies.
Figure 5.18: Framework for development of integrated decision support system adopted
from [Erbas et al. 2010]
Shape explorations were undertaken to better understand the interactive mechanisms
integrated in the decision support system to differentiate architectural geometries (mainly
as part of the user experience evaluation; the associated shape catalogue is attached in
the Appendix). Based on the compiled catalogue of shapes, the range of generated shapes
was found to be sufficient to proceed to further explorations of the design potential of
Typogenetic Design. A shape study was conducted to refine post-processing and design
translation processes and showcase the potential of the exploratory search tool to connect
to additional steps of refinement using structural simulation.
An extension of the exploratory search using Typogenetic Design employing another
step of structural optimisation using principal stress lines is showcased in Figure 5.19b. In
this application sequence of digital tools, the shape generated using Typogenetic Design
was modified by using structural force flows extracted from Karamba3D structural simu-
lation tool (Figure 5.19a) for shape synthesis. This step allowed me to integrate structural
simulation for the generation of facade patterns based on shapes generated by Typogenetic
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Design.
(a) Principal stress lines of generated
shape
(b) Shape synthesis from structural simulation
Figure 5.19: Architectural tectonic expression using structural trajectories
Meta Design The rigidity of the parametric model of design representation was tran-
scended through implementation of iterative, recursive and agent-based computational
processes in the past. Using the computational method of genetic programming to gen-
erate parametric models in an engineering context [Harding 2014] was an important step
toward a meta-modelling approach. This process, however, is still only implemented in
particular parametric design environments, and needs to be further generalised in order
to free shape generation from the limitations of the Computer-Aided Design (CAD) en-
vironment. Consequently, I want to emphasise the need for a paradigm shift not only in
thinking, but also in the development of design tools. Widening the functionality of a
standard CAD system is one possibility for designers; but rethinking the way that CAD
systems need to work to be an adequate partner for architects in our endeavour to add cul-
tural, social and aesthetic value to otherwise quite functional and structurally determined
artefacts is of greater value to the profession.
Preliminary Conclusions A self-organising, evolving, conceptual system was used to
exercise control over trade-off using multi-criteria optimisation as decision support. As an
initial morphological search, the creative decision support system allowed me to explore
gradients of differentiation, transitional spaces between design solutions and the generative
power of emergent representations. The interactive design system was enhanced by means
of Online Classification and Shape Comparison for knowledge-based aesthetic decision
support to integrate designer interaction. The adaptive approach extends parametric
flexibility in parametric design. The main feature of the creative decision support is the
potential to use intuition in interactive selection of design solutions and the provision of
reference input for guidance of the design process. “By contrast, technologies like big data
and analytics, high-speed communications, and rapid prototyping have augmented the
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contributions made by more abstract and data-driven reasoning, and in turn have increased
the value of people with the right engineering, creative, or design skills.” Brynjolfsson and
McAfee [2014, chapter 9, section 5, paragraph 3]
The combination of bottom-up vs. top-down design processes allows designers to
reclaim delayed authorship in GD. The shift from automation to interactivity incorpo-
rates the articulation of preferences, selection by choice and the potential to integrate
constraints and checking to address characteristics of site and design cases. Extracting
knowledge about the exercised choices allows researchers to learn about the individual
decision making of the designer in a new scientific manner. “The individual that is the
object of this new science of granular prediction will no longer be a statistical abstraction
it will become each of us, individually.” Carpo [2017, chapter 2, section 4, paragraph 8]
Communication between the human designer and AI in Typogenetic Design takes
place at the level of geometry generation through the shared evaluation of the fitness
function during an evolutionary design process. This approach allows AI and the human
designer to collaboratively create meaning during the design process through the design-
ers interpretation of design solutions. With this the knowledge base in connection with
architectural optimisation, the shape generations gains a wide scope of creative applica-
tions. An appreciation of the developed interactive multi-criteria optimisation method
that transcends the positivist collection of data in a computational design process using a
mixed-methods research approach was integral to the investigation of Typogenetic Design.
In summary, the focus of my research shifted from the exploration of the design
potential of an automatic shape generation approach to the investigation of human-in-
the-loop technology to allow the designer to interactively guide architectural optimisation.
Furthermore, Typogenetic Design is applicable to a wide range of design processes by
changing the emergent representation. As a result, Typogenetic Design could be used to
support creative decision-making in a variety of design applications. The following case
study investigated the application potential of Typogenetic Design in early design stages
of architectural design. The inital morphological search supported the design process of a
language museum in North Woolwich (London) by providing a range of design solutions
that were explored collaboratively in the design team.
5.5 Anguinum Project
Anguinum Project was a case study that showcased the use of Typogenetic Design as an
exploratory search tool in application to an architectural design case. Design is not merely
a artistic pursuit of shape and form but a very complex neural exercise that involves
making propositions and resolving or finding solutions among innumerable contrasting
criteria. Initial morphological search for architectural shape using Typogenetic Design
inspired the design development of Anguinum Project in the early design stages.
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The aesthetic decision making during the use of Typogenetic Design and the image
reference provided as initial input to the design system were reported in a scenario map
Figure 5.20. The chosen shapes were highlighted with pink dashed boxes. After the
selection of an initial shape that informed the design process, the design development of
the language museum in North Woolwich (London) focused on adaptation to site and
programme, before adding spatial features and circulation. The central atrium void of the
design brings in additional daylight and underlines the character of the building, which
aims to enhance communication of the visitors.
Figure 5.20: Scenario map of Typogenetic Design application for Anguinum Project
The choice for the use of Typogenetic Design in form of its software prototype was a
natural one, because the spatial programme of Anguinum Project consisted of a combined
museum and gallery space and a distinct learning centre. The shape grammar implemen-
tation reported above in BNF 5.17 generated design solutions consisting of two intersecting
volumes. Thus, the computational representation was interesting for shape exploration
and engaging during the evolutionary search of the design space.
During the refinement of the design, the initial shape was first adapted to the site and
its topology resolved, before moving on to the organisation of the plan layouts to accom-
modate the spatial programme. After the final review of the shape in its site context minor
adaptation of the building geometry were facilitated using SketchUp CAD, which revealed
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Figure 5.21: Refinement Anguinum Project design after morphological search
exceptional qualities in working the mesh shapes generated by Typogenetic Design. The
process as described is illustrated in Figure 5.21.
The final render of Anguinum Project as part of the competition submission in col-
laboration with Dindul Dadi is presented in Figure 5.22.
Design Space Exploration Need for exploration of design space as prerequisite of con-
crete planning. [Grunwald 2009] Emergent representation as the shape schema grammar
used for the described case study were introduced for their unexpected, surprise and non-
linear behaviour, which allowed the designer to encode a broad variety of solutions. The
benefits of emergent representation for exploratory search increased the satisfaction and
engagement with both shape generation process and the resulting architectural geometries.
Preliminary Conclusions Anguinum Project case study illustrated the application po-
tential for Typogenetic Design in early stages of architectural design. The design system
was fun and easy in handling. The collaborative evaluation sparked interesting conversa-
tions about the design intent and the expressive qualities of the generated shape solutions.
A clear delimitation of the design intent to shape design was made in this context. The
programmatic and functional aspects of the building were already designed in general.
We also had a geometric principle in place that we wanted to use, which was specified
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Figure 5.22: Final render of Anguinum Project
in the shape grammar representation. The design intent therefore was expressed to a
level of specificity that allowed the use of Typogenetic Design. Therefore, Typogenetic
Design facilitated an inital briefing about the design case and allowed the designers to
extract knowledge about the relationship to the site and potential landscaping as well as
the building proportions and features. In reference to the site, a position on the street side
was chosen and elongated shapes preferred in the selection as to frame the site activities.
In addition, the split of the spatial programme into two legible building volumes was used
as selection criterion during shape design used in Anguinum Project.
The capacity of Typogenetic Design to assist the progress of creative design was
determined and additional application potential identified. Using the shapes generated by
Typogenetic Design to create negative forms by subtracting the shapes from landscape,
to generate setbacks or introduce atria to architectural shapes were new ideas that came
up during the creative work during the Anguinum Project.
5.6 Smart Structures Project
The Smart Structures Project investigates multi-scale optimisation and additive manufac-
turing of non-standard structures using a set of digital tools, comprising of Typogenetic
Design and structural optimisation. A set of physical and virtual prototype was developed
during the exploration of different node geometries, which contribute parts to the multi-
staged design model. Structural optimisation was used to develop a steel truss model suit-
able as design scenario for testing the interactive mass-customisation of structural nodes
in facade application. Figure 5.23 shows the structural layout, parametric truss and loca-
tion of the node designed using Typogenetic Design. The interactive design of structural
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Figure 5.23: Facade structure as parametric truss as design scenario
nodes was used to evolve the shape of a structural node as proof-of-concept. In another
step a fixed topology was introduced with angles of the interior structure limited to 45
degrees. This fixed topology resembles the shape of the node design, while reducing ma-
terial deposition during 3D printing to limited areas. The interactive mass-customisation
application could be further improved by integrating some of the node design options
developed during the Smart Structures Project.
The efficient design-to-manufacturing process for structural components extended the
potential of intuitive exploration for the designer, and led to increased design freedom while
generating nodes of organic shapes. The refinement of the node design for 3D printing
led to an understanding of the design model as multi-staged and multi-scale optimisation
process that consists of three separate stages that were explored independently. The three
stages defined for the Smart Structures Project are: (a) structural optimisation using
member-sizing, (b) interactive node design using the prototype of the Typogenetic Design
tool and (c) a micro structure for which two different approaches were developed. Dividing
the decision making process for structural systems into segments reduced computational
costs during the early stages of the design. Different levels of scale have specific com-
putational needs, and computational costs increase toward higher resolution of geometry.
During design space exploration, computational resources were focused on the generation
of shape variations. Tectonic articulation of structural nodes using different structural
optimisation techniques allowed me to successively differentiate the node geometry during
different stages of node design. Continually increasing the use of computational resources
after creative decision making about the shape of the structural nodes was finished allowed
the designer to explore design solutions selectively at different levels of detail. A diagram-
matic illustration of a multi-staged model for interactive structural design is shown in
Figure 5.24.
The use of intelligent systems allowed for semi-automated exploration of design spaces
for structural nodes. The scenario map in Figure 5.25 shows the design process using
Typogenetic Design. After choosing a reference image for the Shape Comparison, the
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Figure 5.24: Multi-staged model for interactive node design
evolutionary search over 25 generations with an initial population of 20 different design
due to hardware constraints. Different organic shapes suitable for the design scenario were
explored. The screen captures of the different interfaces show the shape development,
while the choices of the designer are highlighted with pink dashed boxes. After finishing
the initial design spaces exploration, the geometry was refined for 3D printing.
Figure 5.25: Scenario map of Typogenetic Design application for node shape generation
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During refinement of the node geometry, a fixed typology was introduced based on a
set of points populating the initial geometry and an internal structure that was generated
based on a point grid. The created line topology was translated into a mesh by using
marching cube algorithm with a homogeneous weighting. Additional optimisation of the
material used for particular members of the resulting node design could be facilitated by
applying the BESO (bi-directional structural optimisation) and member-sizing of fixed
topology approach discussed below. Finally, the designed node was merged with brackets
for mounting on the steel truss. The different stages of the geometric refinement are
illustrated in Figure 5.26.
Figure 5.26: Refinement Smart Structures node after morphological search
During another stage of the Smart Structures Project, a BESO optimisation and
member-sizing of fixed topology approach was investigated and digital tools developed
to test the design process. An initial fixed topology was optimised by discrete BESO
optimisation that removes the least stressed members of the node structure. After reducing
the amount of struts in the node structure, a member-sizing algorithm was used to specify
the thickness of each of the members in the node structure. In the next procedure, thin
branches were pruned from the node design to avoid failure during 3D printing. A physical
prototype was 3D printed to test the generated geometry. The successive steps of this
process are shown in Figure 5.27.
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Figure 5.27: BESO and member-sizing of fixed topology
In the third stage of the Smart Structure Project, a node design using principal
stress lines was produced and tested to explore the design potential for micro structures of
structural nodes. A mesh geometry was designed and analysed using structural simulation
in Karamba3D plug-in for Grasshopper in Rhinoceros CAD. This plug-in was used in all
applications of structural simulation during the Smart Structures Project. The delicate
appeal of the node design illustrates the potential of 3D printing to generate intricate
aesthetic articulation. While the product shown as virtual and physical prototype in
Figure 5.28 was not suited for structural application, a combination with the process for
generating an internal structure described above could be used to strengthen the node
design for use as bespoke structural component.
The next iteration of the investigation revealed the potential for elimination of a
separate stage for the formation of a micro structure by refining the internal structure
tested in the refinement of nodes generated by Typogenetic Design. A high resolution of
the micro structure in combination with a population of the mesh geometry with points in
a suitable density for 3D Delaunay triangulation also unveiled a highly detailed an complex
geometrical outcome. The result of this exploration captured as overview and close-up
is reported in Figure 5.29b. During the development of this node design, the BESO and
member-sizing of fixed topology approach was applied to the emerging micro-structure to
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Figure 5.28: Node design exploration using principal stress lines
position the material exactly where it was needed from a structural perspective.
(a) Virtual prototype of final node design (b) Micro structure of virtual prototype
Figure 5.29: Smart Structures node design
Custom-Optimisation of Node Design The final node design was based on a long
trajectory of investigations in custom-optimisation of structural nodes at RMIT Univer-
sity. The strategy for generation of the structural node shown in Figure 5.29a combines
BESO optimisation of structural nodes [Crolla and Williams 2014], [Prohasky et al. 2015],
[Seifi et al. 2016], [Seifi et al. 2018], [Williams et al. 2015] with an extension of the fixed
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topology approach discovered during the last iteration of the Smart Nodes Project in the
UABB Pavilion [Crolla et al. 2017]. The fixed-topology is again optimised by discrete
BESO optimisation and member-sizing on the micro structure. The generation of the
micro structure based on a rectangular 3D-grid, as illustrated in Figure 5.29b, addressed
fabrication constraints for 3D printing by fixing the internal angle at 45 degrees.
Multi-Staged and Multi-Scale Optimisation Smart Structures used a hybrid opti-
misation employing parametric truss optimisation for the adaptation of the global struc-
tural configuration and Typogenetic Design for the shape design of structural nodes. On
the micro scale of node design, a fixed topology is introduced to address fabrication con-
straints. Again, BESO and member-sizing of fixed topology approach was used to locally
differentiate the micro structure. The operation of Smart Structures on different scales ex-
tended the multi-scale optimisation approach developed during the Smart Nodes Project
by integrating a micro structure into the node design process. Segmentation of the design
process into distinct stages allowed the designer to focus computational capabilities on
one process at a time. Therefore, a higher resolution of the node geometry was achieved.
Bringing together the aspects mentioned before, the process envisions integrating aes-
thetic evaluation aimed to incorporate material properties and fabrication considerations
into the design process in early stages of architectural design. Then, the computational
constraints for the generation of a 3D printable geometry of the final node hindered the
fabrication of a physical prototype. Also a use of Typogenetic Design to generate dif-
ferent geometries with incorporated interior structure was not possible due to hardware
restrictions. The integration of structural simulation in Typogenetic Design at that time
could not be facilitated, because a comprehensive structural simulation for RhinoPython
is not available. Attempts to script Karamba plug-in for structural simulation using an
external reference to Grasshopper did not lead to the expected assembly of a structural
model. The software implementation of Karamba3D plug-in did not facilitate an inter-
face to run structural simulation remotely from RhinoPython, because the Goo-objects 3
generated by other Grasshopper components were not accepted as valid input. The step
towards integrating structural simulation in Typogenetic Design could be facilitated using
a parametric Typogenetic Design tool as specified in Appendix B.
Preliminary Conclusions Combination of complex structural systems using truss op-
timisation with intricate node detailing in a staged procedure allowed designers to in-
teractively mass-customise structural nodes with interesting aesthetic attributes. Often,
structural performance is the single decision variable in architectural optimisation, despite
the existence of a variety of other factors which influence the design of building structures.
Integration of aesthetic criteria allowed the designer to explore novel structural solutions
3Goo-objects are native data types used by Grasshopper. Karamba3D was implemented using custom
data types that are not compatible with goo-objects outside of the resilient Grasshopper interface.
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with a reference to the design input provided. Complexity in design has been changing as
result of the development of new design strategies, inspired by other fields of creative de-
sign production, as well as the introduction of novel technologies into the building process
[Achten 2003]. Smart Structures was a step on the path to control increasing complexity
enabled by current technologies of additive manufacturing, creative decision support and
machine learning.
The chosen design strategy incorporated multi-staged and multi-scale modeling in
hybrid systems for structural optimisation. This strategy focused on continuous differen-
tiation of the structural system to minimise material use and increase the delicacy of the
resulting custom-optimised nodes. Automation of fabrication of structural components to
establish a complete digital process chain using multi-scale structural optimisation could
increase efficiency by reduction of raw material use, as well as the level of skilled manual
labour needed for the additive manufacturing of structural steel components and their
assembly on site. The generation of 3D printable node geometries by using the set of tools
compiled during Smart Structures Project could also reduce the amount of shop drawing
necessary to fabricate structural nodes.
Integrating multiple stages of material reduction by structural optimisation led to
intricate results that integrated continuously changing thicknesses of materials into smooth
shapes with an organic character. Edmund Burke argues in his book ‘A Philosophical
Inquiry Into The Origin Of Our Ideas Of The Sublime And Beautiful’ that delicacy is
a contributing factor to the aesthetics of the human body Burke [1914, p. 102, 104,
146]. Burke’s enquiry was aimed at achieving a more general understanding of beauty,
and involved reflecting on terms like “sublime”, “smoothness”, “gradual variation” and
“delicacy of form” DeZurko [1952, p. 107] 4.
The Smart Structures Project closes the circle of my creative work during this PhD
study by applying Typogenetic Design to a case study comparable with those that mo-
tivated me to experiment with constructing a generative interactive system in the first
place. Next, I want to direct the attention of the reader to the reflective processes that
took place iteratively during the research process.
4Horatio Greenough rejected those terms as relative observations in his own theoretical work. DeZurko
[1952, p. 107] Nevertheless, I argue for delicacy as a sign of beauty along the lines of Burke, who considers
it a trait of elegance and fragility, and refers to natural metaphors like the human body and trees Burke
[1914, p. 102], which resonates well with the understanding of proportions and beauty in architectural
theory.
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Reflections
“Thinking begins only when we have come to know
that reason, glorified for centuries, is the stiff-necked
adversary of thought.”
–Martin Heidegger
6.1 Self-Organisation and Autopoiesis
In interactive evolutionary search, the designer actively selects solutions based on her or
his design preferences. The evolutionary search needs to adapt to the external selection
pressure of human interaction, augmented by the machine learning system, for which
it constantly builds knowledge about the shape progression. No heuristics or a priori
knowledge were incorporated in Typogenetic Design. While heuristics for the aesthetic
considerations in design may be integral to an evolutionary system [Fernando et al. 2010],
the integration of learning algorithms facilitated the adaptation during the iterative search
and generated a genetic drift that reflected the designer’s subjective choices. An example
of the shape progression during application of Typogenetic Design to Anguinum Project
is displayed in 6.1.
The simultaneous evaluation by the designer and Artificial Intelligence (AI) creates a
variety of dynamics and drifts inside the autopoietic system 1. Manuel DeLanda suggests
1The autopoietic unity formed by the phenomena specified and explored during the design and testing
of Typogenetic Design define a specific phenomenology, as described by Humberto Maturana and Fran-
cisco Varela in Maturana and Varela [1987, p. 22]. As an autopoietic system, Typogenetic Design exhibits
emergent properties based on the relationships between evolutionary search, architectural optimisation
and Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI). The emergent properties of the evolutionary process and the
emergent representations used in generative design are taken for granted in studying the symbiotic re-
lationship between designer and AI. The formation changes in emergent solutions therefore extend the
notion of “changes caused by the cell’s own structure as a unity” Maturana and Varela [1987, p. 22]. This
metaphor though can be used to talk about the generative synthesis of design solutions using emergent
representations.
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Figure 6.1: Shape progression during Typogenetic Design application for Anguinum
Project
that “there is more to the emergent properties of a whole than the interactions of its
parts” DeLanda [2011, p. 12]. The main features of Typogenetic Design, however, draw
their knowledge from different sources, namely knowledge preserving classifiers. On the
one side, the image input used as an external reference provides a focus point during the
current run of the system, while the Shape Comparison, as part of the aesthetic guidance,
introduces an own dynamic. On the other hand, the Online Classification as an interactive
approach allows the design system to adapt to designer choices, which changes continually
during the real-time adaptation to the designer selection of architectural shapes.
The abstract representation of architectural geometry using schema, rules and con-
straints defines a conceptual space in which design solutions can evolve as autonomous
elements. More features could be integrated to introduce references to typology. An
approach that reflects those thoughts was explored during the deconstruction and recon-
struction of architectural typology during Evotype/Reverse Workshop (Appendix E) and
Evolutionary House Design (Appendix F). The reproductive generation of novel solutions
based on evolutionary search displays drifting behaviour similar to the ontogeny’s develop-
ment of species in evolution. Genetic information is translated into architectural shapes
based on the genotype/phenotype relationship of grammar translation. The ecological
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niche those architectural ‘creatures’ adapt to is defined by design-based metrics (criteria)
such as area, volume and mass or structural simulation. These mechanisms define the
structure of a solution space during shape generation. The conceptual deconstruction and
reconstruction of typology in Evotype/Reverse Workshop (Appendix E) and Evolutionary
House Design (Appendix F) revealed the potential for exploration of typological spaces
by Typogenetic Design.
In addition, an environment for the development of design solutions needed to be
defined. Restrictions of design space and non-design space - for instance constraints on
dimensions and spaces that can be occupied by potential design solutions - define the
digital environment for design solutions. Thus, I specified the environment to foster dis-
tinctness of design solutions by providing a niche for the development of the architectural
shapes inside the design system. The drift caused by adaptation of the evolutionary search
to an environmental niche constitutes a selection mechanism performed by the environ-
ment Maturana and Varela [1987, p. 103].
The development of architectural features and their preservation by conservation
needs to be conceptually traded-off against the agility of the evolutionary system to adapt
to the designer’s changes of mind. The genetic representation used in Typogenetic Design
is a sufficient description of architectural shape to allow selection of specific features to
emerge from the evolutionary search. Additional mechanisms need to be developed to
preserve specific features during evolutionary search for architectural shape generation.
6.2 Dichotomy of Technology
The Greek root of the term “technology” means craftsmanship or art. Heidegger [1962, p.
12] 2 Further, the dichotomy of technology separates two layers: human activity Heidegger
[1977, p. 21] and tools for purposes Heidegger [1977, p. 6]. Both branches of thinking
about technology merge in semi-automated tools, combining human action and intelligent
tools in Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) systems. Typogenetic Design therefore addresses
the need for human agency in computational design systems that aim to increase designer
productivity.
The term of technology contains three levels: artefacts and technical systems, activi-
ties and institutions that lead to design and creation of technical systems, human activities
in application of technical systems [Franz 2013]. These categories are seen as the different
levels of methodology in the present research. Design process for active tools, the appli-
cation of the tools and the technical results of the application are discussed and evaluated
to extract knowledge about hybrid systems using semi-automated design.
2Here the parallel to architecture is already visible when looking at Vitruvius and his deconstructive
analysis of architecture as practice. [Pollio 1914]
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“Enframing” is at the core of technology [Gregory 1998], and as “calling-forth”, it
draws into presence the mysterious, unknown and unrevealed, constantly changing, re-
evaluating and iterating the structure of a framework [Heidegger 1977]. Therefore, the
“Ge-Stell” is seen as a mode of enquiry, activity and finally human existence. Different
claims rose to become challenges and provocations in this research:
• Design decisions can be supported in reference to aesthetics
• Designer interactivity can train machines to learn about aesthetics
• Artificial intelligence reveals something about human existence
Martin Heidegger talked about technology as something “saying-showing” and that
“technology is a mode of revealing” Heidegger [1977, p. 13] Active DSS (Decision Support
Systems) have an elevated position in reference to this understanding of technology. They
support decision-makers by revealing hidden aspects of design in respect to performance of
design alternatives (revelation about the design of technical systems). The developed tool
for initial morphological search revealed its inherent dynamics to the designer by present-
ing back recommendations for shape solutions (revelation about the technical artefact).
Additionally, rules that could be extracted from the decision trees built during the inter-
active use of the active DSS might reveal insights about the aesthetic decision making of
the designer (revelation about the activities that lead to the design of a technical artefact).
Design computational analysis therefore could contribute to clearing up some of the taut
presuppositions regarding aesthetic decision-making during design process. Here, taut
presuppositions refer to the design model, which is used as a foundation for investigations
in the context of CAD (Stiny 1980, Mitchell 1990). Some assumptions were formed on the
understanding of design as a logic equivalent to language use. Typogenetic Design yields
the opportunity for the computational system to learn judgement from the human user
by stepping away from the grammar-based representation as object of reference. Using an
image as reference for the shared activity of designer and computer could provide a frame
for learning about aesthetic judgement as an activity.
“In contrast to the self-conception of technological science, the artistic character of
technology dominates.” Irrgang [2008, p. 8] Bernhard Irrgang claims something quite
general here that might be challenged, but it bears particular significance for design and
architecture in particular. Beauty always had an elevated position in architectural theory,
discussion and practice. Therefore, design activities in architecture most often reflect on
aesthetic decisions, articulation and ornament. The HITL approach to aesthetic fitness
evaluation design process, in the context of architecture design, allows the designer to
integrate adequately both qualitative and quantitative criteria in a holistic approach. The
metrics consists of a unique set of criteria based on performance and aesthetic measures
that could be used to extract knowledge about the design task at hand.
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6.3 Poietic Action
The term “Techne” also points to the poietic nature of technology, because it belongs
to “bringing-forth” Heidegger [1977, p. 13] Poiesis can be described as a manufacturing
activity, usually for a client who imposed her or his own will and purpose on the project,
its articulation and detailing. The thought that art could be pursued for its own sake
impacted on the development of an understanding of practice as a life form. In contrast
to Aristotle’s understanding of practice as a self-motivated endeavour undertaken for its
own sake, architectural practice must negotiate between the artistic expression and the
required functionality. The understanding of architecture as an art-form then led to
considerations about the limitations and scope of design and aesthetics. At points without
fixed requirements or determinations by necessities 3, designers can articulate shapes,
tectonics and ornaments more expressively.
“Intentionality of taking action consists of associating purposes and goals to specific
activities.” [Grunwald 2009] Optimisation tools for assessment of quantitative criteria
are ready-to-hand, but assessment of subjective criteria like aesthetics, which are best
evaluated interactively, are can now be addressed in GD practice. The investigated mor-
phological search provides capabilities to explore emergent representations, and therefore
allows designers to gain an understanding of the design case, constraints and geometric
expressions prior to detailed design, fabrication and construction.
Seeing things as zuhanden, then, is seeing them poietically and in terms of possibility
for production and use. But using something involves a prior understanding of being, and
therefore of the being of Dasein: this is accomplished through the dynamic structure of
transcendence, Daseins fundamental praxis, which is the movement of Dasein in under-
standing possibilities [Hanley 2007] This quote from Catriona Hanley’s text “Theory and
Praxis in Aristotle and Heidegger” provides the link between a central thought of Heideg-
ger about practice and the design experience offered by Typogenetic Design. Browsing
though a variety of solutions stimulates thought, emotions and intuition by creating an
understanding of the possibilities present in an emergent representation in application to
a design case or a specific site.
The Herstellungsprozess (“development and production of technology provides the
prerequisite for applying technology” [Grunwald 2009]) of the technical artefact of struc-
tural nodes was explored from the same perspective. Understanding possibilities by pre-
senting a design case from different perspectives or through several lenses to extract un-
derstanding, meaning and knowledge about its coming into being.
During the production of a tool, the context and situation of its application needs to be
viewed from afar to allow the producer to focus on the structure, components and relations
that constitute it - hence the different design cases explored during the development of
3Necessities here point toward the economic constraints and the frame the clients often set in place for
the formal expression of architectural shape.
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the Typogenetic Tool. Those different explorations about knowledge representations were
crucial in the genesis of the conceptual framework and the tool in its final, refined shape.
After the pragmatic turn of phenomenology, recognition came to be seen as a phase of
action that serves the orientation of a person in a specific location and situation. Chiappe
[2010, p. 169] This concept of orienting oneself in respect to a landmark, or something
static and guiding, inspired the use of a reference input as a central motive that can be
used as an orientation device for the machine during the evaluative process as part of
the evolutionary search. Coming back to a reference image and using Shape Comparison
allows the machine to follow a certain intent implicit in the choice of image.
Freedom of human expression is limited by technology. 4 “[Technical action] is
in terms of Cusanus not only useful but above all free, creative, inventive and innova-
tive.” [Franz 2013] Consequently, optimisation tools adopted from engineering need to
be adapted to account for the creative endeavour in architecture. GD, with its emer-
gent properties from bottom-up self-organisation, provides some of the means to explore
wider design spaces, but needs to be augmented with interactive mechanisms to support
aesthetic decision making. The intuitive interface design, together with the interactive
mechanisms explored in the present PhD study, provide additional creative freedom to
optimisation-based design exploration.
Because “every poietic activity requires planning” [Grunwald 2009], pre-planning of
design by exploring emergent representations allows architects to gain knowledge about
shape features and understanding about the design case before starting the planning
process. In this capacity, initial morphological search can be used as briefing tool. As
a creative DSS, Typogenetic design stimulates design intuition and provides initial data
about the design case which can be used as a basis for further planning.
6.4 Technological Hermeneutics
Hermeneutics is the art of interpretation. Tsai [2011, p. 1] It is a human capacity closely
linked to the experience during existence. Adding another design experience to the toolbox
of designers, Typogenetic Design allows designers to explore complex trade off situations
and extract knowledge about subjective criteria by translating tacit knowledge to a partial
explicit rule set for further investigation.
The ontological turn in hermeneutics deals with being, understanding and language.
Tsai [2011, p. 188] Understanding moves toward the goal of a better understanding of a
common cause in a hermeneutic circle of understanding and interpretation. Tsai [2011,
p. 192] Both parts in the dichotomy of the hermeneutic circle can be attributed to one
of the partners in a HITL system during different stages of the design conversation. The
4I reference here the compilation of Jacque Ellul’s thinking about technology and autonomous systems
compiled by Dennis M. Weiss [Weiss 2009], pointing toward the wide-ranging argument provided in the
original texts.
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feedback of the computational system - the machine - introduces novel aspects to the
reflective process of the designer using Typogenetic tools.
The unity of ethos and logos in a “Miteinander-zu-Rate-Gehen” 5 is an aspect of philo-
sophical understanding that Hans-Georg Gadamer extracted from Heidegger’s thoughts
on hermeneutics. In the same way, being, understanding and language are interwoven
in Gadamer’s philosophy Tsai [2011, p. 204]. Bringing design solutions into being by
using generative models provides a basis for additional understanding and as a result, ex-
pression of ideas in language. The semantic aspect of design is attributed to the human.
Decision-making or task execution therefore can only partially be automated.
The slogan “From Mining to Meaning”, referring to the extraction of meaning by
data mining of external data sources, builds on this human capacity by integrating human
cultural knowledge stored in, for example, social media. Social media mining in this
context allows for the extraction of terms and meaning from generated image data or
initial input for feedback to the designer. However, during consultation of the designer
with the machine, the machine can learn from the meaningful behaviour of the human
and mimic it without generating any semantic understanding of the process itself.
Technological hermeneutics emphasises implicit knowledge necessary for the use of
tools. Theoretical knowledge therefore exists next to the knowledge generated during or
necessary for using technological artefacts. Chiappe [2010, p. 169] Things are understood
in contrast to the background of the articulated world of the subject - the practice -
understood as a life form in the Wittgensteinian sense. The metaphor of Plato’s allegory
of the cave allowed me to understand my experience in the community of practice, which
decides on the truth and falsity of claims as another level of “Miteinander-zu-Rate-Gehen”
that I encountered during my PhD research.
“We ask not only about where we stand in nature, but about where we stand in
the world of artefact. We search for a link between who we are and what we have made,
between who we are and what we might create, between who we are and what, through our
intimacy with our own creations, we might become.” Turkle [1984, p. 18] The intense drive
of this challenging claim articulated by Sherry Turkle in her inspiring book, ‘The Second
Self’, emphasises the importance of direct interaction between human and AI to create
meaningful results. The quoted statement also expresses the desires of human beings to
communicate personal information, associations and interpretations in a meaningful way.
The present research project offers some lines of investigation to explore these aspects
further.
In summarising Jacque Ellul’s sceptical position toward technology (technique) 6 Den-
nis M. Weiss states: “[Technology] is beyond the control of ordinary men and women, be-
yond the control of the most powerful technocrats: even their power functions only within
5The process of giving a matter a lot of thought in a community.
6Jaque Ellul differentiated between ‘technique’ and ‘technology’, while he referred to ‘technique’ as
applied technology and to the theoretical discourse in that field as ‘technology’.
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the narrow confines of the system. Human freedom becomes narrowed and conditioned
by the technological gridlock.” [Weiss 2012] In my undergraduate studies of architecture,
we often talked about being gridlocked by CAD software, which only allowed us to draw
certain geometries, because the software itself only provided certain capabilities. Every
technology has its weaknesses, and the present research aims to provide additional freedom
in the articulation and use of optimisation technology as a creative tool. Gaining addi-
tional control over aesthetic evaluation and assessment strengthens the core competences
of computational architects using optimisation tools for architectural design explorations.
While entering the third, magical phase of technology that stimulates robots and
machines by breathing life along with sense into those automatons, the memory of earlier
phases arises - the first phase, creating a world populated by machines, and the second
phase, filled with rationality and overflowing with endeavours to refine autonomous sys-
tems to perfection [Gauger 2010]. Some rationality might be needed for organising and
coordinating human and AI actions in hybrid design systems. Those semi-autonomous
tools need to clearly consider the activities, responsibilities and agency attributed to hu-
mans and machines. Ethics, values and semiotics are clearly aspects that humans should
bring to the table, and only those aspects that can be strictly assessed by implicit or
explicit rule sets should be automated.
6.5 Human-In-The-Loop Systems
Drawing from my experiences during the Smart Nodes Project, I started to engage in
conceptual explorations of optimisation to gain an understanding of the constituent parts
of the optimisation process and how they interact during the computation. The object-
oriented approach to identifying all components, processes and mechanisms showed inter-
vention potential on different scales. I drew closer to gaining a deeper understanding of
the connection between the geometric requirements of problem definition and the desired
performance of building shapes, structures and components. The integration of tectonic
aspects with respect to structural systems in the representation of the design problem was
found to be counterproductive during an inital search Byrne [2012, p. 161]. Using GD
to define architectural geometries added expressivity, fluidity and surprise to the search
process through the introduction of emergent properties. This associative chain led me to
integrate GD in optimisation as a way to explore the ideas of evolutionary architecture
postulated by John Frazer [Frazer 1995].
Here, I started an abstraction process that integrated three different scales - emer-
gent building shapes, structural expression and tectonic articulation of components. After
starting my systems analysis based on my knowledge of evolutionary algorithms, I stepped
back from the actual implementation of optimisation tools to reflect on the optimisation
cycle, as shown in Figure 6.2a. With respect to evolutionary processes, I decided to use
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custom genetic modifiers for the use of rule-based GD. During the application of shape
grammar, the initialisation of the design process was facilitated by a generic tree-based
representation to generate initial shapes. In reaction to the transition from purely objec-
tive design strategies to increased expressivity and individuality of design, the evaluation
component needs to react by extending the performance-based nature of architectural op-
timisation with an interactive approach facilitating creativity in design. This potential is
situated around the use of machine intelligence for the evaluation of performance measures
as a decision support tool.
Review and critique have a central position in the studio work carried out in archi-
tectural design. Therefore, the integration of a mechanism for feedback is central to the
concept of evolutionary design. Another aspect of creative work is the confrontation with
the termination criterion. Usually in optimisation there is some kind of convergence that
can be used as an alternative to the specification of a fixed number of generations that
the algorithm performs. Based on the understanding that a design process is open-ended,
there needs to be an option for the designer to stop the computational process with an
intermediate design that can be used for another design iteration or communication with
the client.
Taking the next step back revealed the necessity of reviewing the optimisation cycle
in reference to evolutionary design, which served as an intermediate model during my
PhD study. The paradigm shift in my thinking is understood by juxtaposition of the two
diagrams in Figure 6.2. In the second diagram, Figure 6.2b, a modular system for evo-
lutionary design displays the context of the intervention which I successively approached
during my PhD research. In this diagram, the optimisation process shown in Figure 6.2a
is encapsulated in the generator module that evolves some kind of computational repre-
sentation iteratively. This representation 7 generates an architectural geometry during
grammar translation. At the heart of the process, an interface facilitates review by the
designer, collecting preference data as input for a control system. The knowledge gen-
erated during interactive evaluation is used for continuous evaluation of design solutions
present in the generator.
The importance of the questions around the definition of parameters, decision vari-
ables and constraints in relation to MCO in early design stages was explored by the regular
resurfacing of this theme, while connecting the lines of inquiry explored during my PhD
research. An important pivot point during the research project was the process of reflect-
ing on the integration of novel technologies and advanced manufacturing aspects into the
performance evaluation during evolutionary design. Mass-customisation of architectural
geometries opens up opportunities to reduce material and energy demand by adapting an
architectural product to user desires by locally changing the geometry or adding novel
7The computational representation as counterpart to an architectural design solution is often referred
to as genotype and the final geometry as phenotype in the literature.
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(a) Optimisation cycle (b) Evolutionary design cycle
Figure 6.2: Conceptual transition from optimisation to evolutionary design
features. The adaptation of architectural products is a potential application field for
semi-automated design. A local search interface, as suggested by [Byrne et al. 2012],
could facilitate the adaptation of a design generated by the explorative search approach
developed during my PhD research.
Some of the case studies explore the impact of chosen parameters, decision variables
and limiting constraints on the adequate representation of architectural geometries used
in interactive design evolution. Through this constant reflection on the encoding of de-
sired qualities for architectural design in representations, additional insights on the overall
structure of intelligent design systems were extracted. Some considerations about the ex-
pression of design intent in body plan configurations of architectural geometries are shown
in Figure 6.3. The high level of modularity of a body plan approach to representation was
too deterministic for use in an initial morphological search, but would be a valid option in
later design stages. In the traditional drawings of Figure 6.3, the artistic expression of a
modular structure based on self-organisation was explored to gain further understanding
about the translation of design intent into representations. The design exploration also
showcases the potential use of shape grammar for the representation of such designs. Fur-
ther explorations revealed different modes of representation and showed the descriptive
potential to express architectural geometries. While creatively engaging with different
design tasks, Typogenetic Design developed from my increasing understanding about how
to engage designers in HITL design systems.
Engaging designers in directed search systematised the potential of different represen-
tations as a shared knowledge base. Representations could be seen as an analogous concept
to parametric models, extending the flexibility of the representation by breaking up the
hierarchical structure of those models. An iterative computational model enhances inter-
active explorations and provides the potential to speed up the process of inventing novel
design solutions. The importance of MCO in design arises from the scarcity of resources
in societies today confronted with climate change. The desire to reduce a buildings impact
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Figure 6.3: Encoding of modular geometries in architectural body plans
on the environment is a current and future driver of architectural design processes. Con-
sideration of those aspects in early design stages increases the potential to adapt building
shapes to performance criteria. Capturing the full potential of architectural optimisation
requires integrating performance-based design systems early in the design process. When
the first decisions about architectural shapes were made, Typogenetic Design was used to
communicate potential architectural shapes for further development in the design team
during Anguinum Project.
This PhD research is unique in that it includes performance-based design in an ex-
ploratory search used in early design stages. The ease-of-use of Typogenetic Design allows
a wide range of architects and designers to use architectural optimisation in their indi-
vidual design processes. The increased efficiency of input reflects designers’ needs and
desires, allowing them to focus on the visual aspects of design. The implementation of de-
sign systems for interactive MCO of architectural geometries lowers the entrance barriers
to experimenting with architectural optimisation.
6.5.1 Design Augmentation
Mario Carpo attributes the idea that “rather than making computers imitate us, we
would be better off to let them work in their own way” (Carpo [2017, chapter 2, section
8, paragraph 4]) to Stephen Wolfram. I want to contrast this statement with the lessons
Garri Kimowitsch Kasparow learnt from challenging AI in chess: ”Lured by the substantial
prize money, several groups of strong grandmasters working with several computers at the
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same time entered the competition. At first, the results seemed predictable. The teams
of human plus machine dominated even the strongest computers. The chess machine
Hydra, which is a chess-specific supercomputer like Deep Blue, was no match for a strong
human player using a relatively weak laptop. Human strategic guidance combined with
the tactical acuity of a computer was overwhelming.” [Kasparov 2010] It is our choice
how we interact with computers.
The three primary interaction paradigms are: “computer-as-tool”, “computer-as-
partner”, and “computer-as-medium” [Beaudouin-Lafon 2004] Thinking about creative
augmentation, AI enhancement and intelligence amplification, the metaphor of the cy-
borg seems to be closer than those abstract terms describing interaction paradigms. We
have to think about how our contributions as humans to collaborative design processes
with AI can fully unfold. How can our values, understanding and knowledge contribute
to intelligent systems?
“If executives use digital technologies to observe activities in factories throughout
the world, to give specific instructions for changing a process, and to make sure instruc-
tions are carried out with high fidelity, then the value of those decision-makers increases.”
Brynjolfsson and McAfee [2014, chapter 10, section 2, paragraph 8] I hope that the mani-
festations of human augmented intelligence go beyond immediate profits and contribute to
the social and cultural development of humanity. Augmented systems have the potential
to manifest design speculations that mankind can reach beyond its current capabilities and
capacities. Is it still a human privilege to claim full ownership of the creative process, or
can we attribute creativity to machines rather than acknowledging the creative character
of a machine’s activities?
One question comes to mind: how will the authorship of a hybrid human-AI system
be dealt with in the future? An awareness of copyright protection about who designs - the
designer or the machine - might need consideration in the future, for example in reference
to the AIA Owner-Architect Agreement, B141-1997. Does this mean that the machine,
after learning as a novice from the architect for some time, could gain independence from
the designer and acquire its own rights for protection of its work?
6.5.2 Cognitive Augmentation
The link to computational systems is the last aspect of the systems analysis that I provide
in the description of my reflections. My PhD research explored the potential of design
augmentation using AI to increase the efficiency of HITL design systems. The main part
of the research is contained in the investigation, implementation and testing of semi-
automated design and mechanisms to increase the effectiveness of designer input using
performance-based computational systems. In addition, the developed guidance mecha-
nisms contributing to an Aesthetic Support System integrated aesthetic evaluation as an
aspect of performance-based systems. Therefore, creative solutions were explored by the
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AI as surrogate for designer input and as a recommendation system for designer interac-
tion. As DSS for creative solutions, Typogenetic Design serves as a means for cognitive
augmentation of the designer.
In the way the designer augments his or her own capabilities with the numerical pro-
cessing capabilities of the computer, the computer is augmented by the creative capacities
of the designer in a symbiotic process. As a result, the morphological search tool enables
streamlined design processes for designers to increase the performance aspects of archi-
tectural geometries. The expected second order effect of the use of exploratory search is
found in the reduction of material and energy use in the built environment by designing
superior architectural products that capture the geometric potential for creating better
performance. An application of exploratory search as part of a larger set of tools which in-
cludes custom-optimised building components might increase application of the optimised
products in a wider societal context and on a larger scale of manufacturing.
6.5.3 Perceptual Augmentation
The implications of Typogenetic Design for the creative process in computational design
and the engagement of designers in cognitive augmentation are important considerations
for further progression in this area, as is perceptual augmentation. External sensor feed-
back by non-human participants in the design process, from plants and animals to the
environment as such, extend the designer’s proficiency in being able to deal with external
stimuli. An integration of live feedback from external processes into intelligent design
systems would augment the perceptual capabilities of designers by cyberphysical systems,
bridging the gap between the physical world and cybernetic systems integrated in com-
puters.
As a summary of the reflections undertaken during systems analysis, I wanted to
point toward the paradigm shift from purely objective and automated design systems to
HITL systems that extend the cognitive capacities of designers. Here, the complexity of
design tasks can be successively reduced by storing generated design knowledge in repre-
sentations and using those premises for further interactive exploration of design spaces.
The main aspect of the cognitive augmentation by AI is the transfer of calculation re-
quirements to the computer, reducing this aspect of design to a clear definition of goals
and constraints. The next section explores the design system properties of Typogenetic
Design as an instrument to evaluate the investigated solutions and advance the creative
thinking about novel solutions for HITL systems.
6.6 Design System Properties
Some characteristics are present in Typogenetic Design that make it an interesting tool for
designers as an intelligent design system. The design system adequately supports decision
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Figure 6.4: Progression of design system properties
making in architectural design by incorporating integral properties of creative aspects.
In contrast to responsive design systems that consist of hard-coded rules determining
pre-programmed reactions during specific design cases and site conditions, an intelligent
design system possesses adaptive characteristics. By using learning algorithms to flexi-
bly adjust to a variety of expressions, conditions and choices, the geometric expression
adapts to designer preferences in real-time. In this section, I describe the characteristics
of Typogenetic Design as an adaptive system for aesthetic decision support.
Adaptivity The adaptivity of Typogenetic Design is of manifold nature. On the one
hand, evolutionary search adapts to the criteria and constraints that define the design case
and the restrictions of the chosen site. On the other hand, the learning algorithm, as part of
the Aesthetic Support System, adapts to the preferences the designer exhibits in choosing
some design solutions over others. The system shows properties of an intelligent system
that “senses, reacts to, learns from, and subsequently adapts its behaviour to its present
environment.” Atmar [1976, p. viii] This intelligent behaviour, learning functionality and
adaptivity only lead to an intelligent system if the underlying generative engine is non-
deterministic. As Fogel states in Fogel [1995, p. 22], no learning behaviour arises from an
apparatus with predefined reactions to external stimuli. As a consequence, the rule-based
system in the adaptive framework occupies a central place in regard to the emergence of
intelligent behaviour in the overall system.
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Non-deterministic Behaviour One prerequisite for non-determinism in the design
system is the presence of conflicting criteria in the design task, so that no single solu-
tion could solve the optimisation problem. This characteristic is inherent in most design
problems when there are no clearly defined problems that could be solved directly. The
processes that lead to non-deterministic behaviour include the evolutionary operators
which generate a variety of designs from the simple rules of the GD by mutation and
crossover. Two other layers increase the degree of entropy in the system: the guidance
mechanism inside the Aesthetic Support System and the emergent behaviour of the shape
grammar itself. The resulting HITL system merges the capabilities of human and machine
to extend the non-deterministic behaviour of generative algorithms during iterative design
generation. Therefore, an oscillation of divergent and convergent behaviour of the system
was observed.
Subjectivity As creativity is subjective by nature [Kazerani 2014], the interactive ap-
proach of IC is a prerequisite for the ability of a designer to fully engage with architectural
optimisation. In addition, the interactive guidance mechanism allows the designer to steer
the computational design process in a creative and intuitive way by opening up the possibil-
ity to direct the search. Therefore, internalised heuristics, implicit and explicit knowledge
can be applied to the system’s evolution without changing the mode of interaction. By
mixing well-performing and subjectively desired shapes in the selection procedure, it is
likely that the solutions which emerge will fit the defined performance criteria and sub-
jective design intent which the designer follows during the directed search. Repeating the
set of symbiotic activities over and over again leads to a negotiation between AI and the
designer.
Iterative Nature A collaborative communication between both symbiotic partners -
the AI and the human designer - transcends the mechanistic analysis-synthesis-evaluation
model typically used to describe optimisation processes, as defined by Radford and Gero
[Radford and Gero 1988]. Even the similar design model offered by Kalay Kalay [2004,
p. 10] falls short of describing the communicative process to its full extent. Therefore,
the iterative process of evolutionary design also includes a collaborative aspect which
must be discussed further elsewhere. At this stage, the sender-receiver model put forward
by Claude Elwood Shannon [Shannon and Weaver 1949] leads to an understanding of
how both partners in the symbiosis of Typogenetic Design benefit from the abstraction
process of encoding a message for the conversation partner. A systematic decoding of the
classifiers that support the decision making that occurs during the iterative design process,
for example, might provide input for AI to learn about the decisions of the designer. On
the other hand, a pareto-front clustering 8 approach might be an efficient way to provide
8Usually solutions are clustered based on a similarity in fitness. In the case of architectural design, a
spatial fitness measure seems more appropriate. It would allow the machine to cluster solutions based on
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the knowledge generated about efficient shape generation by the AI as design input. As
the iterative aspect in Typogenetic Design is obviously present in in the feedback loop, I
shall proceed to a summary of this section, as presented in Figure 6.4.
After reflecting on the wider philosophical background of the project work on and
drawing out some of the implications of Typogenetic Design, I proceed to discuss the
results of this PhD study in the following chapter.
their geometric similarity. Basing this process on a pareto front already provides a set with an equal level
of fitness.
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“Philosophy, art, and science are not the mental
objects of an objectified brain but the three aspects
under which the brain becomes subject.”
–Gilles Deleuze
In this chapter I discuss the results generated by observation, investigation and ex-
plorations conducted during this PhD study. A variety of theories, technologies and
communities of practice were explored during the progression of the research and finally
lead to a coherent understanding of the research through the iteration of the emerging cre-
ative ideas in different contexts of innovation. The collection of projects used to generate
and showcase the results of this dissertation are presented in Figure 7.1. This overview
diagram shows the projects in their respective position in the overall research agenda. I
divided the projects in two different trajectories - the breadth and depth of the study -
to emphasise the instrumental character of distinct explorations. Projects in the breadth
section were used to provide a wider perspective and investigate a set of phenomena, mech-
anisms and apparati in connection with an application case. During the projects that I
subsume under the heading of ‘depth of research’, I translated generated knowledge into
the problem area explored as a focus during this PhD study - interactive generative design
for additive manufacturing. Investigating the creative ideas circulating in the projects in
this application case are revealed in the following discussion, along with theoretical work
produced during this PhD research.
7.1 Tectonic Articulation
In this section, I discuss the results of the Smart Nodes Project and the associated activities
that involved analysing architectural optimisation as the first stage towards my emerging
architectural practice.
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Figure 7.1: Project position in overall research
As the first step in my research project, I analysed the practical issue that I was
looking at: architectural optimisation. A literature review led to the identification of
an applied potential of human-in-the-loop technology in the aesthetic decision-making
process. Architectural optimisation was focused generally on quantitative criteria and
on convergence toward one solution. In contrast, architectural design often incorporates
qualitative criteria, involves tacit knowledge in the decision-making process (especially
in the context of aesthetic evaluation) and usually explores a variety of design solutions
to synthesise ideas and solutions. Consequently, I understood that the application of
optimisation in architecture is often disconnected from the creative process of designing
solutions. An adaptation of architectural optimisation to the characteristics and features
of creative processes in architectural design was necessary. Introducing a process for
initial morphological search directed by the decisions of the architect during exploration
of shape spaces was the result of a range of experiments and case studies. The integration
of interactive mechanism as part of the fitness function along with performance criteria was
an idea that led to Typogenetic Design. The significant invention of interactive real-time
browsing capabilities for emergent representations supports designer’s creative processes
and decision-making by offering novel ways of creative input. Earlier, I was focused on
reviewing the technological aspects of the optimisation process to get a multi-faceted
understanding that could be used to extend the capabilities of designers to match the
design potential offered by additive manufacturing. Those explorations shall be discussed
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in the following.
During Smart Nodes Project a variety of tectonic expressions for the articulation of
structural nodes were explored and tested in physical prototypes. The most promising
node design for the understanding of the manufacturing, fabrication and construction
constraints of additive manufacturing was tested in a full-scale prototypical structure.
By integrating the node design in the structural simulation of the overall structure, the
embedded indexical knowledge 1 was used to generate custom-optimised nodes for specific
contexts. This context-specific approach to node design linked the local dimensions and
proportions of the structural nodes with the spatial configuration of the structural system.
The systemic-spatial language used as part of the Smart Nodes Project combined
the physical-technical aspects of additive manufacturing. Those aspects were explored on
the local level of node design. In this way, the overall structure of the UABB pavilion
was fixed. The architectural design team guided and orchestrated the node design in-
vestigations. As a result, the engineering-based exploration was strongly committed to
the spatio-morphological communication of the structural nodes as ornament. Thereby,
the communication of structural trajectories, fabrication constraints and constructive sys-
tem to the design audience integrated a cognitive-social function. The design potential of
additive manufacturing was consequently expressed in the structural nodes.
7.2 Multi-Scale Optimisation
Architectural practice has experienced a shift in paradigm away from the architectural
tradition. Instead of describing design patterns by a vocabulary of elements [Alexander
et al. 1977], architectural design systems [Schumacher 2011-2012] have become a worth-
while starting point for reflecting on the initial goals of architecture and decision making
during design processes. As a case study of a design system, the Sydney Opera Bar
project showcased in this dissertation marks a stepping stone toward the paradigm shift
that is about to occur with respect to the mode of computational design practice. The
integration of parametric flexibility into the structural system of the Sydney Opera Bar re-
vealed valuable insights about the trade-off between complexity and computational power
of multi-scale structural optimisation.
The refinement of the design solution in a multi-scale optimisation model was only
suitable for the expression of a crude, continuous organic shape with only a low level
of detail, complexity and intricacy of the structural nodes possible. The computational
generation of the full geometry during all iterations allowed the designer to only explore a
relatively small solution space. Still, the advantage of the multi-scale optimisation model
being integrated into different sub-systems or features of design solutions extended the
1Indexical knowledge defines the local knowledge of agents in reference to its local context DeLanda
[2011, p. 109] and can be expressed topologically, based on the relationships between the spatial positions
of the objects.
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theoretical potential of representations for architectural geometry by introducing flexibility
into the structural logic of the component-based design system. This co-optimisation of
the structural system and sub-system offered additional potential for material reduction
of the overall structural system.
In architectural design there is a strong market demand for sustainable building
design [Azhar et al. 2011], and this is being driven by rising resource and energy prices
and a developing consciousness about environmental issues. The extensively acknowledged
positive effects of sustainable design on human well-being are another stimulant for this
demand [Azhar et al. 2011]. While we are confronted with the limits in development
[Zhang 2013], sustainable development needs to consider these limits as rigid constraints.
The implications of the multi-scale optimisation model on sustainability thinking and
sustainable design could very easily fill the pages of another dissertation. Therefore, I
only want to point out the work of Christopher Alexander in his book ‘Notes on the
Synthesis of Form’ [Alexander 1964], describing the division of the architectural design
task into different sub-systems. The application of a multi-scale model would also enhance
the performance of other sub-systems of architectural design like facade design and layout
optimisation. All those aspects could be integrated in a holistic model of the architectural
design process.
7.3 Interactive Generative Design
During the process of systematic development of Typogenetic Design, a rich repertoire of
processes, procedures and operations to provide innovative transitions between the repre-
sentational space of the computational system and the cognitive space of the designer was
integrated into Typogenetic Design. The non-deterministic evolutionary system iteratively
searches the design space encompassed by the representation with respect to performance
criteria and the subjective preferences of the designer. The exploration of shape spaces us-
ing evolutionary methods worked well, when geometric principles of the shape were clearly
formulated in a grammar representation. Emergent representations facilitated this rule-
based approach. More explicit feature-based representations define a too narrow search
space for evolutionary methods to perform better than simple combinatorial evaluation
of shapes in a shape catalogue. The main characteristic of this communication process
is found in the information exchange that occurs between machine and designer without
explicit representation in language. This way to represent information in human-machine
interaction serves design because it puts the human designer at the heart of the design
process.
The basis for this navigation process is the additional control gained by the imple-
mented Aesthetic Support System and the availability of performance information during
the decision-making process engaged in during the early design stages. Therefore, Typo-
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genetic Design supports the critical decision making of the designer at the beginning of the
design process. As a consequence, architectural geometry can be generated in reference
to the performance of the chosen geometry in specific site contexts. In addition to the
knowledge that designers gain about the relationship between architectural geometry and
performance criteria during the interactive exploration of different design variants, the
adaptive framework provides an aesthetic guidance mechanism to align the generation of
design solutions with the aesthetic intent of the designer.
For this purpose, aesthetic support for GD was explored and translated into a semi-
automated design tool. This active tool places the designer at the focal point of optimi-
sation - the fitness evaluation - and at the same time allows for a stable reference to the
design progression in GD based on Shape Comparison to be introduced. In summary, the
computational system generates and presents a wide range of feasible design solutions to
the designer while processing designer preferences.
The investigated aesthetic guidance mechanism uses image input provided by the de-
signer for continuous reference during the interactive design process. Thus, Typogenetic
Design actively supports the designer in decision making and sustains the designer’s deci-
sions over the period of GD, in which no designer interaction takes place. In this respect,
it acts like a perceptual mechanism that allows the computational system to analyse spec-
ified features and filter attributes to adapt the grammar expression as a systems response.
This mechanism was first described by [Pask 1963] as a means to integrate perception in
an adaptive system. I want to argue that the feature of a responsive behaviour in reaction
to an image input is a perceptual augmentation of the designer, because the image analysis
capabilities of the computer are different from the human capabilities. Therefore, integra-
tion of computer vision into generative design systems extends the perceptual capabilities
of the designer.
This mechanism, along with other modules specified in the software pattern, allows
the designer to intuitively handle the generation of computational design solutions. The
Typogenetic Design enhances the capability of architectural designers to use multi-criteria
decision-making processes in an intuitive and interactive way based on their subjective
Weltanschauung 2. This adaptation process also allows them to individualise projects
based on personal taste.
The functionality of Typogenetic Design was expressed in a creative systems diagram
(Figure 7.2) to show the topology of mechanisms in the framework that produce novelty.
In the structure of the creative systems diagram, the field of design is represented by the
designer, who exercises choice over a set of solutions generated by the design system. The
design system, as the generative element of Typogenetic Design, is the agent responsible
for the variation of the architectural geometry. As agent, the design system is actively
2The German word “Weltanschauung” refers to a particular view of the world that the individual
holds based on the unique experiences and learning events in one’s life. It also incorporates the values and
traditions that one holds as a basis for reflection and understanding of the world.
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Figure 7.2: Creative systems diagram for Typogenetic Design application
engaged in the decision making process, and supports the designer with information about
the variations produced. The generative process adapts to the feedback the designer
produces by selection preferred design solutions.
The representations of solutions selected by the designer is passed on to an aesthetic
system that predicts the aesthetics of all solutions from the provided input. As a result,
the designer only needs to select from a subset of design solutions, which are already
aligned with the design intent. Another aspect of the aesthetic system that incorporates
the domain of the creative process are the aesthetic criteria that could be extracted from
the machine learning algorithm used for aesthetic prediction. The third aspect is the
Shape Comparison that measures the distance to an image input. This image input is
an intuitive, inspirational and associative cognitive input that is used to communicate
meaning with the aesthetic system. The integration of this kind of symbolic message into
the conversation strategy could be further extended to increase the capabilities of design
systems to generate architectural shapes.
This PhD study established and tested Typogenetic Design introducing aesthetic
support, while developing representations for specific design cases for interactive evolu-
tion of building designs based on flexible representations. Through Typogenetic Design,
the designers knowledge enriches architectural optimisation while maintaining the parallel
multi-criteria optimisation. The designer steers the optimisation process based on the
architectural expression determined in a collaborative design process together with other
designers. During this process, shared computational representations and a selection of
performance criteria are developed to frame the design process and generate mutual un-
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derstanding in the design team. At the same time, the implication of design options and
changes are explored and made conscious in order to raise awareness about the aesthetic
decisions that are made during the design process through the use of a typogenetic briefing
tool.
7.4 Interactive Mass Customisation
Interactive mass-customisation of structural components was used to prototype the Smart
Structures Project as final case study. The Typogenetic Design approach integrated qual-
itative and quantitative evaluation in a holistic design approach by evolutionary search,
which is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 7.3. A combination of different genetic
representations needs to be chosen to describe the design task. The description is defined
by the desired geometry, evaluation criteria and customer requirements. In architectural
design, product components can include shapes defining global geometry, features ex-
pressed in local geometry and programmes incorporating functional requirements. The
combination of product components is defined by the structural logic of a grammar. In
the context of Smart Structures Project the rules for satisfaction of customer requirements
are aesthetic criteria implicitly derived from designer selection during the GD process and
structural criteria addressed in a second stage of structural optimisation of the node shape.
As a result, the customised product fulfils the requirements of a specific design task and
context. Three major node design approaches for the expression of the structural nodes
were tested: (a) fixed-topology member optimisation, (b) BESO member optimisation
and (c) force-flow optimisation. Combination of these strategies produced advanced node
designs using multi-scale and multi-stage optimisation.
Hierarchical definitions in parametric design are not able to accommodate the lat-
eral decision-making paths of individual designers who might each approach very different
design solutions for a specific case. These disruptive changes can be captured through
Typogenetic Design which exhibits a non-continuous behaviour. This distinctive aspect
supports decision making in architectural design and provides a view of geometric ab-
straction that supports both divergence and convergence as core activities in architectural
design. The broad interactive approach chosen increases the productivity of interactive
selection to a level suitable for interactive mass-customisation, thus avoiding the compu-
tational designer becoming exhausted.
By application of Typogenetic Design for mass-customisation, the design quality of
the built environment could be increased significantly by using the flexibility of the brief-
ing tool for the performance-based exploration of a design space. Based on the parametric
encoding of the design space, conventional CAD systems are limited in terms of their
generative potential. In fact, mass-customisation, as a core concept of parametric de-
sign [Burry 2007], emerged through the inherent flexibility [Cross 2006], [Burry 2011] of
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Figure 7.3: Interactive mass-customisation
parametric representations. The efficiency of mass-customisation and the design poten-
tial for product adjustment to fit personal taste are increased by performance-integration
and further increases in representational flexibility of Typogenetic Design. “Conceptual
design exploration using associative geometrical modelling”, as Jane Burry [Burry 2007]
notes, can directly lead to an ongoing design process preserving flexibility in the digital
model, allowing subsequent changes imminent in architectural design [Davis 2013]. As
the flexibility discussed by the quoted authors is always parametric in nature and not
topological, only the numeric characteristics of shapes, and not their structural aspects,
are flexible in parametric design. Using a GD approach based on emergent representa-
tions and simultaneous control of the form development by aesthetic support opens up
the explorative potential to support the lateral thinking which frequently takes place in
architectural design processes.
The current mode of computational design still requires the designer to learn pro-
gramming or scripting in one way or another. In contrast, the presented work opens up
the application of Typogenetic Design to a wider audience by democratising the use of
computational design tools. The transition toward the potential use of Typogenetic Design
tools not only by a wider audience in architecture and design, but by anyone that feels the
urge and fascination to use those tools, represents a shift in paradigm from responsive and
automated tools to choice-based and adaptive modes of computational design practice.
The present dissertation analysed the use of evolutionary search and genetic repre-
sentations for mass-customisation of architectural products. In Figure 7.3 I compiled the
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key concepts in these areas and how I connect them to provide the context for interac-
tive mass-customisation. The combination of defined product components using rules for
combination allowed to explore different product configurations. Increasing the designer
satisfaction in respect to requirements and personal taste was a key perspective during
this PhD study.
The combination of conceptual and procedural input to the computational systems
under investigation provided an extended basis for communication of designer desires,
intentions and goals regarding the design system. The self-reproduction of component
constellations to define products by evolution of solution populations defines a conceptual
system for design of customised products for architectural application.
7.5 Integrated Decision Support
A theoretical framework was developed guided by the principles of interactive design, ar-
chitectural optimisation and generative design to frame the research project. Typogenetic
Design provides an adaptive framework for creative design and a means to adequately
reflect on a variety of techniques employed in computational architectural design. The
rich scope of phenomena in this computational system provides a unique research tool for
exploring the implications and fascinations of decision-making processes, e.g. in its appli-
cation as a tool of analysis. Individual design approaches using traditional methods are
often complex and hard to describe in computational representations. An understanding
of design as a combinatorial game allows architects to play with, and successively explore,
the implications of the rules that underlie the process. As a consequence, Typogenetic De-
sign is not only a design system for application, but also a research, learning and teaching
tool that might be used to explore a variety of facets of computational design processes.
I plead that there are two ramifications spawning off this thought: (a) A better under-
standing of the decision-making process in design could lead to better, improved decision
support tools that focus on the decision path rather than the actual shape expression. (b)
The simplification, systematisation and standardisation of decision paths in multi-stage
representations could lead to more effective applications of generative design.
Since there is no out-of-the-box solution for intelligent systems, the conceptual scaffold
of the theoretical framework provides the ideas and concepts suitable for the use of machine
intelligence in Typogenetic Design. An interactive exploration of representational spaces in
an iterative, evolutionary search over a multi-dimensional decision space to trade objective
and subjective design aspects provides a dense design experience. As my PhD research
was focused on early design stages, problem analysis, and thus problem definition, was
an important activity throughout the research process, and it led to the contribution of
representations for a number of design cases to the body of knowledge in the fields of
architecture, product design and computer science.
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The autonomy and freedom that designers gain through the use of aesthetic support
to direct the design process addresses the application of Typogenetic Design in the early
design stages by allowing for creative input. Increased efficiency of guidance through
Shape Comparison, and Online Classification enhance the potential to explore emergent
representations. Interactive optimisation extends the application potential for optimisa-
tion processes beyond tamed problems through the integration of the designers knowledge
in the generative process. Typogenetic Design allows designers to explore design spaces
using a combination of human-computer-interaction and multi-criteria optimisation and
emphasises the use of a priori methods by guiding evolutionary search based on designer
evaluation. Addressing designer preferences more immediately than explicit formulation
of decision variables, criteria and constraints in automated processes is catering for the
creative aspects of architectural design in optimisation.
7.6 Value of Typogenetic Design
As a “boundary object” [Wenger-Trayner 2017] at the intersection of architecture, com-
puter science and engineering, different types of value can be attributed to Typogenetic
Design. These types are “immediate value”, “potential value”, “applied value”, “realised
value” and “transformative value” [Wenger-Trayner 2017]. In summary, the immediate
value of Typogenetic Design is the increased efficiency of shape design by integrating
performance measures and emergent representations in a holistic design approach. The
potential value of the investigated mechanisms were discussed in Chapter 4. Here, the
potential applications of Shape Comparison and Online Classification for Architectural
Digital Libraries, Design Recommendation System and Organisational Creative Decision
Support Systems were described at the end of Chapter 4. Those applications can be de-
veloped by architectural researchers with programming and software engineering skills.
In 5 different case studies showcase the applied value generated by this research project
for design of structural nodes in different contexts and shape design in both automated
and semi-automated mode. This Chapter 7 discussed the realised value of my research as
process useful for interactive generative design, interactive mass-customisation and inte-
grated decision support. Finally the transformative value of Typogenetic Design will be
explained in the following Chapter 8 in reference to the User Experience Evaluation Study
detailed in Chapter D.
I argue that a collaborative exploration of shape spaces using Typogenetic Design
would be most beneficial to the client and the designer, because they would share the
reflective process. In this case the role of the designer is two-fold: (a) the designer provides
a representation as an expression of a geometric principle or rule-set and therefore designs
a meta-expression of shape that can be used to express a guiding principle or a boundary
to the geometric variability of the shapes expressed by Typogenetic Design and (b) assist
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the client using aesthetic guidance and provide professional advice by using arguments to
evaluate or justify individual shapes as expressions of the representation. A certain level
of understanding of architectural design and underlying principles is required in using
Typogenetic Design.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusions
“Nach dem Spiel kann jeder wissen wie man haette
spielen muessen.”
–Hans Braunwarth
In this chapter, I shall present the main contributions of this thesis and conclude with
reference to some final remarks. I also present the most significant insights gained during
this PhD study from the perspective of architectural design research and their contribu-
tion to architectural design practice. The present dissertation contributes to architectural
design by proposing an aesthetic system introducing novel input mechanisms for design
space exploration to Generative Design (GD) within the framework of Typogenetic Design.
The research focused on the introduction of interactive mechanisms and communicative
apparati to foster collaboration in Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI). Shape Compar-
ison and Online Classification were used to augment evolutionary search with additional
capabilities for creative input by the designer. Those interactive mechanisms contribute
to aesthetic guidance in architectural optimisation. The use of this aesthetic system in
GD allows designers to interactively explore emergent representations in a morphological
search.
8.1 Contributions to Architectural Practice
In the course of completing the present PhD study, I experienced a qualitative shift in my
understanding of design agency, subjectivity and authorship in computational design. The
understanding of Artificial Intelligence (AI) as a conversation partner in computational
design systems led me to a comprehension of augmented, collaborative, combinatorial
decision making as a mutually informing process between the self and the other. This
reciprocal augmentation of the self using architectural optimisation, evolutionary search
and machine learning on the one hand, and on the other, using HCI for supporting eval-
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uation of aesthetics and other hard-to-evaluate criteria, pointed to a process capable of
serving architecture’s need to create certain aesthetics, spatial configurations and propor-
tions. The shift from optimisation to learning as a computational paradigm revealed the
qualitative change that is occurring with respect to collaboration with computational sys-
tems: a shift from the mere adjustment of the behaviour of the system to an adaptation
of the underlying complex processes, and to the demands and requirements of the design
conversation. This qualitative shift was spawned by the increasing emphasis on perfor-
mance and sustainability criteria in architectural design. A reassessment of optimisation
processes is necessary to address the full scope of architecture, including aesthetics and
the use of intuition during decision-making. Also, application of tacit knowledge needs
to be considered in designing flexible and adaptive interactive mechanisms that allow to
make decisions based on choice. When the designer communicated her or his choices
based on desirability and aesthetic delight, the system response was not only behavioural,
but analytic in learning implicitly about the rules, characteristics and features that might
drive this articulation of preference based on the computational representation.
Moving forward from the parametric design paradigm, exploring the geometric varia-
tion of pre-defined combinatorial design spaces, application of Typogenetic Design allows
designers to interactively explore design spaces provided by the algorithmic expression
of GD. This choice was significant, because it opened up an avenue for the use of emer-
gent representation as basis for the investigation of online browsing capabilities using
shape recognition. Thereby, the concept of ‘ratiocinatio’, described by Vitruvius in [Pollio
1914], as a combination of craftsmanship and playful calculation, could be mapped onto
the interactive computational design system as a combinatorial game. The architectural
expertise and craftsmanship of the individual designer playfully unfolds in the interaction
with the Typogenetic Design system. The underlying calculation integrates performance
criteria into the exploratory search. The emergent properties of GD avoid simple repeti-
tion and foster the learning of similarity, diversity and distinctiveness of design solutions.
In summary, the choice for playful interaction during exploration of a variety of shapes
allowed the choice-based application of tacit and professional knowledge. This was a
significant step toward a shift in understanding of the architect in the context of GD.
The role of the architect in the context of Typogenetic Design is mainly the role
of the meta-designer that (a) sets goals for the design process, (b) defines criteria for
performance evaluation and (c) designs and refines the geometric representation during
the process along with the underlying geometric principles and rules. The use of the
Typogenetic Design process is limited to the shape generation based on the goals, criteria
and representation defined by the architect. Additionally, the architect can advise non-
expert users during design tasks.
This PhD research addressed the application of architectural computing in early de-
sign stages by providing a creative, engaging and easy-to-use design process that facilitates
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interactive GD as an initial morphological search. The intuitive use of this holistic process,
which combines quantitative and qualitative design criteria, was increased by introducing
interactive mechanisms developed during Typogenetic Design. As a result, the intuition
of the designer and the expert knowledge that she or he embodies can contribute directly
to the evaluation of the presented solutions. Therefore, the designer steers the vehicle of
the adaptive system toward the intended design solution. The use of exploratory search
in early design stages could be used as a process of inspiration that can help to discover
novel visual details, elements and shapes during spatio-morphological communication of
architectural geometries.
Using a sophisticated interactive GD process revealed a quality of designed artefact
that is not usually seen in other design processes. Expediency, delicacy, elegance and
intricacy of geometric morphological details provided the resolution needed to explore the
design potential of additive manufacturing. This increased potential to refine geometry
iteratively and in reference to both qualitative and quantitative performance criteria was
based on an efficient computation of sets of spatio-morphological and highly complex
architectural geometries.
8.2 Typogenetic Design
The key contribution is the theoretical framework of Typogenetic Design based on the core
mechanism of Shape Comparison in a broad interactive approach facilitated by Online
Classification. This adaptive framework for creative design built on the interactions,
explorations and learning experienced on my research journey toward increased efficiency
in user interaction during interactive GD. The chosen approach addressed the complexity
of design requirements with respect to multiple performance criteria during early design
stages by using human-in-the-loop technology for design augmentation.
The provision of performance data early in the decision-making process during archi-
tectural design increases design effectiveness. Semi-automated design allowed the designer
to navigate the form-finding process, while benefiting from the computational power for
calculations trading off quantitative criteria in the background. The investigated mecha-
nisms for designer interaction allowed the hybrid system to evaluate aesthetic preferences
during GD. As a way to explore design options and overcome the limitations of automated
design processes, an Aesthetic Support System was introduced for aesthetic guidance. This
aesthetic system contributed to the stream-lining of GD by taking advantage of AI tech-
nology and increases in computational power. The Aesthetic Support System adapted to
user preferences and choices by using real-time machine learning (Online Classification)
and computer vision (Shape Comparison) to analyse design decisions.
Correspondingly, Typogenetic Design made it possible to address qualitative aspects
of design while simplifying the handling of architectural optimisation. Designer fatigue
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is already a metaphor that is used frequently to describe the effects of losing interest
during extensive designer evaluation, and because of decreasing cognitive effectiveness
during interactive computational processes. The use of a broad interactive approach in
Typogenetic Design allowed me to significantly reduce the amount of user input necessary
to effectively steer the GD process. Therefore, designer fatigue was less relevant for
the user evaluation in architectural optimisation or GD with large solution spaces (n.b.
question 10, sub-question 12, Appendix D). Providing control over the aesthetic expression
of building designs in generative processes during periods of automation was crucial for
the convergence of the computational process toward a specific shape that satisfies the
designer (n.b. question 1 and 3, Appendix D). This way, Typogenetic Design as intelligent
interface supports creative design in architecture. As a result, a coherent shape style can
be realised by use of Typogenetic Design.
Two characteristics of the architect’s or designer’s role in using Typogenetic Design
shall be considered. First, in the human-in-the-loop system, the architect or designer ex-
ercises supervisory control over the design system by setting goals, solving the design task
and reacting to unexpected behaviour of the computational system. Second, the architect
is meta-designer, designing the geometric representation based on the design case at hand.
The architect interacts with Typogenetic Design based on the experience and professional
knowledge gained as practitioner. The focus here is on the early stages of architectural
design, using the design system to explore geometric variety as application in creative
processes and as creative decision support. During the interactive use of Typogenetic
Design, the architect uses her or his professional understanding to link the shape design
process to the context of the design case, including client needs and the relationship to
the discipline of architecture.
Analysis, evaluation and synthesis were integrated in performance-based digital pro-
cesses. Consequently a computational approach to Architecture, as described by Vitruvius
in ‘The ten books on architecture’ [Pollio 1914], was embodied. “Firmitas” - the concern
of the architect with structural stability of architectural artefacts - was addressed by in-
tegration of structural optimisation into a multi-staged design strategy. “Utilitas” - the
utility of processes and products for specific design cases - was approached by addressing
the practical issue of tectonic articulation. “Venustas” - aesthetic expression and pro-
portions that needed to be considered in architectural design to provide the expected
beauty, delight and elegance - was resolved by addressing the phenomenological articula-
tion of respective rules in training machine learning models and semiological articulation
of aesthetic aspects by processing images to provide aesthetic guidance.
An architectural inquiry using Typogenetic Design as an active tool involved a search
for novel design solutions and design inspiration in contrast to an optimisation of concepts
already present. This step is expressed in the metaphor of the primordial soup that gave
birth to creatures, species and taxonomies of individual expressions of organisms. In
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architecture this transition was “from typology to topology” [Schumacher and Zheng 2017]
and “from parts to particles” [Schumacher and Zheng 2017] - a conceptual change from
pre-defined parametric geometries to GD, which can now be explored more efficiently to
reveal the full potential of GD for design purposes.
AI is already changing the way buildings are designed, and it has transformed the
architecture, engineering and construction industries. Many fields and industries have
adopted this technology for analysis, evaluation and synthesis in a wide range of appli-
cations. Despite the AEC industries’ traditionally slow adoption of novel technologies,
integration of computational technology into design processes has accelerated during the
last decade. Still, a paradigmatic turn in the use of CAD systems toward more creatively
engaging solutions will enhance the suitability of CAD software during early design stages
[Mitchell 1989]. Such a system would be capable of enhancing designers’ ability to “cal-
culate design” [Stiny and Gun 2012], and I view this research as a stepping stone on the
way toward such creative design systems.
Engaging designers in MCO means that the optimisation process needs to be designed
in a way that is interesting and motivating during usage (n.b. Figure D.2 Appendix D).
This can be facilitated by providing mechanisms to interact creatively with optimisation
processes (n.b. Figure D.3 and Figure D.9 sub-question 3, Appendix D). The dissertation
argues that computational systems for designing are engaging, when they adapt to designer
interaction and reduce redundant input. As a result, MCO can be used creatively with
limited programming experience and skills (n.b. Figure D.7 sub-question 8 and Figure
D.9 sub-question 8, Appendix D).
8.3 Interactive Mass-Customisation
The set of case studies developed during this PhD study addressed the practical issue
of interactive geometry synthesis as a prerequisite for interactive mass-customisation in
architectural applications. The significance of the Smart Structures Project was the com-
bination of both a highly complex generative model and a node design strategy of an
intricate, delicate and fine-feathered quality. The application of Typogenetic Design for
structural node generation showcased the potential of interactive mass-customisation in
architecture. An integrated use of Typogenetic Design applied a self-reproducing, evolv-
ing conceptual system for use in the early stages of architectural problem solving. The
interactive mechanisms allow designers to refine and converge the solution space during
exploration of geometric gradients, transitions and differentiation. The design system
adapts architectural geometries to the designer’s desires and professional knowledge. This
results in a smarter and faster way to customise both product configuration and geometric
expression of components. In this way, the convenience of use necessary for interactive
mass-customisation and exploitation of the resolution of advanced manufacturing technol-
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ogy and material systems was achieved.
The step from mass-fabrication to customised product geometries of structures in a
multi-scale approach was achieved using hybrid structural simulation by integrating differ-
ent structural optimisation approaches in a multi-staged optimisation strategy. Different
aspects of this multi-staged, multi-scale model to generate structural components were
explored in detail during the Smart Structures Project.
Closing the loop from design to construction in addressing fabrication, manufactur-
ing and construction constraints allowed me to feed back into the representation of the
computational model the necessary changes derived from prototyping experiments. The
knowledge acquisition incorporated into in the computational model was built on explicit
and implicit representation of aesthetic preferences of the designer. Computer-assisted
manufacturing was addressed by the continuous data pipeline, which directly produced
3D models for additive manufacturing based on the interactive mass-customisation pro-
cess. Quick design iterations using the hybrid generative system increased both tectonic
articulation of the designed artefact and material performance.
8.4 Summary of Main Contribution
Typogenetic Design introduces aesthetic decision support to generative design using human-
in-the-loop technology to create an intelligent interface. This process enables real-time
exploration of emergent representations supported by shape recognition. Quantitative
and qualitative criteria were integrated into an holistic approach to evolutionary search
as creative system for early stages of architectural design. Shape Comparison and Online
Classification provide aesthetic support for architectural optimisation based on the rele-
vant AI technology, which consists of evolutionary search, computer vision and real-time
machine learning. As interactive shape generation process, Typogenetic Design established
two main mechanisms: Shape Comparison for guidance of the generative process using
a reference image, and Online Classification for adaptation of the fitness measure based
on user evaluation of shape solutions. As an intuitive and engaging interactive process,
Typogenetic Design increases the accessibility of design space exploration by reducing the
skill level needed to interact with architectural optimisation. Finally, Typogenetic Design
was designed, prototyped and tested as a process to support creative processes and cre-
ative decision-making using genetic programming. In conclusion of case studies and a user
experience evaluation study, Typogenetic Design was found to speed up the design pro-
cess, support the imagination and produce creative design solutions as an efficient search
process, which supports creative decision-making.
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Recommendations and Future Work
“Technology creates possibilities and potential, but
ultimately, the future we get will depend on the choices
we make. Technology is not destiny. We shape our
destiny.”
–Erik Brynjolfsson
In this chapter, recommendations flowing out of the research project are compiled
and linked to the next steps that one could take to advance the fields of Generative De-
sign (GD), multi-criteria optimisation and additive manufacturing based on the present
PhD study. Future trajectories of research in application of evolutionary search for
the advancement of the architectural subject are revealed. I want to encourage fur-
ther experimentation with the Typogenetic Tool, which can be downloaded at https:
//github.com/ManuelMuehlbauer/AI4AD. Another way to generate value from this re-
search is the uptake of Typogenetic Design by architects and architectural offices to develop
custom digital tools or case-specific design solutions.
No doubt algorithms could, in theory, design buildings, just as they write news com-
mentary, manage stock portfolios and lead conversations as chat bots. Design is different
from most applications because it is a creative endeavour that provides value outside of
meeting requirements and optimised performance. During the use and development of
human-in-the-loop systems, surely some creative activities or capabilities of creative cog-
nition will be automated. However, automating the whole range of activities, heuristics
and considerations that determine an architectural design is not desirable. Generative
architecture will mainly be used for design inspiration, investigation of initial design solu-
tions and the exploration of large solution spaces to gain additional understanding about
the design task at hand.
Some of the barriers to implementing additional capabilities into semi-automated de-
sign processes are actual development costs and computational costs for the evaluation
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of performance criteria. Therefore, another step toward automating repetitious and ex-
hausting design tasks would be the integration of a variety of different methods to reduce
computing time of simulation processes in a design system that is capable of real-time
feedback during interactive GD. One example of such an approach is the combination of
heuristics during the early generations with preliminary simulation results - as soon as
they are available - while training an artificial neural network or surrogate model for per-
formance prediction in successive generations. Combination of different surrogate models
and machine learning systems might lead to holistic analysis, evaluation and synthesis
capabilities that cover a wide range of design criteria.
While some of the design knowledge of the architect can be implemented in code -
for example in expert systems - other steps of design cognition are yet to be uncovered
by creativity research, cognitive psychology and neurological research. AI in general has
failed to provide efficient implementations that generate and provide meaning by extract-
ing rule-sets and interpreting events. As a result, most of the discussion around expert
systems has faded. The need for explicit programming of expert systems reduces their
scope of application to deterministic processes like medical applications and checking for
compliance with regulations. Machine learning (ML) nevertheless leads to the exploitation
of large data sets by pattern recognition based on a brute force mentality. The more data
and computational power available to solve a problem, the more precision can be expected
of a prediction. Extracting rules from predictive models developed during design interac-
tion might reveal insights regarding design cognition, task structuring and perception of
design solutions.
The aim of the research trajectory spawning from this dissertation is to improve design
quality by freeing up time for the designer to reflect on the potential of design solutions to
facilitate human interaction by framing social and cultural events. In architecture, com-
plexity often multiplies when different design cases are integrated in one building complex
- for example, in hybrid buildings like the Heydar Aliyev Center by Zaha Hadid Archi-
tects. Will artificial intelligence (AI) learn some of the sensual and cognitive capacities
that architects exhibit during complex design tasks? I cannot answer this question at this
stage, because I think that AI should not replace human capacities, but develop its own
skills, capabilities and strategies to contribute to design tasks. Those contributions should
be based on the original ways of AI perception, cognition and learning.
A decision support system (DSS) for creative design could augment design cognition
by using a constructive and evocative approach to build a hybrid system. One part of
the system could support design activities on the constructive side, by identifying relevant
information and supporting the understanding of the solution structure in general. The
second part of the system would then support the designer in generating meaning through
the use of evocative processes such as associations, ideas and emotional responses. A tool
for the integration of emotional responses with wearable sensors could provide data for
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the DSS to understand the state of emotion of the designer. It is possible that the emotive
state of the designer impacts on the aesthetic perception of shapes. The analysis of the
emotive state of the designer would allow them to understand deviations in judgement
based on changes in perception. However, I reject the idea that the emotive state of the
designer is driving the design process instead of professional competence.
Data-driven architecture, GD and other complex computational methodologies that
could be used in architecture are still impractical because they are only accessible by a
set of rules implicit in tacit knowledge of designers. Those design methods could gain
access to architectural practice by compilation of a comprehensive body of explicit knowl-
edge. Typogenetic Design could be used to extract rules for the use of such computational
methodologies. The focus on aesthetics for the interactive generation of a knowledge base
is encouraged by the work of Alberti, who writes: “Beauty was never separate and distinct
from conveniency” [Alberti 1988]. Therefore, I encourage the exploration of the capabili-
ties of a holistic approach to interactive GD, which integrates qualitative and quantitative
performance criteria. Generative algorithms, associative models and adaptive systems
should be used to express rule-based consistency of all the relevant parts of architectural
compositions.
Some representations for specific design cases were shown in the present dissertation
and used in the project work, but there is a manifold of possibilities to explore the range
of morphology and typology in architectural design. The development of representations
for a number of specific design cases would be a valuable contribution to the body of
knowledge in architectural design and allow further investigation of decision making using
the Typogenetic Design. Traditionally, building types like hospitals and airports are
interesting case studies for the use of computational tools because of the high degree
of modularity and standardisation present in those building types. Besides the focus
on efficiency and optimisation in the design of infrastructure buildings, there is a huge
design potential to create variety in expression of associated building types based on the
complexity of the task.
Another set of experiments could explore the generative potential using the show-
cased representations, mechanisms and tools to design a variety of buildings. Such case
studies would inform future practice using the capabilities of Typogenetic Design and pre-
sented design solutions to visualise their capabilities for the interested audience by utilising
traditional and experimental design techniques, prototyping and scientific data represen-
tation. Therefore, a range of knowledge could be provided not only to the discourse of
architecture, but also to specialist conversations in the context of certain building types.
Typogenetic Design and the associated interactive mechanisms should be further in-
vestigated in participant experiments with larger samples and focus groups with industry
partners set up to understand the implications of the use of such design tools in ar-
chitectural practice. In particular, an uptake by larger organisations testing and using
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Typogenetic Design would be of interest. Partial automation always deals with the eco-
nomics of scale; hence, the benefits of stream-lined design processes are captured faster in
organisations offering a wide range of projects. Another factor involved in capturing value
using Typogenetic Design would be the occurrence of a large number of projects concerned
with one typology. In that case, the representations developed during projects could be
continuously extended and customised for future projects. Knowledge accumulates in the
representations used in GD when working with them over a longer period of time or in a
range of projects.
Qualitative criteria could be internalised by machine learning and reveal useful infor-
mation about the design process. This process could lead toward a systematic exploration
of aesthetic and cultural aspects of design if most of the other criteria are implemented as
part of the fitness evaluation. This trajectory of research offers the possibility to address
more of the core concerns of architectural design with computational systems. The exten-
sion of discussion beyond the augmentation of exploration skills by Typogenetic Design is
important. Visual and spatial intelligence as key design skills need to be revisited in the
context of Typogenetic Design.
The future will offer a whole range of novel ways to interact with the computer in
creative design and an increased rate of adaptation of computational design systems to
human needs will increase the efficiency of design tools. In the tradition of geometric and
arithmetic devices passed on through architecture since medieval times, computational
design tools augment human craftsmanship and creativity. Design tools could accompany
architectural design from DSS to the actual handling of creative processes as part of a
collaboration between computers and humans in a symbiotic relationship that is likely to
increase the productivity in design.
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Glossary
Active Tools are intelligent computational tools that actively support decision making
processes through evaluation and synthesis.
Additive Manufacturing is a fabrication process to build form or shape by agglom-
erating material in a controlled fashion.
Aesthetic Support introduces a control mechanism using artificial intelligence to sup-
port aesthetic decision making.
Aesthetic Support System (ASS) defines the computational structure of Typogenetic
Design that supports user in making aesthetic decisions during creative design.
Architecture is problem solving during a design process for solutions that solidify in
building designs, design of building components or processes that enhance the capabilities
of design, planning, procurement, construction or performance of the built environment.
I take a multi-disciplinarity stance on the understanding of architecture. Therefore, archi-
tecture needs to be defined in the wider context of practice that spreads over the boarders
of the profession and leads to communication with all fields, stakeholders and professions
associated with the design of buildings, building components or the built environment.
Articulation means the expressive design of element joints and constituent part of
architecture. The spectrum of solutions usually evolves along the gradient from continuity
to distinction. Articulation deals with the differentiation and expression of building parts
and components by designer intervention.
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Artificial Evaluation is a term used in Evolutionary Computation that means the
evaluation of solutions based on user input. In this context, the natural environment of
the algorithm is the machine. Therefore, human agency is seen as an artificial process in
this context.
Artificial Intelligence is the use of learning-based algorithms to emulate human in-
telligence in computational systems. As a computational approach, artificial intelligence
is used to enhance the cognitive capabilities of the human mind. The capabilities of an
artificial intelligence systems are determined by its sub-systems, their relationship and the
interaction of the algorithm with its environment.
Augmentation means the extension of human capabilities with machines. It is three-
fold in nature. Augmentation can provide means to increase the efficiency of human
cognition, sensing and motor skills by introducing technological solutions. The use of in-
teractive technology to provide human agency is crucial for the concept of augmentation.
A fully automated approach by replacing human agency substitutes the human capacities
instead of extending them.
Backus Naur Form (BNF) is used to describe the syntax of context-free grammars by
using a left-hand-side/right-hand-side notation. Donald E. Knuth described the details of
the notations in [Knuth 1964]: “(i) Nonterminal symbols are distinguished from terminal
letters by enclosing them in special brackets. (ii) All alternatives for a definition are
grouped together (i.e., in a production system ‘A → BC, A → d, A → C’ would all
be written instead of ‘{A{ :: = (B) (C) — d — (C)’). (iii) The symbol ‘:: =’ is used
to separate left from right. (iv) The symbol ”—” is used to separate alternatives. (v)
Full names indicating the meaning of the strings’ being defined are used for nonterminal
symbols.”
Building Features refer to parts of the building that can be identified as separate from
the main building shape and therefore seen as additional elements.
Classification algorithms separate data sets in discrete sections by clustering parts
of the data for categorisation. Classification is also used in prediction of values based on
training sets. The meaning of classification in this thesis is captured by the computational
use of classification algorithms to trains classifiers for data prediction.
Classifiers continuously divide data sets in discrete sections using principles that derive
from data features, which are explicitly used during the learning process. A classifier is
generated by a classification algorithm. Updating of classifiers is facilitated by using a
different training set as input to the classification algorithm.
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Computational Morphogenesis describes performance-based generative design. As
a computational design approach, computational morphogenesis deals with the use of
generative algorithms with emergent behaviour in optimisation processes. The perfor-
mance measures can be chosen from any domain associated to architectural optimisation.
Computational Morphogenesis aims toward an informed generative process that exploits
the capabilities of the generative representation while taking into account performance
aspects.
Computer Fluid Dynamics uses simulation of airflow based on differential equations
to calculate the properties and behaviours of fluids under specified conditions.
Computer Vision Building on advances in optical sensors during the last decades, the
idea of computer vision as means to integrate visual perception in computational systems,
emerged. In general, an image or video source is analysed by extracting features to gain
information about the processed source data. Image features include a whole range of
simple features, e.g. image average colour and complex features that are generated by
higher level analysis of the image data, e.g. histograms. In perception tasks, the image
features necessary to complete a perceptual task were identified by the nature of the task.
Constraints are set domains or other restricting factors that are used to define the
computational design space in optimisation problems by limiting it. Hard and soft con-
straints are both restricting the exploration of design solutions. While hard constraints
define areas prohibited for the exploration during the search by preventing the algorithm
in the parameter space, soft constraints are enforced by application of a penalty value
during fitness evaluation [Abramson et al. 2001].
Controller regulates a signal based on a reference value. During the process of control,
a signal is continuously checked and a system response is initiated as reaction to one or
multiple signal states. The reaction of the controller usually aims to establish some kind
of balance in a system or a value corridor for the measured system.
Co-rationalisation means the collaborative rationalisation of solutions during design
processes involving artificial intelligence. In this approach, alternating actions and reac-
tions of both human and machine in a shared decision space lead to a rational design
outcome that reflects both human agency and behaviour of the computational system.
Creative Systems are systems that support human designers in creative processes or
creative decision making. Another kind of creative systems might also facilitate creative
work autonomously. At this time, the second approach to creative systems is yet to come,
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while decision support systems for creative processes start to find their way into musical,
artistic and design practice.
Cybernetics is a theoretical and philosophical stream that investigates the behaviour
of control system in response to external or internal influences on a system.
Cyber-Physical System incorporates software and hardware aspects into a holistic
system that reacts to external and internal stimuli. A computational system uses either
sensors to gain knowledge about the environment, uses motor technology to interact with
the environment or both.
Design is the constant exploration of a problem space to achieve a desired stage, while
constantly reflecting on the problem definition. By iterative interaction with the prob-
lem, the problem definition is refined, while different design solutions are explored. The
understanding of the problems from a multitude of angles leads toward a creative process
of problem solution.
Design method is an approach to design that addresses the theories, means and instru-
ments used during design processes. The defining trajectory of design methods spans from
bottom-up to top-down methods. Bottom-up methods are design methods that exploit
the self-organising properties of a system to generate design solutions based on simple
rules. Top-down methods work from a vision or understanding of the whole design that
works toward a continuous definition of the constituting sub-systems.
Design Space is defined by the requirements, parameters and constraints put on a
design process by influencing factors as stakeholders, site and environment. During the
design process, the design space is continuously limited by converging design explorations
after initial divergence to explore the design possibilities. As a result of this process,
the design space transforms toward the solution space, which encompasses the feasible
solutions that solve the design problem.
Decision Space in contrast to design space, deals with the decision variables and their
constraints. After specification of a problem that can be explored using computational
methods, a set of decision variables are used to control the geometric or structural prop-
erties of an architectural design solution. The multi-dimensional space defined by these
decision variables is called decision space.
Decision Variables specify the numerical values that are iterated during decision mak-
ing processes to explore different solutions.
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Decision Support Systems (DSS) are computational systems that support decision
makers by providing modes of analysis, knowledge and synthesis as basis for decision
making processes.
Design State is the state that is defined by a set of design decisions, advancing from the
initial design space to the final solution space. During this progression, different design
states are specified for review and evaluation of a set of solutions that are representative
for this design state. The knowledge generated allows the progression toward the next
design state.
Design strategy provides a plan of design steps that aims to reach a specified goal.
A design strategy can define modes of design, tools for design, design methods or design
states that are viewed as suitable to reach a particular set of goals or requirements during
the design process.
Emergence defines the process of generating complex design solutions that materialise
based on the application of simple rules. These rules are non-deterministic and allow to
generate a wide scope of solutions by selection, combination and application of those rules.
Emergent Representations are based on simple rules. They describe sets of geome-
tries. An example of such a ruleset is shape grammar. Emergent representations are
the basis for generative design and determine the variability of generated solutions (e.g.
surfaces or shapes).
Evaluation is the process of applying judgement to solutions. It could use qualitative
measures implicitly by user input or quantitative evaluation based on an explicitly defined
set of performance criteria.
Evolutionary Computing (EC) uses population-based algorithms to simulate evolu-
tion in biology. It is used in generative design, optimisation and search to find solutions for
a range of problems. The main mechanisms of EC are fitness evaluation, recombination
and mutation.
Expert Systems are rule-based systems that have the ability to render decisions using
if-than rules for the decision making process.
Explicit Knowledge refers to the expertise of an individual that can be communicated
on a conceptual, theoretical or methodological level.
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Exploratory Search allows one to browse sets of geometries generated by emergent
representations in generative design.
Fitness evaluation During fitness evaluation, a fitness function is used to sort the
solutions based on a numerical value that reflects the performance of the solutions in
relation to specified qualities.
Form-finding uses algorithmic or material systems to find emergent shapes. In form-
finding, the designer specifies the environment and conditions that lead to the formation
of shape. The form itself is settling into place by negotiating complex balance conditions
inside the algorithmic or material system.
Generative Design (GD) is a computational design processes that uses bottom-up
methods like simple rules and behaviours to develop a range of design solutions.
Genetic Programming (GP) is an evolutionary computation system that can use a
wide range of flexible representations to define a design problem. Based on the symbolic
representation used in GP, the representation is not restricted to numbers, but allows
the use of a wide range of symbols. This population-based algorithm iteratively modifies
generations of solutions by recombination and mutation. As a result of the modifications
over time is GP an inherently creative process.
Interaction means the communication between communication partners using different
means to exchange information.
Interactive Optimisation allows user input into the optimisation process. One of the
main approaches to interactive optimisation are narrow interaction, in which the artificial
evaluation is taking place for every solution. Another main approach is broad interaction
that requests artificial evaluation for a limited set of solutions that are presented to the
human agent.
Interfaces define the points of information exchange in interaction. Therefore, inter-
faces specify the mode of interaction and the nature of the information that is exchanged
between communication partners.
Heuristics are simple rules that are sometimes referred to as rules-of-thumb. A simpli-
fied estimation of the outcomes of a process allows the efficient prediction of those results.
Heuristics are often used to reduce time or computational costs in computational design.
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Hermeneutics is studying the interpretation of language constructs in a specified con-
text. The meaning of words often change during use in different discourses. Hence, a con-
text specific evaluation and understanding of terminology is crucial for the understanding
and communication of complex matters.
Human Agency defines the human ability to act independently in a particular envi-
ronment. The concept presumes the ability of humans to perform free will and therefore
determine the own actions in the world.
Human-In-The-Loop System (HITL) uses human agency and expertise to enhance
computational systems, while augmenting the human capabilities with the computational
power of the system. As a result, a symbiotic relationship between human and machine is
constituted. HITL alternate between periods of user evaluation and automated evaluation.
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) deals with the interactive aspects between hu-
mans and computers. As a sub-field of human-machine-interaction, HCI investigates the
modes of interaction, interfaces and mechanisms of information transfer during the human
use of computers to perform particular tasks.
Human Machine Interaction (HMI) is an extension of HCI to describe the commu-
nication process between human and any machine.
Implicit Knowledge is knowledge inherently stored in behaviours, design expressions
and artefacts that is not explicitly stated or expressed and often is not possible to do so
directly.
Knowledge representation specifies the mode of description and storage of knowledge
generated in computational processes. The main applications of knowledge representation
are knowledge conservation, learning processes and decision support.
Machine Learning specifies a set of algorithms that allow to establish learning be-
haviour in computers based on a set of input data. The method is based on analytic
models that explore input data to present emergent information not explicitly present in
the data set.
Mass-Customisation uses a limited set of features to create variations of products
from a core product.
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Multi-Criteria Optimisation (MCO) uses a variety of criteria in computational op-
timisation. Those criteria are contributing to the fitness function of the optimisation
algorithm. In single-objective optimisation different criteria are linked by a mathemat-
ical relationship, while in multi-objective optimisation a pareto-based approach called
non-dominant sorting is used to trade-off different performance criteria. In this pro-
cess, a pareto-front is calculated that includes the best performing solutions in a multi-
dimensional set of solutions.
Mutation is the mechanism in evolutionary computation that leads to small changes in
the representation to generate novelty during the iterative computational process.
Non-Solution Input means input to a computational design process that does not
specify a solution. Apart from a partial or complete solution, non-solution input can refer
to any input feasible for the computational system.
Non-Terminal Symbols are the symbols at branch nodes of a tree-representation,
which are connected to lower level nodes.
Online Classification is one of the mechanisms supporting user interaction as part of
the Aesthetic Support System in Typogenetic Design. Based on user selection of design
solutions, a classifier is trained or re-trained after every iteration of the selection process.
The classification algorithm then predicts potential user choices during automated phases
of the evolutionary search.
Optimisation strategy refers to the planning of steps that define an optimisation
process, mainly consisting of geometry generation, simulation methods, generative engine
and fitness function, specified criteria and constraints. An optimisation strategy may
include other functionality specific to the particular application of the optimisation system,
like mechanisms for input provision in interactive optimisation.
Optimum is specified by the trade-off between performance criteria, requirements and
constraints and points toward feasible solutions with maximal fitness values in reference
to one or multiple performance criteria.
Quality is an abstract concept of a high level of performance in respect to qualitative and
quantitative criteria. Therefore, qualities can also relate to desired features or functions
in architecture.
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Parameters are numerical values that define a solution. In the context of architectural
optimisation, parameters are not iterated as part of the decision making process. Here,
parameters are constant during the exploration of a design space.
Performance refers to the quantities measure of qualities that define the material and
energy use of a building or functional, economical and environmental improvements of
architecture. Performance can be measured for the whole system or sub-systems of the
architectural whole, depending on the problem specification.
Phenomenology is the consequent establishment of a holistic description of a complex
issue based on the understanding of the atomic constituent parts called phenomena.
Population in the context of this research refers to the totality of design solutions
present in a computational system at a particular point in time.
Post-rationalisation signifies the analysis, evaluation of and establishment of logical
connection between qualities of design solutions after the design process is mostly or
completely finished.
Preference is a tendency of the designer to prefer a set of solutions over others based
on either implicit or explicit knowledge.
Recombination represents a transformation process in evolutionary computation that
uses parts of two different representations of specific design solutions to form a new design
solution.
Reference in the context of this research conveys a point that marks a consistent aspect
outside of the design space that is continuously referred to during the design process to
give direction to the design endeavour.
Representation indicates a structural description of a design solution in computational
space that allows the translation from this abstract codification of a set of design solutions
to specific geometric outcomes by introduction of parameters.
Selection mechanism functions as an instrument to specify a subset of a population.
The process of selection is used in this research to define the set of shapes presented to
the designer at different stages of the computational design process. Additionally, the
selection mechanism is used to extract sets of solutions for recombination and mutation.
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Semantics are used to discuss and evaluate the meaning of complex expressions in a
specific linguistic context.
Semiotics utilises semantics, syntactic structures, and pragmatics to debate communi-
cation and language, consisting of signs and symbols as atomic elements.
Shape Comparison is one of the mechanisms supporting user interaction as part of the
Aesthetic Support System in Typogenetic Design. The comparison of evolved solutions
with the initial image input as design reference supports the guidance of the evolutionary
search by contributing to the fitness measure based on similarity metrics.
Simulation interprets reality by establishment of a computational model that repre-
sents a system behaviour. In the context of architectural optimisation, simulation is
used by some designers to gain knowledge about the impact of environmental parameters,
structural performance or people flow in and around buildings.
Synthesis describes the conclusion of a design process that distils the knowledge gen-
erated during the design to a specific design or a set of design solutions.
Syntax defines the structure of a language or grammar that is necessary to specify
well-formed expressions.
Tectonics defines the way different construction elements are connected with each other
in architectural designs.
Terminal Symbols are the symbols at leaf nodes of a tree-representation, which are
not connected to any lower level nodes.
Typogenetic Design is the human-in-the-loop design system explored during this PhD
study. This interactive design system was designed, prototyped and tested as proof-of-
concept using Shape Comparison and Online Classification to support aesthetic decision-
making. Typogenetic Design combines aspects of evolutionary search, human-computer-
interaction and optimisation to study the process of interactive exploratory search.
Typology studies the history, features and elements of building types. Research on
typology can be used to extract knowledge implicitly stored in the traditional expression
of building features.
User Input is information specified by user interaction with the interfaces in computa-
tional design processes.
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User Interface is an apparatus or mechanism that is used to communicate information
or commands between human and computer in HCI.
Variables are numerical values that are iterated in computational design processes. A
main distinction between discrete and continuous needs to be made. Discrete variables
are able to express a specified set of numbers, while continuous variables can take any
value inside a numerical domain.
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Software Requirements of parametric
Typogenetic Design
Before I introduce technical requirements for the software implementation of a Typogenetic
Design tool, I want to remind the reader that this section provides a pragmatic collection
of knowledge that allows the reader to develop Typogenetic Tools. Therefore, this section
is structured as a Custom Software Requirements Specification Document that brings
together the descriptions of functionality, necessary interfaces and additional information
to support the implementation of Typogenetic Design tools.
The functional modules of Typogenetic Design were chosen so that an architect as
practitioner or researcher is able to implement performance-based design systems as soft-
ware tools.
B.1 Purpose
The goal of this project is to provide an interactive application for architects to explore
design spaces enabled by emergent presentations with reference to performance criteria.
B.2 Scope
Typogenetic Design is a CAD-based interactive application which helps architects to find
inspiration and build knowledge about design cases based on the user’s design intent,
performance requirements, optimisation and site constraints. Users review architectural
shapes in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and are able to navigate the design space
using an aesthetic support system. Image input, shape features and simulation are used
to provided additional guidance during interactive design space exploration. This way
of intuitive exploration of large solution spaces supports designers in creative decision
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Figure B.1: System stack of parametric Typogenetic Design
making. It allows designers to use implicit knowledge about design solutions and processes
to contribute to the decision making by offering interactive mechanisms.
Typogenetic Design will be used for interactive design space exploration during Gen-
erative Design (GD). The interactive exploration using multiple criteria allows the designer
to address design criteria and requirements during the generation of architectural shape.
Therefore, architectural shapes can be optimised in early design stages. The goal of Ty-
pogenetic Design is to efficiently use designer input to guide the process of search for
architectural shapes. Designers would benefit from the use of Typogenetic Design by:
(a) efficiently exploring GD solution spaces, (b) introducing optimisation criteria early
during shape design and (c) finding an interactive and engaging software product that is
easy-to-use.
B.3 Product Perspective
The software product is integrated in a system stack (Figure B.1) to provide the necessary
functionality for Typogenetic Design. This stack consists of Rhinoceros CAD for CAD
functionality, Grasshopper for parametric design functionality and FrOG to provide an
interface for Typogenetic Design as an interactive optimisation tool with Rhinoceros CAD
and Grasshopper.
In Typogenetic Design, evolutionary search is used to iterate over a population of
architectural shapes, while adapting the population using genetic operators. The fitness
function integrates criteria evaluation and the contribution of the aesthetic guidance sys-
tem 1 The aesthetic guidance system uses two interactive mechanisms to allow the user to
provide interactive input to the evolutionary search. These interactive mechanisms are:
(a) Shape Comparison, and (b) Online Classification. The representation of the architec-
tural shapes in parametric design contributes decision variables (user specified sliders),
1An Aesthetic Support System. Aesthetic support is explained in Section C as part of the appendix.
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Figure B.2: Functional layout of Typogenetic Design
constraints (domains of user specified sliders) and performance criteria (specified numeric
output of calculation and simulation tools) to Typogenetic Design. Decision variables
and the associated constraints are used to build the population. The performance criteria
contribute to the fitness function. An overview of the functional layout of Typogenetic
Design is shown in Figure B.2.
B.3.1 User interfaces
A user of the interactive application should see the Setup Interface for specification of
optimisation parameters and upload of image input as design reference. 2 The inital
user interface is shown in Figure B.3 and provides text boxes to enter the parameters
for the evolutionary search: (a) population size, (b) cross over rate, (c) mutation rate
and (d) number of generations. An image box is used to upload a reference image used
for guidance of the evolutionary search. The image upload is initialised using the ‘Add
Reference Image’ button below the image box. Finally, the evolutionary search is started
using the ‘Generate’ button at the bottom of the Setup Interface.
Periods of interactive operations are facilitated using the Evolutionary Search In-
terface presented in Figure B.4, while during periods of unattended operations emerging
2The design decision about the user interface was to provide a comprehensive interface by front-loading
Typogenetic Design with an initial interface for the setup of the parameters of the evolutionary system,
and an element to provide images as non-solution input as shown in Figure B.3. This design choice led to
a clean interface with 14 elements for the exploratory search interface, as presented in Figure B.4. The
interface consisted of six frames showing design solutions during the design process and six tick boxes that
allowed the designer to mark shapes as desired. All unmarked solutions were considered undesirable. The
other two elements of the interface were a button to continue the process after choosing design solutions
and a progress bar viewing the generational process of the evolutionary system.
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Figure B.3: Setup interface
Figure B.4: Exploratory search interface
shapes are displayed in the Rhinoceros Interface (Figure B.5).
The input for the designer’s selection of design solutions is minimal, as the choice of
solutions is based on a binary evaluation of presented solutions. With a set of six design
solutions, the evaluation input was restricted to six choices. Together with Continue
Button and Progress Bar all user interface elements of the Exploratory Search Interface
(Figure B.4) add up to 14. The image boxes showing the solutions are evenly distributed
to present each option equally. The Continue Button and Progress Bar are aligned to the
left side of the user interface.
During automated periods of operation, novel shapes are shown in the Rhino Interface,
as shown in Figure B.5. This function was implemented due to the need for taking a screen
shot of each solution for the Shape Comparison function. The provision of a visual feedback
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Figure B.5: Shape display in Rhinoceros viewports
on the emerging shapes also provides additional information about the convergence of the
process and the range of shapes present in the population to the designer.
The arrangement of interfaces of Typogenetic Design allows the user to focus on the
evaluation task during the evolutionary search. An initial image input for the Shape
Comparison function prepares the user by considering a direction for the search process
she or he might prefer. Typogenetic Design uses this input for the guidance of the aesthetic
evolution of solutions. The user provides feedback on the suggested shapes and enforces
a path of the evolutionary search by making those decisions.
B.3.2 Software Interfaces
Rhinoceros CAD McNeel Rhinoceros CAD for Windows, Version 6
Grasshopper Grasshopper Visual Programming Environment, Version 1 (Integrated in
Rhinoceros 6)
FrOG Framework for Optimisation in Grasshopper, Version Opossum Prototype 2 or
later, https://github.com/Tomalwo/FrOG
Interfacing FrOG FrOG provides an optimisation framework for adding custom solvers
and interfacing them with Grasshopper and Rhinoceros CAD. For interfacing with FrOG
an ISolver instance needs to be implemented to match the internal interface of FrOG:
i n t e r n a l i n t e r f a c e I So l v e r
{
//” v a r i a b l e s ” d e f i n e the v a r i a b l e s
//Use ” eva luate ” f o r func t i on eva lua t i on s .
// Important :
//When ” eva luate ” r e tu rn s Nan , stop the s o l v e r .
//When the s o l v e r stops , c a l l ” eva luate ” with n u l l .
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//” p r e s e t ” d e f i n e s which s e t t i n g s to use .
// For RBFOpt, these p r e s e t s are s to r ed as a d ic tonary .
// Return False when the s o l v e r cannot be i n i t a l i s e d .
// Return True a f t e r the s o l v e r stopped .
//Note :
// This i s where most o f the work i s done .
//The cons t ruc to r should do only minimal work ,
s i n c e a l l s o l v e r s are ins tanced when the FrOG window loads .
bool RunSolver ( List<Variable> va r i ab l e s ,
Func<IL i s t<decimal >,double> evaluate ,
s t r i n g preset , s t r i n g e x p e r t s e t t i n g s ,
s t r i n g i n s t a l l F o l d e r , s t r i n g documentPath ) ;
// Return eventua l e r r o r messages to show in MessageBox
// a f t e r the s o l v e r stopped , o therwi se re turn empty .
s t r i n g GetErrorMessage ( ) ;
// Return a l i s t o f s t r i n g s with names f o r the
// a v a i l a b l e p r e s e t s o f s e t t i n g s
//( There should be at l e a s t one . )
IEnumerable<s t r i ng> GetPresetNames ( ) ;
}
}
\ l a b e l { l s t : f r o g }
The internal interface of FrOG is described in SolverInterface.cs and the previous
code excerpt can be found in the same file. A separate .cs file is then used to implement
the solver for Typogenetic Design in c# programming language. The solver code will
include the user interfaces and interactive mechanisms.
B.3.3 Product Functions
Referring back to Figure B.2 at the start of this chapter, the main product functions of
Typogenetic Design are specified as (a) Evolutionary Search, (b) Aesthetic Guidance, and
(c) Shape Representation.
Evolutionary Search An evolutionary search is used to iterate design solutions pro-
duced by the representation. New solutions are generated by applying genetic operators
on the population present at each generation. In addition to the combinatorical capabili-
ties of evolutionary search, a fitness function is used to increase the quality of architectural
shapes in the population over time.
Aesthetic Guidance The control unit introduces aesthetic support to address quali-
tative criteria to provide an increasing quality of aesthetic expression of solutions during
evolutionary search. Because aesthetics is a subjective endeavour, Aesthetic Guidance
uses human-computer-interaction for provision of user input. Computer vision and ma-
chine learning are then used to integrate image input and interactive selection into the
fitness evaluation of evolutionary search.
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Shape Representation Parametric and emergent representation can be used for Ty-
pogenetic Design. Using a parametric representation allows the user to follow the ideas of
optimisation (finding the best solution in a limited search space) and mass-customisation
(minor changes in product structure with changing product components). In contrast,
emergent representations in GD based on simple rules can be used to explore wider design
spaces, using the full potential of Typogenetic Design.
B.4 User Characteristics
Typogenetic Design targets architects, architectural researchers and architectural design-
ers practising computational design as user group. In specific users applying GD tech-
niques to their design process are seen as core user group. In the core user group, individ-
uals with an interest in performance-based design are defined as the key users. In general,
an architectural design, engineering or other similar education is of advantage in using Ty-
pogenetic Design. Additional experience in computational design increases the personal
value of using Typogenetic Design. Visual impairment and limitations using hands for
user input are disabilities that prevent the use of Typogenetic Design in its current form.
Technical expertise required for Typogenetic Design is the ability to use Rhinoceros CAD
and Grasshopper for generation of architectural shapes.
B.4.1 Apportioning of Requirements
User Interface The user interface is divided in Setup Interface and Evolutionary Search
interface. In Version 1.0 both interfaces will be implemented according to the software
prototype. Additional functionality for Version 2.0 of the Evolutionary Search Interface
is the use of a five star ranking system instead of the binary evaluation. The Setup
Interface will be extended with the possibility to define the points of interactive evaluation
graphically in a progress bar in Version 2.0.
Evolutionary Search The evolutionary search is split into the evolutionary solver and
the fitness evaluation. Both parts are to be implemented in Typogenetic Design. An
integration of multi-objective evaluation and solution clustering using a similarity criterion
will be delayed until Version 2.0.
Aesthetic Guidance The Aesthetic Guidance consists of Shape Comparison and On-
line Classification. Shape Comparison consists of an image input and a computer vision
component for using distance measures to compare architectural shapes. Online Clas-
sification uses the Evolutionary Search Interface and decision tree learning to build a
knowledge representation.
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Shape Representation Parametric representation is integrated using the FrOG inter-
face. For GD, additional software components need to be implemented, so that recursive
rule application can be facilitated. Version 1.0 of Typogenetic Design will implement a
multi-agent system to generate architectural shapes. The shape grammar system used in
the software prototype will be extended using the grammar guidance in Version 2.0.
B.4.2 Specific Requirements
Input requirement 0.1 ID: IR1 TITLE: Enter values for genetic parameters DESC: After
user has downloaded and installed the application, then she/he is able to run Typogenetic
Design through Rhinoceros CAD and Grasshopper. The user must be able to provide
population size, crossover rate, mutation rate and number of generations. Default values
should be displayed as grey text in the text box.
Input requirement 0.2 ID: IR2 TITLE: Input image for Shape Comparison DESC:
In the Setup Interface the user can add an image as input for the Shape Comparison
function. This image should be displayed in an image box.
Input requirement 0.3 ID: IR3 TITLE: Interactive evaluation of solutions DESC:
The user is reviewing six architectural shapes simultaneously in the Evolutionary Search
Interface and is able to select and deselect tick boxes to specify user choices.
Functional requirement 1.1 ID: FR1 TITLE: Evolutionary computation DESC: After
the completion of Setup Interface, the user is running the evolutionary search. A fully
functional evolutionary search is required, including data management of population data,
fitness function and genetic operators.
Functional requirement 1.2 ID: FR2 TITLE: Shape comparison DESC: During evo-
lutionary search, an image of every explored shape is taken and compared with the image
input provided in IR2. The computer vision system uses a combined measure of Eu-
clidean, Manhattan and Chebyshev Distance extracted from a normalised histogram of
the images as similarity metrics. The resulting fitness value is to be integrated into the
fitness function of evolutionary search and needs to be fine-tuned by weighting with the
other contributors.
Functional requirement 1.3 ID: FR3 TITLE: Online Classification DESC: The input
provided in IR3 is used to train and retrain a classifier using the decision variables and
rules of the emergent representation. The prediction of results for the user testing is
used for additional guidance during of evolutionary search by contributing to the fitness
function.
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Functional requirement 1.4 ID: FR4 TITLE: Parametric representation DESC: The
use of parametric representation for expression of architectural shape is facilitated using
the FrOG interface.
Functional requirement 1.5 ID: FR5 TITLE: Generative representation DESC: A GD
component using multi-agent systems needs to be implemented. The time-sequence for the
recursive application of behaviours needs to be integrated in the respective Grasshopper
component in a way that evolutionary search can be performed over it.
Output requirement 2.1 ID: OR1 TITLE: Output set of solutions DESC: A list of
solutions is available for access in the Grasshopper interface.
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CHAPTERC
Supporting Information for Software
Requirements Specification
In this section, supporting information related to the concepts used in the software re-
quirements specification is presented. The following compilation of research results was
used to generate the software requirements specification of Typogenetic Design tools. Fur-
thermore, the supporting information was used to implement the software prototype.
Figure C.1: Software pattern for Typogenetic Design
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All conceptual models described in this section could be used to enhance the function-
ality of Typogenetic Design. The software pattern presented in Figure C.1 was explored
during this research project and used for defining the functionality of the software proto-
type and specification of the minimal viable product of Typogenetic Design compiled in
the Chapter B specifying the associated software requirements.
The following section unfolds the software pattern in Figure C.1 to explain the link
between the different elements of the software system.
C.1 Unfolding the Software Pattern for Typogenetic Design
The software pattern for Typogenetic Design unfolded in Figure C.2 consists of four main
parts that structure the software system:
• Data for shape generation
• Variation by shape generation
• Shape review and aesthetic support
• Output data
The terms printed in white refer to the software pattern in Figure C.1, while the
terms printed in pink were added for explanation. The yellow hatch represents the view
objects, which facilitate the user interaction. Those objects are the user interface and the
rendered images of the generated shapes.
Data for Shape Generation At the beginning of the Typogenetic Design process, the
user chose a representation for the grammar evolution. This representation determined
the variability of shapes explored during the search process. The first choice here was for
either an emergent representation or a feature-based representation. If a feature-based
representation was used, the deconstruction of a typology was the next step as presented
in E. Next, the extracted design elements were reconstructed into the feature-based rep-
resentation as illustrated in F. This representation consisted of typological features and
space layout generation to capture the relevant aspects of the typology. If the user chose
an emergent representation, a rule-based geometry needed to be specified. In case of this
research project, either a 2D shape grammar or 3D shape grammar was chosen. The
resulting representation depending on the user’s choice defined one aspect of the input
data. After this step, the user chose whether to design solutions and specify the repre-
sentation as starting point (in this case programming skills were required) or to load the
inital generation with random solutions.
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Figure C.2: Unfolded Software pattern for Typogenetic Design
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Variation by Shape Generation The main choice in evolutionary search algorithms
was between genetic programming and genetic algorithm. While genetic algorithm used a
bit-wise fixed-length representation, the genetic programming alternative allowed the use
of a symbol-based variable-length representation, which was more versatile. Based on the
data for shape generation, a population is initialised at the start of the search. In the
first couple of generations until the first user interaction, shape comparison based on the
image input of the user was the main guidance procedure as part of the fitness function.
The other contribution to the fitness function at this stage were performance measures
as second control object. Both processes were facilitated by using grammar translation
to generate geometry from the computational representation (in case of genetic program-
ming program trees and in case of genetic algorithm bit-strings). The trade-off between
the different control objects or criteria could be facilitated by using either a weighted-sum
approach (adding up the different criteria modified by a factor) or non-dominant sorting
(trade-off using a pareto front). These techniques assisted the process of multi-objective
optimisation. Fitness results were reported in a log file. Before the advancement of each
generation, a selection process separates three parts of the population for elitism (the
best performing individual solutions were transferred to the next generation), mutation
(random modification of individual solutions) and recombination (two individual solutions
were mated based on single point crossover). Immediately after, the similarity criterion
terminated solutions with similar distance metrics based on the results of Shape Compar-
ison. The population that advanced to the next generation could be increased by other
solutions, if the population count drops too low.
Shape Review and Aesthetic Support One control object of the Aesthetic Support
System was already mentioned in the preceding text: the Shape Comparison. Based on
three distance metrics, a combined similarity metric was used to support the user in real-
time online browsing of the generated shapes. The similarity metric based on normalised
histograms was robust, because it was able to handle a variety of images without risk of
failure of the mechanism. This shape recognition approach supported the user by directing
the evolutionary search toward the reference image added by the user at the beginning
of the search. The other control object used in the Aesthetic Support System was called
Online Classification. It also used screen shots based on the grammar translation and
presented the user with six of those images of solutions in a selection interface. This
aspect of user interaction allowed the user to choose shapes of preference and coded those
choices binarily. A classifier was trained based on the user choices requested periodically
by Online Classification in fixed periods of time. The classifier was always updated after
the next iteration of user choices. During times of automated evaluation, the classifiers
trained by user choices contributed to the fitness function by predicting likely user choices
based on genotypical similarity. In summary, Online Classification and Shape Comparison
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contributed to supplemented the performance data usually used to evaluate different solu-
tions in architectural optimisation. The significance of shape review and aesthetic support
was based on the possibility for the designer to creatively interact with the evolutionary
search in two ways. In this process, aesthetic preferences were incorporated into the fitness
evaluation as part of the evolutionary search.
Output Data The data objects generated during the process were provided as image
data of the solutions reviewed by the designer and a log file of the classifier training, which
showed the representation of those solutions. In addition, the log file of the evolutionary
search illustrated the population size and fitness progression linked to the reported gener-
ation. In the end of the process, a set of typically six design solutions (in some cases the
similarity criterion reduced the population size below the number of six) was provided to
the designer as outcome of the interactive shape generation process.
The following subsections list the concepts and ideas used in the definition of the
software pattern for Typogenetic Design, so that the reader can easily access the research
outcomes, results and conclusions.
C.2 Conceptual ideas and considerations behind the software
pattern
In this section the conceptual ideas and considerations that led to the exploration of
Typogenetic Design and the associated software pattern are explained, so that future
researchers and users can easily apply or extend the research presented in this dissertation.
C.2.1 Initial Solutions
The system could be initialised with random solutions that were generated from the in-
herent representation. This was the default method of the design system. In addition,
evolved solutions from previous runs of the system could be used as input. This approach
was particularly interesting during the progression from one design state to another be-
cause it allowed the designer to focus on a particular grammar expression and refine its
geometric instances. Apart from solutions that used the internal representation of the
design system, designed solutions could be used as input.
Designed solutions needed to share the geometric representation with the GD al-
gorithm - depending on the approach to shape grammar, either 2D or 3D shapes were
possible. These designed solutions could be used as initial shapes and then modified us-
ing the shape rules of the grammar to generate novel solutions. The use of an extended
vocabulary of shapes could be custom defined to generate more geometric variety.
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Figure C.3: First interactive experiment using commmandline interface
C.2.2 Designer Interactivity
A first experiment on the narrow approach to interaction, whereby the designer evaluates
every solution in every generation, soon revealed the reality of designer fatigue during
interactive computational design processes. The decision making soon focused on broad
differences between the design solutions that were easy to assess visually in a superficial
manner. Finer nuances and differences were ignored completely after a while so that the
evaluation task could be finished as quickly as possible. Even a small generation of 50
solutions over a short duration of the GD task with 50 generations led to the evaluation
of 2,500 design solutions. As a result of this experiment, the narrow interactive approach
was excluded as a feasible option for user evaluation in Typogenetic Design. Some of the
explored shapes are presented in Figure C.3.
Another method of interaction that was frequently used was a broad approach that
allowed the user to evaluate the design solutions every number of generations to adjust
the fitness function. A significant reduction in user fatigue was achieved in engineering
design using a broad interactive approach and decision support provided by a machine
learning system [Kamalian et al. 2007]. Therefore, a significant improvement of those
factors by Typogenetic Design is expected. Work in interactive evolutionary computation
and in the following other interactive computational approaches to optimisation build on
the conceptual and theoretical explorations of Hideyuki Takagi [Takagi 2001]. In this
approach, the machine evaluates the design solutions without the impact of the human
designer in periods of automation. Therefore, the design might diverge from designer
preferences. Here, the main part of the present research kicked in. Investigation of the
possibility for the designer to guide the aesthetic evolution during GD built on conceptual
explorations of James Gips and George Stiny on the use of Aesthetic Systems [J. and
Stiny 1973]. The theoretical relevance of the GD process was extensively discussed by Pia
Ednie-Brown in the context of the aesthetics of emergence [Ednie-Brown 2007]. Different
approaches to interaction were explored and tested which aimed to explore the determined
theoretical relevance and pragmatic potential of interactive optimisation. In distinction to
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Figure C.4: Three interactive approaches
a narrow interactive approach Figure C.4 (left, top) and broad interactive approach Figure
C.4 (right, top), Typogenetic Design uses a reference input as an additional interactive
feature Figure C.4 (bottom).
User Interfaces The design and implementation of an interface was of primary impor-
tance for the integration of designer interaction into a design system. There were three
major types of interface frequently used to communicate with design systems: command-
line interfaces, GUI and tangible user interfaces. All of those interfaces are suited for the
task, so that the main consideration around the use of interfaces concerns the ergonomics
of use and the human factor in human-in-the-loop systems.
Firstly, a user interface needed to display feedback from the design system to the
designer. In the case of typogenetic design, this feedback consists of architectural design
solutions. Therefore, GUIs were the most suitable way to represent those solutions for
quick iterations during exploratory morphological search. Whether a flat screen interface
or an immersive technology like virtual reality or augmented reality 1 or some other screen
technologies were best suited for the intuitive judgement of architectural design solutions
is a question that cannot be answered within the limitations of this PhD study.
The input for the designer’s selection of design solutions is minimal, as the choice was
based on a binary evaluation of presented solutions. With a set of six design solutions,
the evaluation input was restricted to six choices. Therefore, all types of interfaces would
be suitable to communicate the human response to the system’s design suggestions. For a
compact implementation of the prototype, the functionality was integrated into the GUI.
Since the apparatus for output and input during the communication with the computer
were in the same user interface device, a coherent design experience was offered to the
designer.
1Augmented reality was sometimes referred to as mixed reality or hybrid reality.
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Figure C.5: Position of Aesthetic Support System in Typogenetic Design
For now, I argue that the integration of an interface in a state-of-the-art computer-
aided design (CAD) system is most likely to provide a continuous design experience for
the designer. Further differentiation of design tasks in the following decades might lead
to a different view on this matter. The idea of implementing a custom interface emerged
from tests with command-line interfaces in Rhinoceros CAD that restricted the evaluation
of design solutions to a single solution per evaluation. Showing a number of six to nine
design solutions seemed to provide a good balance between the number of design solutions
present for the comparison and the cognitive effort required by the designer to deal with
the user evaluation.
Aesthetic Support System Most significantly, the integration of an Aesthetic Support
System (ASS) 2 in Typogenetic Design 3 represented the core of the HITL system used as
design system for exploratory search in the early design stages of architectural design.
As a learning system, the position of the ASS in the overall system, as evident in
Figure C.5, was crucial for the definition of input and output mechanisms for information
processing. Besides the already mentioned designer input, the system feedback was, in
terms of performance criteria, used during the selection mechanism that provided the
design solutions for the designer to choose during the design process. The set of solutions
provided to the designer addressed both the designer’s preferences and the performance
criteria. As a result, three solutions with a high preference value and three solutions with
superior performance evaluation were presented to the designer. This mode of selection
encouraged the designer to choose from two subsets of solutions, aiming to generate designs
that were desirable both in terms of the subjective preferences of the designer and the
performance criteria.
2Intelligence in the context of this framework was expressed on several levels of the system. Joe Wirt
Atmar Atmar [1976, p. ix] states three layers of organisation that shape intelligence: “phylogenetic”
as a cumulative intelligence inside the evolutionary system, “ontogenetic” emerging inside each solution,
e.g. rule-based-system expressions and “sociogenetic”. The last mentioned term refers to the intelligence
generated in social interaction that transcends the evolutionary and developmental intelligence acquired
inside the design system and refers to the ASS in this context.
3The ASS was one aspect of the framework that defined its adaptive nature. As a fundamental aspect
of learning, adaptation of learning systems by classification was an essential property (Atmar [1976, p.
84]).
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Figure C.6: Classification process
Another input mechanism for the ASS was the potential to use training data from
previous design processes to increase the efficiency of a case-specific design by choosing
training data from a similar design case to inform the classification process. Here, either
similar performance setups, typologies or morphologies could inform the selection of the
training data set. This aspect of the framework would be a fruitful field for long-term
studies of the system performance. Before I start discussing the ASS in greater detail, I
shall clarify some of the conceptual basis for the learning system.
Concept of Classification The ASS built on the use of classification algorithms (Fig-
ure C.6) to predict specific events based on supervised learning by using labelled training
data as input. Every time the classification algorithm analysed a training set, a clas-
sifier was created. This classifier can be used to analyse a test set for predicting the
labelling of unlabelled data. By cumulatively increasing the training data during the dif-
ferent generations of the evolutionary system, knowledge about the designer’s preferences
for assembling compositions was gathered. This repeated application of a classification
algorithm was called Online Classification.
As a way of explaining the ASS, I elaborate on the data used in information processing
in the ASS. These constituent concepts derived from local phenomena encountered during
the development of the ASS and were mapped onto the general layout of the ASS in
Figure C.7. Different approaches to GD and representation were explicitly excluded from
this discussion as the adaptive framework and the ASS were developed independently of
algorithmic and representational choices. Those aspects are discussed in the following
sections of the adaptive framework. In the context of Figure C.7, the associated pieces of
information exchanged with the ASS are collectively referred to with the abstract terms
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‘parameters’ and ‘decision variables’, pointing toward the fixed and variable aspects of a
representation.
Image Data The image data used as reference input for the design system were static
raster images. For processing of the image, the image was stored in the associated folder
before the computer vision system analysed the image content. There were two main
applications for the image input: one was the comparison of the image features to image
features extracted from design solutions to provide aesthetic guidance as part of the fitness
function. The other was the use of feature comparison to classify the input image into
categories that are associated with a guidance to the grammar expression.
Shape Comparison The learning system exploited a combined similarity metric for
image guidance to refine the search space that was of interest to the designer. The signif-
icance of the similarity metric lies in the comparison of shapes that allows the computer
vision system to determine the visual similarity of two objects by giving a similarity score.
In constantly comparing the reference image to screen grabs of the design solutions, the
image guidance provided a corridor for the investigation during the exploratory search.
Therefore, the morphological search evolved along a trajectory based on the reference
image.
Essentially, the Shape Comparison used computer vision to measure the distance be-
tween the reference image and design solutions. In fact, the image guidance calculates
three different distance measures from a normalised RGB histogram were combined: Eu-
clidean Distance, Manhattan Distance and Chebyshev Distance. Technical details about
the different distance metrics can be found at [Cha 2007]. Even this simple mechanism for
measuring the distance between the distribution of pixel intensities of the reference image
and screen shots of the generated shapes provided increased consistency of evolutionary
search. More complex distance metrics might outperform the conventional distance met-
rics used in this research project, as experimental evidence suggests [Patil and Talbar
2012].
In summary, Shape Comparison was used to (a) direct the search process by com-
parison of a normalised histograms of a perspective view with the normalised histograms
of a source image and (b) as similarity criterion to reduce the number of solutions that
need to be evaluated based on geometric similarity. Additionally, the use of a similarity
criterion increased novelty as a condition for creativity.
Genetic Parameters The genetic parameters of an evolutionary system consisted of
the population size, number of generations, crossover-, mutation- and elite-rate. The
population size defined the number of design solutions generated in each generation of the
evolutionary system, while the number of generations specified a hard end to the search
process when the maximum number of generational iterations was reached. Crossover-,
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Figure C.7: An aesthetic support system
mutation- and elite-rate were linked to the genetic operators of evolutionary search. These
processes are explained below in the section dealing with evolutionary search. For now, it
is sufficient to know that these parameters impact on the behaviour of evolutionary search
and were defined by the percentage for constituting the next generation’s population using
the crossover and mutation operators. Together with the elite rate, which specified the
percentage of best performing solutions copied to the population of the next generation
preserving the current performance level, the crossover- and mutation-rate added up to
100 percent, so that the population of the next generation was clearly defined.
Parameters and Decision Variables A design space covered by a specific geometric
model was called ‘parameter space’ and consisted of all variations possible using the set of
parameters defined by the geometric model. For a DSS, the aspects of the representation
that were modified by the decision maker were called ‘decision variables’. The aspects of
representations that were fixed to isolate the effects of the decision variables were called
‘design parameters’ (in contrast with the term parameters in the context of parametric
design). ‘Parameters’ were defined as the static aspects of the system such as the design
context, site and other aspects in reference to locality, and they were referred to as ‘en-
vironment’ in the associated theoretical discourse about systems theory. The dynamic
aspects of the system were labelled ‘decision variables’ if they were numeric in nature. A
‘set of behaviours’ or ‘set of rules’ defined the dynamic aspects of emergent representations
comprised of computational functions.
In the main module of the Typogenetic Design, the designer interaction during GD
was addressed by an ASS integrating different mechanisms that reduced the designer
effort during interactive GD. All of those mechanisms provided additional guidance for
shape generation as part of fitness evaluation, or supported the designer to navigate the
design space more effectively. The ASS providing aesthetic decision support consists of a
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Figure C.8: Early concept of an aesthetic support system
computer vision system to analyse image input, Online Classification of designer evaluation
and the possibility to used pre-trained classifiers from previous system runs as illustrated
in Figure C.8.
Online Classification Another mechanism investigated was Online Classification of the
user-selected solutions. The labelling of chosen solutions as ‘desired’ and omitted solutions
as ‘undesired’ were used as input for the Online Classification. The method of using an
updating decision-tree classifier to improve the selection mechanism in the evolutionary
search allowed the relevance of the results showcased to the designer to be increased. As
a result, accelerated convergence toward designer preferences is expected to shorten the
period of GD tasks.
In some architects’ minds, a certain will to design was prevalent and formed a design
intent that often was based on intuition or previous design experience. It often incor-
porated a Weltanschauung - a subjective perspective derived from individual values and
previous experiences. Here, the computational system acquired knowledge from a learning
procedure that classified the data resulting from the creative behaviour of the architect.
The design system started learning by observation, similar to a novice craftsman in a
traditional mode of practice.
Most significantly, the AI used the investigated selection procedure, which was aug-
mented with Online Classification to suggest solutions to the designer. These suggestion
were based on the implicitly stored knowledge, cumulatively built from the design decisions
made during the previous steps in the design process 4. Thus, the investigated mechanism
4Choices in a design process were termed design decisions in reference to design as a decision-making
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supported the creative decision making. As a systematic assessment of aesthetic prefer-
ences and other subjective considerations would be extensive and the collected data vast,
an explicit formulation of the decision-making heuristics is only partially practical. 5 The
discussed predictive mode of decision support could be used to successively distil further
heuristics that can be formulated explicitly.
Online Classification reduced the number of solutions to be evaluated during con-
ceptual convergence by erasing undesired solutions. As a result, a stronger convergent
behaviour was observed. This property of the mechanism could be used during the final
phases of an initial morphological search to explore a solution space locally in greater
detail.
The mechanisms to increase efficiency of designer interaction in broad interactive
approaches 6 when designers evaluated solutions every number of generations allowed
effective guidance of the GD in periods without designer input. Therefore, this approach
to directed search introduced computational supervision to evolutionary design in absence
of active designer input to the evaluation of solutions.
C.2.3 Representations
In the following, I compile the knowledge about different representations used in the def-
inition of the design space and the generation of design solutions. Some of them were
dependent on the choice of algorithm promoted in the prototypical design system - ge-
netic programming. This choice was mainly based on the representational flexibility that
allowed a variety of GD algorithms to be used.
The next module of the adaptive framework presents different modes of representa-
tion that were investigated for their potential to describe architectural geometry. These
include geometric representations for GD and adaptive representations that facilitated
learning during design evaluation. The second aspect - the knowledge representation for
the learning system - was previously discussed in the section on designer interactivity.
Finally, the third aspect of the representations is dependent on the choice of optimisation
algorithm. Hence, the representations used in genetic programming and their application
areas were discussed separately. I refer the reader to the section dealing with evolution-
ary computation to read about the representations used during implementation of the
evolutionary system.
process.
5Even if expert systems were successfully used in some fields, the rule-based assessment of solutions
using if-then rules is restricted to cases of explicitly available knowledge. Machine learning using pattern
recognition could, in contrast, extract fuzzy rules from data as implicit knowledge.
6A narrow interactive approach would have involved evaluating every solution manually, creating a lot
of effort for the designer to evaluate often even similar shapes. In contrast, a broad interactive approach
specified an evaluation pattern as augmentation of the user evaluation. During automated stages of the
design process, in which the evolutionary system ran without user input, those evaluation patterns were
used to drive the evaluation process.
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Figure C.9: Mapping modelling approaches to describe geometric flexibility
In this section, the conceptual basis for the discussion of geometric representations
is provided, and thereafter the approaches to geometric representation explored in this
PhD study are explained in greater detail. Prior to this, however, I want to outline the
conceptual basis that I used to assess the different representations used in Typogenetic
Design.
Flexibility Different representations for architectural geometries were tested to under-
stand the level of flexibility of a geometric representation for GD. The term ‘flexibility’
refers of a variety of concepts that needed to be considered for the argument. On the one
side, the dichotomy of complexity and simplicity provides a conceptual dimension that
must be evaluated. Considerations about volatility vs. control, on the other side, revealed
the conceptual axis perpendicular to the first mentioned. Mapping different modelling ap-
proaches on those axis in Figure C.9 provides additional understanding of the geometric
and conceptual flexibility those algorithms were able to express.
Fluidity An intuitive and observable relationship between user input and feedback was
a central goal when user interaction was a feature of a process. Therefore, the fluidity of a
design experience needed to be considered. The geometric representation aimed to evolve
in a way that allowed the designer to understand the adaptation process of the system
so that choices the designer made could be be informed by an increasing knowledge-base
gained through interaction with the evolutionary system.
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Continuity For continuous engagement of the designer with the computational process,
iteration cycles need to be as short as possible. A real-time response of the design system
is desired. Therefore, a system performance close to real-time was necessary to main-
tain a continuous design experience. Especially in the context of an exploratory search,
waiting times would fragment the thinking process, and were thus avoided. Hence, the
representations were designed to be as simple as possible while capturing all the detail
necessary to evaluate a solution visually in user evaluation. Also, the choice of points of
interaction during the design process in respect to balance of user interactivity and phases
of automation needed to be considered carefully.
Geometric Representations The description of architectural shape for architectural
optimisation needs to accommodate a wide range of design solutions in a specific design
scenario to allow the designer to meaningfully explore the search space. This range could
be provided by parametric definition of possible solutions to promote mass-customisation
in variations of predefined parameters. An extension of the search space based on GD was
explored to introduce more flexibility by using emergent representations.
While geometric representations were drawn explicitly in traditional CAD, paramet-
ric CAD allowed to introduce dependencies between geometric elements, and therefore
associative geometries. Progression in algorithmic thinking, led to the exploration of hy-
brid algorithmic concepts to define architectural geometries. In GD, simple rules were
used to build complex systems with emergent properties. Here, the differentiation be-
tween two-dimensional and three-dimensional geometric representations was based on the
specifications of design cases and requirements for design formation.
Table C.1: Geometric representations for architectural shapes
Representations Applications
2D Representations Plan Drawings, Sections, Diagrams
Shapes Morphologies, Structural Systems
Network Graphs Constructive Diagrams, Floor Plan Layouts
3D Representations 3D Models, Axonometric Projections, Perspectives
Solid Representation Building Shape, Envelope
Graph Representation Spatial Configuration, Complex Structures
Mesh Representation Animations, Complex Geometries
2D Representations Two-dimensional representations consisted of points and curves
that described design geometries. Those geometric representations were traditionally used
in architecture for the designing site plans, floor plans, sections and elevations. Another
application was the generation of patterns that were mapped on design surfaces. The
choice of a two-dimensional representation was beneficial to computation time and re-
duced computational costs. Therefore, the choice of two-dimensional representations was
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beneficial for the evaluation of complex configuration problems with limited impact of the
third spatial dimension.
Shapes In shape grammar, shapes refer to two-dimensional compositions that consisted
of sub-shapes. Those shapes could be either line drawings or filled shapes. Representation
of surfaces or larger entities could be described by closed curves. Filled shapes were fre-
quently used in the generative approach to design complex shapes as outlines of geometric
compositions using shape grammar. An application case for this method was the design
of perimeter curves for tall buildings. Complex composed shapes without filled shapes
could be decomposed into sub-shapes that could be target to generative iteration using
the shape grammar rules 7.
Network Graphs Specification of geometries in a topological approach was based on
network graphs. In this geometric representation, geometry was encoded as a set of
vertices and edges that define a network graph. An advantage of this representation was
the potential to manipulate the structure of shapes in a controlled way. There were also a
variety of evaluation methods for graphs that could be applied to specify constraints, e.g.
adjacency matrices. Applications of this method for geometric representation range from
floor plan layout, over facade design to structural optimisation of trusses.
3D representations Three-dimensional representations of geometries were beneficial in
cases, where the cubage of spaces, the architectural morphology or the three-dimensional
configuration of shapes in compositions were the focus of the geometry generation. Three
approaches are commonly used in CAD systems to describe three-dimensional shapes:
solid representations, graph representations and mesh representations. The choice of the
best three-dimensional representation for a specific design task was crucial for the result
of GD.
Solid Representation The use of solid representations was a special case of NURBS
8 modelling - an efficient geometric representation for description of complex surfaces.
Solids were in fact closed NURBS surfaces, that described a specific volume. The use
of solid representations was of advantage in the transition from a two-dimensional repre-
sentation using filled shapes to a three-dimensional representation of volumes. NURBS
modelling was a central constituent of contemporary architectural modelling, because it
allowed the designer to intuitively alter geometries using control points. In shape gram-
mar computation, solids had the downside of causing extensive computational costs when
using Boolean methods to combine shapes.
7Shape grammar rules could be any type of geometric transformation. Traditionally, rotation, mirror-
ing, translation and scaling were used to generate complex shape by continuous translation of an initial
shape.
8NURBS = non-uniform rational b-spline
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Graph Representation A three-dimensional graph representation allowed the gener-
ation of three-dimensional lattices or compositions based on a graph structure. In archi-
tecture and construction, abstract graph representations were used to describe Building
Information Models (BIM). Here, different building features were encoded as building
components with associated information about materials and other characteristics. Those
graphs were sometimes used to automatically generate three-dimensional building models
for BIM software.
Mesh Representation Polygon meshes were a light geometric representation of three-
dimensional shapes using vertices and edges to describe the structure of a shape and faces
to determine the binary specification of opened and closed aspects of the shapes. Mesh
representations were frequently used in early design stages of architectural design due
to the flexibility of subdivision modelling. Most of the GD approaches used in architec-
tural design also used mesh representations. Often based on marching-cubes or convex
hull algorithms, point-clouds or three-dimensional curve graphs were translated to three-
dimensional shapes. Looking more closely at the computation time during GD, the use
of meshes allowed combination of a variety of shapes into larger agglomerations with low
computational costs.
Representing Architectural Shape for Exploratory Search A variety of GD al-
gorithms were used in architectural design to explore complex shapes in the early design
stages. The emergent geometries generated by those algorithms based on simple rules or
behaviours were an inspiration for a range of architects. Therefore, the investigation of
their use in an exploratory morphological search for architectural design promises a goal-
driven performance-based design approach for the future use of GD. In this PhD study, I
focused on shape grammar as a GD approach since this formal design framework provided
a frame for structured understanding of emerging shapes and the elaboration of grammar
expression and building features for architectural design. In addition, shape grammar had
a long tradition in architectural research, starting from the early works of James Gips
and George Stiny [Stiny and Gips 1972], including the formal assessment of the Palladian
Villas by William J. Mitchell [Mitchell 1990]. Shape grammar was a vivid field of research
that attracted my attention because it combines notions of GD and design composition.
Shape Grammar The potential of shape grammar in the context of architectural shape
generation and floor-plan layout generation was enormous, and the application potential
in facade design was recently explored [Muehlbauer et al. 2017a] [Zemella and Faraguna
2014]. This formal approach to shape generation introduced a high level of control and a
structured understanding of the shapes generated through the use of specific rules. These
rules had a low level of volatility because they used direct geometric transformation as
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the means of geometric manipulation. The process consisted of three different steps -
introducing a shape vocabulary, defining a set of rules and determining a final state.
First, the development of a shape vocabulary that was used as the basis of the trans-
formation process, and which could encode a variety of shapes in the context of shape
generation or a variety of lines in the context of floor plan layout generation. These repos-
itories were used to generate more complex shapes through the application of a set of
rules.
Second, the set of rules specified the means of manipulation that could be used
to generate more complex two-dimensional or three-dimensional shapes. The Euclidean
transformations were chosen as a rule set for use in this research, but some other geometry
transformation methods could be used in this context.
Third, the final state of the process needed to be defined based on criteria or the period
of time specified for the shape generation. This state could reflect the requirements of the
design specified by stakeholders, or semantic or typological restrictions. An evolutionary
approach to shape generation allowed to continuously improve the design outcomes.
Shape Schema Grammar An efficient way to specify shapes as vocabulary elements
was the shape schema grammar as described by Robert Woodbury in [Woodbury 2016]. In
this approach, an associative definition of shapes was defined in parametric logic building
from a set of points and by defining the curves that constituted a shape in relationship to
the points. Therefore, the shape schema approach defined a specific structure of a shape
that could be iterated in parametric shape grammars. In the adaptive framework, a point
schema was used to define mesh shapes by means of a convex hull algorithm.
Feature-based representation Separation of building features was used as an instru-
ment to describe architectural designs for mass-customisation when a core building con-
ceptual model was modified using a variety of different features, e.g. a balcony or terrace.
As the definition of a set of features was difficult to control in GD, a control structure using
image features to match the number of building features was investigated as a potential
intervention during this PhD study.
After some exploration of feature-based representations and their use in early design
stages, the approach was understood to be too detailed for an exploratory search in this
context, though it might be used in a local search that extends an initial morphological
specification with the capacity to explore the effect of smaller additions to the building
geometry.
Additional Considerations about Representation
Multi-Scale Representations Different representations could be combined in repre-
sentations that worked over different scales and address different sub-problems of archi-
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tectural design in a coherent computational search. Any one of the aspects of shape,
structure, envelope, space layout and building components could be combined in multi-
scale representations. The term referred to the idea that different scales of an architectural
problem could be addressed in complex representations.
Additionally, different layers of performance simulation could support decision making
during distinct stages of computational design processes. It was advisable to only integrate
different scales of one of the mentioned stages in a coherent model, so that decisions about
one of the aspects of functionality did not depend on decisions made about other aspects
of design 9. Therefore, a multi-stage representation or a implementation that allowed to
focus on specific aspects of the representation during different periods or phases of the
search were necessary.
Multi-Stage Representations If different stages were integrated into a design model,
a multi-stage representation was one approach to combine those stages in a computational
process. In design, this effort was not often undertaken. More likely, a format for data
exchange between one design process and the other was specified, and a multi-stage process
model was achieved without the integrating all of the detail and complexity in one coherent
representation. In this case, the decision-making process was fragmented and missed the
synergistic potential of integrated representations.
Constraints There were various techniques to specify constraints in a representation.
The simplest was the definition of domains for the decision variables. More complex func-
tional dependencies between decision variables or parameters could be defined in a sepa-
rate step of constraint checking. A geometric approach to constraint checking included,
for example, the definition of a design space that could be occupied by geometry and a
non-design space that was not permitted for geometry generation. This approach would
be used to specify site constraints or other aspects of an environment for the evolutionary
system for adaptive interaction.
Complexity The complexity of a representation was dependent on complexity in deci-
sion making - definite decisions on a high level of detail needed a complex representation.
All parts of the system to be considered in the computational process needed to be spec-
ified in the representation. During the advances in design stages, the representation of
a design problem changed in complexity, while aspects were added or removed from the
system based on the insights generated during the earlier stages of the design process.
9For machine learning (ML) systems to appropriately infer knowledge from a choice-based design
process, a restricted number of design features needed to be constituting the representation. The selectivity
of ML in respect to extracted patterns and rules resulted in this restriction based on the limited data sample
generated during the process.
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The lack of engagement for the designer and the unnecessary complexity of options
were both addressed by the reduction of the design options to the architectural shape
in exploratory morphological search. A focus on organic forms, as preferred by natural
systems, increases the visual expressivity of solutions, since organic shapes were often
inspirational and interesting to design. Therefore, a balance between the conceptual sim-
plicity of the search process and the complexity of geometric outcomes was established to
engage designers in design processes. This approach also addressed the tendency of overly
complex problems to overfitting when some decision variables dominated the overall sys-
tem. Even if complex design problems need complex models for adequate evaluation, the
separation of aspects of the design problem to smaller sub-problems allowed for efficient
search during each stage of the search process.
C.2.4 Evolutionary Computation
The term “evolutionary programming” was coined by Fogel et al in [Fogel et al. 1965] and
genetic algorithms were showcased by Holland in [Holland 1973], while evolution strategies
were proposed by Rechenberg in [Rechenberg 1973] and further developed by Schwefel,
who discussed the potential of cybernetic evolution in his Diplomarbeit [Schwefel 1965].
Genetic programming was proposed by Koza in [Koza 1990] as an approach to evolutionary
search that allowed computer programs to evolve.
Evolutionary search was chosen as as the optimisation algorithm based on its ad-
vantages in providing a wide range of design variations over an extended period of time,
during which the designer could then evaluate designs. The designer guided the evolution
of the population during the optimisation process.
Presenting a broad scope of design solutions with strong performance provided an
extensive basis for further development of architectural design solutions as the process
progresses.
As a population-based algorithms, evolutionary search evaluated independent indi-
viduals as candidate solutions in a constant environment Gros [2008, p. 171]. The strength
of population-based algorithms was the diversity of the generated design solutions that
covered a diverse solution space, and therefore provides the variation necessary for archi-
tectural design processes. The sometimes criticised slow conversion of evolutionary search
was utilised to keep this diversity over the course of the lengthy design process. This prop-
erty was especially beneficial in the context of interactive computational design because a
premature convergence would be counterproductive here.
Issues around locality in population-based searches also needed to be addressed. For
an exploratory morphological search, the issues of locality were not relevant as the search
usually did not converge to a level where locality was an issue. An increasing refinement
of the search space using an iterative refinement of the search over multiple runs solved
the problem to a level that was satisfactory from a design perspective.
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Depending on the population size, different options needed to be taken into account
and balanced so that the algorithm could work efficiently. These settings need at least
some expertise at this stage and could not be modified easily by the user in the currently
available optimisation packages using evolutionary search. The provision of default values
provided an adequate starting position for the gradual refinement of the genetic parameters
in the early design stages. A proficient setup of the genetic parameters would need to be
considered in successive design stages. In this case, evolutionary search was used for the
evolution of architectural designs in greater conceptual detail and with a stronger emphasis
on convergence 10.
After discussing some of the general characteristics of evolutionary search in the
context of architectural design, I want to explain the concepts in evolutionary search
by defining the mechanisms involved. The evolutionary system was inspired by natural
evolution and reflected the concept survival-of-the-fittest in alignment with the goal-driven
nature of the design processes.
In the software prototype, genetic programming was chosen as evolutionary search
for the implementation based on its flexibility in representation. GA operated on nu-
merical representations, while grammatical evolution used string representations. genetic
programming provided a variety of representations with different levels of complexity so
that designers could choose the adequate implementation for the representation of a design
case.
Selection The selection mechanism in evolutionary search was based on the evaluation
of a fitness function and the successive exploration of a fitness landscape. In interactive
evolutionary search, the user evaluation by the designer interfered with the continuous
convergence of the evolutionary system. As a result, the evolutionary search converged
toward a negotiated outcome in a trade-off between performance criteria and subjective
preferences of the designer. The chosen selection procedure provides a mixed set of high-
performing and highly desired shapes to the designer for a selective trade-off between the
two streams of solutions.
Recombination The dominating mechanism in evolutionary search is presented in Fig-
ure C.10. During recombination, the superior designs are selected into the mating pool
after evaluation of the phenotype based on translation of the genotype. The process of
recombination split the representation of two individuals and exchanged them between the
individuals to create new solutions. The mechanism of recombination was often referred
to as mating or crossover. However, the combination of the genotype of two different
individuals lead to offspring with a novel genotype. In the consequence a novel geometric
10The resulting process was called morphogenetic design in reference to the design development using
optimisation. A framework describing this process was wrapped by John Frazer [Frazer 2016].
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Figure C.10: Recombination in evolutionary search
expression with novel performance characteristics could be presented by grammar trans-
lation.
Mutation During mutation, a part of the representation was randomly modified to
simulate mutation processes in nature. The slight modification of individual introduced an
element of randomness, an element of surprise and was the source of novel features inside
the individuals. As mutation could target both, elements and structure of the individual,
the choice of the mutation mechanism determined the level of novelty exhibited by the
evolutionary system.
Fitness Evaluation The key to performance-based design was in the fitness evaluation
of the individual design solutions. Evaluation mechanisms ranged from simple measure-
ment of geometric properties, over estimation by heuristics to simulation of performance
aspects of building designs. As the computational costs increased in the mentioned series
of possible mechanisms, designers needed to consider in which cases a simplification of the
fitness evaluation was feasible and lead to a similar ranking as more complex modes of
evaluation.
Genetic Programming Genetic programming was a population-based evolutionary
search technology that provided benefits in terms of parallel evaluation of the fitness
function in comparison to mathematical optimisation technologies. It would allow for
the introduction of computationally expensive fitness evaluation based on sophisticated
off-the-shelf software packages in Typogenetic Design. Another advantage of genetic pro-
gramming was the flexibility in representation which allowed the designer to encode more
complex and wider design spaces compared to current state-of-the-art optimisation algo-
rithms.
The volatile behaviour of genetic programming could slow down optimisation pro-
cesses in comparison to other optimisation algorithms. However, within the adaptive
framework, this volatility provided a great opportunity for designers to explore the out-
comes of tangential decision-making paths. The inventive capacity of evolutionary search
emerging from genetic operators allowed the exploration of previously unexplored solu-
tions inside the representational space. A pre-mature convergence of the algorithm was
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Figure C.11: Genetic programming representations
prevented by a balanced tuning of genetic parameters and the introduction of user evalu-
ation.
Through the more flexible and explicit representation of genetic programming, de-
signer interactions could be facilitated in reference to a variety of design cases. As my PhD
research involved establishing an adaptive framework integrating aesthetic support of GD,
this was another argument for the choice of algorithm for the implementation. The flexible
representation could control a variety of GD algorithms for exploration of architectural
geometries, including shape grammar. The three representations investigated in this PhD
study were displayed in Figure C.11: tree-based, linear and graph representation.
Genetic Programming Representations The schemata chosen for representation
were the door through which novel solutions are perceived by genetic programming [Koza
1990]. Each problem needed a natural fit of representation to allow genetic programming
to explore the solutions to the problem efficiently. As the environment for the decision
making, the choice of representation was crucial to determine the scope of design solutions
genetic programming was able to uncover.
Tree-based Representation The use of tree-based representations allowed the de-
signer to address a variety of design problems. Any hierarchical structure of elements
could be implemented in a tree-based representation. One example of the use of tree-based
representation was the definition of shape schema grammars, while another application
was the use of building features to determine the structure of complex architectural con-
figurations. Furthermore, mathematical formulas for the definition of surfaces could be
evolved using tree-based representations.
In tree-based representations, a root node defined the starting point of the hierarchical
definition of the genetic programming tree. Different levels of the tree were used to
define the successive elements in the hierarchy of elements that contribute to the design
solution. The representation consisted of terminal nodes that contain numerical values as
parameters or decision variables, while non-terminal nodes present the elements that are
specified by the chosen terminals.
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Figure C.12: Genetic programming system
Linear Representation In a linear genetic programming representation, only one node
succeeded another node on the previous level. The linear representation was used to solve
combinatorial problems in a serial fashion. Some applications included the application of
different filters on images or the application of shape grammar rules to generate architec-
tural shapes.
Graph Representation A more complex representation in genetic programming was
a graph representation used in Cartesian genetic programming. The graph-based repre-
sentation was based on a topology of vertices and edges and allowed the attribution of
weights to provide further information to the graph edges. This representation could be
used to implement BIM graphs as a means to generate complex architectural models.
In the software prototype, a genetic programming system (as displayed in Figure
C.12) was chosen as a design system for early stages of architectural design. The diagram
shows that the grammar translation occupied a central position in both the selection
procedure integrating user evaluation and the evaluation based on performance criteria.
The grammar translation, also referred to as genotype-phenotype-mapping, is responsible
for the translation of the abstract genetic programming representation into geometric
shapes that could be explored by the designer and evaluated by simulation.
Genotype-to-Phenotype-Mapping As a concept mapped from developmental biol-
ogy, the genotype-phenotype mapping was used for the translation of the representation
modified by recombination and mutation in an approach that could be either a direct
translation into geometric shapes or a developmental approach, as used in must genera-
tive algorithms. Shape grammar used such a developmental approach whereby consecutive
application of shape grammar rules lead from the transition of one developmental state to
another. Based on the need for a mapping schema, a genetic programming grammar was
necessary to ensure the correct formation of instances of the representation.
Grammar-based genetic programming A genetic programming grammar included
a procedural definition of the possible combinations of terminal and non-terminal nodes
in the class structure of the representation. The enforcing of a specific structure of the
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genetic programming representation using pre-defined types of nodes to construct genetic
programming representations was called strongly-typed genetic programming [Montana
1995]. This approach allowed the designer to always build syntactically correct represen-
tations in reference to the pre-defined structure.
The evolutionary approach chosen for the implementation of the framework was gram-
mar evolution. The main advantage of grammar evolution was the use of a formal grammar
for the translation of a genotypical representation into a phenotype of a design solution
as a computational model that could be evaluated by different criteria. The investigated
mechanism for guiding the grammar expression used for the grammar translation provided
additional variation during the translation of representations to geometric shapes.
Grammar Checking During the evolutionary process, recombination and mutation op-
erators modified the structure of the representation. Consequently, a grammar-checking
mechanism was necessary to ensure the correct structure of the individuals resulting from
the modification by genetic operators. This approach was referred to as ‘syntactic check-
ing’ because it evaluated the syntactic structure of the representation in reference to a
representation schema.
Semantic Checking During design processes, the semantic expression of designs was
relevant in the process of generating feasible designs. In a feature-based representation of
a building, the semantic checking needed to ensure, for example, that the foundations were
located underneath the building and that the roof was on top of the building. Semantic
checking could, for example, be included in the evaluation of the support situation of a
structural system. Unfeasible solutions were removed from the population by integrating
a penalty function based on checking of geometric properties of the shape solutions.
The limitation of out-performance of evolutionary search in small design problems
with single criteria was already challenged by the definition put forward by Rittel and
Webber of design as an ill-defined or wicked problem in [Rittel and Webber 1973]. There-
fore, an integration of multiple performance criteria in design could not be a avoided. An
integration of multi-objective evolutionary search to address multiple criteria in design
efficiently is presented in the next section of the adaptive framework.
C.2.5 Multi-Criteria Optimisation
A priori strategies enabled architects to make decisions during the design development
and used additional knowledge to support those decisions in early design stages. The
output generated could be used directly as design geometry or as pre-optimised design
input for further explorations. Multi-Criteria-Optimisation (MCO) delivered an advan-
tage by introducing performance-based evaluation of a wide range of performance criteria
simultaneously. The designer could use an interface to review solutions and pick the ones
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that he or she wanted to have a closer look at, and then start thinking about her or his
design approach from that point. Presenting a broad scope of design solutions with strong
performance provided an extensive basis for development of architectural design solutions.
Evaluating Multiple Criteria Two approaches to the evaluation of multiple criteria
were frequently used in optimisation. Firstly, the integration of different criteria in a single
objective for the fitness evaluation used a weighted-sum approach. Here, the different
performance measures were added after modification with a multiplier to account for the
importance of the different criteria. Secondly, non-dominant sorting was used to facilitate
a trade-off between the criteria and provide a range of solutions with similar combined
performance.
Weighted Sum In single-objective optimisation using different criteria, distinct perfor-
mance criteria were combined by using a simple mathematical equation. The equation C.1
consisted of the value of the criteria evaluation multiplied with a parameter that specified
the importance of the criteria as a weight factor. All weighted values of the criteria eval-
uation were then summed up to a combined fitness value. As a result, multiple criteria
were evaluated in a single-objective optimisation process.
Fitness = Weight1 ∗ Criteria1 + ... + Weightn ∗ Criterian (C.1)
Non-dominant sorting Multi-objective fitness evaluation referred to non-dominant
sorting, where different solutions were evaluated toward different criteria and sorted to-
ward the combined performance. As a result, solutions that perform well in a balanced
view of the performance criteria were considered to share the same value. The solutions
with a similar fitness formed a so-called ‘pareto front’. During the advancement of the
optimisation process, the pareto front moved toward a set of better performing solutions
as displayed in Figure C.13. The main advantage of using non-dominant sorting was the
possibility is provided of extracting a set of solutions on an equal performance level so
that the designer was able to choose between a set of equally well-performing solutions.
Decision processes in architectural design were usually multi-dimensional in nature.
Therefore, a multi-criteria approach to the optimisation of architectural design solutions
was necessary to cover the scope of considerations that needed to be undertaken during the
design process. Building on previous research in MCO, a NSGA-II algorithm was chosen to
implement this module. As a result, the trade-off process introduced into the framework at
this stage involved using a non-dominant sorting approach to compute the best performing
individuals of the population. In this trade-off process, multiple performance criteria were
evaluated and the emerging pareto front contains the solutions that perform best in the
evaluation.
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Figure C.13: Paretofront in multi-objective optimisation
Similarity Criterion At the end of each generation of the evolutionary system, a sim-
ilarity criterion was used to reduce the survival rate of solutions during the progression
of the generations. At this step, similar solutions were filtered so that the pool of so-
lutions that was used during the next generation would cover a maximum of diversity
with the minimum number of solutions necessary to describe the population. This mecha-
nism reduced the solutions that were computed during the next generation and allowed to
continuously increase diversity of the population along with the increasing performance.
A similarity criterion which reduced the number of solutions handed over to the cri-
teria evaluation based on the similarity of design solutions reduces computation time and
cost in MCO. This approach could also improve the interactive exploration of pareto fronts
in MCO. Here, instead to a clustering of the pareto front based on fitness similarity, a
spatial similarity measure is used to cluster solutions based on their geometric expression.
Inside a spatial cluster, the trade-off between the different design criteria in the optimi-
sation process could be explored inside a local search space. Therefore, a smaller set of
solutions close to the aesthetic expression desired by the designer was addressed in a local
search environment.
Expensive fitness functions created long the evaluation times that multiplied over the
population in evolutionary search, when using a high number of different design solutions.
A high mortality rate of solutions in the evolutionary system based on the similarity
criterion dealt with this issue.
Depending on the representation, different approaches to similarity criterion were
used to evaluate the similarity of architectural shapes. A combined approach using dif-
ferent similarity metrics allowed a more precise evaluation of the geometrical resemblance
between shapes. The computational costs associated with efficient co-location of shapes in
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a Cartesian space increased in orders of magnitude in transition from two-dimensional to
three-dimensional shapes. Methods for both representational approaches were developed
and tested with simple shapes.
C.2.6 Design Translation
The results of a morphological exploratory search conducted by the designer in collab-
oration with the computer provided a solid basis for the translation into architectural
designs. In the way that designers used a variety of approaches to design, the adaptive
framework provided a variety of design translation processes. Those processes allowed the
exploration of architectural shape solutions in a final stage of the design system. Design
solutions were transferred to other specialised software to build variations based on the
actual geometric outcome of the evolutionary process.
3D Models A direct result of the evolutionary system were three-dimensional models
as mesh representations that could be directly translated into physical design outcomes by
the use of additive manufacturing technology. During the design process, models chosen
by the designer were exported as CAD files so that desired architectural shapes could be
revisited after the design process. The catalogue of shapes explored during the exploratory
search were saved in generational order and therefore the succession of designs is evident
to adequately reflect on the direction and evolution of the designed shapes.
Rendered Images Post-processing of the three-dimensional models in state-of-the-art
rendering software provided visual evidence of the designed solutions using colours, materi-
als and texture maps. Different degrees of transparency were chosen to represent qualities
of openings inside the generated models. Professional 3D computer graphics programs
could be used to directly work with the mesh models as provided by the design tool. An
example of a result achieved by using such software tools was displayed in Figure C.14
(left).
Further modification of the resulting geometry in state-of-the-art CAD software re-
fined the design solution that was handed-in as a competition entry in collaboration with
Zemin Yang, presented in Figure C.14 (right). In this project, some of the faces of the
mesh geometry were extracted and modified using sub-division modelling to generate a
complex facade geometry. The interior and landscape architecture was modelled based on
the constraints of the shape generated in the exploratory search.
Transaction Log Another result that was useful for the evaluation of the design process
was the transaction log generated by the software prototype of the adaptive framework.
This text document contained the reference to the shapes marked as desired during the
interactive search process, along with the results for the performance evaluation. This tool
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Figure C.14: Post-processing in CAD
allowed to assess the design process and reflect on the building performance of designs
before deciding on the final solution that was chosen for design translation.
C.2.7 Implementation of Software Prototype
The implementation of the intelligent design system is based on Python and uses the
libraries Numpy, Scipy, OpenCV, Scikit-Learn, Pandas and PyGP for use in RhinoPython.
Therefore, the framework works in a three-dimensional modeling environment frequently
used by architects in early design stages - Rhinoceros CAD, developed by McNeel and
Associates.
Through the use of Python the framework is easily expendable and provides a basis
for other researchers to implement performance-based design systems in a widely spread
programming language.
The software prototype tested Typogenetic Design using genetic programming as
population-based algorithm and implemented using standard Python libraries for com-
puter vision and machine learning. I argue that the application of genetic programming
in a generic programming environment like Python opens up new possibilities for the rep-
resentation of architectural problems and design cases based on the functional variety of
Python libraries. I want to encourage designers and researchers to extend the prototypical
software implementation provided at https://github.com/ManuelMuehlbauer/AI4AD to
explore the design potential and extend the functionality of the design system discussed in
this dissertation. Before I move on to the limits of the developed intelligent design system,
I link to another theoretical discussion that I see as fruitful extension to the narrative of
this dissertation.
Here, I want to clarify that the algorithms I used for the implementation of the
software prototype are customised out-of-the-box implementations that are available and
accessible to everybody. There is an opportunity for computer scientists to further con-
tribute to the development of Typogenetic Design by rigorous algorithmic exploration.
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Moreover, behavioural science and creativity research could advance the present research
trajectory by extending, fine-tuning and testing the predictive models for interactive de-
cision support.
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User Experience Evaluation Study
The design framework was tested with users in participant-based experiments to explore
the interactive potential opened up through the aesthetic support of the Generative Design
(GD) process. The user testing provided insights into the designers perceptions of the
efficiency of the semi-automated scenario (GD with the Aesthetic Support System guiding
the search process) in comparison to an automated design scenario (shape optimisation
without user interaction).
In this participant study, the sample of potential users consisted of students in archi-
tecture and architecture-related fields at the University of South Australia, University of
Technology Sydney (UTS), University of New South Wales, RMIT University and Uni-
versity of Melbourne. All of the students had experience and expertise in computational
design and a basic understanding of optimisation, generative design and evolutionary
search. The sample consisted of 43 male and female students. 29 participants returned
the questionnaire and 25 completed all questions.
This participant experiment tested two of the the developed interactive mechanisms
user preference input and online classification for aesthetic guidance. The experimental
setup involved a comparative study between an automated and a semi-automated sce-
nario using the same shape grammar representation and evolutionary search. The initial
configuration of the evolutionary search used the following genetic parameters:
• Population Size: 20 25 0.7 0.3 0.2 3 3
• Generations: 25
• Crossover Rate: 0.7
• Mutation Rate: 0.2
• Elite Rate: 0.1
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Figure D.1: Image set provided for the reference input
• Mating Pool Size: 3
• Tournament Size: 3
In addition, the semi-automated scenario featured an image input as design reference.
The designer chose one of six images prepared as a data set, as shown in Figure D.1, for
the experiment. The chosen image was used for the image guidance mechanism during
the interactive experiment.
During the automated system runs, no user input was used to guide the evolution-
ary system, but during the interactive mode of the design system six design solutions
were presented to the designer every 10 generations of the evolutionary system. The de-
sign solutions shown were binarily evaluated by choosing desired solutions and rejecting
undesired solutions.
This section reports on the results of the user experience evaluation, which focused
on the utility, usability and stimulation of the user. It consists of a comparative part
comparing the two presented scenarios and an evaluative part that inquires about the
functionality of the semi-automated scenario by posing both quantitative and qualitative
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Figure D.2: Designer engagement
Figure D.3: Creative decision support
questions to evaluate the user’s experience. The questionnaire consisted of 13 questions
with seven quantitative and six qualitative questions. Two of the quantitative questions
contained several sub-questions. One of those questions assessed the usability of Typo-
genetic Design (Q6), and the other asked about the quality of different aspects of the
decision support system (Q10).
The feeling of engagement of the participant was clearly associated to the semi-
automated scenario, as displayed in Figure D.2. 96.43% of the participants felt more
engaged during the semi-automated scenario, while only 3.57% felt more engaged during
the automated scenario.
Another question compared the usability of the two scenarios for creative decision
support, with the results shown in Figure D.3. Here, 96.43% of the participants perceived
the semi-automated scenario as the better scenario to support creative design processes.
Still, 3.57% preferred the use of an automated scenario for support during creative design.
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Figure D.4: Preferred sets of shapes
Figure D.5: Summary plot scenario comparison
Comparing the design outcomes of the GD task, 75.00% of the participants preferred
the set of shapes generated in the semi-automated scenario. Similar to the semi-automated
scenario, the automated scenario presented a set of six shapes after the system run. 25.00%
of participants preferred the resulting set of shapes from the automated scenario. The
results are illustrated in Figure D.4.
In summary, Typogenetic Design as a semi-automated scenario was preferred over
the automated scenario for shape generation. The users felt more engaged and better
supported in their creative decision-making process by Typogenetic Design. A summary
plot of the three questions that led to these findings and compiling questions one to three
is shown in Figure D.5. In addition, the users preferred the resulting set of shapes of
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Figure D.6: Likeliness of use of semi-automated design
Typogenetic Design over the automatically generated shapes.
In a quantitative question, the participants were asked whether the semi-automated
scenario would be a useful practice for the future. The majority of participants agreed
that the semi-automated scenario would definitely be a useful practice, with 53.57% of the
participants holding this view. 35.71% of the participants would probably consider the
semi-automated scenario a useful practice for the future. The neutral fraction, represented
by 10.71% of the participants, answered they might or might not consider the semi-
automated scenario a useful future practice. None of the participants completely rejected
the notion that the semi-automated scenario would be a useful practice for the future , as
illustrated in Figure D.6.
The first major section of the questionnaire showed the the developed design system
works well and requires low levels of expertise. Very good results were achieved in the
‘overall usability of the interface’ measure. Therefore, the software architecture of UI can
be said to be acceptable for the GD task presented to the participants.
The results of the analysis of the overall metrics for usability revealed that its overall
effectiveness, the quality of the search direction, the selection process and the quality
of communication with the interface could be improved are shown in Figure D.7. All
of the overall metrics for usability point toward the research potential in refining the
investigated online classification and shape comparison mechanisms. Further experiments
in collaboration with behavioural scientists would be needed for testing and fine-tuning
of the interactive mechanisms.
Another finding from the statistical analysis of the overall metrics for usability (Figure
D.8) was that the level of expertise needed to use the system was perceived as medium.
Therefore, the education level of the participants was well-suited for the use of Typogenetic
Design. The user group suggested for Typogenetic Design is consequently architects or
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Figure D.7: Overall metrics for usability
Figure D.8: Summary plot overall metrics for usability
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Figure D.9: Decision support metrics
Figure D.10: Summary plot decision support metrics
persons with education in architecture or architecture related fields with experience and
expertise in computational design and a basic understanding of optimisation, generative
design and evolutionary search.
The next set of questions consisting of 13 sub-questions addressed the use of Typo-
genetic Design as decision support system. A compilation of the results is displayed in
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Figure D.9 and the associated summary plot of the statistical analysis is shown in Figure
D.10.
The intended use in early design stages of architectural design is feasible as a result
of sub-questions 1-4. Users experienced the system as increasing their design speed during
initial design (sub-question 1). The interaction was experienced as a meaningful guidance
of the shape generation process (sub-question 2). Typogenetic Design produced creative
shape designs, and those designs supported the imagination of the users (sub-question 3-4).
Therefore, Typogenetic Design could enhance designer creativity by providing inspiration
for shape design.
The result of sub-question 5 suggests that Typogenetic Design requires additional fine-
tuning of the different interactive mechanisms with the geometric representation, because
the users were not completely convinced they would find what they were looking for quickly
enough. This result might also relate to the limited range of geometric solutions encoded
in the shape grammar system used during the user experience evaluation.
Sub-question 6 showed that the design system is intuitive and easy to use. This as-
pect of the usability of the graphical user interface achieved outstanding results. Thus,
additional functionality provided in future versions of Typogenetic Design should be in-
tegrated carefully with minimal increase in user interface elements. The look and feel
of the graphical user interface is well-suited to the task at hand and the targeted user
group. Also, the intended decision support function was well-integrated in the prototype
of Typogenetic Design, as shown in the responses to sub-question 7.
The results of sub-question 8 point toward the need for additional functionality for
the user to control the shape generation process. The users felt neutral in regard to their
ability to address their intentions, desires and motivations. This outcome is supported by
the analysis of the qualitative data presented in Figure D.11.
The top three changes in functionality suggested by the participants were the provi-
sion of additional input, revealing meaning of the image input, generation process, gen-
erated shapes and outputs in various ways and performance visualisation of generated
shapes. After this, suggestions included increasing the range of geometry in the emergent
representation, visualisation of the decision path and shape progression, followed by an
interface to review search history and improvements in viewport navigation.
The interactive mechanisms were conceptualised in such a way that the users were
able to relate to their functionality, as the results of sub-questions 9-10 show. Shape
comparison and online classification integrated the intended potential to express design
intent as a way of engaging designers in Typogenetic Design. In addition, a sense of being
in control was present in the participant group based on their potential to guide the shape
generation (sub-question 10). Still, additional software features are required to increase
the overall control exercised by the designer (sub-question 12). However, the testing of the
software prototype of Typogenetic Design was engaging for the user group (sub-question
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Figure D.11: Nodes summary of coding qualitative data
11).
An initial hint regarding the possibility of Typogenetic Design to induce moderate
levels of user fatigue was revealed by the outcome of sub-question 12. Users did not
experience the use of Typogenetic Design as exhausting or inducing fatigue. Still, the
comparatively short system runs of between 15 and 20 minutes limited the significance of
this result.
In synopsis, the decision support metrics showed the areas of Typogenetic Design that
need further improvement. The main point is the required fine-tuning of the emergent
representation with the interactive mechanisms. These elements also need to be calibrated
with further participant experiments. While some of the user-demanded software features
are easy to implement (for example viewport navigation, performance visualisation) in
later versions of Typogenetic Design, most of the suggested improvements of the software
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Figure D.12: Useful practice for the future
functionality were complex software features that would require major implementation
steps and calibration with the software functionality of the prototype.
The overall conceptualisation of the design system was successful. Regarding the
results to the question ‘The design system actively supports my decision making in creative
design’ (sub-question 7), over 85% of the participants responded with a rating of high or
better (Figure D.12). Another indicator of the successful implementation of the software
prototype for Typogenetic Design is the overall positive response to question 12. The
perception of Typogenetic Design as useful practice for the future was either undecided
(11%) or better.
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Evo Type/Reverse Workshop
During the Evo Type/Reverse Workshop, an enquiry about an agile biomimetic approach
to computational design was led by Petra Gruber from Akron University and Tim McGin-
ley from the University of South Australia. We shared the findings with our community
of practice at [Gruber et al. 2017]. One of the concepts explored during this workshop
was the geometric abstraction of a morphological design space using an SG based on the
spatial connectivity of the SAH. Two prototypical designs were explored during the work-
shop, showing the potential to use this Evo-Devo approach for the generation of organic
shapes. A first test of the concept was modelled explicitly in Rhinoceros CAD and is
illustrated in Figure E.1a, while a second study of its potential geometrical expression,
shown in Figure E.1b, was based on the connectivity of the SA Cottage - an early type of
the SAH typology.
Morphogenetic prototyping of the South Australian House (SAH) was aimed at
developing a representation capable of encoding the design space necessary to capture
different development stages of the SAH using grammar-based GP. The complexity of the
SAH was captured in a feature analysis and a connectivity analysis conducted by Andrew
Lymn-Penning and Will Mount in a workshop series at the University of South Australia.
I introduce the ideas that were generated to define an Evo-Devo model of design based on
a vernacular typology before I go into detail about the case studies conducted after the
workshop week. The following research questions were chosen to guide the process of the
development of an abstract representation for the SAH typology:
What are the main features and dimensions of the South Australian House? How can
they be described in a tree-based representation for grammar evolution?
During the course of the Morphogenetic Prototyping Masterclass, another workshop
led by Tim McGinley and I was focused on gaining a better understanding of the building
typology of the SAH. As part of the Evotype workshop, 38 instances of the SAH from 1905
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(a) Prototypical design using geometric abstrac-
tion
(b) Prototypical design based on connectivity of
the SA Cottage
Figure E.1: Prototypical shape explorations based on typology
to 1979 were analysed and evaluated for their connectivity and building features. As part
of the connectivity analysis, connectivity diagrams shown in Figure E.2b were generated,
and a phylogenetic tree was developed to reason about the evolution of the SAH typology
over time.
The typology of the SAH was investigated covering the periods of the architectural
styles of the historic plans that were part of the sample. Different living patterns were
observed based on the connectivity analysis. Two different types of circulation were iden-
tified: an axis for circulation, and a ring topology, which reflected the servant-master
relationship to house personal that diminished over time. An example of the ring topol-
ogy is presented in Figure E.2a. A revisiting of this topology in the context of communal
lifestyle could lead to interesting design strategies. However, in the connectivity diagram
shown in Figure E.2a, we see a transition from ring topology toward axial circulation, as
evident in the double spine of this example.
(a) Sample of connectivity di-
agram of South Australian
House
(b) Array of connectivity di-
agrams of South Australian
House
(c) Floor plan layout studies
based on SAH typology
Figure E.2: From typology to space planning
Feature-based Representation Using a grammar-based representation for SG, design
studies for the generation of plan layouts based on the SAH typology were undertaken
following the workshop. The resulting plan layouts are displayed in Figure E.2c. This
exploration revealed the capability of grammar evolution used for the exploration of design
spaces for floor plan layouts. There might also be value in using this approach for another
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design stage in a multi-staged design tool. The implementation was not further explored
as the subsequent research focused on the morphological exploration of building shapes.
This exploration is another step toward the application of Morphogenetic Prototyping
methodology [McGinley 2015] to gain a better understanding of the genotype-phenotype
relationship in architectural design.
Preliminary Conclusions Besides using the results of the connectivity analysis for a
graph-based layout representation, those results could also be used as input for a morpho-
logical design exploration tool. In that case, they would serve as conceptual design seed
that guides a SG in reference to the connectivity diagram, generating design variations
similar to the underlying diagram. An understanding of the evolution of a house typology
would also provide the means necessary for a developmental approach to the SG represen-
tation - growing complex designs from an initial functional core based on living patterns.
An evolutionary system could then be used to explore the different design solutions both
vertically (over the development stages) and horizontally (over a variety of different de-
sign solutions). The deconstruction of typology by analysing the specific features of the
SAH was confirmed as a suitable solution to construct computational representations for
exploration of typological spaces.
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Evolutionary House Design
This approach aims to prove the hypothesis that the historical development of building
typologies can be explored in a design space that covers the development stages of a
specific house typology. The method for knowledge generation in this context involves
the actual development of custom representations and their strategic exploration using
an evolutionary system. As a result, designers could explore typological design spaces
to gain knowledge about the different expressions of the building typology over time
and the design principles that guided the evolution of the vernacular typology. The
increasing discovery of knowledge about traditional housing styles and living patterns
could spark design trajectories for contemporary vernacular designs, drawing from the
implicit knowledge stored in those typologies.
My role in the workshop series as typology facilitator sparked my interest in mor-
phogenetic design. Thereafter, I used the workshop results to implement a representation
capable of describing the different development stages of the SAH by grammar evolution.
Different design features were selected from the analysis of the SAH typology and en-
coded in a tree-based representation for the exploration of the design space by means of
interactive genetic programming. Through this specific description of the design space for
the SAH typology, the design space is limited to include the development stages of the
housing typology, while excluding other design solutions.
(a) Multi-storey model with
garage
(b) Multi-storey model with
garage, extension, terrace
and balcony
(c) Multi-storey model with
garage, extension, terrace
and balcony
Figure F.1: Prototypical design output of design tool
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Some prototypical design solutions generated using a custom digital tool are shown
in Figure F.1. Constraints were encoded in the nodes of the tree-based genetic program-
ming representation as domains to ensure the appropriate dimensions of the generated
shapes. The representation was based on the main volumes of the SAH and the features
extracted in the feature analysis during the Morphogenetic Prototyping Masterclass, and
is displayed in Figure F.2a. As the next step toward an integrated implementation for
a Morphogenetic Prototyping tool as presented in Figure F.2b, I chose to explore the
concept of designer interactivity by implementing a graphical user interface for an ex-
ploratory search. Thereafter, I put aside the implementation of a tool for Morphogenetic
Prototyping that could also be used as a tool for the evolutionary design of houses.
(a) Feature-based representation of the SAH
(b) Implementation concept for a Morphogenetic
Prototyping tool
Figure F.2: Morphogenetic Prototyping tool
Preliminary Conclusions The case study of Evolutionary House Design led to a va-
riety of considerations that are required to understand the implementation of a custom
digital tool for Morphogenetic Prototyping. Besides the necessary analysis of building
features and plan layouts, a semantic checking mechanism needs to be implemented to
check the design for compliance with the local codes for building construction. These
building codes include general planning requirements, typological requirements in terms
of functionality, and fire safety requirements based on the building’s location. The rep-
resentation would need to be extended in reference to building codes, design criteria and
local heuristics for environmental integration to develop a holistic design tool for the con-
temporary vernacular. Finally, a response to the site geometry and restrictions based on
local regulations would conclude the representation necessary for the implementation of a
tool that is suitable for decision support in early design stages in the context of housing
design.
The examination of a feature-based representation (Figure F.3) indicated the need
for a control mechanism guiding the expression of building features. Consequently, the
next step of the research targeted the investigation of an Aesthetic Support System that
could be used to steer a design process and integrate a mechanism for the control of
the expression of building features by matching image features of a non-solution input to
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〈house〉 ::= 〈init〉〈consts〉〈building〉〈garage〉〈leanto〉〈roof 〉
〈init〉 ::= 〈origin〉
〈consts〉 ::= 〈dimensions〉 {type based }
〈building〉 ::= 〈origin〉〈pt〉〈features〉 {return building shape}
〈garage〉 ::= 〈origin〉〈pt〉 {return building shape}
〈roof 〉 ::= 〈type〉〈roofproportions〉 {return shape of the roofs for building and garage}
〈leanto〉 ::= 〈boolean〉〈leantoproportions〉
〈features〉 ::= 〈balcony〉〈chimney〉〈terrace〉〈veranda〉
〈roofproportions〉 ::= [sy, sz, sy, sz] {for both roofs}
〈leantoproportions〉 ::= [sx, sy, sz]
〈type〉 ::= boolean {selects the style of roof}
〈balcony〉 ::= boolean, side {activates balcony}
〈chimney〉 ::= boolean {activates chimney}
〈terrace〉 ::= boolean {activates chimney}
〈veranda〉 ::= boolean, side {activates veranda}
〈pt〉 ::= [sx, sy, sz]
Figure F.3: Feature-based grammar for house design
building features.
Considering the limited use of an exploratory search tool for housing design, the
subsequent research used a SG representation to capture the emergent potential for the
design of more complex morphological expressions. Such a representation could be used
for the design of organic shapes in complex compositions, and allow designers to explore
design spaces that are not pre-described by the representation. Therefore, this trajectory
is anticipated to lead to novel design expressions that extend the design potential of current
building typologies as well as novel morphological outcomes.
The feature-based representation also provided a quite limited design space, which was
not suitable to enhance creative design. As design is a highly intentional process, which
needs to facilitate trade-offs and compromises during the design development, the shape
generation approach using a feature-based representation turned out not to be flexible
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enough to accommodate for the necessary changes in geometry. Despite, evolutionary
exploration of the design space might be an interesting tool to learn about the history of
the vernacular hand how house design changed over a longer period of time.
Eventually I moved away from this research trajectory to focus on emergent represen-
tations, which are more suitable for creative application of evolutionary search to inspire
design processes and activate domain knowledge of designers.
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Typogenetic Design Software Prototype
G.1 Main Code
# AI4AD − TYPOGENETIC DESIGN OF ARCHITECTURAL SHAPES
# AESTHETIC GUIDANCE USING INTERACTIVE AND MULTI−CRITERIA FITNESS EVALUATION
# Developed by Manuel Muehlbauer
# Under supervision of Marcelo Stamm, Jane Burry and Andy Song
# −−−−− IMPORT STATEMENTS −−−−− #
import random
import sys
import math
import System.Drawing as SD
import Rhino
import rhinoscriptsyntax as rs
from copy import deepcopy
import clr
import os
import imp
clr.AddReference(”Eto”)
clr.AddReference(”Rhino.UI”)
clr.AddReference(”MIConvexHull”)
import MIConvexHull
import time
from Rhino.UI import ∗
from Eto.Forms import Form, CheckBox, TableRow, TableCell, Drawable, GroupBox, BorderType, Panel,
↪→ DynamicLayout, VerticalAlignment, TableLayout, ColorPicker,Dialog, Label, TextBox, StackLayout,
↪→ StackLayoutItem, Orientation, Button, HorizontalAlignment, MessageBox, ProgressBar, ImageView,
↪→ TextAlignment, Window
from Eto.Drawing import ∗
import scriptcontext as sc
import System
from System import Array, Double
import csv
from subprocess import Popen, PIPE
from subprocess import call
import ast
import Rhino.Geometry as rg
from shutil import copyfile
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# −−−−− PARAMETER DECLARATION −−−−− #
# −−− INITIALIZE VARIABLES −−−
pop = []
newpop = []
xval = []
yval = []
convx = []
convy = []
average = []
reportelite = []
global allShapesArray
global qmax
global index
# −−− INITIALIZE SHAPE PARAMETERS −−−
# Specifies shape constraints for generation of initial shapes
global intMinX
intMinX = 0
global intMaxX
intMaxX = 10
global intMinY
intMinY = 0
global intMaxY
intMaxY = 10
global intMinZ
intMinZ = 0
global intMaxZ
intMaxZ = 10
# Defines the trigger to get into interactive mode after five initial genertions
global firstEvaluation
firstEvaluation = 0
# −−−−− TYPOGENETIC DESIGN SETUP INTERFACE −−−−−#
# Sets the current directory so that we can use relative paths
dir = os.path.dirname( file )
# Setup interface initializing content
initialForm = Dialog[bool]()
initialForm.Title = ”Typogenetic Design Setup Interface”
initialForm.Resizable = False
layout2 = TableLayout()
layout2.Spacing = Size(5,5)
layout2.Padding = Padding(10,10,10,10)
textBoxPop = TextBox(PlaceholderText = ”20”)
textBoxCross = TextBox(PlaceholderText = ”0.6 > Crossover and Mutation Rate can add to maxial 1”)
textBoxMutation = TextBox(PlaceholderText = ”0.2 > Difference between Crossover and Mutation Rate to 1 defines
↪→ Elite Rate”)
textBoxGeneration = TextBox(PlaceholderText = ”50”)
addReferenceButton = Button(Text = ”Add reference image”)
generateButton = Button(Text = ”Generate”)
boxAddSelected = ImageView()
boxAddSelected.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box init.png’))
def Lb(text):
””” Text alignment ”””
return Label(Text = text, VerticalAlignment = VerticalAlignment.Center, TextAlignment = TextAlignment.Right)
def firstForm():
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””” Setup interface for optimisation parameters ”””
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(Lb(”PopSize: ”)), textBoxPop))
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(Lb(”Crossover: ”)), textBoxCross))
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(Lb(”Mutation: ”)), textBoxMutation))
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(Lb(”Generation: ”)), textBoxGeneration))
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(), TableCell(boxAddSelected)))
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(), TableCell(addReferenceButton)))
layout2.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(), TableCell(generateButton)))
initialForm.Content = layout2
firstForm = initialForm.ShowModal(RhinoEtoApp.MainWindow)
return firstForm
# −−−−− TYPOGENETIC DESIGN MAIN FUNCTION −−−−−#
def main(image = [], popcount = 20, crossoverrate = 0.6, mutationrate = 0.2, genmax = 50):
””” Main function integrating genetic programming, online classification and shape comparison ”””
# −−− SETUP PARAMETERS −−−
global gen
gen = 0
index = 0
global allGeometry
global genMax
global addSelectedBoolean
if crossoverrate + mutationrate < 1:
eliterate = 1 − (crossoverrate + mutationrate)
else:
eliterate= 0
genMax = genmax
trackelite = []
matingpool size = max(3, int(popcount / 10))
tournament size = max(3, int(popcount / 50))
# −−− DELETE TEMPORARY FILE CONTENT −−−
if os.path.exists(”trainer.csv”):
os.remove(”trainer.csv”)
if os.path.exists(”shapeInit.csv”):
os.remove(”shapeInit.csv”)
# −−− INITIALIZE MAIN LOOP −−−
# Initial generation of population
print(”Generating initial population”)
pop = new population(popcount)
initialForm.Close()
# −−− RUN MAIN LOOP −−−
while (gen < genmax + 1) or (genmax == −1): # Main Loop
allGeometry = []
allShapesArray = []
print(”\nCurrent generation: ” + str(gen))
# −−− FITNESS EVALUATION −−−
enum = 0
print(”after:” + str(len(pop)))
print(”\nFinding Fitness:”)
for p in pop:
if image:
# Gets fitness with classifier data if classifier has been trained
if ’output’ in globals():
for item in output:
p.ClassifierFitness = get fitness classifier(p, gen, output[enum])
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if enum < (len(output)−1):
enum += 1
else:
p.ClassifierFitness = get fitness classifier(p, gen)
with open(’shapeInit.csv’, ’ab’) as f:
writer = csv.writer(f, delimiter=’∗’)
shapeTempList = []
appendP = str(p.evaluate())
shapeTempList.append(appendP)
writer.writerow(shapeTempList)
# Get both spatial fitness and distance measure
if not p.SpatialFitness and not p.Distance:
get combined fitness(p)
if gen > 5:
p.PreferenceFitness = p.Distance ∗ p.ClassifierFitness
p.Fitness = p.SpatialFitness + p.PreferenceFitness
else:
p.Fitness = get spatial fitness(p)
else:
if not p.Fitness:
p.Fitness = get spatial fitness(p)
average.append(p.Fitness)
# −−− REMOVE DUPLICATES −−−
uniq = []
seen = set()
print(”before:” + str(len(pop)))
for ind in pop:
if ind.Distance not in seen:
uniq.append(ind)
seen.add(ind.Distance)
print(”after:” + str(len(pop)))
pop = uniq
# −−− REPORTING ELITE −−−
print(”\nGetting Best of Generation:”)
pop.sort(key=lambda individuals: individuals.Fitness)
upperlimit = 6
elite = pop[:upperlimit]
pdot(len(elite))
# −−− REPORTING BEST OF GENERATION −−−
qmax = elite[0]
s = ”\nIndividual ” + str(qmax.Params) + ”:” + str(qmax.Fitness)
trackelite.append(qmax.Fitness)
convx.append(gen)
convy.append(qmax.Fitness)
# −−− FINALISING SEARCH −−−
if gen == genmax:
sc.doc.Views.RedrawEnabled = False
choice geometry(elite)
sc.doc.Views.RedrawEnabled = True
break
break
break
# −−− SELECTION PROCEDURE −−−
preSelection = elite
# −−− USER SELECTION −−−
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if image:
# Display six shapes
if (gen − 5) % 10 == 0:
print(”\nGetting User Choice of Desired Solutions:”)
addSelectedBoolean = 0
sc.doc.Views.RedrawEnabled = False
choice geometry(preSelection)
sc.doc.Views.RedrawEnabled = True
drawForm()
# Generating data for decision tree
for x in preSelection:
allShapesArray.append(str(x.evaluate()))
# Writing variables to .csv file for training classifier
with open(’trainer.csv’, ’ab’) as f:
writer = csv.writer(f, delimiter=’∗’)
for x in range(len(allShapesArray)):
tempList = []
tempList.append(allShapesArray[x])
tempList.append(target[x])
writer.writerow(tempList)
# Init DecisionTree Learning
command = [”python”, ”decisionTree.py”]
p = Popen(command, shell=True, stdout=PIPE, stderr=PIPE)
global output
output = p.communicate()
output = output[0].strip()
output = output.replace(”’”, ””)
output = output.replace(” ”, ””)
output = output.replace(”,”, ””)
output = output.replace(”\r\n”, ””)
output = list(output)
# Results from decision tree learning
output = output[1:−1]
# Delete all geometry
preview = rs.ObjectsByLayer(”Default”)
rs.DeleteObjects(preview)
# −−− MATING POOL TOURNAMENT SELECTION −−−
print(”\nTournament Selection ” + str(gen) + ”:”)
matecount = 0
matingpool = []
while matecount < matingpool size:
matingpool.append(tournament select(pop, tournament size))
matecount += 1
pdot(len(matingpool))
# −−− CROSSOVER −−−
print(”\nMating for generation ” + str(gen) + ”:”)
mated = mate all(matingpool, popcount, crossoverrate)
pdot(len(mated))
# −−− MUTATION −−−
mutated = []
print(”\nMutating:”)
for i in range(0, int(popcount ∗ mutationrate)):
mutated.append(mutate(random.choice(pop)))
pdot(len(mutated))
# −−− CREATE NEW GENERATION −−−
adjustPop = popcount − ( len(mutated) + len(elite) )
mated = mated[:adjustPop]
pop = elite + mated + mutated
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elite = []
mated = []
mutated = []
# −−− WRITE LOG FILE −−−
if gen == 0:
with open(’output.csv’, ’ab’) as f:
writer = csv.writer(f)
a = [os.path.basename( file ), time.strftime(”%d/%m/%Y”)]
writer.writerow(a)
writer.writerow([”genetic parameters”])
writer.writerow([”popcount”, ”generation”, ”crossoverrate”, ”mutation rate”, ”elite rate”, ”matingpool
↪→ size”, ”tournament size”])
writer.writerow([popcount, genmax, crossoverrate, mutationrate, eliterate, matingpool size,
↪→ tournament size])
writer.writerow([”Generation”, ”Best individual”, ”Best Fitness”, ”Average Fitness”])
if gen > 0:
qmax.evaluate()
with open(’output.csv’, ’a’) as f:
writer = csv.writer(f)
a = [gen, str(qmax.Params), str(qmax.Fitness), sum(average) / float(len(average))]
writer.writerow(a)
# −−− ADVANCE GENERATION −−−
if image:
os.remove(”shapeInit.csv”)
gen = gen + 1
# −−− END OF MAIN FUNCTION −−−
# −−−−− FUNCTION DECLARATION −−−−− #
def choice geometry(elite):
””” Positions shapes for user selection ”””
geo = []
# Generate shape for selection
for i in range(6):
elite[i].evaluate()
print(”Adding geometry: ” + str(i))
offset = 100
offset x = i % 3 ∗ offset
offset y = i % 2 ∗ offset
geo.append(add geometry(elite[i], offset x, offset y))
# Capture the geometry
view = rs.CurrentView()
targetView = [offset x, offset y, 0]
location = [offset x+30, offset y+30, 30]
if location and targetView:
rs.ViewCameraTarget( view, location, targetView )
view = sc.doc.Views.ActiveView
size = System.Drawing.Size(view.Bounds.Width∗0.5,view.Bounds.Height∗0.5)
bitmap = view.CaptureToBitmap(size)
# Creates the shapes folder if it does not exist
if not os.path.exists(”shapes”):
os.mkdir(”shapes”)
# Exports the chosen shapes for review in user selection
bitmap.Save(os.path.join(dir + ’/shapes’,’generation’ + str(gen) + ’shape’ + str(i) + ’.jpg’))
memoryStream = System.IO.MemoryStream()
format = System.Drawing.Imaging.ImageFormat.Png
System.Drawing.Bitmap.Save(bitmap, memoryStream, format)
if memoryStream.Length != 0:
boxArray[i].Image = Bitmap(memoryStream)
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memoryStream.Dispose()
# Form is redrawn so we need to make sure all the checkbox’s are reset
checkbox1.Checked = False
checkbox2.Checked = False
checkbox3.Checked = False
checkbox4.Checked = False
checkbox5.Checked = False
checkbox6.Checked = False
return geo
def flatten(lis):
””” Flatten input list ”””
new lis = []
for item in lis:
if type(item) == type([]):
new lis.extend(flatten(item))
else:
new lis.append(item)
return new lis
def progBar():
””” Update progress bar ”””
return gen + 10
def getProgMax():
””” Set maximum for progress bar ”””
return genMax
def get combined fitness(ind):
””” Fitness evaluation using classifier and criteria for trade−off ”””
rs.EnableRedraw(False)
evalGeometry = add geometry(ind, 0, 0, 1)
if rs.IsMesh(evalGeometry):
volume = rs.MeshVolume(evalGeometry)
area = rs.MeshArea(evalGeometry)
if area and volume is not None:
ind.SpatialFitness = area[1] / volume[1]
ind.Distance = measure distance(ind)
else:
ind.SpatialFitness = 1000
ind.Distance = 1000
# Clean Rhinoceros canvas
arr1 = rs.AllObjects()
if arr1:
rs.DeleteObjects(arr1)
rs.EnableRedraw(True)
def get fitness classifier(ind, generation, output=2):
””” Translate classifier output to fitness measure ”””
output = int(output)
if output == 0:
return 1.2
elif output == 1:
return 0.4
elif output == 2:
return random.random()
def get spatial fitness(ind):
””” Fitness evaluation using area and volume ”””
rs.EnableRedraw(False)
evalGeometry = add geometry(ind, 0, 0)
if rs.IsMesh(evalGeometry):
volume = rs.MeshVolume(evalGeometry)
area = rs.MeshArea(evalGeometry)
if area and volume is not None:
spatialFitness = area[1] / volume[1]
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else:
spatialFitness = 1000
# Clean canvas
arr1 = rs.AllObjects()
if arr1:
rs.DeleteObjects(arr1)
rs.EnableRedraw(True)
return spatialFitness
def load image():
””” Loading reference image ”””
print(”Loading preference image”)
# Filter = ”PNG (∗.png)|∗.png”
filter = ”JPG (∗.jpg)|∗.jpg|BMP (∗.bmp)|∗.bmp|PNG (∗.png)|∗.png|All (∗.∗)|∗.∗||”
# Read image
filename = rs.OpenFileName(”Select image file”, filter)
if not filename: return
if not os.path.exists(”comparison”):
os.mkdir(”comparison”)
copyfile(filename, ’comparison\imageInput.png’)
return filename
def measure distance(ind):
””” Measures shape distance between reference image and screen−captured images ”””
global returnDistance
command = [”python”, ”distanceMeasure.py”, ”−d”, ”comparison”]
q = Popen(command, shell=True, stdout=PIPE, stderr=PIPE)
returnDistance = q.communicate()
returnDistance = returnDistance[0].strip()
print(”ShapeDistance: ” + str(returnDistance))
return float(returnDistance)
def new population(popcount):
””” Generates initial population ”””
global pop
while len(pop) < popcount:
I = Individual()
I.initialize()
pop = pop + [I]
pdot(len(pop))
return pop
def pdot(length):
””” Progress indicator ”””
for i in range(0, length):
sys.stdout.write(”.”)
def tournament select(fitness lst, tournament size):
””” Selects an individual according to tournament selection ”””
tournament best = None
for n in range(0, tournament size):
ind = random.choice(fitness lst)
prog fit = ind.Fitness
if tournament best is None:
tournament best = ind
else:
tour fit = tournament best.Fitness
if prog fit > tour fit:
tournament best = ind
return tournament best
def mutate(Ind):
””” Uses mutation operartor to introduce local changes to individual’s node tree ”””
newInd = deepcopy(Ind)
newInd.Events[0].evaluate()
random.choice(newInd.Events[0].subtree()).replace()
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newInd.Fitness = None
newInd.Distance = None
newInd.SpatialFitness = None
newInd.ClassifierFitness = None
newInd.PreferenceFitness = None
return newInd
def mate all(pool, popcount, crossoverrate):
””” Perform mating of the entire population ”””
npop = []
while len(npop) < int(popcount ∗ crossoverrate):
# Produce new population by crossover
npop = npop + mate(random.choice(pool),
random.choice(pool))
pdot(len(npop))
return npop
def mate(parentA, parentB):
””” Mate two individuals by subtree replacement ”””
ChildA = Individual()
ChildB = Individual()
switch = random.randint(0,1)
if switch == 0:
ChildA.Events[0].Children[0] = parentA.Events[0].Children[0]
ChildB.Events[0].Children[0] = parentB.Events[0].Children[0]
ChildA.Events[0].Children[1] = parentB.Events[0].Children[1]
ChildB.Events[0].Children[1] = parentA.Events[0].Children[1]
if switch == 1:
ChildA.Events[0].Children[0] = parentA.Events[0].Children[0]
ChildB.Events[0].Children[0] = parentB.Events[0].Children[0]
ChildA.Events[0].Children[1] = parentA.Events[0].Children[1]
ChildB.Events[0].Children[1] = parentB.Events[0].Children[1]
ChildA.Events[0].Children[2] = parentB.Events[0].Children[2]
ChildB.Events[0].Children[2] = parentA.Events[0].Children[2]
return [ChildA, ChildB]
# −−−−− SHAPE GENERATION −−−−− #
def qHull(P):
””” Returns parameter list for Convex Hull ”””
Ilist = []
for i in range(len(P)):
arr = Array.CreateInstance(Double, 3)
x = Double(P[i][0])
y = Double(P[i][1])
z = Double(P[i][2])
listDoubles = [x,y,z]
for j in range(len(listDoubles)):
arr[j] = listDoubles[j]
Ilist.append(arr)
ListVertices = []
CHullMesh = rg.Mesh()
hull = MIConvexHull.ConvexHull.Create(Ilist)
count = 0
for face in hull.Faces:
for i in range(3):
CHullMesh.Vertices.Add(rg.Point3d(face.Vertices[i].Position[0], face.Vertices[i].Position[1], face.Vertices[i].
↪→ Position[2]))
CHullMesh.Faces.AddFace(count, count+1, count+2)
count += 3
CHullMesh.Normals.ComputeNormals()
return CHullMesh
def add geometry(ind, offset x, offset y, visibility = 0):
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””” Grammar translation of individual parameters to geometry calling qHull ”””
rs.EnableRedraw(False)
if ind is not None and ind.Events[0] is not None:
ind.Params = ind.evaluate()
completeList = [var for var in ind.Params if var]
fitmeshlist = []
# List for mesh generation
list = [completeList[0]] + [completeList[1]]
if len(list) > 1:
for listitem in list:
listitem=qHull(listitem)
if listitem is not None:
if rs.IsMesh(listitem) and rs.IsMeshManifold(listitem) and rs.IsMeshClosed(listitem):
fitmeshlist.append(sc.doc.Objects.AddMesh(listitem))
if len(fitmeshlist) > 1:
fitmeshUnion = rs.MeshBooleanUnion(fitmeshlist, True)
if fitmeshUnion is not None:
fitmeshUnion.sort(key=lambda solutions: rs.MeshVolume(solutions)[1])
returnGeometry = fitmeshUnion[−1:]
deleteArray = fitmeshUnion[:−1]
for deleteItem in deleteArray:
sc.doc.Objects.Delete(deleteItem, True)
if returnGeometry is not None:
volume = rs.MeshVolume(returnGeometry)
area = rs.MeshArea(returnGeometry)
if area and volume is not None:
rulesList = completeList[2]
# Prints shape grammar rules
# print(rulesList)
for rule in rulesList:
if rule is not None:
bBox = rs.BoundingBox(returnGeometry)
# Applying shape grammar rules
if bBox:
if rule[0] == 401: # Code for move rule
returnGeometry.append(rs.MoveObject(returnGeometry, rs.PointDivide(
↪→ rule[1], 2)))
returnGeometry = flatten(returnGeometry)
returnGeometry = rs.MeshBooleanUnion(returnGeometry, delete input=
↪→ True)
if rule[0] == 402: # Code for rotate rule
refPoint = bBox[0]
returnGeometry.append(rs.RotateObject(returnGeometry, refPoint, rule[1]))
returnGeometry = flatten(returnGeometry)
returnGeometry = rs.MeshBooleanUnion(returnGeometry, delete input=
↪→ True)
if rule[0] == 403: # Code for mirror rule
axisStart = rs.PointScale(rs.PointSubtract(bBox[0], bBox[2]), rule[1])
axisEnd = rs.PointAdd(axisStart, (0, 2000, 0))
returnGeometry.append(rs.MirrorObjects(returnGeometry, axisStart,
↪→ axisEnd, copy = True)) # Copy might be True as well, but needs
↪→ debugging
returnGeometry = flatten(returnGeometry)
returnGeometry = rs.MeshBooleanUnion(returnGeometry, delete input=
↪→ True)
if rule[0] == 404: # Code for scale rule
refPoint = bBox[0]
returnGeometry.append(rs.ScaleObject(returnGeometry, refPoint, rule[1]))
returnGeometry = flatten(returnGeometry)
returnGeometry = rs.MeshBooleanUnion(returnGeometry, delete input=
↪→ True)
if returnGeometry is not None:
returnGeometry = flatten(returnGeometry)
returnGeometry.sort(key=lambda solutions: rs.MeshVolume(solutions)[1])
deleteArray = returnGeometry[:−1]
for deleteItem in deleteArray:
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sc.doc.Objects.Delete(deleteItem, True)
returnGeometry = returnGeometry[−1:]
else:
return None
# Move shapes into position for screen capture
if rs.IsMesh(returnGeometry) and rs.IsMeshManifold(returnGeometry) and rs.IsMeshClosed(
↪→ returnGeometry):
centrePoint = rs.AddPoint( rs.MeshAreaCentroid(returnGeometry) )
offsetVector = rs.VectorSubtract((offset x, offset y, 0), rs.PointCoordinates(
↪→ centrePoint))
sc.doc.Objects.Delete(centrePoint, True)
finalGeometry = rs.CopyObjects(returnGeometry, offsetVector)
sc.doc.Objects.Delete(returnGeometry, True)
sc.doc.Objects.Delete(fitmeshUnion, True)
if image:
# Capture images of the shapes
if not ind.Distance:
rs.EnableRedraw(True)
view = rs.CurrentView()
targetView = [offset x, offset y, 0]
location = [offset x+30, offset y+30, 30]
if location and targetView:
rs.ViewCameraTarget( view, location, targetView )
view = sc.doc.Views.ActiveView
size = System.Drawing.Size(view.Bounds.Width∗0.8,view.Bounds.Height∗0.8)
bitmap = view.CaptureToBitmap(size)
# Exports the chosen shapes
bitmap.Save(os.path.join(dir + ’/comparison/shape’ + ’.png’))
memoryStream = System.IO.MemoryStream()
format = System.Drawing.Imaging.ImageFormat.Png
System.Drawing.Bitmap.Save(bitmap, memoryStream, format)
# Return correct mesh geometry
return finalGeometry
else:
return None
else:
return None
else:
return None
else:
return None
else:
return None
# Delete construction geometry for shapes
sc.doc.Objects.Delete(fitmeshUnion, True)
for fitmeshitem in returnGeometry:
sc.doc.Objects.Delete(fitmeshitem, True)
rs.EnableRedraw(True)
# −−−−− INTERFACE DECLARATION −−−−− #
def SetToRendered():
””” Sets Rhinoceros viewports for user evaluation ”””
views = rs.ViewNames()
modes=rs.ViewDisplayModes()
viewtype=”Rendered”
if viewtype in modes:
for view in views:
rs.ViewDisplayMode(view, viewtype)
if rs.ShowGrid(view)==True:
rs.ShowGrid(view, False)
if rs.ShowGridAxes(view)==True:
rs.ShowGridAxes(view, False)
if rs.ShowWorldAxes(view)==True:
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rs.ShowWorldAxes(view, False)
rs.AppearanceColor(0, color=(255,255,255))
def L(text):
””” Text alignment ”””
return Label(Text = text, VerticalAlignment = VerticalAlignment.Center, TextAlignment = TextAlignment.Right)
# Defining textboxes, progress bars and buttons
progressBar = ProgressBar(Value = 0, MaxValue = 50)
addSelectedButton = Button(Text = ”Add Selected to Favourites and Continue...”)
continueButton = Button(Text = ”Continue...”)
# Initialise array to store selected solutions
target = []
# −−− ADDING BUTTON FUNCTIONALITY −−−
def generateButton click(sender, e):
””” Starts Typogenetic Design ”””
# Sets Rhinoceros viewports
SetToRendered()
# Semi−automated vs. automated scenario
if ’image’ in globals():
# System runs genetic programming in Typogenetic Design mode
print(image)
main(image[0],
int(textBoxPop.Text) if textBoxPop.Text != ”” else 20,
float(textBoxCross.Text) if textBoxCross.Text != ”” else 0.7,
float(textBoxMutation.Text) if textBoxMutation.Text != ”” else 0.3,
int(textBoxGeneration.Text) if textBoxGeneration.Text != ”” else 25)
# System runs genetic programming in automated mode as shape optimizer
else:
global image
image = []
main(image,
int(textBoxPop.Text) if textBoxPop.Text != ”” else 20,
float(textBoxCross.Text) if textBoxCross.Text != ”” else 0.7,
float(textBoxMutation.Text) if textBoxMutation.Text != ”” else 0.3,
int(textBoxGeneration.Text) if textBoxGeneration.Text != ”” else 25)
generateButton.Click += generateButton click
def addReferenceButton click(sender, e):
””” Loads reference image ”””
global image
image = load image()
boxAddSelected.Image = Bitmap(image)
addReferenceButton.Click += addReferenceButton click
# −−− USER SELECTION −−−
def addSelectedButton click(sender, e):
””” Add shapes to array if checkboxes are checked ”””
addSelectedBoolean = 1
if checkbox1.Checked == True:
target.append(int(1))
else:
target.append(int(0))
if checkbox2.Checked == True:
target.append(int(1))
else:
target.append(int(0))
if checkbox3.Checked == True:
target.append(int(1))
else:
target.append(int(0))
if checkbox4.Checked == True:
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target.append(int(1))
else:
target.append(int(0))
if checkbox5.Checked == True:
target.append(int(1))
else:
target.append(int(0))
if checkbox6.Checked == True:
target.append(int(1))
else:
target.append(int(0))
selectionForm.Close()
return(target)
addSelectedButton.Click += addSelectedButton click
def continueButton click(sender, e):
””” Check if shapes were selected ”””
if addSelectedBoolean == 0:
MessageBox.Show(”Please add selected before continuing”)
else:
selectionForm.Close()
continueButton.Click += continueButton click
# Defining form objects
boxArray = []
box1 = ImageView()
box1.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box.png’))
box2 = ImageView()
box2.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box.png’))
box3 = ImageView()
box3.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box.png’))
box4 = ImageView()
box4.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box.png’))
box5 = ImageView()
box5.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box.png’))
box6 = ImageView()
box6.Image = Bitmap(os.path.join(dir, ’box.png’))
# Creating array from form objects
boxArray.append(box1)
boxArray.append(box2)
boxArray.append(box3)
boxArray.append(box4)
boxArray.append(box5)
boxArray.append(box6)
# Defining checkboxes for images
checkbox1 = CheckBox()
checkbox2 = CheckBox()
checkbox3 = CheckBox()
checkbox4 = CheckBox()
checkbox5 = CheckBox()
checkbox6 = CheckBox()
def drawForm():
””” Initialising form ”””
global selectionForm
selectionForm = Dialog[bool]()
selectionForm.Title = ”User Evaluation Form”
selectionForm.Resizable = False
layout = TableLayout()
layout.Spacing = Size(5,5)
layout.Padding = Padding(10,10,10,10)
# Drawing objects to form
layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(L(”Please choose which shapes you like”))))
layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(box1), TableCell(box2), TableCell(box3)))
layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(checkbox1), TableCell(checkbox2), TableCell(checkbox3)))
layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(box4), TableCell(box5), TableCell(box6)))
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layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(checkbox4), TableCell(checkbox5), TableCell(checkbox6)))
layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(addSelectedButton)))
layout.Rows.Add(TableRow(TableCell(progressBar)))
layout.Rows.Add(None)
progressBar.Value = progBar()
progressBar.MaxValue = getProgMax()
selectionForm.Content = layout
selectionForm.DefaultButton = addSelectedButton
selectionForm.ShowModal(RhinoEtoApp.MainWindow)
# −−−−− GENETIC PROGRAMMING DECLARATION −−−−− #
pass # −−− INDIVIDUAL DECLARATION −−−
class Individual:
””” Defines the individual as part of the population ”””
def init (self):
self.Events = [NodeRoot()]
self.Params = []
self.Fitness = None
self.SpatialFitness = None
self.Distance = None
self.ClassifierFitness = None
self.PreferenceFitness = None
def initialize(self):
””” Initializes node tree ”””
self.Events[0].add()
def evaluate(self):
””” Evaluates node tree for grammar translation ”””
self.Params = self.Events[0].evaluate()
return self.Params
pass # −−− NODE CLASS DECLARATION −−−
class Node:
def init (self):
self.Children = []
self.Parameters = []
self.OutType = None
self.AcceptsTypes = None
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
if self.Children:
for i in range(0, len(self.Children)):
if self.Children[i] is not None:
self.Children[i].evaluate()
tempParams.append(self.Parameters)
self.Parameters = tempParams
return tempParams
def add(self):
””” Builds node tree ”””
if self.Children:
for i in range(0, len(self.Children)):
if self.Children[i] is None:
self.Children[i] = self.select node()
self.Children[i].add()
if self.Children[i] is not None:
self.Children[i].add()
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def replace(self):
””” Replaces sub tree ”””
if self.Children:
for i in range(0, len(self.Children)):
self.Children[i] = self.select node()
self.Children[i].replace()
def select node(self):
””” Select nodes using grammar syntax ”””
for t in range(0, len(self.AcceptsTypes)):
item = self.AcceptsTypes[t]
if item == ’fInteger’:
n = random.choice([NodeIntegerX(), NodeIntegerY(), NodeIntegerZ()])
return n
if item == ’fPoint’:
n = NodePoint()
return n
if item == ’fShape’:
n = NodeShape()
return n
if item == ’fGrammarRules’:
n = NodeGrammarRules()
if item == ’fRule’:
n = random.choice([NodeRuleMove(), NodeRuleRotate(), NodeRuleMirror(), NodeRuleScale()])
return n
else:
return None
def subtree(self):
””” Constructs sub−tree ”””
subTree = []
if self.Children:
for i in range(0, len(self.Children)):
if self.Children[i] is not None:
subTree.append(self.Children[i])
return subTree
pass # −−− ROOT NODE DECLARATION −−−
class NodeRoot(Node):
””” Defines root node for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [None]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fShape’,’fGrammarRules’]
self.Children = [NodeShape(), NodeShape(),NodeGrammarRules()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
pass # −−− ELEMENT NODE DECLARATION −−−
class NodeShape(Node):
””” Defines shape node for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fShape’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fPoint’]
# Number of points defined by number of items in self.Children
self.Children = [None, None, None, None, None,
None, None, None, None, None]
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def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
tempParams = [var for var in tempParams if var]
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
class NodePoint(Node):
””” Defines point node for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fPoint’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fInteger’]
self.Children = [NodeIntegerX(), NodeIntegerY(), NodeIntegerZ()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
class NodePointScale(Node):
””” Defines scale node for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fPoint’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fFloat’]
self.Children = [NodeFloatScale(), NodeFloatScale(), NodeFloatScale()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
pass # −−− NODE CLASS BASICS −−−
class NodeEmpty(Node):
””” Defines empty node for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fPoint’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Children = []
self.Parameters = []
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeIntegerX(Node):
””” Defines integer node in x direction for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = random.randint(intMinX, intMaxX)
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def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeIntegerY(Node):
””” Defines integer node in x direction for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = random.randint(intMinY, intMaxY)
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeIntegerZ(Node):
””” Defines integer node in x direction for constructing node tree ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = random.randint(intMinZ, intMaxZ)
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
pass # −−− SHAPE GRAMMAR DECLARATION −−−
class NodeGrammarRules(Node):
””” Shape grammar rules for shape construction ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fGrammarRules’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fRule’]
# Number of rules defined by number of items in self.Children
self.Children = [None, None, None, None]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
if c is not None:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
else:
# Add rule nodes if node tree is ill−defined
c = random.choice([NodeRuleMove(), NodeRuleRotate(), NodeRuleMirror(), NodeRuleScale()])
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
class NodeRuleRotate(Node):
””” Shape grammar rule for rotation ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fRule’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fInteger’]
# Number of rules defined by number of items in self.Children
self.Children = [NodeMarkerRotate(), NodeIntegerAngle()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
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self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
class NodeRuleMove(Node):
””” Shape grammar rule for translation ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fRule’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fInteger’, ’fPoint’]
# Number of rules defined by number of items in self.Children
self.Children = [NodeMarkerMove(), NodePoint()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
class NodeRuleMirror(Node):
”””Shape grammar rule for mirroring”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fRule’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fInteger’, ’fFloat’]
# Number of rules defined by number of items in self.Children
self.Children = [NodeMarkerMirror(), NodeFloatMirror()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
class NodeRuleScale(Node):
””” Shape grammar rule for scaling ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fRule’]
self.AcceptsTypes = [’fInteger’, ’fFloat’]
# Number of rules defined by number of items in self.Children
self.Children = [NodeMarkerScale(), NodePointScale()]
def evaluate(self):
””” Receiving sub tree items in preorder sequence ”””
tempParams = []
for c in self.Children:
tempParams.append(c.evaluate())
self.Parameters = tempParams
return self.Parameters
pass # −−− PARAMETER NODES FOR SHAPE GRAMMAR −−−
class NodeIntegerAngle(Node):
””” Parameter node for rotation rule ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = random.randint(0, 45)
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
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return self.Parameters
class NodeFloatScale(Node):
””” Parameter node for scale rule ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fFloat’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = random.uniform(0.8, 1.2)
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeFloatMirror(Node):
””” Parameter node for mirror rule ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fFloat’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = random.random()
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
pass # −−− MARKER NODES FOR SHAPE GRAMMAR −−−
class NodeMarkerMove(Node):
””” Marker node to trigger move rule in grammar translation ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = 401
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeMarkerRotate(Node):
””” Marker node to trigger rotate rule in grammar translation ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = 402
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeMarkerMirror(Node):
””” Marker node to trigger mirror rule in grammar translation ”””
def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = 403
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
class NodeMarkerScale(Node):
””” Marker node to trigger scale rule in grammar translation ”””
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def init (self):
Node. init (self)
self.OutType = [’fInteger’]
self.AcceptsTypes = None
self.Parameters = 404
def evaluate(self):
””” Return paramter value ”””
return self.Parameters
# −−−−− RUN TYPOGENETIC DESIGN −−−−− #
firstForm()
}
G.2 Online Classification
import numpy as np
from numpy import array
from sklearn import tree
import csv
import os
import ast
def flatten(lis):
”””Given a list, possibly nested to any level, return it flattened.”””
new lis = []
for item in lis:
if type(item) == type([]):
new lis.extend(flatten(item))
else:
new lis.append(item)
return new lis
def main(train data, train target):
global clf
clf = tree.DecisionTreeClassifier()
clf.fit(train data, train target)
def readTraining():
if os.path.exists(”trainer.csv”):
csv = np.genfromtxt(’trainer.csv’, delimiter=”∗”, dtype=str)
target = csv[:,1]
data = csv[:,0]
train data = np.array([])
initData = []
for x in data:
y = []
# translate string to python list
x = ast.literal eval(x)
#print(x)
# pad length of array to uniformity
arrayShapeFirst = flatten(x[0])
# first part of representation
if len(arrayShapeFirst) < 30:
for i in range(len(arrayShapeFirst), 29):
arrayShapeFirst.append(0)
y.append(arrayShapeFirst)
#print(arrayShapeFirst)
# second part of representation
arrayShapeSecond = flatten(x[1])
if len(arrayShapeSecond) < 30:
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for i in range(len(arrayShapeSecond), 29):
arrayShapeSecond.append(0)
y.append(arrayShapeSecond)
#print(arrayShapeSecond)
# third part of representation
arrayRules = flatten(x[2])
for j in range(0, len(arrayRules)−1):
arrayRules[j] = int(round(arrayRules[j]))
if len(arrayRules) < 30:
for i in range(len(arrayRules), 29):
arrayRules.append(0)
y.append(arrayRules)
#print(arrayRules)
# flatten complete array of representation
x = flatten(y)
#print(x)
initData.append(x)
numpyData = array(initData)
main(numpyData, target)
else:
return 0
def readPrediction():
if os.path.exists(”houseInit.csv”):
csv = np.genfromtxt(’houseInit.csv’, delimiter=”∗”, dtype=str)
data = csv
test = []
for x in data:
y = []
# translate string to python list
x = ast.literal eval(x)
# pad length of array to uniformity
arrayShapeFirst = flatten(x[0])
# first part of representation
if len(arrayShapeFirst) < 30:
for i in range(len(arrayShapeFirst), 29):
arrayShapeFirst.append(0)
y.append(arrayShapeFirst)
#print(arrayShapeFirst)
# second part of representation
arrayShapeSecond = flatten(x[1])
if len(arrayShapeSecond) < 30:
for i in range(len(arrayShapeSecond), 29):
arrayShapeSecond.append(0)
y.append(arrayShapeSecond)
#print(arrayShapeSecond)
# third part of representation
arrayRules = flatten(x[2])
for j in range(0, len(arrayRules)−1):
arrayRules[j] = int(round(arrayRules[j]))
if len(arrayRules) < 30:
for i in range(len(arrayRules), 29):
arrayRules.append(0)
y.append(arrayRules)
#print(arrayRules)
# flatten complete array of representation
x = flatten(y)
#print(x)
test.append(x)
numpyData = array(test)
predict(numpyData)
def predict(data):
print(clf.predict(data))
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readTraining()
readPrediction()
G.3 Shape Comparison
# import the necessary packages
from scipy.spatial import distance as dist
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import argparse
import glob
import cv2
# construct the argument parser and parse the arguments
ap = argparse.ArgumentParser()
ap.add argument(”−d”, ”−−dataset”, required = True,
help = ”Path to the directory of images”)
args = vars(ap.parse args())
# initialize the index dictionary to store the image name
# and corresponding histograms and the images dictionary
# to store the images themselves
index = {}
images = {}
# loop over the image paths
for imagePath in glob.glob(args[”dataset”] + ”/∗.png”):
# extract the image filename (assumed to be unique) and
# load the image, updating the images dictionary
filename = imagePath[imagePath.rfind(”/”) + 1:]
image = cv2.imread(imagePath)
images[filename] = cv2.cvtColor(image, cv2.COLOR BGR2RGB)
# extract a 3D RGB color histogram from the image,
# using 8 bins per channel, normalize, and update
# the index
hist = cv2.calcHist([image], [0, 1, 2], None, [8, 8, 8],
[0, 256, 0, 256, 0, 256])
cv2.normalize(hist, hist)
hist = hist.flatten()
index[filename] = hist
# METHOD UTILIZING SCIPY
# initialize the scipy methods to compaute distances
SCIPY METHODS = (
(”Euclidean”, dist.euclidean),
(”Manhattan”, dist.cityblock),
(”Chebysev”, dist.chebyshev))
# loop over the comparison methods
returnDistance = 0
for (methodName, method) in SCIPY METHODS:
# initialize the dictionary dictionary
results = {}
# loop over the index
for (k, hist) in index.items():
# compute the distance between the two histograms
# using the method and update the results dictionary
d = method(index[”comparison\\imageInput.png”], hist)
results[k] = d
# sort the results
results = sorted([(v, k) for (k, v) in results.items()])
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# loop over the results
for (i, (v, k)) in enumerate(results):
while i < len(results) − 1:
i += 1
returnDistance = returnDistance + float(results[i][0])
# smaller distance is better match
print(returnDistance)
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User Experience Evaluation Report 
Typogenetic Design 
March 8th 2018, 11:43 am MST 
 
Q1 - Which scenario of the design system makes you feel engaged? 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Automated Scenario 3.57% 1 
2 Semi-Automated Scenario 96.43% 27 
 Total 100% 28 
  
Q2 - Which scenario of the design system supports you better during creative design 
processes? 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Automated Scenario 3.57% 1 
2 Semi-Automated Scenario 96.43% 27 
 Total 100% 28 
  
Q3 - Considering the sets of shapes for both Automated Scenario and Semi-Automated 
Scenario, which collection of shapes do you prefer. 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Automated Scenario 25.00% 7 
2 Semi-Automated Scenario 75.00% 21 
 Total 100% 28 
  
Q4 - What additional functionality or features could the Automated Scenario provide to 
better serve your needs? 
 
More exploration of different geometry 
In my opinion, the automated scenario should at least have an input from designer. Or the iterations might just be 
arbitrary for the design which might not seem credible enough. 
symmetry, quads as well as triangle mesh, 
More initial input 
I suppose it did its job of full automation, but it wasn't as tuned as semi-automated 
N/A 
N/A 
Exported records of past iterations and their corresponding fitness. A layman's interface for performance goals. 
A Live view/list of the different generated iterations. 
Have the ability to visual the evolution of the shape and display/justify how this shape is the best performing 
If there was an open dialogue box recording all of the iterations so if I select one iteration to view it will pause 
temporarily. 
have an ability to show additional models in case the ones that were produced are not satisfactory, maybe like a 
refresh button so that you dont have to restart the program and type all the values again 
Being able to see the different shapes (the step-by-step shapes chosen) on the interface to see the effects of what 
the preferences we have chosen. 
Additional inputs for descriptive text to describe the intended form or selecting multiple images to define the search 
3D operation, generating more geometry, based some rules or limitations 
Comparison of semi-automated and automated scenario of the output 
Data visualisation of what is happening "in the background" 
Progress bar, and some sort of input to analyse 
more engagement or views of shape while they are generating 
Use of multiple reference images 
The ability to generate a second option using the first selections to explore similar options. 
seeing the automated process would help to engage with the final results 
an explanation of what is going on e.g. what factors are influencing the design generations. 
This process could have a feature that creates a form that still has meaning/significance to the design brief rather 
then creating a randomized shape. 
  
Q5 - What additional functionality or features could the Semi-Automated Scenario 
provide to better serve your needs? 
 
More variation between the iteration 
-Once a solution is selected, that could trigger a process where this solution is now excluded from the next selection 
set presented to the user, so that the user is always presented with new options. Simultaneously, the already 
selected ones could appear in a highlighted box next to the new ones for comparison. -One other option is that the 
solutions not selected by the user are rejected and do not appear again 
I would like to see the progress through the process, so as to verify my choices with the outcome I am getting. 
Therefore a review panel can be a better represent the choice visually. If there was an option to alter the choices of 
the initial stage while I am on the later stages of iteration which could rectify design in the process. 
symmetry, quads as well as triangle mesh, its could become an intuitive brush for a 3d sculpting or other alpha 
channel or vector displacement applications 
More initial input 
Could include more human interaction, more viewports on selectable forms 
It should provide more design options between iterations because the different generations of the shapes I'm given 
looks too similar, I did question if I have been given the same options every option. There is perhaps too much 
control from the user and not enough surprise factors. 
More distinct features of the shape 
Fitness values for each dimension of performance during the user-input, turning a design choice into a more 
informed one. The image selection at the start felt like it didn't matter. This could be my ignorance, or perhaps it 
should be made more explicit. 
Possibly statistics about the model itself (Poly count, Surface Area, Nodes. Etc 
Again, show the evolution. With a bit of experience with evolutionary solvers, being able to have a visual display of 
results is helpful. Maybe having a pareto front style would be good for designers 
To have control over how many "best matched" iterations it generates in the Rhino window at the end. 
in the selection screen that shows 6 possibilities to select favorites, it would be more helpful to see the different 
options from different view ports. Since two designs might look similar from one view but different from another. 
Being able to see the preferences we have chosen before. 
Saving the iterations in external files, or even accessing options back in time to gain an overview of design iteration 
progression. 
3D operation, more options, number or data (analysis) about the geometry 
different parameters / generative process. It means that users are able to set a new parameter for the chosen out 
put of every generation. Data output, it would provide the conditions that would help me in choosing the species 
Progress bar and maybe an explanation of commonalities it recognized in the inputs. Could even have an overlayed 
"ghost" of each iteration at the different branches. 
speed, although not overly important 
Use of multiple reference images. Possible manipulation of shapes provided for selection during the interim. 
The ability to set or choose parameters, such as volume to customize.  The adaptability to the different cites. 
having a 360 degree view of the generated shapes being selected would help to select a form 
3D rotation of the options. 
Perhaps we could tell the system what types of forms were required to meet the site restrictions. For example it 
would be good to tell the system if we required a tall thin shape or something flat and elongated etc. This function 
could provide tailored geometries relating to the types of building being designed such as a house vs a skyscraper. 
  
Q6 - Overall Metrics   Please think about your overall satisfaction with the Semi-
Automated Scenario.Considering everything you know about the concept, its process and 
its application in creative design, how would you rate the following? The rating ranges 
from 1-5. The lowest value is 1 and the highest 5. 
 
  
# Question 1  2  3  4  5  Total 
1 The expertise required 18.52% 5 29.63% 8 14.81% 4 14.81% 4 22.22% 6 27 
2 Overall user-friendliness of the interface 0.00% 0 14.29% 4 14.29% 4 35.71% 10 35.71% 10 28 
3 The quality of communication with the interface 0.00% 0 14.29% 4 21.43% 6 53.57% 15 10.71% 3 28 
4 The quality of the selection process 0.00% 0 10.71% 3 28.57% 8 39.29% 11 21.43% 6 28 
5 The quality of the search direction 0.00% 0 3.70% 1 40.74% 11 37.04% 10 18.52% 5 27 
6 The quality of the designed products 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 28.57% 8 39.29% 11 32.14% 9 28 
7 Overall usability of the interface 0.00% 0 3.57% 1 14.29% 4 39.29% 11 42.86% 12 28 
8 The overall effectiveness of the design system 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 28.57% 8 50.00% 14 21.43% 6 28 
  
Q7 - Again, considering everything, how likely would you be using the Semi-Automated 
Scenario in early design stages? 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
1 Definitely would 28.57% 8 
2 Probably would 53.57% 15 
3 Might or might not 10.71% 3 
4 Probably would not 7.14% 2 
5 Definitely would not 0.00% 0 
 Total 100% 28 
  
Q8 - How dow you feel about using the Semi-Automated Scenario in your design process? 
 
I found it confusing to use and with the same images appearing multiple times i was unsure if the program was 
making progress. 
It is a very user-friendly tool that would certainly be of value, not only in the early phase but also in decision-making 
in advanced optimization scenarios 
As a designer we have more choices to make in the design process in semi-automated scenario. This gives more 
control to the process relieving the pressure of calculation for efficient design. 
its good to begin ideas and to evoke design thinking 
good for early stages 
Felt a bit left out; since it's automated to suit my preferences, two sets of choices didn't seem enough? 
It provides me interesting design options however I feel the first iteration dictated the rest of the iterations 
Helpful. It's good to have an input and preference for the design process. 
I felt as if my decisions were arbitrary past the first user-input. 
Would be interesting to utilise, depending on the design process requirements. 
Makes the process a lot quicker but does have its limits to the choice range and variety 
It would be interesting to explore design options initially that I probably wouldn't have come up with. 
I feel that this scenario is much more useful especially if impemented in the design process as the users are able to 
choose their own preferences. 
I enjoy the experience of morphing the design through stages of choosing options. 
It can help designer to choose the geometry or shapes. 
Helpful, especially in deciding the optimum form for the design aesthetics and performance 
Seems viable for early-early-stage formal design exploration, might produce surprising results that help nudge the 
design into new directions 
I feel like it is able to explore options that I necessarily wouldnt have thought about. *spelling mistake in this 
question* 
comfortable 
Excited. Could cut down time required for initial conceptual stages of design. 
Being able to have more control on the shapes and the outcome of the shape 
happy to use the system for early form idea generation 
Convenient. Might be a good tool to break away from focusing on just one idea. 
It is a great tool to help formulate initial forms that also carry meaning. Rather then producing randomized shapes 
for an initial design concept proposal, this tool allows us to create forms that have been abstractly inspired from an 
image which carries meaning from the brief. 
  
Q9 - What suggestions do you have to help improve the Semi-Automated Scenario? 
 
The first output had quite restricted geometry 
In my opinion, it should be able to clearly relate to the initial input and compared visually for the first stage 
iterations. The factors used for the simulations and the result of optimum performance should be clear for each 
iterations as statistics. This might guide the process influenced by the efficiency model and give credibility to the 
final output. 
incorporate fractal geometry, and a wider range of mathematical seeds to generate a greater scope of forms such as 
stacked random floor plates and boxes vertically and horizontally ... wavy surfaces ... simple curves perhaps ... spiky 
forms ... and if it could read and learn from natural forms in pictures and replicate buds of flowers and fractal off its 
own geometry types according to the image input ... so one may be able to take a cell phone picture on a bush walk 
and see what geometry they can generate from nature ... a way to see under the hood of the language of God ... to 
see the way natural shells and structures and skeletons are scripted in nature to mimic these scripts and assist in 
biomimicry architecture and other content creation and design. 
more initial input 
Tinder/swipe suggestion, quickly being able to choose or throw away traits based on a first glance 
Provide 3D view of design options every generation. Provide more variations in design options. 
Possibly a small description of the form or object at the bottom of each choice? 
Visualize the tree itself. Everything seemed a little "hands-off" 
Showcase interactions, or possible sliders to change fine details within the enveloped design. 
Pareto front graph, which enables the designer to gauge how well iterations perform in certain aspects. highlighting 
the hereditary aspect of each generation produced. 
Order the results according to their accuracy. 
allow for dynamic 3d perspective viewing of the suggested options to select favorites  easier 
From the experiment, I think that the semi-automated scenario could be improved by having more variables. 
To gain more control, there could be improvements in continuously adding more variables within each stage of the 
search. 
It should provide the history selection The principle or rules is from the images. If based on some analysis to 
generate a solution or strategy, this system has a great potential. 
providing the data output, providing input parameter for the next generation 
Being able to develop separate branches of design investigation, e.g. developing a 'smooth" look and a "rigid' 
variation simultaneously. 
More automated explanation of the program. 
try not to have repition of shapes 
Multiple image referencing. 
Being able to customize the end shape 
a simple explanation of what the system is doing i.e. generating similar forms based on surface angles. Could a 3D 
file be used instead? The image input suggest that the 3 dimensional form is generated based on a 2D picture 
composition. 
Perhaps we could specify if we wanted the shape to act as a facade system or the entire building form or a pavilion 
etc, so the shapes produced could be a variation of surfaces and solid forms. 
  
Q13 - Decision Support Metrics   Please think about your overall experience with the 
Semi-Automated Scenario.Considering everything you know about creative design, 
decision making, digital tools and decision support, how would you rate the following? 
 
  
# Question Strongly Disagree  Disagree  Neutral  Agree  
Strongly 
Agree  Total 
1 
The design system 
speeds up my initial 
design process. 
0.00% 0 0.00% 0 28.57% 8 50.00% 14 21.43% 6 28 
2 
The design system is 
guided by my own 
interaction. 
0.00% 0 0.00% 0 29.63% 8 59.26% 16 11.11% 3 27 
3 
The design system 
produces creative 
designs. 
0.00% 0 7.14% 2 17.86% 5 50.00% 14 25.00% 7 28 
4 
The design system 
supports my 
imagination. 
0.00% 0 3.57% 1 28.57% 8 50.00% 14 17.86% 5 28 
5 I find what I am looking for in short time. 0.00% 0 10.71% 3 39.29% 11 39.29% 11 10.71% 3 28 
6 It was easy to learn to use the system. 0.00% 0 7.14% 2 7.14% 2 28.57% 8 57.14% 16 28 
7 
The design system 
actively supports my 
decision making in 
creative design. 
0.00% 0 3.57% 1 10.71% 3 71.43% 20 14.29% 4 28 
8 
I am able to express my 
intentions, desires and 
motivations. 
0.00% 0 17.86% 5 50.00% 14 25.00% 7 7.14% 2 28 
9 
The image input 
allowed me to express 
design intend. 
3.57% 1 3.57% 1 28.57% 8 57.14% 16 7.14% 2 28 
10 
I was able to guide the 
design system based on 
my aesthetic 
preferences 
0.00% 0 3.57% 1 25.00% 7 50.00% 14 21.43% 6 28 
11 
The design system 
engages me in the 
design process. 
0.00% 0 7.14% 2 14.29% 4 50.00% 14 28.57% 8 28 
12 I feel in control of the design system. 0.00% 0 25.00% 7 28.57% 8 46.43% 13 0.00% 0 28 
13 
Using the design system 
is exhausting and 
induces fatigue. 
50.00% 14 35.71% 10 3.57% 1 10.71% 3 0.00% 0 28 
  
Q14 - What additional benefits could we provide that would assist you in your decision 
making? 
 
More variation with a particular geometry and more exploration of geometires 
-In order to enhance the process of selection and assist when there is no morphological preference, the program 
could run a set of solar or structural evaluations, so that the user is also presented with some infographics/data bars 
that showcase the objective benefits for selecting each solution. 
I would want more inputs than just an image to start off. It could mean size, context and condition of surrounding. I 
think this will inform the iteration more. I could only see optimum performative model but I think it should be 
explicit in making the relation between inputs and performative model. 
More inclusive UI, displaying in text form which traits appealed to the user 
The design produces designs that over does my imagination 
More possibilities to choose from, and what the form would look like before you confirm the design process. 
Introspection into the decision making process, and a fitness value associated with each design option. 
Step by step guide of the process (possibly) 
show the improvements between each generation produced 
Automatically exports 2D lines of elevations and plans of the results. 
Maybe give an explanation of the impact of choosing that certain preferences. That way, the users are able to make 
a more informed decision. 
Showing data about objects such as area, volume as well as the amount of vertices and faces.  Is there potential in 
adding context to the geometry? 
Saving time and the potential to provide a model to deal with the similar problems 
Reducing form finding time, increasing design possibilities and optimisation 
In the image selection, displaying the fitness of a numeric value (e.g. sun exposure) so I can decide based on 
aesthetics as well as numeric fitness. 
Ability to import my own image or drawing, even a 3d model. 
choosing more than one picture at beginning of experiment 
creating opportunity to input numbers and perimeters. 
a simple explanation of what the system is doing i.e. generating similar forms based on surface angles. 
Could there be a way to see what components of the uploaded image have inspired the form? Maybe this would 
show what elements of the reference image are best to use as an abstract concept. 
  
Q15 - Overall, would you think the Semi-Automated Scenario would be a useful practice 
for the future? 
 
 
# Answer % Count 
0 Definitely would 53.57% 15 
1 Probably would 35.71% 10 
2 Might or might not 10.71% 3 
3 Probably would not 0.00% 0 
4 Definitely would not 0.00% 0 
 Total 100% 28 
  
Q13 - If you could change or improve just one thing about the Semi-Automated Scenario 
what would it be? 
 
More inputs that could control the design from different dimensions and a visual process of the stages and 
iterations. 
make it more structural ... have the computer vision AI seek to extract lines from shells and structures ... make it 
more structural 
modification in the middle of the process 
Allow more control for the participant 
Description of why the form has resulted in the way it did with the user's preferences. 
One thing? Tough. Introspection. I want to SEE what is happening. Even if I might not understand it. 
Show live changes of the model and possible a pause button if the user sees a desired iteration. 
feedback of the program could be improved, showing the process and displaying to the user what is happening a bit 
more explicitly 
If you put in an image, it tells you how accurate or effective it would be prior to performing the design generations. 
To have a generation of each step from the chosen preferences as it could help users see the differences created by 
the selected preferences. 
Keyword inputs could help influence design options 
Attaching with analysis or diagram for the shape or geometry 
More species choices 
Speed 
Import my own image easily, and more options. 
speed 
Multiple image referencing. 
visual representation of the code that is running. the use of a progress bar would help. 
3D input instead of image input. 
Being able to specify the types of forms that were required would be powerful as this would allow us to produce 
proposals for many different types of buildings that carry different functions. 
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¶3: What additional functionality or features could the Automated Scenario provide to better serve your needs?
¶4: More exploration of different geometry
¶5: In my opinion, the automated scenario should at least have an input from designer. Or the iterations might just
be arbitrary for the design which might not seem credible enough.
¶6: symmetry, quads as well as triangle mesh,
¶7: More initial input
¶8: I suppose it did its job of full automation, but it wasn't as tuned as semi‐automated
¶9: N/A
¶10: N/A
¶11: Exported records of past iterations and their corresponding fitness. A layman's interface for performance
goals.
¶12: A Live view/list of the different generated iterations.
¶13: Have the ability to visual the evolution of the shape and display/justify how this shape is the best performing
¶14: If there was an open dialogue box recording all of the iterations so if I select one iteration to view it will pause
temporarily.
¶15: have an ability to show additional models in case the ones that were produced are not satisfactory, maybe
like a refresh button so that you dont have to restart the program and type all the values again
¶16: Being able to see the different shapes (the step‐by‐step shapes chosen) on the interface to see the effects of
what the preferences we have chosen.
¶17: Additional inputs for descriptive text to describe the intended form or selecting multiple images to define the
search
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¶18: 3D operation, generating more geometry, based some rules or limitations
¶19: Comparison of semi‐automated and automated scenario of the output
¶20: Data visualisation of what is happening "in the background"
¶21: Progress bar, and some sort of input to analyse
¶22: more engagement or views of shape while they are generating
¶23: Use of multiple reference images
¶24: The ability to generate a second option using the first selections to explore similar options.
¶25: seeing the automated process would help to engage with the final results
¶26: an explanation of what is going on e.g. what factors are influencing the design generations.
¶27: This process could have a feature that creates a form that still has meaning/significance to the design brief
rather then creating a randomized shape.
¶28: 
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¶29: 
¶30: Q5 ‐ What additional functionality or features could the Semi‐Automated Scenario
provide to better serve your needs?
¶31: 
¶32: What additional functionality or features could the Semi‐Automated Scenario provide to better serve your
needs?
¶33: More variation between the iteration
¶34: ‐Once a solution is selected, that could trigger a process where this solution is now excluded from the next
selection set presented to the user, so that the user is always presented with new options. Simultaneously, the
already selected ones could appear in a highlighted box next to the new ones for comparison. ‐One other option is
that the solutions not selected by the user are rejected and do not appear again
¶35: I would like to see the progress through the process, so as to verify my choices with the outcome I am getting.
Therefore a review panel can be a better represent the choice visually. If there was an option to alter the choices
of the initial stage while I am on the later stages of iteration which could rectify design in the process.
¶36: symmetry, quads as well as triangle mesh, its could become an intuitive brush for a 3d sculpting or other
alpha channel or vector displacement applications
¶37: More initial input
¶38: Could include more human interaction, more viewports on selectable forms
¶39: It should provide more design options between iterations because the different generations of the shapes I'm
given looks too similar, I did question if I have been given the same options every option. There is perhaps too
much control from the user and not enough surprise factors.
¶40: More distinct features of the shape
¶41: Fitness values for each dimension of performance during the user‐input, turning a design choice into a more
informed one. The image selection at the start felt like it didn't matter. This could be my ignorance, or perhaps it
should be made more explicit.
¶42: Possibly statistics about the model itself (Poly count, Surface Area, Nodes. Etc
¶43: Again, show the evolution. With a bit of experience with evolutionary solvers, being able to have a visual
display of results is helpful. Maybe having a pareto front style would be good for designers
¶44: To have control over how many "best matched" iterations it generates in the Rhino window at the end.
¶45: in the selection screen that shows 6 possibilities to select favorites, it would be more helpful to see the
different options from different view ports. Since two designs might look similar from one view but different from
another.
¶46: Being able to see the preferences we have chosen before.
¶47: Saving the iterations in external files, or even accessing options back in time to gain an overview of design
iteration progression.
¶48: 3D operation, more options, number or data (analysis) about the geometry
¶49: different parameters / generative process. It means that users are able to set a new parameter for the chosen
out put of every generation. Data output, it would provide the conditions that would help me in choosing the
species
¶50: Progress bar and maybe an explanation of commonalities it recognized in the inputs. Could even have an
overlayed "ghost" of each iteration at the different branches.
¶51: speed, although not overly important
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¶52: Use of multiple reference images. Possible manipulation of shapes provided for selection during the interim.
¶53: The ability to set or choose parameters, such as volume to customize.  The adaptability to the different cites.
¶54: having a 360 degree view of the generated shapes being selected would help to select a form
¶55: 3D rotation of the options.
¶56: Perhaps we could tell the system what types of forms were required to meet the site restrictions. For example
it would be good to tell the system if we required a tall thin shape or something flat and elongated etc. This
function could provide tailored geometries relating to the types of building being designed such as a house vs a
skyscraper.
¶57: 
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¶58: 
¶59: Q8 ‐ How do you feel about using the Semi‐Automated Scenario in your design
process?
¶60: 
¶61: How dow you feel about using the Semi‐Automated Scenario in your design process?
¶62: I found it confusing to use and with the same images appearing multiple times i was unsure if the program
was making progress.
¶63: It is a very user‐friendly tool that would certainly be of value, not only in the early phase but also in
decision‐making in advanced optimization scenarios
¶64: As a designer we have more choices to make in the design process in semi‐automated scenario. This gives
more control to the process relieving the pressure of calculation for efficient design.
¶65: its good to begin ideas and to evoke design thinking
¶66: good for early stages
¶67: Felt a bit left out; since it's automated to suit my preferences, two sets of choices didn't seem enough?
¶68: It provides me interesting design options however I feel the first iteration dictated the rest of the iterations
¶69: Helpful. It's good to have an input and preference for the design process.
¶70: I felt as if my decisions were arbitrary past the first user‐input.
¶71: Would be interesting to utilise, depending on the design process requirements.
¶72: Makes the process a lot quicker but does have its limits to the choice range and variety
¶73: It would be interesting to explore design options initially that I probably wouldn't have come up with.
¶74: I feel that this scenario is much more useful especially if impemented in the design process as the users are
able to choose their own preferences.
¶75: I enjoy the experience of morphing the design through stages of choosing options.
¶76: It can help designer to choose the geometry or shapes.
¶77: Helpful, especially in deciding the optimum form for the design aesthetics and performance
¶78: Seems viable for early‐early‐stage formal design exploration, might produce surprising results that help nudge
the design into new directions
¶79: I feel like it is able to explore options that I necessarily wouldnt have thought about. *spelling mistake in this
question*
¶80: comfortable
¶81: Excited. Could cut down time required for initial conceptual stages of design.
¶82: Being able to have more control on the shapes and the outcome of the shape
¶83: happy to use the system for early form idea generation
¶84: Convenient. Might be a good tool to break away from focusing on just one idea.
¶85: It is a great tool to help formulate initial forms that also carry meaning. Rather then producing randomized
shapes for an initial design concept proposal, this tool allows us to create forms that have been abstractly inspired
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from an image which carries meaning from the brief.
¶86: 
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¶87: 
¶88: Q9 ‐ What suggestions do you have to help improve the Semi‐Automated Scenario?
¶89: 
¶90: What suggestions do you have to help improve the Semi‐Automated Scenario?
¶91: The first output had quite restricted geometry
¶92: In my opinion, it should be able to clearly relate to the initial input and compared visually for the first stage
iterations. The factors used for the simulations and the result of optimum performance should be clear for each
iterations as statistics. This might guide the process influenced by the efficiency model and give credibility to the
final output.
¶93: incorporate fractal geometry, and a wider range of mathematical seeds to generate a greater scope of forms
such as stacked random floor plates and boxes vertically and horizontally ... wavy surfaces ... simple curves
perhaps ... spiky forms ... and if it could read and learn from natural forms in pictures and replicate buds of flowers
and fractal off its own geometry types according to the image input ... so one may be able to take a cell phone
picture on a bush walk and see what geometry they can generate from nature ... a way to see under the hood of
the language of God ... to see the way natural shells and structures and skeletons are scripted in nature to mimic
these scripts and assist in biomimicry architecture and other content creation and design.
¶94: more initial input
¶95: Tinder/swipe suggestion, quickly being able to choose or throw away traits based on a first glance
¶96: Provide 3D view of design options every generation. Provide more variations in design options.
¶97: Possibly a small description of the form or object at the bottom of each choice?
¶98: Visualize the tree itself. Everything seemed a little "hands‐off"
¶99: Showcase interactions, or possible sliders to change fine details within the enveloped design.
¶100: Pareto front graph, which enables the designer to gauge how well iterations perform in certain aspects.
highlighting the hereditary aspect of each generation produced.
¶101: Order the results according to their accuracy.
¶102: allow for dynamic 3d perspective viewing of the suggested options to select favorites  easier
¶103: From the experiment, I think that the semi‐automated scenario could be improved by having more variables.
¶104: To gain more control, there could be improvements in continuously adding more variables within each stage
of the search.
¶105: It should provide the history selection The principle or rules is from the images. If based on some analysis to
generate a solution or strategy, this system has a great potential.
¶106: providing the data output, providing input parameter for the next generation
¶107: Being able to develop separate branches of design investigation, e.g. developing a 'smooth" look and a "rigid'
variation simultaneously.
¶108: More automated explanation of the program.
¶109: try not to have repition of shapes
¶110: Multiple image referencing.
¶111: Being able to customize the end shape
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¶112: a simple explanation of what the system is doing i.e. generating similar forms based on surface angles. Could
a 3D file be used instead? The image input suggest that the 3 dimensional form is generated based on a 2D picture
composition.
¶113: Perhaps we could specify if we wanted the shape to act as a facade system or the entire building form or a
pavilion etc, so the shapes produced could be a variation of surfaces and solid forms.
¶114: 
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¶115: 
¶116: Q14 ‐ What additional benefits could we provide that would assist you in your
decision making?
¶117: 
¶118: What additional benefits could we provide that would assist you in your decision making?
¶119: More variation with a particular geometry and more exploration of geometires
¶120: ‐In order to enhance the process of selection and assist when there is no morphological preference, the
program could run a set of solar or structural evaluations, so that the user is also presented with some
infographics/data bars that showcase the objective benefits for selecting each solution.
¶121: I would want more inputs than just an image to start off. It could mean size, context and condition of
surrounding. I think this will inform the iteration more. I could only see optimum performative model but I think it
should be explicit in making the relation between inputs and performative model.
¶122: More inclusive UI, displaying in text form which traits appealed to the user
¶123: The design produces designs that over does my imagination
¶124: More possibilities to choose from, and what the form would look like before you confirm the design process.
¶125: Introspection into the decision making process, and a fitness value associated with each design option.
¶126: Step by step guide of the process (possibly)
¶127: show the improvements between each generation produced
¶128: Automatically exports 2D lines of elevations and plans of the results.
¶129: Maybe give an explanation of the impact of choosing that certain preferences. That way, the users are able
to make a more informed decision.
¶130: Showing data about objects such as area, volume as well as the amount of vertices and faces.  Is there
potential in adding context to the geometry?
¶131: Saving time and the potential to provide a model to deal with the similar problems
¶132: Reducing form finding time, increasing design possibilities and optimisation
¶133: In the image selection, displaying the fitness of a numeric value (e.g. sun exposure) so I can decide based on
aesthetics as well as numeric fitness.
¶134: Ability to import my own image or drawing, even a 3d model.
¶135: choosing more than one picture at beginning of experiment
¶136: creating opportunity to input numbers and perimeters.
¶137: a simple explanation of what the system is doing i.e. generating similar forms based on surface angles.
¶138: Could there be a way to see what components of the uploaded image have inspired the form? Maybe this
would show what elements of the reference image are best to use as an abstract concept.
¶139: 
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¶140: 
¶141: Q13 ‐ If you could change or improve just one thing about the Semi‐Automated
Scenario what would it be?
¶142: 
¶143: If you could change or improve just one thing about the Semi‐Automated Scenario what would it be?
¶144: More inputs that could control the design from different dimensions and a visual process of the stages and
iterations.
¶145: make it more structural ... have the computer vision AI seek to extract lines from shells and structures ...
make it more structural
¶146: modification in the middle of the process
¶147: Allow more control for the participant
¶148: Description of why the form has resulted in the way it did with the user's preferences.
¶149: One thing? Tough. Introspection. I want to SEE what is happening. Even if I might not understand it.
¶150: Show live changes of the model and possible a pause button if the user sees a desired iteration.
¶151: feedback of the program could be improved, showing the process and displaying to the user what is
happening a bit more explicitly
¶152: If you put in an image, it tells you how accurate or effective it would be prior to performing the design
generations.
¶153: To have a generation of each step from the chosen preferences as it could help users see the differences
created by the selected preferences.
¶154: Keyword inputs could help influence design options
¶155: Attaching with analysis or diagram for the shape or geometry
¶156: More species choices
¶157: Speed
¶158: Import my own image easily, and more options.
¶159: speed
¶160: Multiple image referencing.
¶161: visual representation of the code that is running. the use of a progress bar would help.
¶162: 3D input instead of image input.
¶163: Being able to specify the types of forms that were required would be powerful as this would allow us to
produce proposals for many different types of buildings that carry different functions.
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Nodes 
 
Name  Description 
Additional Input  User requested additional input options 
Additional Output  User requested additional output options 
Co‐Evolution of Shape Styles  User requested parallel evolution of shape styles to compare two sets of solutions with different 
articulation of geometry during the system run 
Computing Performance  User requested increased computing performance to save time 
Control over Output  User requested additional control over the shape output 
Decision Path  User requested an interface to review the decision path during/after the system run 
Flexible Parameters  User requested option to change shape parameters during system run 
Full Automation  User considered improvements of the automated scenario 
Goal Setting  User requested an explicit goal setting interface 
History  User requested a history to review shape progression and access previous shapes during/after the 
system run 
Meaning  User requested additional mechanisms to provide/generate meaning of the image input, system 
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Name  Description 
progression or shape output 
Novelty  User requested an option to only generate novel solutions during system run 
Overlay  User requested an overlay for reference image or previous shapes for comparison 
Performance Visualisation  User requested performance visualisation to inform shape design process 
Range of Shape Geometries  User requested increased range of shape geometries encoded in the geometric representation 
Refresh Population  User requested an option to refresh population if search is not successful 
Shape Manipulation  User requested an option to manipulate shape during/after the system run 
Similarity  User requested an option to only generate similar solutions during system run 
Site Context  User requested input of site context 
Sorting  User requested sorting options for solution ranking 
Stop at Desired Shape  User requested option to stop the system run when seeing a desired shape 
Viewport Navigation  User requested additional viewport navigation options 
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Abstract: Architectural science aims to understand the complex relationships of architectural systems to 
their environment. Environmental scientists can infer a specie’s ability to adapt to different environments 
through a knowledge of the species and detailed data about its environment. Developmental biologists 
can then untangle how the organism developed from its DNA genotype to its adult phenotype. 
Furthermore, researchers in evolutionary development can tell us how the species evolved to support its 
self in that environment. Revisiting these terms in the face of radically changing architectural design and 
practice is necessary to evaluate their appropriate use in current digital workflows and their potential 
impact on the source theory in the domain of biology. Morphogenetic prototyping (MP) positions the 
evolutionary development of biological systems as an analogue to understand complex hierarchical 
systems in architecture and their relationship to their environment. In this way MP provides a framework 
for us to understand the implications of architecture’s adaptation throughout its historical development, 
framed in its vernacular context. This paper proposes a multi-directional methodology for the phenotypic 
and genotypic description of the A3 Adelaide house to support morphogenetic prototyping of 
environmentally homeostatic architecture at a genotypic level. 
Keywords: Morphogenetic prototyping; Typology; Architectural phenotype; Architectural genotype 
1. Introduction 
Architectural science reveals the complex inter-related systems that make up architectural designs and 
their relationship to their environmental context. In parallel, Biologists seek to understand the systems of 
the natural world. The generated understanding can then be represented as rules and knowledge that 
can be used to provide a greater global understanding of our natural world. It would therefore seem 
attractive to incorporate theory from these domains into architectural discourse to better understand 
architecture as a system strongly related to its environments. However, the process of appropriating 
external theory into architecture is fraught with challenges. Ostwald (1999) defines three methods (Figure 
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1), by which architecture appropriates external theory in order to construct ‘architectural theory’. These 
include ‘uni-directional’ appropriation; where the theory is taken from the source discipline and then 
appropriated in architecture. The main challenge with this approach is that the source theory ‘loses its 
original meaning in the process of translation and translocation’ (Ostwald, 1999). At the same time the 
appropriator dangerously believes that the original theory is ‘pure’ and ‘untainted by contact from other 
disciplines’ (Ostwald, 1999). Another concern is that even if the meaning is preserved, the source concept 
could change or be disproved in the future with new research in the source discipline. Biomimetics 
(Menges, 2012) (Gebeshuber, Gruber, and Drack, 2009) (J. Vincent, 2014) provide an example of the 
typical focus of taking ideas from biological systems and integrating these solutions in architecture.  
 
 
Figure 1: Ostwald’s three classifications for theory appropriation in architecture (diagram by authors) 
 
As Pedersen Zari (2010) discusses in depth, biomimicry on an ecosystem level provides a fertile 
opportunity to mitigate climate change through the adaptation of the built environment. It is therefore 
essential that we find ways to appropriate these ideas without the limitations of uni-directional 
appropriation. Alternatively, hybrid appropriation creates a new hybrid theory from both the original 
source and architectural theory. The challenge with this approach is that the hybrid theory loses its 
connection to its original discipline. Ostwald describes a third multi-directional appropriation in Figure 1 
which is a hybrid product of architectural theory on either an already hybridized theory or an ‘impure’ 
source theory. Ostwald defines this as ‘multi’ directional because the cycle of hybridizing hybrid theory 
can continue as described by the arrow connecting the hybrid and multi-directional in Figure 1. There are 
several motivations for researchers to appropriate theory from other disciplines. These cover the 
negative; a need to legitimize the research or confuse the observer in order to create ‘mystique’ (Ostwald, 
1999). As well as the positive; helping to explain and transmit knowledge. Our research aims to extend 
these positive motivations in both directions to construct an interdisciplinary bridge to support the 
transmittance of knowledge in architecture through a biological lens and vice versa. However, uni-
directional appropriation is common in architectural theory. This is a limitation of current thinking, as it 
brings about a solutions rather than systems integration focus (McGinley, Fotia, and Abroe, 2015). We 
need to focus on system models more than biomimicry of the mechanisms and features of the final 
phenotype. We need system models from other disciplines that we can apply in architecture (Azizkhani, 
2015) (Zavoleas, 2015).  
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Figure 2: An alternative multi-dimensional theory appropriation model for architecture 
 
The challenge is therefore to construct a hybrid theory that contains concepts appropriated from other 
disciplines that can support architectural science and embrace the nuances of architecture without losing 
the connection with the core conceptual components of its scientific source theory. To address this 
challenge, an alternative to Ostwald’s definitions for architectural theory appropriation is described in 
Figure 2 as a ‘multi-dimensional’ appropriation. The aim is that the translated theory would be useful in 
both the source and appropriating discipline. Whilst some loss of meaning in interpretation is 
unavoidable, the multi-dimensional approach aims to minimise it. This is achieved by breaking the theory 
down into components that can be fed back into the source discipline and ‘refreshed’ to reduce the loss 
of meaning and potential feedback and replication of interpretation errors in architectural discourse. To 
achieve this, the first step is to be explicit about what concepts we are appropriating. 
5. Phenotype and Genotype 
The phenotype and genotype have been previously discussed in architecture through the lens of genetic 
algorithms (Maher and Poon, 1994) (Damsky and Gero, 1997). This paper seeks to revisit these terms in 
their source discipline. In biology a phenotype describes an organism’s observable traits that can be 
measured. These observable traits are the result of genotypic expression. In this way the traits that we 
can observe in an animal or plant can be thought of as the result of the expression of genes. Before 
biologists could sequence (read) an organism’s genotype directly they had to infer the expression of genes 
by making comparisons of similar phenotypes. Developmental biology knowledge has itself grown from 
being able to make phenotypic observations through comparative biology combined with an 
understanding of the role of genes in the development of the organism. In comparison to architecture, 
the challenge is that we are still in the process of identifying and comparing (pheno)types and have not 
yet progressed to a genotypic analysis. Traditionally in biology the relationship between these concepts 
is expressed as:  
genotype + environment → phenotype 
Therefore, if we know the phenotype (presuming that we take this to be an architectural typology) 
and we imagine that we could encode the influence of the environment, the bit left over must be the 
genotype. So the equation above could be rearranged as: 
Architectural (pheno)type – environment → (Architectural) genotype 
So what is a multi-dimensional theory appropriation methodology for architecture and design? We 
introduce one here called Morphogenetic Prototyping (McGinley, Hoshi, and Iacopetta, 2015). We first 
seek to present an agreed definition of architectural typology, which when hybridized with the biological 
concept of phenotype results in the definition of an architectural phenotype. With a fixed (pheno)type 
and environment established, it should then be possible to ‘reverse engineer’ the architectural genotype. 
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3. Morphogenetic Prototyping  
Architectural science requires that architecture is possible to analyze from a variety of perspectives. Much 
contemporary architectural modelling effort requires the explicit definition of each unique element in the 
building. As such, contemporary architecture is largely drawn component by component i.e. wall by wall 
rather than space by space for instance. At the same time, despite our large combined collective 
experience as architects, we find ourselves ‘starting from scratch’ with each project. In developmental 
biology the distinction between the phenotype and the genotype is well suited to the scientific method 
as it enables scientists to ‘knock out’ or ‘knock in’ specific genes and observe their effect on the 
development of the organism.  An alternative approach for architecture would be to start with a rough 
typological sketch. Which in a way is what experienced designers have as tacit knowledge in their heads. 
In the unidirectional theory of Morphogenetic Engineering (ME) (Rene Doursat et al., 2012), engineered 
objects are conceptualized as if they had developed like organisms. Morphogenetic Prototyping 
(McGinley, Hoshi, et al., 2015), extends the uni-directional ME theory with architecture to form a hybrid 
theory. In this paper we propose to further extend Morphogenetic Prototyping into a multi-dimensional 
theory that supports transferable explicit and transferable concepts to provide shared understanding 
(Saad and Maher, 1996). These will include the hierarchies and levels of detail (LOD) of contemporary 
architecture through building information modelling (BIM) as analogous to the concept of stages of 
developmental biology (McGinley, 2015). This supports the appropriation of the phenotype and genotype 
concepts with architectural typologies into a multi-dimensional architectural theory. This paper aims to 
achieve a reconceptualization of architectural typology through the scientific concepts of phenotype and 
genotype to illustrate an alternative approach to theory appropriation in architecture. This invokes the 
conundrum that typology could be useful to support decision making and modelling in the design process 
if only, we knew: (1) the ideal or normal for that typology; (2) the other potential solutions; (3) the success 
of previous solutions and (4) how to present this to the designer in a non-confusing way.  
4. Architectural typology 
So what is ‘type’ in reference to architecture? Even within the architectural community no consensus has 
been reached in answer to this question. Robinson (1994, p. 178)  notes that in architecture ‘type is often 
used as if there were only one way to categorize buildings’. According to Newton (1991), Bannister 
Fletcher saw architecture as ‘an almost Naturalistic phenomenon’ (1991, p. 49) influenced by late 
nineteenth century science, with three classes of type arising:  building types resulting from social 
activities; formal types resulting from plan; and constructional types resulting from constructional 
method. Australian architectural historian Phillip Goad defines type as a ‘universally accepted building 
form drawn from history and merged into a timeless canon, supported by the fiction of a morphological 
perfection attributed to each ‘species’ of building’ (1988, p. 56). However Argan, (1996, p. 244) states that 
type is tied to both a building’s configuration and its functions. Architects make use of known types in 
their designs because they are tried and tested. Crowe (1984) notes that cultural traditions are 
transmitted through forms which are strong enough to take precedence over an individual architect’s self-
expression. That said, if architectural types are not changed in any way they risk becoming redundant and 
typological thinking can become a barrier to problem solving rather than a stimulus to it (Symes, 1994, p. 
189).   
The architect’s role is seen as one of performing operations on existing typologies according to 
Francescato (1994, p. 260). These operations may accept the type, diverge from it or generate a new type. 
If buildings are culture and place specific then, when the culture changes, the buildings should change as 
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well, either by demolition, adaptation or the changing of the dominant meaning the culture attaches to 
that particular physical form. The challenge with the architectural typology concept is that it is stored in 
the material architecture. Whilst this provides a good way to maintain architectural typologies and 
support the vernacular, it makes our challenge to identify an appropriate response to the contemporary 
conditions more challenging. A solution would be a rigorous global typological taxonomy for architectural 
‘species’. These species could be thought of as composed of basic genotypes that could respond to 
environmental conditions. These would provide conceptual ‘building blocks’ for architecture. The 
following section seeks to identify complex and nuanced typological models to support the scientific study 
of architecture and provide opportunities to develop a clearer understanding of architectural typology.  
6. Architectural phenotype 
We have seen in the previous section that in biology the phenotype is the measurable result of genotypic 
expression within a specific environment. Maher and Poon (1994) describe the phenotype as both a living 
organism and biological system but also suggest in their investigation of the use of genetic algorithms in 
architecture that it could be thought of as a ‘design solution for a design system’. We previously 
rearranged the equation to reflect that in architecture we know the environment and the phenotype at 
least for single instances, therefore we are searching for the genotype. Whilst this initially does not seem 
to be very helpful, we know that this is similar to early genetic research in biology. Therefore, robust 
phenotypic and environmental models could help us identify architectural genotypes. The previous 
section on architectural typology demonstrated that there are many ways to measure and define types: 
building, formal and constructional types. It seems from these that building type categorized by social 
activity is the most relevant to our research here. It is also important therefore to remove ourselves from 
the idea of an ideal type, as a real architectural phenotype is not complete without its environment. In 
that sense the architectural phenotype must be more than a specific instance, it must be a container that 
could potentially house the appropriate social activities required of it in a specific environment.  
Architects must acknowledge the changing nature of society and its demands. Therefore, architectural 
(pheno)types are only useful as long as they evolve with society. Architectural type may present problems 
however, including that of being contextually neutral. Type can ignore cultural, geographical, climatic and 
individual’s needs by becoming standardised (Franck, 1994, p. 352), for example, a design for a house may 
be repeated irrespective of place, culture, climate or inhabitant’s needs. This is not to say that the 
standardized (pheno)type does not have genes. It is that the phenotype does not have the plasticity to 
adapt to context. Maybe the plasticity in this sense is the skill of the designer. In biology, phenotypic 
classification is made from empirical observations by comparing organisms’ physical appearance to each 
other using phylogenetic trees. PhyloXML (Zmasek, 2016) provides a common schema for describing 
species and their relationships to each other, it would be possible to adapt or extend it for use in 
architecture. The following text describes a South Australia Type A3 (Johnson, 1983) in the PhyloXML 
format. It demonstrates that it should be possible for the architectural implementation of PhyloXML to 
be extended as required to support the representation of architectural phenotypes. 
 
<phyloxml xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance 
xsi:schemaLocation=http://www.phyloxml.org http://www.phyloxml.org/1.10/phyloxml.xsd 
xmlns="http://www.phyloxml.org"> 
<phylogeny rooted="true"> 
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<name>South Australian House Type A3</name> 
<description>Double fronted, four room</description> 
<clade><name>Type A</name></clade> 
</phylogeny> 
</phyloxml> 
 
Implementation of this schema in architecture would require that we identify the phylogenetic clade 
(branch) of architecture that the architectural phenotype belongs to. Having constructed this phylogenetic 
tree it would then be theoretically possible to identify the ‘design genes’ (Gero and Kazakov, 1998) as 
architectural genotypes. From an evolutionary perspective successful developmental processes are 
referred to as ‘conserved’ processes. It would then be possible to identify where a particular conserved 
process originated from. From an Adelaide house perspective that moves the attention from the walls 
and floors to the social activities. Focusing on the why not the what. 
From a BIM perspective the architectural model can be viewed as a hierarchy. This hierarchy 
branches out from the elemental building node, to different floor definitions, spaces and material 
elements within the building. Much contemporary modelling effort requires the explicit definition of each 
unique element in the design process. Whereas visual programming tools for architects such as 
Grasshopper and Dynamo point to more dynamic approaches to control architecture; they do not provide 
a metaphor to help us to interpret, manipulate and control the design of architecture. We therefore 
require a metaphor to support the standardised abstract system of systems representation of 
architecture. This would allow us to make use of historical typologically relevant post occupancy 
evaluation data in new or adaptive reuse projects for instance. In biology this happens by mutation of 
genes and creating multiple copies of genes, to adopt differing functions and have redundancy inbuilt to 
the system.  
 
Figure 3: Drosohila Melanogaster mapped to a typical Adelaide cottage (McGinley, Fotia, et al., 2015)
  
As an example, Figure 3 describes a phenotypic comparison of the fruitfly (Drosophila Melanogaster) 
and the typical Adelaide house. The translation of the drosophila body plan to the Adelaide house involves 
an expansion of the thorax and head (sensing) organs and a reduction of the abdomen. The design genes 
that could be extracted from this include those which influence both the morphological and behavioural 
characteristics of the phenotype, or in architectural parlance - form and function, or, spatial and social. 
The purpose of such phenotypic mappings is to enable the inference of genes for architecture typologies 
from comparable biological systems. 
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7. Environment 
In Australia, using AURIN (Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network) map (NCRIS, 2016), it is 
possible to see recorded sightings for many biological species. When these geo-referenced sightings are 
referenced to the seasons and the available resources and environment, it is possible to understand why 
they are where they are and how to conserve them in the future. The taxonomic organisation of nature 
supports this type of conservation and analysis. This is typically described in Phylogenetic trees. 
Phylogenetic trees describe a gene, species or trait. Traditionally, they were developed based on the 
morphological (phenotypic) characteristics of species, much like architecture is classified today. We 
previously posited that it may be possible to identify the genotypes of architecture by establishing an 
architectural phenotype and then subtracting the environment from it. The form of the phenotype was 
discussed in the previous section however it is unclear what the environment would be in this case and 
how it would best be represented and responded to by the phenotype. An architectural (pheno)type 
database like the bimimetic ontology proposed by Vincent (2014) might be the appropriate. This could 
make use of environmental data sets that might be relevant to architecture. Most approaches to applying 
biological knowledge in architecture do not focus on addressing a phenotypic and genotypic classification 
system. A potential exception is Foreign Office Architects book Phylogenesis (Foreign Office Architects, 
2003) which charts FOA’s projects as a phylogenetic tree. However we have not seen this approach taken 
for an architectural (pheno)type. This is therefore an area for future investigation. 
8. Architectural genotype 
 ‘The [architectural] types that are physically created support and promote the values, social relationships, 
and patterns of activities that are dominant in that society at that time’ (Franck, 1994, p. 345). Hence it is 
only when the dominant values of a society change that the types of buildings can change. It therefore 
matters where the genotype is stored. Is it cultural, inside the user, the environment, the designer or 
encapsulated in our common understanding of the architectural typology as a conveyer of cultural values? 
Hillier (2007) presents the idea of architectural genotypes as an underlying spatial logic of architecture. In 
this sense the phenotype is the material architecture. In biology the phenotype is the result of the 
genotype and epigenetic and non-inherited environmental factors. The biological phenotype’s 
evolutionary response is imprinted in the organism’s DNA genotype. In addition, the organism’s 
‘phenotypic plasticity’ - or ability to adapt to its environment during its development – would need to be 
accommodated in a genotypical description of architectural typologies. From an architectural perspective, 
Gero and Kazakov (1998) presented the idea of ‘design genes’ which they proposed could be used to 
inform spatial organisation. Architectural genotypes could provide a wholly new way of looking at 
architecture. Causing the questioning of what we consider to be the base unit of architecture. In 
contemporary digital modelling it is typically the wall, floor or some other material container of space.  
BIM can extend this to the level of rooms, to provide a hierarchical model of the phenotype, which is 
equally exceptionally well supported in space syntax. However, is there an alternative fundamental unit 
of architecture that we could use to retain control of architecture as the environment it sits in become 
increasingly complex? 
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Figure 1: Screenshot describing how the genotypes might express in the typical Adelaide house 
(McGinley, Fotia, et al., 2015) 
9. Discussion 
The idea that an architectural phenotype would contain the ‘ghosts’ of every instance of an architectural 
typology, requires that we develop less rigid models of that typology. These new quantum ‘ghost’ 
typologies require a different way of considering the base units of architecture. One way to resolve this is 
to think of an architectural site as being filled with equally spaced virtual agents that have not yet decided 
if they are outside or inside. These agents will contain the appropriate number of genes to define the 
architectural typology, but some of these will turned on and some will be off. So how would this resolve 
itself in architecture? The floating agents would start to absorb the environmental information and 
express their architectural genotypes in response to those environmental stimuli. The blurred boundaries 
between different typologies in this concept are described as a pseudo phenotypic plasticity, which as a 
preprogrammed part of the genotypic description defines the constraints to the expression of particular 
elements of the phenotype. These agents would, through a series of ‘building development stages’, 
rationalize into a recognizable building. Figure 4 shows a representation of what this might look like in the 
early stages as applied to a type A3 South Australian House. Through the construction of a representation 
that inscribes the different building development stages of the vernacular historical architectural 
(pheno)types, Morphogenetic Prototyping allows us to speculate on the future development of the 
typology based on computational evolutionary processes. When the exploration of appropriate 
representations is complete and we have identified the genotype for our existing architectural typologies, 
we can explore the potentials and limitations in relation to climate change for instance and suggest future 
architectural phenotypes that better represent the future we want for ourselves and our children: one 
that reflects social, cultural and environmental sustainability. We will investigate this potential in future 
work by analyzing the existing archives of south Australian house plans to identify both the evolution and 
development of architectural phenotypes and the genotypes that control them. 
10. Conclusion 
The concepts of phenotypes and genotypes in architecture have been uni-directionally appropriated into 
architecture previously. This paper states that uni-directional theory appropriation limits the 
transdisciplinary utilization of concepts by breaking the link to the source discipline. In response to this 
concern, this paper offers an approach to establish a bi-directional multi-dimensional relationship of 
genotype and phenotype in architecture. relationships to each other. We suggest to revisit those terms in 
the context of the MP framework to explore the use of the Hybrid Concepts (as presented in Table 1) in 
current design and practice and how they can refer back to the source theory. 
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Table 1: Overview of the concepts in the multi-dimensional theory appropriation framework 
Biological concepts  Hybrid 
Concepts 
 Architectural Concepts 
Phenotypic Plasticity ← → Architectural Phenotypic Plasticity ← → 
Limits of adaptation to 
environmental conditions 
Phenotype ← → Architectural Phenotype ← → Architectural Typology 
Genotype ← → Architectural Genotype ← → 
Hiller Spatial configuration 
Gero and Kazakov Design Genes 
Genetic Algorithms 
Biological 
Development stages ← → 
Building Development 
Stages (McGinley, 2015) ← → 
Hierarchy (BIM Level of Detail) 
(McGinley, 2015) 
Evolution / 
Phylogenetic trees ← → 
Extended architectural 
phenotype ← → Architectural history 
 
Table 1 provides an overview of the concepts introduced in this paper and their multidimensional. To 
this end, this paper proposes several novel perspectives: 
 firstly that of viewing evolutionary development as a kind of architectural typological history 
 and secondly of tracing this development using architectural (pheno)types to provide a new way 
to describe architectural typological vernacular development as a phenotypic product of 
architectural genotypes.  
We propose a strategic investigation into the evolution (history) of vernacular typologies to extract 
knowledge about the reaction to local conditions. This can also help us to understand the development 
of these typologies and their phenotypic plasticity in response to the changes we face such as 
architecture’s adaptation to climate change. Future work in this area offers many benefits to the field of 
architectural science including: 
 Clarifying the important role of the vernacular and our environment in the future of architecture; 
 Offering an alternative base unit of architecture to aid in analysis and design; 
 Interrogation of architectural typologies at a genotypic level; 
 Establishment of new research pathways in architecture with external disciplines. 
The presented research represents a step towards understanding the genetic dynamics of 
architectural design and opens up possibilities to transcend knowledge about biological systems inside 
the architectural discourse through the direct link with biological theory through a multi-dimensional 
approach. In future work, starting with the A3 house, we propose the development of a searchable 
typological database for architecture that researchers and designers can use to understand the 
evolutionary development of architectural typologies and design their futures in adaptation and 
homeostasis to our changing climate and environment. 
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Abstract. Recent developments in Additive Manufacturing are creat-
ing possibilities to make not only rapid prototypes, but directly manu-
factured customised components. This paper investigates the potential
for combining standard building materials with customised nodes that
are individually optimised in response to local load conditions in non-
standard, irregular, or doubly curved frame structures. This research iter-
ation uses as a vehicle for investigation the SmartNodes Pavilion, a tem-
porary structure with 3D printed nodes built for the 2015 Bi-City Bien-
nale of Urbanism/Architecture in Hong Kong. The pavilion is the most
recent staged output of the SmartNodes Project. It builds on the findings
in earlier iterations by introducing topologically constrained node forms
that marry the principals of the evolved optimised node shape with topo-
logical constraints imposed to meet the printing challenges. The 4m
high canopy scale prototype structure in this early design research itera-
tion represents the node forms using plastic Fused Deposition Modelling
(FDM).
Keywords. Digital Fabrication; Additive Manufacturing; File to
Factory; Design Optimisation; 3D printing for construction.
1. Introduction
Designing with freeform surfaces in architecture frequently leads to structural
frames with members meeting in irregular junctions in unpredictable numbers at
unpractical angles. Dealing with such nodes can involve, for instance, ubiquitous
spherical geometry with custom welded plates or fixings. Such customisable nodes
are expensive, time consuming to produce, and wasteful of material to accommo-
date every possible configuration. This adds significantly to the weight of indi-
vidual nodes relative to their essential structural performance, which in turn adds
P. Janssen, P. Loh, A. Raonic, M. A. Schnabel (eds.), Protocols, Flows and Glitches, Proceedings of the
22nd International Conference of the Association for Computer-Aided Architectural Design Research in Asia
(CAADRIA) 2017, 467-477. © 2017, The Association for Computer-Aided Architectural Design Research
in Asia (CAADRIA), Hong Kong.
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weight to the overall structure. The question arises: could a freeform structure be
made primarily from standard construction materials, with every unique node (1)
individually optimised for its structural performance in its specific location, (2)
shaped to accommodate the irregular confluence of structural members, and (3)
be 3D printed in metal, taking advantage of the mass customisation opportunities
of that technology?
Figure 1. SmartNodes Pavilion at 2015 Urbanism/ Architecture Bi City Biennale, Hong Kong.
New means of advanced manufacturing offer potential for a historical shift
from the mass-production of repetitive parts, to mass-customization on an indus-
trial scale. Mass customisation promises the combination of automation, effi-
ciency, and design freedom. This paradigm, first proposed by Davis (1987), tran-
scends the principles of mass production and extends the notion of modularity to
provide distinctive performance characteristics. Advanced manufacturing technol-
ogy allows for building components to be customised to local conditions, based
on aspects of systems of design and delivery (Exner et al. 2016).
An earlier iteration in this research project started to investigate this opportu-
nity through applying Bidirectional Evolutionary Structural Optimisation (BESO)
(Huang & Xie 2010). This technique can minimize material volume and weight
in a part. This research iteration involved the design and construction of a scaled
pavilion structure with printing of full-size metal nodes (Crolla & Williams 2015)
(figure 2). The principal issues highlighted through these included challenges in
printing with excess material required for support during the process including a)
problematic heat build-up in the printing process, b) excess support material that
was labour intensive to remove after printing.
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Figure 2. 3D Printed stainless steel node, prototyped at full-scale using Selective Laser
Melting (SLM) technology.
Here we report on a second iteration of the research. The research goal re-
mains to develop design methodologies that allow the construction of geometri-
cally unique freeform architecture, primarily built from standard available means
and requiring limited onsite skill, through the integration of all complexity into
individually customised and 3D printed nodes. This second iteration focusses on
testing practical applicability through a full-scale pavilion project and explores the
opportunities for topologically constrained node forms that marry principles of
evolved nodes with geometrical constraints imposed to meet printing challenges.
We introduced a fixed node topology for which minimal support material was re-
quired during the 3D printing process. Components of this topology were sized in
response to key constraints in additive manufacturing, including the limitation of
required printed geometry scaffolding during the applied Fused Deposition Mod-
eling (FDM) process.
2. Pavilion Design
The SmartNodes Pavilion (figure 1 and 10) is a sculpture placed in the courtyard
of the Hong Kong Heritage Discovery Centre in Kowloon Park. It operates as a
shading device and sculptural feature for the public terrace. The structure consists
of a single layered, tree like canopy that cantilevers out from a single central col-
umn. This column is anchored into a thin in-situ cast concrete slab that operates
as ballast. The structure has a trefoil-like symmetrical topology that was freely
stretched and deformed to create a more dynamic and natural looking result.
The SmartNodes research project seeks to identify and prototype a system
which could be deployed in a range of scenarios. We focussed design and research
on common the problem of customised node design and fabrication. Across the
form of the pavilion, 39 unique nodes connect 183 linear beam elements which
are unconstrained in the angles at which they meet. Three structural hierarchical
axes respond to loading. Primary structural lines run from the bottom to the top
pavilion edge and are split up into three parallel lines that are fixed into the same
end nodes. Secondary structural axis are similarly split into three parallel lines,
but commence halfway up the pavilion structure and run until the upper edge. Ter-
tiary axis are kept as single lines. The splitting up of the axis into parallel members
increases strength and permits easy fabric installation (see below). The number of
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members joining into a single node ranges from five to eleven, resulting in a total
of eight different node types.
By focussing design and fabrication primarily on the connecting node points,
these smallest components of a framing system can be produced with relatively
expensive digital fabrication techniques without resulting in much higher overall
cost, as most volume and weight of the project remains composed of conventional
materials. In the case of the SmartNodes Pavilion, these materials were standard
aluminium tubes and a fabric membrane - parts which are cheap, can be adapted
to local supply in each scenario, and can be assembled with limited onsite skill
requirements. The specialist components, plastic 3D printed nodes, were manu-
factured overseas.
3. Structural Assessment
The SmartNodes Pavilion’s structural model was fully 3D drawn in McNeel’s
Rhinoceros®, including all strut axis and node locations necessary to evaluate its
structural performance in detail. The Karamba plug in for Grasshopper® was used
within the Rhinoceros® software environment for simulation and analysis of dif-
ferent design iterations. Interactive experiments with the structural model as a
virtual prototype allowed predicting the performance of the structure through sim-
ulation and iteratively improving the performance of the system. This process for
on-going performance assessment based on a specified set of characteristics is re-
ferred to as virtual prototyping (Burry & Burry 2016). Based on the cross-section
optimisation algorithm of the plug-in and the selected construction materials, the
necessary dimensions for the struts of the pavilion were generated inside the para-
metric design environment (figure 3).
Figure 3. Structural Analysis using Karamba in Grasshopper®.
Using this parametric schema, different structural configurations could be eas-
ily tested and adjusted to improve the structural performance of the overall struc-
ture. All necessary loads were generated throughout the general structural analysis
of the pavilion and no separate process was necessary to analyse the node topolo-
gies for structural performance.
As the pavilion was located in a heritage courtyard, the structural engineers
considered site-specific wind loads. To simplify the structural evaluation based on
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the focus towards the structural nodes, two design winds loads in x and y direction
were applied.
For practical reasons related to local availability of material, strut diameters
were limited to three types: two different sizes of struts were used, 20mm and
32mm, and one family was internally reinforced with steel stiffeners. These were
necessary to handle high loads in areas where available diameters of aluminium
rods would not suffice to resist buckling.
4. Node Development
Throughout the structure, eight different node types can be found that join different
numbers of members. Fixed topologies were introduced for each of these types.
In developing these typologies, the key goal was to improve the manufacturing
process through minimising support material in printing, thereby reducing both
time and 3D materials, all while keeping straightforward onsite assembly in mind.
4.1. NODE TOPOLOGY DESIGN
The printing process was limited by built-in software constraints put in place by
the tool makers. Although these constraints could theoretically be circumvented
by customization of the control software of the manufacturing hardware, that was
deemed beyond the scope of this research project. Instead, rules of thumb, gradu-
ally defined through several study prints, were used to define most efficient node
geometries. Factors such as node orientation in the printing bed and control of
angles of overhang became dominant design criteria.
Figure 4. Node typology for Mesh Generation.
3D printed meshes were generated by procedural extraction using the ‘Ge-
ometry Wrapper’ function in Millipede, another structural analysis and optimi-
sation plug in for McNeel’s Rhinoceros® plug in Grasshopper®. This generates
an equipotential mesh surface around defining input geometry. The input geome-
try used for the node surface generation consisted of the node topology axis lines
and placeholder geometry in areas where connections with the aluminium mem-
bers were placed ( figure 4). For the member axis lines, different weightings were
intuitively used for geometry at the top of the pavilion (lighter) and at its base
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(heavier). For the connection slots with the aluminium pipes, an iteratively de-
fined fixed weighting was used. To allow mechanical rod fixing, a screw hole was
extracted from the mesh geometry prior to printing and the weighting was defined
to produce sufficient mass for an effective load transfer without breaking.
The values used to define the equipotential mesh surface can easily be paramet-
rically linked to printed material properties, resulting in thinner node geometry for
metal prints and more chunky outcomes for plastic. Time and financial constraints
of the projects, however, did not allow for this in this iteration.
4.2. NODE FABRICATION
The custom optimised node fabrication resulted in a range of 3D printed geometric
expressions, generated based on local geometry and load condition and defined by
the number of struts surrounding each node (figure 5).
Figure 5. Front and back view of three 3D printed plastic nodes.
In principle, any 3D printing material could be used as long as node geome-
tries are developed in response to the material properties. Future iterations will
focus on Selective Laser Melting (SLM), as this mode of fabrication seems to be
most promising for application at construction scale, even if demands from the
construction industry for their use in construction projects cannot yet be met with
the present stage of technological development (Crolla & Williams 2015).
In this case, all nodes were printed on ‘Fortus FDM’ machines using an ABS
filament (figure 6). A number of parameters affect required printing time:
 Material can be deposited in layer heights ranging from 0.15mm to 0.3mm. A
lower height produces a finer surface finish and minor differences in strength.
 Strategies for printing the internal volumes of objects vary the density and quan-
tities of material, with a ‘solid’ model being printed relatively slowly and alter-
native densities of lattice offering possible time improvements.
 Printing support material effects both the material volume and required time,
with extrusion material changed for each layer during printing, affecting sur-
face finish quality and strength of parts.
Amongst these relationships, trade-offs must be made to select a best fit for a spe-
cific project. In this case, strength - particularly tensile strength between printed
layers - led us to opt for higher density and slower prints. Support material was
minimised through the controlled pre-defined node topology without reducing sur-
face quality.
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Figure 6. Nodes during and after the printing process.
5. Construction
In addition to the offsite printed nodes, all 183 aluminium members were prefab-
ricated offsite. Following data spreadsheets extracted from the digital model, the
tubes were manually labelled, cut to length, flattened at their ends, and pre-drilled
for eventual onsite slotting into the nodes.
The fabric cladding was produced in three separate parts from a blue elastic
fabric. Kangaroo, a particle-based physics simulation engine plug in for McNeel’s
Rhinoceros® plug in Grasshopper®, was used to define the flattened non-stretched
geometry. A straightforward fixing detail was developed in which the membrane
could be stretched in between the axis lines by having the aluminium members
inserted into edge pockets closed by zippers.
The pavilion assembly required minimal technology (figure 7). Within a few
days a team of three people with no construction experience managed to assemble
all components and install the skin (figure 8).
A thin in-situ cast concrete slab was used as ballast for the structure. Protrud-
ing starter bars, bent to the correct angles were inserted and clamped into the alu-
minium tubes at the base to secure the connection with the canopy. Above the base,
the aluminium pipes and structural nodes were assembled using standard screws.
6. Assessment and Future Research
Albeit fast, the rather intuitive ‘Geometry Wrapper’ does not produce fully opti-
mised geometries. Following the completion of the pavilion, a randomly selected
node design was revisited using the Scan&Solve(TM) plug-In for Rhinoceros. Its
structural performance was simulated and a further volume reduction of the node
geometry was done while respecting maximum loading capacity. This study ex-
posed that a further volume reduction would have been possible of about 50%
(figure 9).
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Figure 7. Assembly.
Figure 8. Lycra skin detailing around various nodes.
Figure 9. Comparing geometry of manufactured and simulated Node.
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Alternatively, the cross-section optimisation algorithm of the Karamba plug In
for Grasshopper® could be used as an efficient method for structural evaluation
and section optimisation of node components: it can generate weighting values for
fixed node topology components defined using the ‘Geometry Wrapper’ function
described here.
Although theoretically possible, further volume improvement would be diffi-
cult to realize in layered ABS plastic because of possible local defects occurring
during the additive manufacturing process. Even if larger local defects, as occa-
sionally observed in some of the nodes, could be avoided, the local properties and
micro structure of the material may still vary significantly. Many conditions affect
structural behaviour, including the specific machine used in production, materi-
als, and their interaction with climate. To check calculated structural behaviour
and adjust input parameters, a series of tests should be performed and weathered
on-site. Such first-hand empirical tests are critical until industry standards further
mature.
Figure 10. SmartNodes Pavilion by night.
7. Conclusion
This research investigated the use of a fixed-topology optimisation approach to
mass-customized structural nodes to reduce the material needed for the additive
manufacturing process. This has been prototyped through the design and fabri-
cation of a pavilion structure at full-scale. This included customised nodes that
incorporate geometric complexity and details for ease of assembly, allowing for
straightforward on-site construction of freeform structures.
The results are significant in three respects: (1) the optimisation-based system
for mass-customisation of structural nodes developed during the research indicated
the potential for topological constraints in the optimisation process to develop a
system of custom nodes that can be produced through 3D printing without gener-
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ating excessive support material, (2) the construction process and procedure was
successfully tested using the fabrication data generated from the parametric model,
and (3) the whole system was tested under outdoor conditions, including signifi-
cant wind load, during building occupation as part of a larger exhibition context.
Future work will further investigate the application of this node system to full-scale
metal printing.
Further optimisation of nodes will require (a) more detailed information on the
structural behaviour of 3D printed materials and (b) further embedding of local
structural engineering knowledge into the design team. However, designers will
face significant challenges in assessing large quantities of such data and respond-
ing through design proposals. Heuristic and pragmatic responses are likely to be
more readily adopted.
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Abstract. Additive manufacturing techniques and materials have
evolved rapidly during the last decade. Applications in architecture, en-
gineering and construction are getting more attention as 3D printing is
trying to find its place in the industry. Due to high material prices for
metal 3d printing and in-homogenous material behaviour in printed plas-
tic, 3D printing has not yet had a very significant impact at the scale of
buildings. Limitations on scale, cost, and structural performance have
also hindered the advancement of the technology and research up to this
point. The research presented here takes a case study for the application
of 3D printing at a furniture scale based on a novel custom optimisa-
tion approach for structural nodes. Through the concentration of non-
standard geometry on the highly complex custom optimised nodes, 3D
printers at industrial product scale could be used for the additive manu-
facture of the structural nodes. This research presents a design strategy
with a digital process chain using parametric modeling, virtual prototyp-
ing, structural simulation, custom optimisation and additive CAD/CAM
for a digital workflow from design to production. Consequently, the dig-
ital process chain for the development of structural nodes was closed in
a holistic manner at a suitable scale.
Keywords. Digital fabrication; node optimisation; structural perfor-
mance; 3D printing; carbon fibre.
1. Introduction
Recent developments in the field of computational architecture and new develop-
ments in fabrication technologies reveal many possibilities to generate complex
designs with a high degree of visual differentiation. Increasing demand for intri-
cate geometries and mass-customized building components opens the opportunity
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for individualized expression of structures in architectural design processes. Over
recent years, new applications of additive fabrication for the design of structural
components were developed and custom-optimisation of structural nodes were
tested on a scale pavilion to show first glimpses at the design potential of these
design methodologies (Williams et al. 2015; Prohasky et al. 2015; O’Donnell et
al. 2015). Innovation of structural component design, developed in the research
presented here, uses a novel custom optimisation approach based on cross section
optimisation for the improvement of the structural performance during different
design iterations.
During the research project, a design process based on a closed digital process
chain for custom optimized structural nodes was explored and implemented on
a furniture scale. After development of a concept design, a virtual prototype of
the design was developed to review the aesthetic appearance and the feasibility of
the fabrication system for construction. Multiple iterations of optimisation of the
structural system were carried out on multiple scales to reduce the material needed
for the structural nodes. As a result, a significant reduction in cost and fabrication
time were achieved.
The close collaboration with the structural engineers during the design process
in design development allowed short iteration cycles and lead to a stream lined
design process. In the meantime a collaborative parametric model was build in the
design team, so that structural as well as design input was reflected in the model
simultaneously. Above all, the constant communication during the design process
created the potential for novelty and innovation during the design process, and
led to a design outcome with a holistic aesthetic appearance, material reduction
through the custom optimisation of the structural nodes, and a reflective approach
to fabrication constraints during the design process.
2. Background and Critical Review
Recent developments in the field of computational architecture and new develop-
ments in fabrication technologies revealed many possibilites to generate complex
designs with a high degree of visual differentiation. Increasing demand for intri-
cate geometries and mass-customized building components opens the opportunity
for individualized expression of structures in architectural design processes. Over
recent years, new applications of additive fabrication for the design of structural
components were developed and custom-optimisation of structural nodes were
tested at a pavilion scale to show first glimpses at the design potential of these
design methodologies (Williams et al. 2015; Prohasky et al. 2015; O’Donnell et
al. 2015). Innovation of structural component design, developed in the presented
research, uses a novel custom optimisation approach based on cross section optimi-
sation for the improvement of the structural performance during different design
iterations. Here following observations have been made:
 MATERIALS: Whereas ABS and/or PLA prints do not have the structural in-
tegrity needed in the construction industry, printing in metal as outlined in the
research by Galjaard et al. (2014) which would fulfil the structural require-
ment is currently still an expensive undertaking. Projects such as the ones by
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Williams et al. (2015) rely on 3D printers on an industrial scale and the cost of
the use of such equipment is still high compared to conventional manufacturing
technology for structural nodes like on site welding or steel casting. Currently
most 3D printers are in a table top format. This is the case for popular types
such as Makerbots, Flash Forge or UP printers using ABS and/or PLA as well
as metal and other substrate printers. Particularly cost effective are the prod-
ucts that use plastics for the additive manufacturing process. As a consequence,
the fabrication process for the structural nodes in the presented research used
conventional table top printers for PLA.
 TOOL DIMENSIONS: Any structural node is limited to the size of the printer.
The application of a custom optimisation process for structural nodes on the
furniture scale offers the possibility to test the use of custom optimized nodes
in a final product and therefore provides first insights in a design and fabrica-
tion process suitable for commercial use. Commercial activities in future ad-
ditive manufacturing scenarios attribute great value to product customisation
(Bertling & Rommel 2016), as attractivity of Direct Digital Manufacturing in-
creased (Gibson et al. 2015).
 EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES: Before additive manufacturing can be in-
troduced on an industrial scale to construction processes, adequate material
testing, norming and issuing of code for the application of these fabrication pro-
cess need to take place. In contrast, the experimentation on the furniture scale
leads directly to potentially commercialisable design outcomes. This consid-
eration points towards the potential for future development, while recognizing
the current limitations for additive manufacturing (Naboni & Paoletti 2015).
Thus one can observe that even additive manufacturing has continuously advanced
over the last decade with most 3D printers still have their limitations when it comes
to printing custom-optimised structural components. This is the case for currently
used materials and their associated techniques. Thus 3D printing has not yet had
a very significant impact at the scale of buildings other then a few experimental
projects such as the one by Williams et al. (2013), O’Donnell et al. (2015) or Gal-
jaard et al. (2014) to name but a few. As argued above, scale, cost and structural
performance have also hindered the advancement up to this point. Based on these
observations, the research presented here describes experiments of an application
on a furniture scale along with the presentation of a novel approach to custom
optimisation of structural nodes.
3. Methodology
The researchers describe a design strategy for custom optimized structural nodes in
the context of furniture design along with a novel approach to custom optimisation
of structural nodes based on cross section optimisation. In summary, the following
iterative design research methodology was used to design and fabricate:
 Concept design based on sound and water waves as reaction on site
 Virtual prototype of the preliminary table design
 Micro-scale optimisation of structural nodes
 Macro-scale optimisation of the structural system
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 Multi-scale structural model for custom-optimisation of structural nodes
 Fabrication of the Opera Bar Table as a final product
Here a bar table was designed that used Karamba for optimisation of the overall
structure and structural nodes. Designed for a music event, the preliminary design
sketch mimicked sound waves as a first form iteration. The resulting NURBS sur-
face was broken down into triangles in order to use timber members for construc-
tion. Each beam was connected to a node with a minimum of two and a maximum
of six beams connected at specific points. The nodes were designed via La Placian
smoothing based on the results of the cross section optimisation process. With this
initial design approach, multiple optimisation cycles took place during the design
development.
4. Case Study - Sydney Opera Bar Table
The Sydney Opera House (1959 - 1965) in particular the constructions of the shells
of the Opera House challenged architects, engineers and construction firms at the
time and “the enormous challenges in construction demanded pioneering appli-
cations and many new materials as well as building and engineering practices”
(Sydney Opera House, 2016).
DESIGN PROCESS: Bachelor students of the Computational Design degree
at the Faculty Built Environment / University of New South Wales, Sydney were
challenged with the question: “What would a contemporary equivalent in design
and construction that ‘demand[s]ed pioneering applications and many new mate-
rials as well as building and engineering practices’ in a way similar to the Sydney
Opera House (2016) description in its historic outline”.
Figure 1. Concept design based on sound and water waves (left three bubbles); optimisation
of design sketch in Karamba (middle three bubbles); and detailed view of preliminary table
design (right bubble) (c) Emily Leung.
Figure 1 shows the selected design concept developed in the two week
Karamba workshop. The design at this stage existed as a preliminary design that
had been, in a first iteration, optimised in Karamba. Still the design of the nodes
and the overall structure needed further optimisation iteration cycles to meet the
fabrication constraints given by the additive manufacturing process.
Instead of designing an opera house as such, and dealing with spatial and or-
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ganisational matters the students were asked to test and explore the challenge on
a furniture piece. The motivation for the design of a bar table came from being
commissioned by Opera Australia to develop a VIP area centre piece for their up-
coming opera ’The eight wonder’ that had the design of the opera house as theme.
Each student used the design challenge to learn the Karamba plug-in for Robert
McNeel & Associates’ Grasshopper® to design a table that somehow mimicked
ideas and concepts of the Sydney Opera and optimised the structural system.
OPTIMISATION ITERATIONS: During the development of the case study,
multiple iterations for the structural simulation and optimisation were carried out.
The experimental setup and the results of the design process are provided in the
next section to provide knowledge about the development of the overall and com-
ponent geometry.
Micro-scale optimisation of structural nodes - The design of the structural
nodes was informed by structural simulation during the development of virtual
prototypes for performance evaluation. As the results of the simulation were
based on a finite elements solver calculated by using Robert McNeel &Associates’
Grasshopper® and the Karamba plug-in, the geometry was generated directly in
the parametric model. A novel custom optimisation approach was developed in-
side the parametric design environment. Based on the generative process for the
generation of the structural nodes, different node sizes were necessary to provide
all the fabrication data inside the parametric model. The structural system was
divided into the structural nodes and the beams that represented the timber mem-
bers through the subdivision of the connectivity diagram with spheres. In the next
step the beams were sorted based on their topological adjacency to the positions
of the structural nodes, so that a sorted list provided the basis for the assigment of
materials and the generation of the node geometries.
Feeding the calculation results of the cross section optimisation into the Ex-
oskeleton plug-in to generate a mesh as the basis for the Laplacian smoothing al-
lowed a high level of variety in the node design, while a coherent design language
was developed. This methodology has a number of advantages, such as the con-
centration of the structural complexity in the geometry of the nodes that provides a
focus for the geometrical optimisation on the structural node. Another advantage
is the small computational costs of a cross sectional optimisation as compared to
other optimisation approaches that have been used in that context. The genera-
tion of all the node geometries was handled in one coherent parametric model that
could update in a relatively small amount of time after changes were introduced.
The results of the optimisation process described are shown in figure 2 and
figure 3 (left image). At this stage rather large nodes were generated, which did
not satisfy the designer’s expectations about the printing time and use of material,
while also violating fabrication constraints. Many of those node designs would
have needed to be divided into several parts for the additive manufacturing process,
therefore adding an additional step to the construction process.
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Figure 2. Optimised nodes as used in final design (left) and single node when only optimising
node but not structure - hence a ‘lumpy and large’ outcome (right).
Macro-scale optimisation of the structural system - After a first iteration of
the custom optimisation proces for the structural nodes of the furniture design, the
overall shape of the table was assessed for design optimisation by the structural
engineer. During this process a symmetric approach for the structural design was
developed and applied to the structural system to provide better balanced table
based on two ‘shells’ that form, preventing a potential tipping over when on site.
Another step to improve the performance on the macro-scale of the structural sys-
tem was the relaxation of the positions of the nodes on the design surface, so that
an even distribution of the nodes was reached.
Through this process the length of the timber members was averaged, thereby
balancing the utilisation of the structural members in reaction to the need of using
the same cross section of the structural members over the whole structure. Here
the total number of nodes was reduced as well as the size of each node offering
improvements in cost and fabrication time. As a result, the node sizes were sig-
nificantly reduced and a more coherent expression of the structural nodes were
achieved as improvement to the overall design (compare changes in structural lay-
out in figure 3).
The parametric model that incorporated structural simulation and optimisation
in the design model, based on an ongoing collaborative design approach between
architects and engineers, was adjusted to incorporate the changes in the overall
geometry. In addition, the material properties for the structure were reviewed to
ensure the structural feasability of the final product. Further improvement was
achieved by changing the material for the tabletop from glass to acrylic, resulting
in a significant reduction in dead load of the structure.
Multi-scale structural model for custom-optimising of structural nodes - In an-
other iteration of the optimisation process, the whole system - the beams in com-
bination with the custom optimised nodes - was simulated to generate another set
of structural nodes that met the fabrication constraints. Two load cases were intro-
duced to reflect the impact of gravity and the total load live load of 100 kg/sqm
that deemed to be appropriate for the use of the table in a bar space (final result in
figure 3 right).
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Figure 3. Screenshot of designed table with node optimisation only (left) and node and
structural optimisation (right).
This last iteration applied in the design process was successful in reducing the
size of the nodes to the print bed of the Flash Forge 3D printers used in order to
meet the upcoming fabrication and handover-to-client deadlines.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY: Following multiple optimisation itera-
tions and the 3D printing of the 32 structural nodes, all connecting timber mem-
bers were cut to size and the team assembled the table. The connection between
3D printed node and timber member was facilitated through the use of the FESTO
Domino system as it created an invisible connection joint (see figure 4 and 5).
Figure 4. 3D printed nodes (left); timber members (middle); and first assembled connection
(right).
The whole construction process took place using unskilled labour, which
would allow the application of the proposed design strategy for development of a
commercial furniture system that would leave the assembly of the furniture to the
customer. For this application, the tectonic detailing would need to be reworked,
as it only incorporates a gap for the insertion of the dowel at this stage.
Only one node was split in two parts for the additive manufacturing process.
This allowed the researchers to evaluate the feasibility of gluing and screwing
of the node as part of the assembly process. During the process, various glues
were tested and a standard two-component glue used in during construction of the
table. In the following all 32 nodes were printed and connected to beams to build
a table with a 2.4*1.2 meter surface. The fabrication and construction process are
described in greater detail in the next section of the paper.
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5. Conclusions
This research has investigated the design process for custom optimisation of struc-
tural node for an application of such a system on a furniture scale and successfully
introduced a novel custom optimisation method based on cross section optimisa-
tion. As a result, structural integrity, fabrication time and cost were significantly
reduced during the design process. As a full scale application of the design pro-
cess, the research provides first insights in the application of custom optimisation
of structural nodes for the development of a marketable product. All of these as-
pects will be expanded on in the following conclusions.
CUSTOM OPTIMISATION OF STRUCTURAL NODES: In general the re-
sults show that the developed approach to custom optimisation of structural nodes
based on cross section optimisation and La Placian smoothing can be used success-
fully to quickly iterate over multiple design options, as the process is computation-
ally cheap. Another advantage of this process is the simulation of the whole struc-
tural in one coherent parametric model with different materials. In this respect, the
process could easily be extended towards the use of different cross sections for the
structural members and multiple structural materials.
At this point the structure has only been tested in a virtual model and through
a rudimentary testing process in situ. In the physical testing the research team
loaded the table with gym weights and sandbags. As these tests were made prior
to handing over the table to the client we naturally did not go to the full loading of
100kg/sqm but stopped at 80kg/sqm.
FABRICATION TIME AND COST: The design methodology based on node
optimisation and additive manufacturing has been a quick and cheap process for
the generation of a complex design outcome that could be handled by a small de-
sign team. Hence we argue that the objective of developing a quick and cheap
method of fabrication and construction has been achieved. The overall costs for
the prints were under US$ 150 (a total of 4 rolls were used for the process), the
printing times varied between 12 and 23 hours. Due to having six Flash Forge
Printers available the total print could be completed in about a week. All nodes
were printed solid in order to give them their maximal strength. Using ‘tree struc-
tures’ as support the amount of support material needed during manufacturing was
reduced to a minimum as well, also reducing time required in cleaning the nodes.
The research in the construction process was limited in several ways. Mainly
time and resource constraints needed to be accommodated. More research is
needed in further optimisation of the tectonic details inside the parametric model
to accommodate easier assembly without the use of glue, further exploiting the de-
sign potential provided through additive manufacturing technology. Although the
study did not explore multiple approaches to the design of the assembly system, it
tested the one (figure 6) in great detail and explored the potential application of glu-
ing and screwing of nodes to accommodate limitations in meeting the fabrication
constraints.
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Figure 5. Table assembled (left); detail view nodes (middle); and perspective table with
several nodes (right).
Only one node was split in two parts for the additive manufacturing process,
which allowed the researchers to evaluate the feasibility of gluing and screwing of
the node as part of the assembly process. During the process various glues were
tested and a standard two-component glue was used in the construction of the table.
Subsequently, all 32 nodes were printed and connected to beams to build a table
with a 2.4*1.2 meter surface.
FURNITURE DESIGN APPLICATION: The findings add to our understand-
ing of the development of furniture with complex topologies and geometries
through the use use of structural optimisation methods. We are aware of the fact
that the introduction of this level of complexity into furniture design is open to
criticism, but want to point towards the potential application of the design strat-
egy for the design of furniture systems for mass customisation. These might be
used to adjust this particular furniture design to individual taste through interactive
methods.
Finally, the furniture scale seems to be the a well-chosen testing ground for
the application of custom optimisation of structural nodes on a product scale as a
vehicle for the exploration of commercial applications of the design strategy.
6. Next Steps and Future Research
The next iteration of the research will target the use of a robot arm for the wrapping
of structural nodes with carbon fibre to introduce additional stiffness to the com-
ponent design and enhance the capabilities of the structural node to perform under
a variety of loads, especially under outdoor conditions. This composite approach
to the fabrication of structural nodes will provide a new materiality for the use of
structural nodes in the context of building construction, and test the method on a
physical prototype to explore the associated fabrication constraints. Another step
of the research project will be the evaluation of thematerial properties of the hybrid
structure combining PLA and carbon fibre in the structural node in collaboration
with material scientists and engineers. This paper provides a starting point for the
development of novel optimisation methods in the context of mass customisation
of structural components and associated fabrication methods. The nodes were de-
signed via La Placian smoothing based on cross section optimisation instead of
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using a topological optimisation approach, as the latter would result in geometry
too complex for a carbon fibre laying robot arm to achieve a feasible outcome of
the fabrication process.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a automated shape generation method-
ology based on grammatical genetic programming for speciﬁc design
cases. Two cases of the shape generation are presented: architectural
envelope design and facade design. Through the described experiments,
the applicability of this evolutionary method for design applications is
showcased. Through this study it can be seen that automated shape gen-
eration by grammatical evolution oﬀers a huge potential for the devel-
opment of performance-based creative systems.
Keywords: Shape generation · Design · Genetic programming
1 Introduction
This research presents a Genetic Programming (GP) approach to shape design
using grammatical evolution to provide a methodology to extend the potential
for the use of machine intelligence during early stages of architectural design
processes. A method of this kind could greatly enhance eﬃciency and support
decision making for architects. The opportunities and limitations of the proposed
grammatical evolution for the design of architectural spaces is elaborated.
The main contribution of the presented research is the development of a
methodology for grammatical evolution and the deﬁnition of the representation
for the encoding of particular design spaces. It explores the potential of this
process for the generation of simple envelopes - the exterior hull of a building, for
architectural shapes, combined shapes for architectural envelopes and complex
shapes for facade components.
During our research, diﬀerent methods are used to develop a methodology
for shape design by grammatical evolution. Strongly-typed tree-based GP [13]
is used as the core. Shape-based nodes are used as main representations for the
diﬀerent design cases.
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The paper reports the research outcomes which are architectural shapes pro-
duced with gradually increasing complexity during the development of case spe-
ciﬁc representations. During the process of developing representations for archi-
tectural shapes, the feasible of those representations are explored and discussed
in the experiments section (Sect. 4) and discussions section (Sect. 5) of this paper.
Relevant existing studies from the literature are presented in the related work
section (Sect. 6).
Knowledge generated throughout the diﬀerent experiments presented in this
paper is reported in the conclusion section (Sect. 7) and reﬂected upon in respect
to the further development of the methodology in the future research section
(Sect. 8).
2 The Need
During architectural computational design processes, usually a parametric model
is deﬁned to specify a particular architectural shape space after an intuitive
design process has taken place. This parametric model is then evaluated for
potential parameters that can provide the ﬂexibility for optimization of the archi-
tectural shape to increase the performance of the architectural shape. As a result
of this post-rationalization process, the design space for architectural shape is
already limited to a small scope of design solutions that reﬂect the design deci-
sions taken during the design process.
Shape design by grammatical evolution opens up the opportunity for archi-
tectural shape to incorporate performance criteria early on in the design process,
increasing the impact of the shape generation on the performance potential.
Therefore, the design space in this experimental process needs to encode a wide
range of design solutions to eﬀectively search for a high performing solution.
Shapes generated throughout this evolutionary process can then be used to fur-
ther inform the design process based on local and site speciﬁc criteria.
3 Methodology
The methodology of this research project can be divided in two parts: the gram-
matical evolution as shape generation process and the representations developed
to encode a particular set of shapes that are of experimental interest to the ﬁeld
of architecture. The ﬁrst will be discussed in this section, before greater detail
about the implications of the process is provided in the discussion section. The
latter will be described as part of grammatical evolution and in greater detail
during the section concerned with the implementation and experiments.
3.1 Grammatical Evolution
Grammatical evolution is an approach to evolutionary computation that intro-
duces genotype-phenotype mapping based on grammatical rules [17]. Search and
solution space are often separated. This separation and the translation process
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allow the search process to iterate all possible genotypical expressions, while
ensuring the validity of the grammar output [14]. Through this approach, a
particular set of shapes can be generated and uniformity of the phenotypical
expression guaranteed based on the translation through the shape grammar.
We present automated shape design by grammatical evolution successively in
the next sections based on the components, as they are deﬁned during the estab-
lishment of the process, starting from the initialization of the ﬁrst generation.
3.2 Representations
A set of terminals and functions is provided for diﬀerent particular design cases
based on shape grammar. During this process, a set of terminals and functions
is developed for each particular case. The genotype as a result of the generation
is a set of integer values, structured through the progression of data throughout
the data tree. The representation is tree-based and the root node is used to
collect the diﬀerent shapes in a coherent representation of the solution. These
terminal and function sets are reported in the implementation section alongside
the diﬀerent experiments and the resulting sets of shapes that were generated
based on these case speciﬁc representations.
3.3 Fitness Measure
Decision parameters are deﬁned based on the design criteria for the architectural
shapes and a ﬁtness function is developed to allow the constant evaluation of
the criteria during the evolutionary process.
3.4 Shape Grammar
During the development of the genotype, a set of grammar rules is applied to
develop a phenotypical expression of the architectural shapes that can be evalu-
ated towards the ﬁtness functions. In this research, the objects for evaluation are
polygon meshes generated through the application of diﬀerent algorithms that
translate the phenotype consisting of points and/or lines into objects.
Crossover and mutation are powerful operators in GP. When shape gram-
mar is involved, we need to modify these genetic operators so speciﬁc grammar
restrictions are applied to specify the shape for the design process. During this
design process the representation is limited by a coherent grammar structure,
while the parameters are ﬂexible to explore the design space during the process.
Constraints were integrated into the nodes that generate integer or ﬂoat values
through the deﬁnition of domains that allow speciﬁc shapes to emerge.
4 Implementation and Experiments
The implementation based on the above methodology and the corresponding
experiments are detailed in this section. Note some implementation details are
combined with the description of experiment as diﬀerent parts of experiments
involve diﬀerent implementations.
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4.1 Implementation
A variety of tools were used to ensure the accessibility of the process to archi-
tectural designers. The main environment used to generate architectural shape
was Rhinoceros CAD which supports Rhinoscript, a scripting language for the
3d computer-aided design. It provides a set of specialized methods and func-
tions for the design of complex geometries. Apart from that, a Python-based
GP library was developed under Rhino to facilitate grammatical evolution. This
gives designers the possibility to modify the process and adjust it towards their
own needs during the design process.
Genetic Programming: Our genetic programming implementation utilizes
treebased strongly-typed GP. A random initial generation is used as the starting
point for the evolutionary process. In the ﬁtness evaluation quantitative prop-
erties, of the geometry are used to evaluate individual solutions, in particular
shape volume and boundary surface area.
During the evolutionary process, tournament selection (tournament size = 3)
is applied as a selection strategy to provide a mating pool (mating pool size =
10) for the crossover operation (crossover rate = 0.6). Besides this selection
mechanism, a number of individuals are selected for the modiﬁcation through
a mutation operation (mutation rate = 0.3) to enhance diversity in the popu-
lation. The best performing individuals of a generation are preserved through
elitism (elite rate = 0.1) to ensure a steady advance in performance of the best
individuals.
During the experiments a small population of individuals (population
count = 500) and a low number of generations (maximal number of genera-
tions = 100) are used.
Shape Grammar: After generating the genotype with its associated parame-
ters during grammatical evolution, a phenotypical representation of the design
is produced for evaluation. The presented experiments diﬀer in terms of the rep-
resentations as well as in the translation process from genotype to phenotype.
The next section will describe these diﬀerences.
4.2 Experiments
A set of experiments has been designed for exploring the feasibility of abstract
shapes as initial stage during architectural design processes. As massing is crucial
for the design of architectural shapes, auto-generated shape as a starting point
for further design opportunities opens a huge potential for reﬂection on the
performance of building envelopes. The pre-optimization of architectural shapes
allows a more abstract evaluation of shapes towards performance goals at a
stage of the design, when major design decisions are yet to be taken. Therefore
this experimental process allows a stronger focus on building performance and
furthermore the information of the design process through the adaptation of
design features with major impact on the performance of the architectural shape.
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Three experiments were undertaken to explore this potential with increasing
complexity of the geometry. The experimental process starts with simple shapes
for architectural envelopes. The same approach is then extended to the combina-
tion of shapes to generate another set of design solutions. In a third experiment,
a diﬀerent shape generation process is introduced to explore the potential appli-
cation of the process to the generation of complex shapes for facade components.
I. Simple Shapes for Architectural Envelopes: In this experiment, the
representation of the architectural envelope is established through the collection
of three integer nodes in point nodes to generate three dimensional point clouds.
The shape nodes in this case consist of ten points that deﬁne the shape of the
architectural envelope.
This genotype is then used as input for a convex hull algorithm that trans-
lates the point cloud into a polygonal mesh. The ﬁtness function in this case is
maximizing the volume of the shape, while minimizing the area of the polygon
mesh, leading to compact shapes for the architectural envelope.
Fig. 1. Shapes from Experiment I - isometric view
Shape ::= Point , Point , Point , Point , Point ,
Point , Point , Point , Point , Point
Point ::= X , Y , Z
Fitness = V olume/Surface Area (1)
These shapes, as shown in Fig. 1, are providing solutions that reduce the
surface area of the envelope to minimize thermal loss, while providing a large
volume of space for the incorporation of architectural functions as the spatial
program gets introduced to the project in the next design stage.
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II. Combined Shapes for Architectural Envelopes: In the second experi-
ment, the root node collects two diﬀerent sets of points that deﬁne architectural
shapes. Through this process, a new variation of architectural shapes is gener-
ated. These shapes are also consisting of ten points each that are deﬁned by a
collection of three integer nodes each.
Fig. 2. Shapes from Experiment II - isometric view
Combined Shape ::= Shape , Shape
Shape ::= Point , Point , Point , Point , Point ,
Point , Point , Point , Point , Point
Point ::= X , Y , Z
The ﬁtness function here is diﬀerent from Equation (1). It is modiﬁed to
minimize the enclosed volume, while the surrounding surface area is maximized
during the grammatical evolution.
Fitness = Surface Area/V olume (2)
Figure 2 presents the architectural shapes from this experiment. They have
diﬀerent advantages in the context of early design stages. Through the increase in
surface area, the interface with the environment is maximized, while the volume
for the architectural program is comparatively small. These shapes are feasible
for design solutions with a highly diﬀerentiated architectural program with spe-
cialized spaces. Two application cases are relevant in this context. One is the
introduction of collector surfaces for the use of solar radiation with either photo-
voltaic systems or algae reactors to generate biomass. The second is the use of
the envelope for the display of information through the introduction of media
facades.
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III. Complex Shapes for Facade Components: The third experiment
explores the application of grammatical evolution for the generation of facade
components. This application case strongly deviates from the other experiments,
so that the extend of the design space in z direction is restricted to refer to the
two-dimensional character of facade panels. In the tree-structure of the rep-
resentation, again ten points are collected based on three integer nodes. The
domains of these integer nodes are diﬀerentiated to incorporate the restrictions
in z direction, while the integer nodes for the x and y direction allow values
between 0 and 500mm, the domain set for the integer values of the z direction
is between 0 and 100mm. Another major diﬀerence to the previously described
experiments is the use of a Delaunay mesh algorithm for the triangulation of the
facade panels. Based on the hexagonal geometry, a grammar check is introduced
that omits points that are outside of the domain to ensure consistency of the
mesh geometry generated. Porosity is introduced to the mesh through the use
of a mesh frame algorithm and the resulting meshes are thickened to provide
material thickness. Through the smoothing of the shapes an organic aesthetic
expression of the geometry is achieved.
Shape ::= Point , Point , Point , Point , Point ,
Point , Point , Point , Point , Point
Point ::= X , Y , Z
Fig. 3. Shapes from Experiment III - facade generation
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Fitness evaluation for this design case is minimizing the volume of the geom-
etry and therefore the material needed for the production of the facade panel
and maximizing the area of the polygon mesh.
Fitness = Surface Area/V olume (3)
The shapes generated in this ﬁnal experiment that is reported in this paper
are presented in Fig. 3. Through their properties, they suggest an application
potential for the introduction of thermal mass in the building envelope that
exhibits a high rate of heat exchange through the high surface-mass ratio.
Another potential application of these geometries is the introduction of evapo-
rative cooling through the material properties, as the fast heating of the surface
will enhance these eﬀects.
5 Discussions
In this paper the approaches to shape generation were presented and discussed
for their application potential. During the implementation of the grammatical
evolution diﬀerent opportunities and challenges were encountered and will be
reﬂected upon in this section.
5.1 Opportunities and Challenges of Grammatical Evolution
The experiments revealed the potential of grammatical evolution for the gener-
ation of abstract case speciﬁc architectural shape in three diﬀerent approaches.
The representations developed based on shape, point and integer nodes allow the
deﬁnition of a design space that is general enough to evaluate possible shapes for
a wide range of design cases, while specifying the design space for a particular
design situation.
Grammatical evolution proved to be an appropriate methodology for shape
design in the context of performance-based architectural design. It allows the
generation of a wide range of feasible designs for the optimization of architectural
shapes towards a particular set of criteria.
Fig. 4. Post-processed set of combined shapes - perspective view
The challenges are mainly in the implementation level. For example the devel-
opment of the terminal and function set needs to be traded of against the perfor-
mance of the architectural shapes generated during the process. Restriction of
the integer domains and checking of feasibility of the point clouds in the context
of complex shapes for facade components is another challenge.
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5.2 Post Processing
Post processing of the generated shapes shows the possible extension of the
design space. The use of texture and color in the design process widens the
scope for grammatical evolution dramatically. Even if not integrated into the
evolutionary process as yet, we want to present initial results for the use of these
concepts in the following Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4 the set of combined shapes for architectural envelopes is presented
with initial shading to show some of the design potential that is inherent in
the shapes generated through the experiments. The use of the paneling process
for the use in architectural design processes was tested during the development
of the Hoverport as part of an architectural competition for the future of air-
ports. Figure 5 illustrates our entry which is based on the auto-generated facade
components described in Experiment III.
5.3 Composition
In this research a variety of simple shapes are generated and the potential of
the combination of shapes to generate a variety of architectural envelopes are
presented. In general, through the developed process, complex shapes can be
generated for a variety of architectural compositions during the architectural
design process. This potential for composition needs further exploration to reveal
the full capacity of the process.
5.4 Flexible Representation
The ﬂexible representation used in grammatical evolution contributed to the
development of the architectural shapes through the provision of a certain design
Fig. 5. Application of facade components in hoverport design
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space that could then be systematically extended through the introduction of
diﬀerent shape grammar rules. This ﬂexibility exceeds the current potential used
in architectural design processes based on genetic algorithms and conventional
search methods.
The presented research established a methodology for the use of grammati-
cal evolution for shape design in architecture and reported on diﬀerent experi-
ments to generate shapes through the development of case speciﬁc representa-
tions using shape grammars. Based on the grammatical representation of the
architectural shapes, grammatical evolution was introduced based on strongly-
typed tree-based genetic programming. This approach allows the generation of
a variety of shapes based on ﬂexible representations.
6 Related Work
In this section the background of the research is discussed based on key references
and the research is positioned in the context of related work in the ﬁeld of shape
grammar and grammatical evolution. The implementation strategy used for the
grammatical evolution is based on the work of Lee, Herawan and Noraziah [11].
As Lees research is focused on the evolution of industrial products, the presented
research is set apart through the development of representations for architectural
shapes.
The line of research using shape grammar in architectural design originated
with Stiny and Mitchell in 1978 [18] through the development of the Palladian
grammar. Following on, Koning and Eizenberg (1981) [8] described the Prairie
Houses designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, while Woodbury and Burrow (2006)
[20] represented the Queen Anne Houses using Shape Grammar. While all three
research projects developed an accurate grammatical representation to describe
speciﬁc architectural designs, they didn’t introduce Grammatical Evolution as
means to explore the design space and evaluate the architectural performance.
Besides the development of generative design strategies [16] in architectural
design during the last decades, a research trajectory exploring the application of
evolutionary computational systems in architecture [1,4,6,7] emerged. Genetic
encoding of design spaces for particular design cases and strategic exploration of
representations present critical components of the related discourse. However, a
ﬂexible representation through the use of genetic programming widens the scope
of the discourse through the expansion of possible design solutions in particular
design spaces.
While Koning and Eizenberg [8] are using a parametric shape grammar to
describe the Prairie Houses designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and explore the
design space generated through this representation, Lee, Herawan and Noraziah
[11] are using a similar representation and extend this approach to an evolu-
tionary framework for product design. The shared approach of using a para-
metric shape grammar is based on the analysis of the design and extraction of
main vocabulary elements, before developing rule schemata. Both researchers
are presenting the resulting shapes and compositions in the respective papers
and describe their modular setup in great detail.
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Lee, Herawan and Noraziah [11] are exploring the application of both genetic
algorithm and programming in their framework for grammatical evolution in
the context of product development. The parametric representation of designs
introduces relationships between the elements of the grammar and allows for the
representation of complex product designs. The research presented in this paper,
applies a similar methodology to the evolutionary design of architectural shapes.
Already, Koning and Eizenberg [8] highlighted the potential for application of
shape grammars in architectural design and provide insights on how the design
space for Prairie Houses could be extended.
The application of graph grammars, as described by McDermott in 2013
[12], is another option to extend the presented shape design process to another
representation that is of interest in the context of architecture. Structural sys-
tems are of major importance in the development of architecture and structural
frames can be represented as graphs. In his research, McDermott [12] points out
that graph grammars reduce complexities faced throughout the implementation
of shape grammars. Another interesting aspect of McDermotts work in 2013
[12] is the use of graph grammars with multiple rules, consisting of a selector
(for node selection) and an action part (modifying the subgraph). This repre-
sentation adds more ﬂexibility to the generated design outcomes and allows to
encode more complex generative processes. Through the use of graph grammars,
arbitrary forms usually encountered with direct representations was reduced.
Both, Lee, Herawan and Noraziah [11] and McDermott [12] are integrating
artiﬁcial ﬁtness evaluation along with automatic evaluation of numerical values
derived from the representation. This approach can be used in further research
to allow designers direct impact on the search process. An application case for
this method would be the interactive exploration of design spaces for mass-
customization in architectural design [2,3,19].
7 Conclusions
In this study we presented a genetic programming based grammar evolution
method for automated shape generation. Three shape generation experiments
of two types are presented which are architectural envelope design and facade
design respectively. Through this study we have shown the applicability of this
evolutionary method to facilitate early stage of architectural design. Implica-
tions of this intelligent approach are discussed in this paper. We conclude that
automated shape generation by grammatical evolution oﬀers a huge potential
for the development of performance-based creative systems.
Context and site specifity. At this point of the experiments, the representation
of the architectural shapes is independent from context and environment, which
would usually impact on the architectural design process. This might also drive
the development of a set of ﬁtness functions based on cost, area, volume or other
properties of the geometry and the representation.
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8 Future Research
During the research process, the presented methodology for the development of
representations for design processes and the respective implementation of gram-
matical evolution will be used as basis for the development of an intelligent
framework for interactive decision support in architectural design. In this next
steps of the research project, the development of an intelligent design frame-
work for interactive decision support during architectural design processes is
approached through an abstract reﬂection on the process to explore the theo-
retic potential of the process to provide methodologies for architectural design,
before strategically extending the implementation of the developed methodology.
It will address the opportunities and limitations presented in the results section
of this paper.
Another aspect for the extension of the process is the introduction of multi-
criteria evaluation as part of the ﬁtness evaluation to incorporate a variety of
ﬁtness measures that are meaningful in the context of architectural design, e.g.
structural evaluation, evaluation of environmental parameters, introduction of
site restrictions and measures that reﬂect on the performance of the functional
program. Another area of interest in the context of ﬁtness evaluation is the
evaluation of the representation itself and especially in the context of more com-
plex design outcomes this approach to ﬁtness evaluation will be of high value to
ensure the quality of the representation used during grammatical evolution.
The introduction of new strategies to integrate human interaction into gram-
matical evolution will be taken forward from there through the development of
other methods for artiﬁcial selection during the evolutionary process.
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Abstract. This position paper proposes and defines the nature of a framework, 
which explores ways of integrating control system (CS) with machine 
intelligence for generative design (GD).  This paper elaborates about the 
implications of and the potential for impact on GD.  The framework described 
in this work can be used as an active tool to drive design processes and support 
decision making process in early stages of architectural design.  This type of 
system can be either automated in nature or adaptive to regular user input as 
part of interactive design mechanisms.  The module of CS in the framework 
would allow additional guidance during design and therefore reduce the need of 
manual input to enable a semi-automated design practice for lengthy generative 
processes.  This study on GD reveals emergent properties of the framework, for 
example the introduction of intelligent control allows guidance of GD to meet 
specified performance criteria and intended aesthetic expressions with reduced 
need for user interaction. 
 
Keywords: Semi-Automated Design; Evolutionary Architecture; Generative 
Design; Architectural Optimisation; Artificial Intelligence. 
1 Introduction 
As technological progress accelerates, there is an unprecedented growth in 
information [12] that provides opportunity for the establishment of contemporary 
design paradigms, generative design being one of them.  While the impact of 
emergent innovative technology on design processes has a significant history in 
architecture [21], [34], [61], Mitchell predicted [41] that the extension of the use of 
computational design systems will change the way we practice architecture in radical 
ways and increase in computational power will transform the industry.  In brief, the 
presented position paper elaborates on one trajectory of technological disruption that 
possesses the potential to transform the nature of GD to utilize it as support tool for 
decision making in architectural design. 
 
Machine intelligence can be applied to architectural design in one of the following 
categories:  (1) analytic processes feeding into predictive analysis to learn from 
realized designs for the design of future instances of a similar typology or design case,  
(2) intelligent building control, coined smart buildings, adding control features to 
architectural technology or kinetic features in buildings, or  (3) intelligent control of 
generative processes, usually in form of optimization of potential design solutions 
towards specified performance criteria – coined morphogenesis in architecture [40], 
[50].  Because of the limitation of architectural optimization on the variation of 
decision variables, the proposed framework focusses on the integration of artificial 
intelligence technology for grammatical evolution of design solutions to increase the 
emergent design potential during architectural optimization. 
 
In the same way, generative structural design of shell structures [5], [48] and 
structural nodes [13], [24], [45], [47], [62] may be improved.  Form-finding for 
optimal structural solutions is addressed by two main streams: discrete structural 
optimization [7], [18] and continuous structural optimization [17], [64]. Even 
interactive structural optimization processes were explored in the context of 
parametric design environments [14], [27], providing invaluable insights on the 
limitations of parametric design and interactive exploration of the associated design 
space.  While an exploration of these areas would be promising for application of the 
framework, it is beyond the scope of the provided argument to extend on the 
considerations related. 
 
In this paper, we describe the framework for the development of a CS for GD based 
on machine intelligence and interactive evolutionary computation [39], [58].  The key 
aspects discussed are: 
 
(1) the intelligent design framework for the integration of a novel interactive 
strategy to enhance semi-automated design generation 
(2) the integration of a preference-based fitness function in the evaluation 
process of the search process in the context of early design in architecture 
(3) the potential improvement of decision making in GD based on the guidance 
procedure that allows the designer to navigate the optimisation process 
2 Background 
For a review and comparison of other suitable generative algorithms that could be 
used as module in the proposed intelligent design framework, refer to the work of 
Singh & Gu [54].  Furthermore, the referenced work provides evidence on the use of a 
combination of different GD methods.  Subsequently, different GD methods could be 
applied to advance the design to the next design state with different contextual 
specification. 
 
The basis of the argument is the necessity to address designer’s intent in automated 
design processes.  Therefore, the GD process described by Mitchell [41] and 
presented in Fig. 1 is used as a foundation for the reasoning.  This computational 
design process incorporates the cyclical nature of design tasks and differentiates 
essential activities during the design process.  To summarize this approach, the design 
problem is analysed and structured to the current knowledge of the design process 
before a data structure is developed and implemented as a representation of the design 
problem.  
Performance criteria, decision variables, constraints, parameters, geometric attributes 
and topological relationships are defined by the design case and specified for the 
implementation. 
 
 
Fig. 1. GD process after Mitchell [41] 
In the next step, the generative process is initialized and evaluated based on 
performance criteria.  The choice of those criteria frames the decision-making process 
and reflects the design goals.  Thus, the simulation methods used to evaluate the 
design and the decision variables are to be defined in the context of the desired trade-
off.  At this stage human and computational resources available for the GD need to be 
considered, especially when using expensive fitness evaluation.  One key contribution 
of the intelligent control module outlined, is the reduction of the user and simulation 
effort during lengthy processes, while providing maximum flexibility for the designer 
to provide additional non-solution input. 
2.1 Structuring design problem 
Structuring design decisions is a crucial task during design processes.  As tools 
frame design processes during computational processes, the choice of representation 
is crucial for the outcome of the process.  The impact of the choice of representation 
used to describe design spaces is extensive and defines the set of phenomena we are 
interested in [15].  At this step, architectural expertise is required to define the 
hierarchy of functions, variables and parameters for a specific design case [2].  Based 
on the suggestion of Akin & Dave [2] to rethink those processes of representation 
construction as part of a control system, some aspects of the hierarchical assembly 
can be constituted based on the flexible representation of genetic programming. 
 
It has been suggested that rule-based systems are an efficient way to encode 
architectural shapes [10].  These generative systems exhibit a range of degrees of 
emergence and volatility, depending on the set of rules or behaviours chosen to define 
the bottom-up process.  Prior to the introduction of CS, the use of grammatical rules 
[6] and the generation of those rules [35] needed to be fully automated to efficiently 
exploit the emergent potential of GD. 
 
The context of shape generation in architecture is broad with methods ranging from 
shape grammar [23], genetic algorithm [38], genetic programming [11], [59] and 
grammatical programming [10] to grammatical evolution [6]; [44].  Even if all those 
methods allow for the introduction of intelligent control, the presented framework 
focusses on the use of genetic programming and shape grammars. 
 
The definition of performance criteria is dependent on the design task and specific 
to the application case.  Three main decisions need to be taken: 
 
(1) Specification of the criteria used for the performance evaluation 
(2) Definition of constraints used as thresholds of the criteria’s domains 
(3) Goal weighting for the performance evaluation, specifying the relative 
importance between the criteria during the trade-off process 
 
As design problems are wicked or ill-defined in nature, the result of the structuring 
process might be a preliminary trajectory of investigation that is used to generate 
knowledge about the design problem.  In this case, the process would result in a more 
refined formulation of the representation in the following design state.  In other cases, 
the optimisation process already leads to a computational model representing a 
feasible design solution. 
2.2 Defining representations 
The qualities integrated in the representation of architectural design are of either 
geometric, topological or contextual nature [2].  Those aspects of the architectural 
problem need to be specified and encapsulated in the representation to define the 
design space.  The representation is dependent on the chosen process of shape 
generation.  This research paper focuses on the discussion of shape grammars and 
grammatical evolution [44], [46], because the multi-facetted nature of design 
problems suggests their efficiency in use for performance-driven design to define 
architectural shape, building features and plan layouts. 
 
Grammar-based models of the representation of architectural shapes [1], [43] were 
explored in depth [19], [28], [57], [63] and the related challenges reported in other 
research in this area [29], [55] will be addressed by the proposed intelligent design 
framework.  The lack of efficient control of shape grammar systems during interactive 
design processes is addressed through the introduction of a guidance mechanism 
controlling the periods of automation in broad interactive approaches will increase the 
efficiency of GD and reduce human effort. 
 
During the control of GD, interaction between the artificial intelligence and human 
designer is facilitated through the common evaluation of the genotypic (representation 
and grammar rules) and phenotypic (interactive, multi-criteria optimization) 
expression developed during the framework development.  Further insights, gained by 
reflection on the relationship between architectural genotype and phenotype [42] will 
inform the ongoing speculation promoted through the development of the proposed 
framework. 
 
The combination of the use of flexible representation based on genetic 
programming for automatic shape generation [44] and control of the grammatical 
parameters and rules as described by Byrne [6] and Lee [35] are basis for the 
conceptualization of the presented framework for integration of intelligent control 
[65].  It will contribute through the introduction of additional strategic potential for 
support of decision making in early design stages and a novel mode of interactivity in 
GD using non-solution input as a reference for the guidance mechanism contributing 
to the fitness evaluation, which will be discussed in section 4. 
2.3 Performance Evaluation 
Numerous authors have argued that integration of simulation and optimization in 
architectural design generate novel designs, while simultaneously leading to 
significant performance improvements [3], [4], [9], [53]. 
 
The integration of performance simulation and multi-criteria optimization is 
facilitated based on the modular nature of the intelligent design framework.  A variety 
of possible combinations of criteria could be introduced and some will be explored in 
future experiments.  Repeated computational experiments to review the performance 
of design solutions are described by Burry and Burry [8] as virtual prototyping.  The 
presented research extends this notion that is closely associated to parametric design 
setups for optimization in architectural practice, towards a semi-automated design 
practice to overcome the limitations associated with current visual programming 
environments. 
2.4 Interactive design synthesis 
The main contribution of the proposed intelligent design framework for digital 
morphogenesis using semi-automated design is the introduction of a preference-based 
control system using reference input to constantly reflect the preferences and 
requirements of decision makers that frame architectural design processes. 
 
As the generated shapes by themselves contain no meaning when the process is 
initialized based on a random population, after the first iteration already a common 
creation of meaning takes place inside the framework.  This creation of meaning is 
provided by interactive evaluation and the novel input mechanism on one side and the 
automatic evaluation of multiple criteria on the other side.  Then, constraint 
satisfaction and semantic structure of the solutions are tested to make sure that the 
solution reflects the scope of the design problem and addresses all thresholds and 
limitations imposed on the decision-making process.  Therefore, the interactive 
evaluation during every generation addresses only the solutions that are suitable as 
solutions to reduce user effort and computational expenses during fitness evaluation. 
 
Performance-based GD related to Morphogenesis [31], [50], [51] will benefit from 
the adaptation of intelligent control, extending the designer’s influence on the 
strategic exploration of the design space.  Furthermore, the discourse about second-
order cybernetics in architecture and the associated discussion about control of 
feedback loops through the designer, as intensively discussed by Thomas Fischer [20] 
will be revived through the reasoning on concepts of intelligent control and human-
computer interaction. 
 
The described framework takes the step from GD and semi-automated design using 
a CS for intelligent decision support during GD, as a novel way of human-computer 
interaction in early design stages of architectural design.  In conclusion, this position 
paper speculates about a design framework through the introduction of intelligent 
control into decision making processes based on interactive multi-criteria 
optimization. 
3 Research Methodology 
The intelligent design framework builds on critical review of GD in architecture, 
engineering and computer science and simultaneously evolves theoretical 
considerations, implementation of active design tools based on system design 
methodology and strategic design exploration in form of case studies to reflect on the 
implications of the work on creative practice.  The main modules of the framework 
are presented in Fig. 2.  The green modules are already implemented, the module 
marked blue is currently under development, while the red modules will be 
implemented as part of the intelligent design framework.  The goal of the study is to 
reduce designer fatigue during interactive GD by introduction of a CS alongside 
conventional fatigue reduction methods. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Modular structure of intelligent design framework 
3.1 An intelligent design framework for semi-automated design 
The intelligent design system proposed in this research could be applied in a variety 
of different design-related fields, e.g. engineering, interior design, landscape 
architecture. The validation of the design system for architecture based on the 
exploration of various case studies is inside the scope of the research project and will 
be explored in the next iteration of the process. The implementation will be discussed 
in section 4 of this paper. 
 
Basis for the development of the framework is a GD that is based on parameters, and 
rules or behaviours to build solutions computationally during a bottom-up process. In 
this context, artificial selection is an invaluable asset for the introduction of expert 
knowledge into the design process. 
A point often overlooked, is that in the period between user inputs during a broad 
interactive approach, the generative process is fully automated and could be extended 
by introducing an additional guidance mechanism.  In fact, this CS evaluates aesthetic 
qualities of the design alongside other specified performance criteria.  Therefore, it 
addresses the core aspects of architectural design – form and function – about 
subjective preferences and allows GD to evaluate design solutions towards the codes 
of utility and beauty constituted by Patrick Schumacher [52]. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Integration of Designer Interaction Module in GD 
The CS is integrated into GD as part of the Designer Interaction Module as shown 
in Fig. 3.  Here, a non-solution input is provided during initialization of the GD as 
reference for the controller to evaluate subjective preferences as part of the utility 
function.  This research contributes to the architectural discourse in the context of GD 
with the proposal of additional guidance during lengthy design processes to minimize 
human effort, while increasing the amount and quality of user input to guide GD. 
3.2 Intelligent design system 
For control of GD, an intelligent system is developed that uses either images as 
two-dimensional input or mesh geometries as three-dimensional input to guide the 
search process based on a set of features extracted from the input data. 
 
To the end of a more direct and creative input to the design process, the reference 
introduced to the GD is continuously evaluated to provide additional robustness and 
stability.  This is achieved by a constant comparison of the features extracted from 
input and output geometry to calculate a distance measure used as part of the fitness 
evaluation. 
 
The intention is to provide an aesthetic guidance mechanism that allows the 
designer to introduce specific aesthetic qualities through the specification of a design 
reference. In addition, a multi-objective trade-off process integrates the aesthetic 
guidance with performance optimization towards specified criteria. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Intelligent real-time CS for GD 
The intelligent CS performs in a variety of calculations in real-time during the 
discrete time steps of the GD that works as a closed-loop system.  A conceptual 
diagram of the CS is presented in Fig.4. In the next section of the research, we will 
discuss the agents, means and ends of the CS in greater detail. 
3.3 System identification using Genetic Programming 
The controller is based on a non-linear input-output model, because GD exhibits a 
non-linear system response that shows a discontinuous fitness landscape.  Genetic 
programming systems as population-based methods fit well with complex fitness 
landscapes used to define the structure of a robust controller in a tree-based 
representation [37].  The application of CS in design systems can be used to integrate 
a reference to the performance requirements, system constraints and customer 
specifications of the specified design case [36]. 
 
Application to texture classification provides initial insights on possible 
implementation strategies [56] and considerations about aspects leading to increases 
in efficiency of image classification. 
3.4 Learning and knowledge-preservation 
The knowledge generated implicitly in the generative process is implicitly stored in 
the grammar representation used for the description of the solution.  It consists of two 
connected aspects of the representation.  On the one side the topological encoding of 
spatial relationships in the data structure and on the other side a feature-based 
encoding of the building components.  Desired features can be enforced through their 
selection during the input process. 
 
A mesh representation can be chosen for the development of the solution during 
the process, so that geometrical information about the shape and features of the design 
are stored in the representation directly.  Therefore, any generative algorithm that can 
generate polygon meshes may be integrated into the framework.  This link allows the 
use of different GD for distinctive design states and thus more creative freedom to the 
computational designer. 
3.5 Genetic Programming 
Genetic Programming is an evolutionary computing method first developed by 
Koza [33] that exhibits enormous flexibility in representation and can be used in a 
variety of tasks.  It was used for shape generation [44], optimization [60] and space 
layout planning [26]. 
 
The symbol-based evolutionary system can be used to evolve computer programs 
and in this respect, evolution of controllers and classifiers are part of the systems 
capabilities. In the context of this research project, GP is used to implement the GD 
process based on shape grammar and genetic programming [44], [46]. 
 
The GP algorithm is based on an iterative, generational process that is structured in 
several steps.  After generating an initial random population, a selection process takes 
place based on the evaluation of a fitness function.  The selected individuals are then 
modified by the genetic operators of recombination and mutation.  In a separate 
process, the best solutions of the generation are preserved by elitism.  During the 
advancement of the generation, a new population is constructed based on the mated, 
mutated and preserved solutions. 
 
A diagram of the implementation approach of the framework based on 
grammatical evolution of a strongly-typed grammar is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
Fig. 5. GD based on Grammatical Evolution 
Grammatical evolution is integrating the evolution of the rules or behaviours of 
GD into the evolutionary process based on either a string presentation or linear GP.  
Different combinations for the application of the rules or behaviours in a stages 
manner are explored during the co-evolution with the shape grammar representation, 
providing the data of the topology-based plan layout and the associated building 
features that describe a design space, usually in the scope of style or typology. 
3.6 Implementation of Guidance Mechanism 
An image upload allows the designer to upload a reference image. The features of the 
image are extracted using the SIFT algorithm available in the OpenCV library to 
identify the key points of the image. 
During GD, the solutions generated are rendered as image files and the features 
matched to those of the uploaded image.  This process allows to specify a distance 
measure that contributes to the fitness evaluation.  It relates the reference image to the 
generated solution and guides the GD along the implicit aesthetics. 
The necessary pre-processing of the images for feature extraction consists of resizing, 
blurring and omitting the colour information of the images. Through this process, the 
performance of the feature extraction algorithm is enhanced tremendously. The steps 
from source image (1) over blurring (2) and key point detection (3) to feature 
matching (4) are shown on an example in Fig. 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Example of workflow for feature extraction and matching 
During the GD, the user selects solutions as part of the fitness evaluation after a 
defined number of generations to adjust the guidance mechanism. This information is 
used for labelling a continuously growing set of training data for a Naïve Bayes 
classifier. 
3.7 Classifier 
During the last decades, machine learning experienced a growing attractivity in the 
scientific discourse and many new applications were developed. In the context of 
architectural design and engineering the use of expert systems was superseded by the 
introduction of classifier technology [49], because of the learning capacity of the 
system. 
In machine learning, the term learning describes the capability of an agent to adapt 
its behaviour to an environment through an increase in knowledge. Therefore, 
performance improvements of the system are achieved over time based on the 
exposure of the agent to specific environments [32]. 
 
A classifier performs in different modes.  In learning mode, a training set of 
properly labelled data is used to provide the classifier the possibility to learn the 
relationship between data and the labelling approach.  In the context of this research, 
aesthetic criteria are addressed through the constant labelling of the solutions chosen 
by the designer as “desired” and “not desired” to train the classifier.  The collection of 
the dataset for the classifier is continuously collected during the ongoing process, so 
that the evolution of the design can be adjusted based on the choices made during the 
artificial selection process. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Schema of a classifier integration 
After successful training of the classifier, the CS is presented with the validation 
data set in application mode.  Based on the learnt behaviour, the classifier evaluates 
the data and continues the learning process.  The selection solutions presented for user 
evaluation is facilitated by the continuous update of the learnt model/classifier, so the 
system can be adaptive to changes hence more intelligent and requires less manual 
input. A schematic description of the process is given in Fig.7. 
 
The Naïve Bayes classifier can work with comparatively small sets of training data 
and deal with noisy data efficiently.  As the training data set might not be generated 
consistently in reflection of rational principles, but handled intuitively, the choice of 
classifier allows to accommodate for changes in subjective perception during the 
generation of solutions. 
4 Framework Discussion 
The focus on early stages of architectural design frames the following speculation 
about the implications of and the potential for designers to use the proposed 
framework during briefing, design and planning processes.  During those decision-
making processes, the design framework can be used to explore a variety of design 
solutions for goals with different weighting on performance criteria. 
Linking to the tradition of automated design in architecture, the section is 
structured analogous to the seminal work of Mitchell [41] in the conclusions of his 
publication. 
 
The modular framework for intelligent design for semi-automated design increases 
the efficiency of interactive GD through two modules.  One is a similarity criterion 
that reduces the number of solutions that are reviewed by the designer and the other 
one a CS that introduces guidance based on aesthetic evaluation of the generated 
solutions. 
 
As the learning process of the classifier is computationally expensive, a parallel 
implementation of the process might increase the efficiency of the decision support 
tool. In this context, the computation of expensive fitness functions could also be 
outsourced to a computer cluster to further improve GD.  Extensive studies with finite 
elements (FE) or computer fluid dynamics (CFD) will gain more relevance, as the CS 
will help to reduce optimisation time by limiting the amount of solutions computed. 
 
Keeping this scenario in mind, the proposed intelligent design framework can be 
used to provide guidance to these lengthy processes, which usually either prevent the 
feasibility of human interaction completely or accept delays based on the waiting time 
of the computational system, if the designer is not present. 
 
User fatigue is one of the main concerns that are present in the current discussion 
about interactive GD. The proposed framework increases the efficiency of the GD and 
reduces the amount of manual work that is necessary for the designer to input through 
an increase in automation of the interactive aspect.  
 
Another main aspect of the framework is the aesthetic guidance mechanism that 
extends the designer input and guidance potential during GD.  The relevance of this 
aspect in based on the assumption that the designer using the intelligent design 
framework uses a rational decision making process based on criteria that can be either 
quantified or consistently applied during artificial selection. 
5 Conclusion 
In the context of architecture, multiple complex systems can be combined to 
generate a holistic design solution.  Often a variety of experts participate in the 
development of sub-systems that contribute to the building performance.  The 
modularity of the GD process that can be achieved based on a unified representation 
can facilitate a multi-level GD process that could be used to generate solutions for 
specific sub-systems in the context of a larger model. 
 
Because of increasing costs and rising awareness for the climatic challenges of our 
times, performance requirements for buildings are constantly improving.  Therefore, 
optimization processes will become mainstream technology in future design 
processes.  Even if some performance criteria can be automated, the unique 
knowledge of architects about the philosophical, social and cultural aspects of design 
will not be automated.  Semi-automated design processes using intelligent technology 
to provide means for interaction for designers during GD, integrate the extensive 
knowledge of the architect with the computational capacity of automated systems to 
evaluate complex trade-offs between conflicting criteria. 
 
In early design stages, the specification of fabrication constraints, case-specific and 
site-specific requirements and stakeholder preferences are still in development.  Thus, 
designer input is necessary to dynamically add those specifications using the 
designer’s intuition.  The proposed intelligent CS allows the externalization of some 
of these aspects through the specification of a reference input that incorporates an 
aesthetic expression, specific features and qualities in its representation. 
 
In GD, the acceptance of generated solution by the designer is the main criterion 
for the application of optimization results.  Additional input to the GD increases the 
potential acceptance, as the decision-making process is on side of the designer, while 
the GD supports the decision making through the provision of strategic data, the 
potential to explore different combinations of goals and criteria and the definition of a 
wide range of constraints on the representation, grammar and parameters. 
6 Future Research 
Future work will explore the application of a mesh representation for the generative 
process to store geometric features directly in the representation that is evolved during 
the grammatical evolution.  This approach creates the possibility to use the output of 
one GD process as input for another one that modifies the mesh representation again. 
As an implicit knowledge storage mechanism, design decisions made during the 
development of one design stage can be transferred directly to the process used during 
the following design state. 
 
The presented intelligent design framework extends strategically the application 
potential for interactive features of GD for architectural design.  To these ends, a 
mechanism for guidance by aesthetic evaluation is integrated into the semi-automated 
search process for case-specific [22] and site-specific design.  Multiple ways of 
implementation for a CS can be used to improve the efficiency of GD.  While the 
presented framework builds on classifier technology with a medium level of 
complexity, less complex approaches like model-based and data-driven control 
mechanisms may achieve different results that might be more desirable in the context 
of specific design cases. 
 
The proposed speculative framework can be applied in a variety of computational 
design methodologies, from diagrammatic approaches e.g. in space layout planning 
[26], [30] or activity representation [16] to three-dimensional shape generators [44]. 
In parametric design, the application of the framework might increase the efficiency 
of recently developed generative tools for shape generation, e.g. the genetic 
programming-based active tool implemented by John Harding [25]. 
 
In conclusion, the proposed intelligent design framework reveals potential for better 
performance of interactive design processes using GD by increasing the efficiency of 
user input.  The main contribution of the framework is the use of non-solution input 
during the initialization of the GD process and the intelligent control of the GD based 
on feature extraction of the reference provided during this input. 
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Abstract. Architecture and biology are fields of high complexity. Generative design 
approaches provide access to continuously increasing complexity in design. Some of these 
methods are based on biological principles but usually do not communicate the conceptual base 
necessary to appropriately reflect the input from biology into architecture. To address this, we 
propose a model for analysis and design of architecture based on a multi-staged integrated 
design process that extends the common morphological process in digital morphogenesis with 
a typology-based ontological model. Biomimetics, an emerging field to strategically search for 
information transfer from biology to technological application, will assist in delivering a frame 
of reference and methodology for establishing valid analogies between the different realms as 
well as integration of the biological concept into a larger framework of analogy to biological 
processes. Tinbergen defined biology as being composed of two perspectives, static and 
dynamic. Biomimetics typically deals with the static perspective of mechanisms and functions, 
but the translation of process and systems information promises more radical innovation. As a 
consequence, this paper focuses on the dynamic perspectives provided by biological 
development and evolution to model the complexity of architecture. A multi staged integrated 
design process promotes the biomimetic integration of these concepts in architectural design. 
The proposed process was used to inform five parallel workshops to explore dynamic 
biological concepts in design. The potential of the process to investigate biomimetic processes 
in architecture is then discussed and future work is outlined. 
Keywords. Biomimetics; Evolutionary Design; Morphogenesis; Morphogenetic Prototyping; 
Agile Design Principles. 
Introduction 
This paper identifies a multi-staged integrated design process for the analysis and design 
of architecture, that extends the common morphological process with a typology-based 
ontological model. Architecture involves the design, control and manipulation of a 
multitude of complex systems to result in a successful building. Therefore, there is a 
continuous exploration of the transfer of models from external disciplines into architecture 
to support modelling and ultimately the control of this complexity. For instance, generative 
design allows the exploration of various design solutions based on the definition of design 
specific representations and generative rules and behaviours, that allow to iteratively 
generate designs in a bottom-up process. 
Some of these methods are based on biological principles (Frazer, 1995; Janssen 2004 
and Fernando, 2014), but as evolutionary theories in biology are radically revised (Noble, 
2015 and Laland et. al 2015), the terminology in this context needs to be revisited to include 
novel biological concepts. Biomimetics provides methods to communicate the conceptual 
base from biology into design and has promoted novel approaches to architectural design 
(Knippers et al 2016). Morphological processes have previously been explored in digital 
morphogenesis (Roudavski 2009; Menges 2007, Hensel et. al 2006). Additionally, 
McGinley (2015a) proposed a framework to support the integration of concepts of 
biological development in architecture. Therefore, we propose and discuss a method to 
support designers to integrate biological concepts of development in evolution in their 
work.  
At the same time, it is important to caution that biology is a broad discipline, which is 
built from a multitude of perspectives. Tinbergen defined these as the four questions of 
biology. The questions divide biology into dynamic and static views which are then each 
subdivided into how and why questions. The dynamic views consider why the organism 
evolved and how it developed into the biological artefact, whereas the static view 
interrogates a biological artefact at a single point in time. In biomimetics, this is paralleled 
by material, structural, process or systems translations from nature into technology. 
Computer science links biological concepts to architectural application, serving as a 
bridge between biology and design. Therefore, this paper applies adapted agile design 
methods from computer science in architecture, proposing a strategy for translation of 
biological observation on a system level to computational design systems in architecture 
using evolutionary and genetic principles. This is explored here in a design workshop case 
study focusing on the South Australian housing typologies. 
Evolution in design 
Evolution and natural selection are characteristic signs of life, that result in a continuous 
improvement of the biosphere by providing resilience, adaptation and development. These 
properties are also desired in architectural design processes. Therefore, a review of the 
evolutionary concepts in the realm of architecture seems to be a promising approach to 
build on the recent developments in evolutionary architecture that adopt a computer science 
method for the generative development of design solutions. Evolution as a strategy has 
been applied to a technical context as an optimization strategy since Ingo Rechenberg 
pioneered evolutionary computation in the 1970s (Goel and McAdams, 2014). 
Rechenberg’s Evolutionary Strategy (ES) served to solve complex optimization questions 
in science that could not yet be tackled by theoretical approaches. This methodology aimed 
at improving technical optimization, and is thus embedded in the context of technology. 
The architectural discourse about the use of evolutionary computation in generative design 
processes is based on the introduction of Genetic Algorithms, developed by Holland (1973) 
and Genetic Programming, introduced by Koza (1990) to the scripting practice for 
architectural design tools. The pioneering work of Frazer (1995) provides a strong 
knowledge base for architectural designers to come to explore the possible applications of 
evolutionary computation. In the section on genetic language, Frazer points out that 
multiple levels of representations determine the genetic hierarchy required to develop a 
living organism. Additionally, there is potential for the use of language characteristic 
elements, vocabulary and syntax, as described by Contreras and Chomsky (Contreras and 
Chomsky, 1967; Chomsky, 1975; Chomsky, 1980). In this context, the complexity of 
representation for architectural design is already tangible. 
Recent developments in computer science that use grammatical evolution (Muehlbauer 
et. al 2017; O'Neill et. al, 2010; Byrne, 2012) extend the repertoire of generative design 
strategies with an evolutionary approach using a reduced representation even for complex 
design cases. These systems build on the rule-based approach in shape grammar (Stiny and 
Gips 1972), but encompass the potential to drive the unfolding of computational designs 
based on behavioural systems in bottom-up processes. 
Biomimetics 
Biomimetics, an emerging field to strategically search for information transfer from 
biology to technological application, assists in delivering a generic frame of reference and 
methodology for establishing valid analogies between different realms. Defined as an 
innovation methodology, the process of biomimetics involves basic research, abstraction 
of principles, and translation of those principles into an application field. Biomimetics 
deals with materials, structures and systems, but typically extracts knowledge about 
functions, mechanism or concepts that are then applied by designers or interpreted by 
engineers (VDI, 2011). Biomimetics has been increasingly explored in the context of 
architecture, design and the arts in the last decade, and a biological paradigm seems to 
underlie current trends in design research (Gruber, 2011). Most recently aliveness of 
architecture is discussed within the context of growth of material structures and agency. 
(Imhof and Gruber, 2015; Armstrong 2015; Knippers et. al 2016).  
Methodologies and tools for biomimetics are being developed primarily to facilitate the 
knowledge transfer for the technology side. Translation tools, databases such as AskNature 
[1] and methodologies such as BioTriz [2] have not been introduced on a large scale yet. 
A very concise description of the process of biomimetics can be found in the German VDI 
Standard (VDI, 2011) and in publications of the Biologically Inspired Design at the 
Georgia Tech Institute (Goel et. al 2014). A new and intriguing way forward is the 
development of an Ontology for Biomimetics (Vincent, 2014). Ontologies deal with the 
definition of entities and their relations. Biological principles can be expressed in 
computational representations and ontologies to inform computational design processes. 
The introduction of biomimetics in the field of evolutionary and agile design allows 
the integration into a larger framework of design and analogy to biological processes. It 
provides a methodology for analogy building, abstraction and information transfer, and 
promotes process and systems translation into technology. As a frame concept, 
biomimetics requires a reinterpretation of mimicking evolutionary processes in design. 
Apart from material representations of architecture referring to biological materials and 
structures, phylogenetic history and genetics of the role model refer to dynamic translations 
and distinctive design processes.  
Agile Design 
Samset and Volden (2016) propose a series of paradoxes of project management. These 
can be summarised in that many important decisions about a design project need to be 
made at its start, when we know the least about the project. The strategic errors resulting 
from these myopic decisions are further frustrated by any misalignment of the selected 
tactical approach to realise the chosen strategy.  
The founders of the Agile movement defined a manifesto with a set of principles for 
supporting a more flexible approach to the development of software. The fourth principle, 
responding to change over following a plan, provides the underlying principle for Agile 
Design. Agile design approaches achieve this by working in cycles so that decision making 
can be more flexible (agile) and changes can be made later. Employing agile design 
principles in architecture supports further exploration of the design opportunity space 
(McGinley et. al 2017). 
The computational lens allows for a deeper investigation of the biological analogy of 
evolution and architecture, and expands the knowledge transfer to have a direct impact on 
the process of architectural conceptualisation. Computational design approaches such as 
evolutionary and agile design provide access to continuously increasing complexity in 
design to incorporate the flexibility needed for agile design.  
Multi stage design process 
To support biomimetic concepts such as evolutionary design in architecture, this paper 
employs agile design concepts to facilitate the exploration of the opportunity space of 
architectural design. This is proposed here in an abstract model for the analysis and design 
of architecture based on a multi-stage design process. This process uses the following 
stages of (1) identifying the features of the design; (2) extracting pseudo genes from the 
features; (3) establishing the phenotype (what the evolved and developed typology would 
look like) and finally (4) altering the genes and repeating the previous steps. In this way 
the process extends the common morphological process in digital morphogenesis with a 
typology-based ontological model.   
 
 
Figure 1 Stages of the agile biodigital design process.  
Identify the features 
In the first stage, the features of the typologies are identified as the input data for the 
system. These features could include distinct architectural elements, spatial entities and 
relationships that characterize the typologies. This process results in a feature matrix, that 
can be translated into a computational system. 
Define the genes 
This phase identifies the ‘genes’ of the design, based on the feature matrix. In an analogy 
to reverse engineering, existing features lead back to the rules of creation. These rules 
could be thought of as design genes (Gero and Kazakov, 1998; McGinley, 2015a).  
Model the phenotype 
The next stage is to generate virtual phenotypes based on the feature matrix and design 
genes. McGinley et. al (2016) proposed that the architectural phenotype is based on 
environmental influences on the (architectural) genotype. For modelling the phenotype, 
there are several options: 
•   A model based on voxels – dividing the space up into boxes that could then be 
spatially allocated 
•   A model that we describe as a ‘bag of beans‘, which involves a randomly distributed 
but static set of ‘nuclei‘ that are grouped, shelled or hulled depending on the spatial 
position information 
•   A dynamic computational fluid dynamics model wherein the nuclei (cells or beans) 
can move and be moved by gradient forces inside the pseudo organism. 
Modify the phenotype 
The virtual representation of the phenotype is evaluated in a selection process. Evaluation 
can take place against a chosen set of criteria in the digital realm, or can introduce 
modification by external influence in a virtual reality environment. A modified phenotype 
results from this phase. Feedback from this last phase can then connect back to the input 
data or abstracted gene stage. In order to trace the flow back to the initial data stage, a 
real world translation is required. 
Case Study (Agile X4: Morphogenetic Prototyping) 
The proposed workflow of the integrated design system requires the collaboration of 
multiple disciplines: architecture theory, data experts, biology, computational design, 
computer science and programming, virtual reality experts. The integration of multi-
disciplinary design teams generates the necessity for the establishment of communication 
protocols on both the level of human interaction and the level of systems interaction. To 
investigate the validity of the proposed model a workshop event called "Agile X4" was 
developed. During the timeframe of one week, five parallel workshops were conducted 
with an international team of researchers and students. Together, the five workshops 
covered an outline of the workflow described earlier.  
 
Workshop Description Input Define Model Modify 
Carve Prototype a tangible user interface 
(beyond pencil, keyboard and mouse) 
(McGinley 2015b) for multi stage 
process. 
   ✓ 
Design X Define a VR experience for defining 
and altering the phenotypes   ✓ ✓ 
Evo Type Provide an evolutionary perspective on 
the history of the South Australian 
House, and identify its ‘genes’ and 
adaptations over time. 
✓ ✓  ✓ 
Reverse View the typical Adelaide house as if 
it had developed biologically.  ✓  ✓ 
BioMod Develop the generative explicit 
geometry for the case study.   ✓ ✓ 
Table 1. Mapping of the parallel workshops of Agile X4 to the integrated design stages  
The workshops started simultaneously, and ran over five days, with an integrated 
conference and synthesis time to coordinate and connect the results. The activities, tools 
and methods of each phase are described here based on the workflow model of the 
multistage design process (Figure 1). The main flow of information was established, 
leading from research in architecture history over typological interpretation, abstraction 
of spatial information into topology diagrams and ontologies, creating organismic 
analogies by differentiation into body-plans, translation into an analogy to genetic 
information, generating of a new spatial interpretation based on environmental 
parameters and modification using interface tools in a virtual environment to finally 
feeding the modified information back into the cycle. 
Identify the features 
South Australian housing typologies were used as the base architectural input model. In 
collaboration with UniSA Architecture Museum a literature research and archive research 
was carried out, and a set of building drawings selected and analysed. This enabled the 
identification and selection of specific features that were then encoded in a diagrammatic 
topological map and a feature matrix of the houses along with the basic data including for 
example date of construction. 
 
Figure 2. Adelaide House Types with their connectivity graphs (Photo Credit, Petra Gruber) 
Encode the genes 
The next stage based on the feature matrix was to identify the ‘genes’ of the design. 
Spatial features of the South Australia houses were translated into connectivity diagrams 
(Figure 2). The Evo Type workshop provided an evolutionary perspective on the history 
of the South Australian House. It was then possible to model a developmental perspective 
for each typology based on a hierarchy derived from its connectivity diagram. 
 
 
Figure 3. The generated phenotype based on the connectivity diagram interpreted in Grasshopper and Maya into Unity 
 
Figure 4. Design X workshop tutor Daish Malani testing the gene adaptation prototype Agile ‘Axe’ (Photo Credit, 
Kelly Carpenter) 
Generate the phenotype 
The graphs (connectivity diagrams) generated in the gene encoding stage, were sent from 
Grasshopper to control pheromone growth of a particle system in Maya that was rendered 
in real time as a series of boxes in Unity (Figure 3). 
Modify the phenotype 
In parallel, the carve workshop produced a tangible user interface prototype in the form 
of an axe. This enabled the user to select and modify specific nodes in the connectivity 
diagram in a virtual reality space, and thereby altering the pseudo body-plan of the 
architectural typology (Figure 4). 
DISCUSSION 
During the translation of knowledge from developmental biology to architectural design 
we realized the immense potential to extend morphogenetic design methodologies. The 
research on a new multistage design process provided a validation of the comparison of 
genetics and architectural typology, and an extension of the basic analogy of evolutionary 
architecture. The agile process of the workshop allowed us to develop the communication 
model for the integrated design system on the fly. The communication protocol and initial 
workflow of the design system were developed, implemented and tested during the 
workshops. Limitations and challenges were found in the translation between the different 
phases. The selection mechanism in a virtual environment was crucial to the overall 
success. Here, the concept was the manipulation of the graph model based on the user input. 
As this was not tested in a closed-loop system before, the potential of the user guidance of 
the design process through gesture has yet to be explored. The main barrier to 
implementation during the workshop was the complexity of the data that should be mapped 
from the gesture to the computational model. Overall, the use of a persistent graph model 
for the testing of computational design systems proved to be a feasible approach to reduce 
the system complexity. It allowed to test the workflow in the brief period of the workshops. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes the development of a system to design active tools based on agile 
principles integrating biological models in a new multi stage design process. The 
combination of an agile approach on the level of human interaction with the use of 
biomimetic principles on the systems level allowed us to establish efficient protocols and 
use the synergetic effects between computational design systems in architecture and 
systems design based on biomimetic principles. The multi-stage computational model was 
developed and tested in an initial experiment of Agile X4.  
The outcome of the workshop series was in many respects promising:  
•   The results of the feature matrix during the definition of the ontological input were 
successfully used to generate a dynamic representation of the explored typology of 
the South Australian House.  
•   The main advantage of the agile approach is the modularity of the system that is 
based on the specification of a communication protocol shared over all stages of 
the design process. It allowed the use of a variety of design tools that are available 
in the CAD software packages of Rhinoceros, Maya and Unity. A developmental 
model for generative design was used to develop a flexible graph model as 
communication protocol in the computational design system. 
There is an enormous potential for form generation in reference to existing typologies using 
the developed multi stage design system. Furthermore, a four-dimensional mapping of the 
genotypes to the phenotypes would encourage speculation about topological changes 
introduced by the aliveness of architecture. 
FUTURE WORK 
The further development of the proposed multistage design process entails improvements 
on different levels. Firstly, the basic analogy between architectural design and evolutionary 
development should be revisited and recent findings in the life sciences integrated into the 
translation. Novel concepts such as niche construction theory and epigenetics have not been 
sufficiently discussed in the context of the built environment. 
Secondly, for the different phases of the design process, further research needs to be 
conducted. So, for the gene extraction, the number of features that are mapped between 
genotype and phenotype should be increased, and for the phenotype modelling, the 
mapping of building features in a particle system would drive the development of the 
phenotype through existing typologies. The implementation of a flexible graph model 
would allow the mapping of the defined genotype on a four-dimensional space-time model. 
Additional research should also be conducted on the behaviour of the system interaction of 
different typologies with each other (ecology simulation). The relation of typologies to 
environmental context is another interesting field of research, that could be further 
investigated in a comparative study over different climatic and cultural zones. 
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